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ABSTRACT 
This research study investigates changes in a teacher's practice which 
occurred with the implementation of teaching strategies aimed at increasing students' 
autonomy. 
The study involved students in the Year 12 mathematics classes at a catholic 
coeducational college in a Queensland provincial city. An initial study over one term 
was carried out in 1997. This informed the major study of 1998. The changed 
teaching approach emphasised collaborative learning, the use of self-regulatory 
learning strategies, making sense of rather than memorising mathematical concepts, 
and reflecting on learning behaviours and on understanding of concepts. The students 
were encouraged to be actively engaged in their learning and to accept responsibility 
for it. Action research allowed the students to contribute to the teacher's planning and 
evaluation of the teaching and learning in each cycle. Data were collected from 
students' journals, interviews, classroom observations, questionnaires, and the 
teacher's fieldnotes. Narrative analysis centred on three themes: issues affecting the 
students, issues affecting the teacher, and issues associated with carrying out research 
into practice. 
The smdents perceived themselves as being more autonomous than they had 
been previously. Nearly all accepted the responsibility for their own learning, and 
were able to work together to improve the learning of all class members. They also 
believed that the changed approach had contributed to improved results. The teacher 
was able to act as a facilitator of the students' learning, rather than feeling responsible 
for ensuring that all learnt. Action research proved a suitable methodology for a full-
time teacher seeking to improve her practice. 
Students' responses to the study support the need to explain the purposes of 
changes to the ways in which they are taught and expected to learn. It proved 
important to allow the students time to adapt to the changes, and to allow them to 
have input into decisions about their learning. They needed time to reflect on their 
learning for them to become aware of what they were doing and whether it was 
proving effective. The teacher realised the need to be flexible in her teaching 
approach, and to provide sufficient scaffolding for the students as not all students 
wished to become more autonomous learners. 
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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
The experience of studying senior mathematics is not pleasant for many students. 
They often find it to be difficult, boring, or both. They often believe mathematics to be a 
collection of abstract truths which ordinary students can not expect to understand. 
Because of this, many students adopt passive dependent roles in class and rely on 
memorisation as their main learning strategy. In response, I have sought to change my 
teaching practice so that the students might play a more active role in, and accept greater 
responsibility for, their learning of mathematics. I used action research processes to 
implement teaching strategies to encourage my students to become more autonomous 
learners. This enabled change in both my teaching practice and the students' learning 
practices. 
This initial chapter introduces the focus of the study and identifies the problem 
and its significance. It briefly relates the context within which the problem arose. The 
approach for acting upon the problem is .outlined, as is the research methodology used to 
transform my practice. The way in which data were gathered and analysed is alluded to. 
The significance of the study is discussed. The chapter concludes with an outline of the 
thesis. 
I have used the first person active voice throughout the thesis to proclaim my 
own emotional involvement and take responsibility for my statements, beliefs and 
opinions. This thesis is my story, so I do not wish to tell it using a disembodied voice not 
connected to my research (Emihovich, 1995, p. 42). When discussing the students' 
responses, I have sought to incorporate their voice as much as possible, as it is also their 
story, albeit told by me. 
1.1 Focus of the study 
This study is an exploration of my daily practice, as I sought to move beyond 
the security of former patterns of teaching to transform the particular educational 
setting of my Year 12 Mathematics B class. It was designed to draw from and 
contribute to the theory related to teaching, especially in relation to implementing the 
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recommendations of reform documents to produce a student-centred practice which 
empowers both students and teacher to exercise greater control over their own learning. 
Senior students should develop as confident, self-directed individuals, able to 
learn independently and accept responsibility for their learning (Department of 
Education Queensland, 1991; Weinstein, 1994). They should be activeparticipants in 
the learning process (Higgs, 1988). The aim is to develop schools in which 
everyone is a learner, everyone is a teacher, and everyone willingly 
accepts responsibility for supporting, encouraging, and assuring learning 
by their peers. Students and staff participate in decisions about learning 
and the learning environment. (McQuillan, 1995, p. 6) 
Students need to be able to behave autonomously, as 
it is not likely that students who are dependent on their teachers are 
going to be as effective in the world of learning or subsequent 
employment as those who have developed strategies which enable them 
to find and use their own resources for learning. (Boud, 1988, p. 21) 
In mathematics education, students need to be active participants in their learning 
and accept responsibility for it. The National Statement on Mathematics for Australian 
Schools (Australian Educational Council (AEC), 1991), Curriculum and Evaluation 
Standards for School Mathematics (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
(NCTM), 1989), and Mathematical knowledge and understanding for effective 
participation in Australian Society (Australian Association of Mathematics Teachers 
(AAMT), 1996) have recommended that mathematics instruction emphasise the 
understanding of mathematics, especially problem solving, investigation and inquiry and 
application of knowledge in a range of contexts. Students should experience non-routine 
mathematical problems and unfamiliar situations, in which they choose the appropriate 
mathematics, implement the procedures, and evaluate the effectiveness of the solution; 
they should communicate mathematically; and they should experience the intuitive and 
creative processes through which mathematics develops (AEC, pp. 11-15). 
My hopes for my students can be described by using the words of another 
teacher (Black & Atkin, 1996, p. 53): 
I would like them to be able to think mathematically ... I want them to 
be able to look at a problem, and ask themselves questions that lead 
them towards solving or understanding the problem ... I want them to 
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be able to think their way through a problem. So, I really try to teach ... 
thinking about how they solve the problem rather than memoriz[ing]. 
Thus, I am seeking to change my secondary mathematics teaching so that my 
students are willing to accept responsibility for their own learning, and seek to be 
actively engaged in understanding mathematics so that they develop a deep 
understanding of mathematical ideas. 
I argue that these goals will be realised through teaching for more autonomous 
learning. Such learning is the antithesis of mechanical learning, memorising rote 
procedures, working and reworking decontextualised examples, recalling sufficient 
information for assessment purposes, and having learning "done" to the students 
(Middleton & Hill, 1996). It involves developing an atmosphere of conjecture and 
justification of ideas, so that mathematics is viewed as an integrated whole involving 
problem solving, reasoning and communication (Clarke, 1997). The students make 
meaning for themselves, take responsibility for and exercise greater control over their 
own learning, and believe in their potential to learn. I was seeking the following 
outcomes: learners willingly accepting the responsibility for their own learning, 
developing their own program for learning, feeling free to learn in a facilitative 
learning environment, and being motivated to continue learning throughout their lives. 
Such objectives are not easily met. There is often a gap between teachers' 
espoused theories and actual practice. Research has shown that mathematics instruction 
has changed little despite the recommendations of research and curriculum documents 
(Boaler, 1997; Klein, 1998; Lerman, 1998). Lerman stated: 
From within the community it seems to suffer from an inertia that 
militates against substantial change in teaching styles or perceptions of 
learning... [I]t's as if the teaching/learning style doesn't make any 
difference: on the contrary the most efficient and time-saving is the 
familiar chalk-and-talk. (p. 29) 
This study addresses the call for teachers to be involved in identifying research 
concerns, and in gathering, interpreting and applying data about their practice 
(McKernan, 1992; Wilkinson, 1995). 
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1.1.1 Research problem 
There are many concerns with the cuiTent state of mathematics teaching and 
learning. Ramsden (1992) stated that most students are merely amassing an amalgam 
of facts that they cannot apply. Clements and Ellerton (1996) stated that school 
mathematics education is not working. As previously stated, curriculum reports and 
documents recommend change. 
According to the literature, the typical behaviours of high school students 
indicate a lack of involvement in and commitment to learning. Undesirable learning 
behaviours include impulsive actions, superficial attention, inappropriate applic2.tion of 
procedures, inadequate monitoring of progress in learning a topic, premature decisions to 
cease processing, ineffective eradication of misconceptions, and a lack of reflective 
thinking (White, 1996, p. 130). Too many students display a marked lack of interest and 
involvement in learning (Boaler, 1997; Childress, 1998). Also of concern is students' 
inadequate conceptual knowledge. This involves a lack of making sense of mathematics 
and difficulties in transfeiTing knowledge to other contexts. Research supports the 
contention that, for many students, learning in traditional ways at school has resulted in 
knowledge that is not useable because components are missing, isolated, inert or 
distorted (Bolhuis, 1996; Brown & Palincsar, 1989; De Corte, 1995; Perkins, 1992). 
These problems with learning and the resulting lack of conceptual knowledge 
relate to teachers' behaviours and expectations. In traditional classroom environments, 
mathematics learning is an individual activity, involving absorbing and memorising a 
fixed body of decontextualised and fragmented knowledge and procedural skills 
transmitted by the teacher (De Corte, 1995, p.42). Because of their experiences as 
learners and teachers of mathematics, many teachers believe they have the prime 
responsibility for their students' learning. 
My personal experiences with students and their attitudes towards learning 
support these concerns. For example, many students believe doing mathematics is 
memorising and applying rules, as indicated by the following comments from my 1997 
Year 12 Mathematics class: 
The whole point of maths is applying a rule to a situation, and you need 
to know the rule. [Josh] 
If you study enough you'll remember how to use the rules. Whereas in 
other subjects you have to interpret - there's not so much interpreting in 
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maths. The only way to really do well in maths is to do problems over 
and over and over again and again. [Joseph] 
As Mathematics B is a pre-requisite subject for a number of university courses, it 
is often chosen to optimise future choices, rather than because of intrinsic interest. 
Students' goals may therefore focus on achievement rather than understanding. Thus, 
they expect the teacher to provide the necessary rules and algorithms so that they "pass 
the subject". This assertion is supported by the following student comments, again from 
my 1997 Year 12 Mathematics class: 
If you/a teacher doesn 't give us the knowledge, then how do we find it 
out. We could use a book or other students, but the easiest and quickest 
way would be for the teacher to show us. [Louise} 
I learn maths the best when you give us the procedure for the problems 
we do in class and for homework. [David} 
It's annoying how we have to work things out for ourselves - it's easier 
if we get told and then just apply it. [Freya] 
The above concerns indicate that students typically view learning mathematics 
as focused on content and associated techniques, and depend on the teacher to provide 
them with sufficient facts and learned procedures for assessment purposes. I have 
hypothesised that concerns about learning relate directly to the teaching approach. 
The research problem was to change my teaching so that the students were willing to 
be actively involved in their learning; to question concepts; to seek deep 
understanding; and to use planning, monitoring and evaluating strategies to regulate 
their learning. 
1.1.2 Research aims 
Lomax (Lomax & Whitehead, 1998, p. 10) stated that Whitehead's discipline 
of educational inquiry is based on three of his arguments as follows: 
The first is that in questions of the kind, "How do I improve my 
practice?", "I" exists as a living contradiction in holding values and 
experiencing their denial at the same time as asking the question. The 
second is that "I" as a living contradiction is motivated to improve 
what he or she is doing .. .. The third is that the descriptions and 
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explanations for their own learning which individuals create, constitute 
their own living educational theories. 
Thus, my own living educational theory is developed as I ask myself questions 
about how I can improve my practice. I realise that I do not always enact my values in 
my practice. I am taking responsibility for my concerns, ideas and actions. This 
allows the possibility of transforming my practice through changed understandings. 
The thesis is the description and explanation of the associated learning, as well as the 
theorising of my practice. 
The aim of this study was to Improve practice usmg action research. In 
particular, I wished to do the following: 
1. To develop and implement teaching strategies to empower students to 
become autonomous learners. This involved: 
• focusing on the roles of student and teacher as learner and facilitator of 
learning respectively, and 
• developing awareness that learning requires the active involvement of the 
student to develop deep understanding and the acceptance of the 
responsibility for their own learning. 
2. To document the effect of these strategies on the students' degree of 
autonomy. 
3. To document the effect of the changes on my practice and the theorising of 
my practice. 
4. To reflect on the use of action research as a process for a teacher seeking 
to improve practice. 
1.2 Overview of the approach 
The study involved the different Year 12 Mathematics B classes of 1997 and 
1998, as I emphasised an inquiry-based approach to learning, the usc of self-regulatory 
strategies, collaborative work and reflection. 
In the first term of 1997, I commenced the reconstructed teaching approach. The 
results of this initial study informed the 1998 main study, especially in relation to 
involving the students in the changes. It commenced with a Reconnaissance phase 
(Elliott, 1991) to determine the students' difficulties in learning mathematics, the 
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strategies which they were using, and to plan strategies for the rest of the year. Five 
action research cycles were then implemented over three school terms, from the 
beginning of February until early September. Cycle lengths varied, as they were chosen 
to fit in with different content areas and assessment tasks. A number of teaching 
strategies was focused on in each cycle. The specific strategies used in the study were 
collaborative learning, making sense of what was being learnt, and reflection on 
learning. There is considerable overlap between these. For example, a collaborative 
setting can be used to encourage students to discuss and reflect on the metacognitive 
strategies that they could use to solve an unfamiliar problem. At the end of each cycle, 
the class evaluated that cycle to decide how effective it had been and what needed to 
change or stay the same for the next cycle. I was continually evaluating my approach 
through daily reflections and making small changes in response to this evaluation. 
Successive action research cycles are often described as following a spiral pattern, in 
which reflection on the action informs the action of the next cycle, and so on. This 
allowed, the continual reflection on and modification of the teaching and learning 
strategies. The students did become more aware of their learning and did value 
understanding. Some certainly displayed autonomous characteristics and took greater 
control of their learning. 
1.3 Methodology 
This study aimed at transforming this particular educational setting by 
investigating and refining the teaching practice to improve learning. It used action 
research methodology to understand and reconstruct practice. 
Action research involves both action and research linking theory and practice 
into one whole: "ideas-in-action". Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) explained this thus: 
To do action research is to plan, act, observe and reflect more carefully, 
more systematically, and more rigorously than one usually does in 
everyday life; and to use the relationships between these moments in the 
process as a source of both improvement and knowledge. (p. 1 0) 
The rationale for using action research as the research methodology was based 
on two factors. Firstly, the research process paralleled the aims of the study to bring 
about change through understanding and improving the situation. The second aspect was 
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the suitability of action research for a teacher-researcher. 
The aim of the study was the improvement and reconstruction of my teaching 
practice through sustained critical reflection, so that the students' learning practices 
would also improve. Because of this, I needed a methodology that would allow the 
investigation and understanding of what was happening, but also allow for practical 
change relevant to our particular situation. Action research proved an appropriate 
methodology for this study as it involved investigation and implementation of changes 
to practice to enhance learning; reflection on the effectiveness of different actions to 
determine further action; development of understanding about teaching and learning 
which can be related to theoretical knowledge; consideration of the students as 
participants gaining greater control over their own learning, and me as a teacher-
researcher able to make use of context-specific knowledge; and practical approaches 
able to be implemented in the classroom to produce knowledge related to this specific 
context. 
Data were collected through students' and my journal writing, interviews, 
classroom observation, and my field-notes. The analysis of this study began with 
questions of the type "Did the students take more control over their learning?" "Was 
learning more effective?" and "Which teaching strategies contributed to better 
learning?". I then sought to answer "Why did this happen?" and "What evidence is there 
to support this?" but also to consider "For which students did this not happen, and 
why?". Three main themes arose from these questions: issues affecting the students, 
issues affecting me as the teacher, and issues associated with carrying out research into 
practice. Narrative analysis answers how and why a particular outcome came about 
(Polkinghorne, 1995). The outcome of the research is the retrospective explanation of 
the happening. It is a "tightening and ordering of experience by explicating an 
intrinsically meaningful form" (p. 20). 
I have analysed the changed teaching approach using themes of learners' 
issues and teacher's issues. To consider how it affected the students, I have described 
how the strategy was implemented, how the students responded, and the extent to 
which it contributed to their autonomy. The students' attitudes towards learning were 
also important. I have sought to show connections of cause and influence among these 
events. Successes and failures, achievements and disappointments, are all part of the 
story because it deals with real people who respond to changes differently. Finally, the 
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analysis focuses on research issues, especially the benefits of using action research in 
this situation and reflecting on the extent to which the study incorporated key 
characteristics of action research. The aim is to explain what occurred over the two 
years of the study in a way that appears plausible to other practitioners, so that this 
might provide insight into, and understanding of, this particular situation. 
1.4 Significance of the study 
The Queensland Senior Syllabus in Mathematics B (Board of Senior 
Secondary School Studies (BSSSS), 1992, p. 1) states that "Mathematics is an integral 
part of a general education. It can enhance people's understanding of the world and 
the quality of their participation in a rapidly changing society." In Queensland 
schools, all students study mathematics at least until the end of Year 10. Using 
mathematics, that is, applying mathematical knowledge and skills, has been identified 
in national reports addressing post-compulsory education as a key competency (Carss, 
1992). However, as the Mathematics B syllabus stated: 
There is anecdotal and research evidence to suggest that many people 
dislike mathematics and may even feel intimidated in situations in 
which it is used. The effect on individuals of having to deal with an 
increasingly mathematically oriented society while feeling inadequate 
or alienated from mathematics is of considerable concern. (BSSSS, p. 
1) 
The study sought to respond to this concern by implementing a teaching 
approach which would raise "levels of competence in and confidence with 
mathematics" (p. 1 ), which the syllabus stated to be critical. 
This study was significant as it sought to improve learning for this specific 
cohort of students. The students had the sense that they did learn better and achieve 
improved results because of the approach. As the study involved the testing and 
documenting of strategies to improve learning, it will prove valuable in my practice 
with students in the future. 
There have been few long-term studies in which the regular classroom teachers 
have sought to implement empowering strategies, evaluate the approach, and then report 
the findings. As Heaton and Lampert (1993) have stated, the efforts of teachers seeking 
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to implement reforms are little examined and rarely written about. There is a lack of 
knowledge about what such classrooms are like, what can make a particular approach 
successful or otherwise, and how the students genuinely respond to it. Thus, teachers 
question their understanding of what it means to know and learn mathematics, and how 
to integrate analysis and action in their ongoing work with students. Most classroom 
teachers seeking to introduce reform approaches in mathematics find the process of 
changing difficult and slow, and lack the time to reflect on what is happening, the energy 
to write up a report on the implementation, and the confidence to make the outcomes 
public, often even within their own school. 
There have also been few studies involving senior secondary mathematics 
classes. Final year results are often considered too important to risk using a different 
teaching approach. The students are also often convinced that they know best how 
they should be taught, and are not willing to support a changed approach. However, 
this results in a paucity of research literature focused on this age group and subject 
discipline. While the students were not a representative sample, my experiences 
would inform other teachers in similar situations. 
The study is significant because it aimed at improving practice by closing the 
gap between espoused theory and practice. The thesis and associated articles that I 
have written constitute a basis for better informed professional action, through making 
teacher knowledge public and adding to the body of understanding and knowledge. 
1.5 Outline of the thesis 
In Chapter 2, I review the literature associated with changing teaching and 
learning practices to enable greater autonomy. Initially, I discuss the importance of 
autonomous students, describing their characteristics, and how one might teach for 
autonomy. The second section discusses current concerns about students' learning in 
mathematics. These include undesirable learning behaviours and inadequate 
knowledge. I discuss how students' and teachers' attitudes and beliefs contribute: to 
these. In the third section, the concept of empowerment is used as a framework to 
focus on how change might occur and why it is difficult. The chapter concludes by 
reviewing approaches that can contribute to greater autonomy: self-regulatory 
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leaming strategies, inquiry-oriented approaches, collaborative learning, and student 
reflection. 
Chapter 3 is concerned with the research design. Because of the applied focus 
of the educational doctorate, the understanding and reconstruction of practice, action 
research methodology proved appropriate. I describe the methodology, its 
characteristics and provide a rationale for its use. A brief overview of the context and 
conduct of the study are provided. These are detailed in appendices. The qualitative 
data collection methods are discussed. Narrative analysis was used to analyse the data, 
and resulted in themes of learners' issues, teacher's issues, and research issues. 
Finally, the design is discussed, including the conduct of the study, issues of 
credibility of the data, ethical issues, and the limitations ofthe study. 
Chapter 4 discusses the findings of the study. It is structured thematically. The 
first theme concerns how I sought to provide opportunities for the students to behave 
more autonomously, and how they responded. In this section, I have focused on their 
working collaboratively, their making sense of what they were doing and learning, 
and how this affected their attitudes towards learning and mathematics. The second 
theme deals with issues related to me as teacher. I use a metaphor to show my 
changing understandings of my role as teacher. I then focus on tensions associated 
with moving towards a more facilitative role, and my attitude towards the changed 
practice. I then analyse what I learnt about teaching strategies. The third theme 
concerns research issues. I project the benefits of using action research, considering 
its appropriateness given my dual roles of teacher and researcher, how its recursive 
aspects have contributed to greater understanding, and how it benefited those involved 
in the study. Finally, I reflect on this study and the extent to which it incorporates the 
main features of action research methodology. 
Chapter 5 is the conclusion. In it, I address the research aims and the extent to 
which I achieved these. In considering the research question, the extent to which it is 
possible to teach for student autonomy, I discuss the implications of this study and 
well as its limitations, and future directions. 
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CHAPTER2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This study is an investigation of an approach to empower students to take 
control of their own learning through implementing teaching strategies that focus on 
students' active involvement in constructing their knowledge. The literature supports 
the assertion that concerns associated with learning mathematics can be attributed in a 
large part to students' dependence and associated behaviours, and to instructional 
contexts which reinforce this and require or expect such behaviours. The review of 
the literature supports the contention that empowering students to become 
autonomous learners who accept the responsibility for their own learning and have the 
skills to do so contributes to their success at school and later. 
This chapter firstly considers an ideal teaching and learning environment in 
terms of autonomy and empowerment. Secondly, it discusses concerns about learning 
mathematics in a traditional instructional environment. These concerns include 
inappropriate beliefs about, and approaches to, learning and teaching mathematics. 
The third section deals with the difficulty of changing, and how such change might be 
effected. Finally, teaching strategies aimed at contributing to autonomy in learning 
are discussed. The instructional approach of the study was developed from these 
strategies. 
2.1 A Vision of Teaching and Learning 
2.1.1 Aims of Education 
It has been stated that "one of the ultimate goals of schooling is to develop 
self-directing, autonomous individuals" (Anderson & Pavan, 1993, p. 76). The aims 
of education have been explicitly addressed by the statement: "Teachers need to be 
able to help students to learn. Students must develop the enthusiasm and skills to 
become life long learners, to become independent workers and learners" (Education 
Queensland, 1999, p. 19). An earlier document stated that this might occur through 
partnerships between students and teachers characterised by negotiation and 
independent learning, in which students have opportunities for input into decisions 
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about what they learn and how they learn; by an emphasis on experience-based 
learning; and by emphasising student responsibility, independence and lifelong 
learning (Department of Education, Queensland, 1991 ). 
The concept of autonomy is related to the aims of quality education. Aspin, 
Chapman, and Wilkinson (1994, p. 68) stated that quality education occurs when all 
students can determine issues and make choices for themselves by their own actions. 
Weinstein ( 1994, p. 267) emphasised that the transfer of responsibility for learning to 
the individual is the ultimate outcome of education, while Baud (1988, p. 39) has 
stressed autonomy as a goal for individual learners. Similarly, Rogers (in 
Maksimowicz, 1993) described desirable outcomes of students' education as including 
their willingly acceptance of responsibility for their own learning, their development 
of their own program for learning, their feeling of freedom to learn, and their 
motivation towards life-long learning. Thus, McKernan (1991, p. 54) has argued that 
the goal of education is 
to empower students so that they are emancipated as learners. What 
this will mean is that students take the responsibility for thinking and 
learning, making rational choices, and so forth. If students do not 
become involved in critical thinking and inquiry learning while they 
are at school then it is highly likely that they wlll go on 'leaning' on 
authorities in their future lives - thus minimizing the chance of 
developing as self-autonomous individuals. 
Contemporary teaching approaches in mathematics education also emphasise 
the importance of students' autonomy. Sullivan (1998) said that: "We can and must 
put the students in control". Mathematics curriculum reform documents, including A 
National Statement of Mathematics for Australian Schools (ABC, 1991), The 
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 1989), 
Everybody Counts (National Research Council, 1989), and The Professional 
Standards for Teaching Mathematics (NCTM, 1991) have called for a broadening of 
teaching approaches, greater emphasis on understanding, and a focus on the 
usefulness of mathematics through applications and problem solving. These changes 
mark a shift from a teacher-centred approach based on skill development to a student-
centred approach. 
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2.1.2 Autonomous Learners 
Various terms have been used to describe students who take responsibility for 
their own learning. These include autonomous or independent learners (Boud, 1988; 
Candy, 1991; Higgs, 1988), expert strategic learners (Weinstein, 1994), students 
engaged in authentic learning (Krovetz, Casterson, McKowen & Willis, 1993; 
Newman, Marks & Gamoran, 1995), and students who engage in high quality 
learning (Nightingale & O'Neil, 1994). I will generally refer to these students as 
autonomous learners. They are committed to learning and knowledge (Gunstone, 
Brass & Fensham, 1994), internalise the responsibility for their own choices, direct 
their own behaviour, and attribute the consequences of their actions to their behaviour 
(Paris & Turner, 1994, p. 228). 
Candy (1991) assembled a composite profile of autonomous learners from the 
work of a number of researchers. According to this profile, these learners: 
• are methodical and disciplined, having direction, being able to plan ahead and 
make effective use of time; 
• are logical and analytical, forming generalisations and finding the basic 
structures of subjects; they enjoy questioning, testing and analysing; and they 
can break down goals into specific objectives; 
• are reflective and self-aware, being able to: identify needs when they 
encounter a problem to be solved or skills to be acquired; identify their 
personal learning objectives; recognise constraints on learning; understand 
their own learning style; know their strengths and weaknesses; and recognise 
when they require help; 
• demonstrate curiosity, openness, and motivation; being self-starting, open to 
new learning opportunities, and willing to confront questions and problems; 
• are flexible and able to modify their behaviour; 
• are interdependent and interpersonally competent, able to work cooperatively 
with others, yet enjoy learning individually; willing and able to learn with 
others and share ideas; knowing how and when to ask for help and direction; 
able to diagnose their learning needs with help from teachers and peers; and 
able to relate to teachers as facilitators and to peers collaboratively as 
resources; 
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• are persistent and responsible, self-regulating and systematic in work; with an 
informed acceptance of the responsibility for their own learning; 
• are venturesome and creative, able to develop alternative solutions to 
problems; and willing to take risks; 
• are confident and have a positive self-concept; 
• are independent and self-sufficient, with the skills to study independently and 
to take the initiative; 
• have knowledge about, and skill at, learning processes; and 
• have developed and use criteria for diagnosing, prescribing and evaluating 
their own progress. 
These learners have knowledge about themselves, about strategies for learning, 
and about the content that they are learning. The following list of skills describes this 
knowledge and has been developed from the above profile and the work of Boud 
(1988), Higgs (1988), Krovetz et al. (1993), Newman et al. (1995), Nightingale and 
O'Neil (1994), and Weinstein (1994). An autonomous learner has: 
• knowledge about oneself, including knowing one's strengths and weaknesses 
in learning; understanding one's learning needs; having the desire to know 
more; and setting goals for learning; 
• knowledge about learning strategies, including usmg a range of different 
strategies; exercising metacognitive awareness and control; evaluating the 
effectiveness of strategies; re±lecting on the learning process; using the teacher 
as a resource person; and being able to learn collaboratively and individually; 
and 
• knowledge about content, including perceiving relationships between new and 
old knowledge; creating new knowledge; applying knowledge; articulating the 
purpose of the learning activity; and being able to analyse and practice what is 
known, and acknowledge what is not known. 
Research has shown that knowledge about oneself as related to learning can 
contribute to academic success. Positive beliefs about oneself as a learner are associated 
with an awareness and control of one's thoughts and emotions about learning, an 
acceptance of responsibility for learning, and a belief that academic success can be 
influenced through one's effort (Ornstein, 1994). Ridley, Schutz, Glanz, and Weinstein 
(1992) and Rueda and Dembo (1995) found that students who set clearly defined goals 
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based on high levels of self-awareness performed better, and suggested that this was 
because of the motivating challenge provided by explicit goals. In contrast, under-
achieving students have been found to have lower academic goals and to be less self-
efficacious and less persistent than achieving students (Borkowski & Thorpe, 1994). 
Knowledge about learning strategies is related to self-regulated learning, 
involving the conscious control of learning and the ability to change learning 
behaviours, and associated with planning, monitoring and revising one's thinking 
(Ridley, et al., 1992). The use of cognitive and metacognitive strategies has been 
found to contribute to achievement (Cole, 1997; Green & Miller, 1996; Pintrich & De 
Groot, 1990; Van Zile-Tamsen & Livingston, 1999), and to be consistently positively 
related to critical thinking, to be important in the transfer of knowledge and application 
of problem solving skills to novel situations (Garcia & Pintrich, 1992), and to have a 
positive effect on mathematics achievement (Malpass, 1996). In mathematics problem 
solving, it has been shown that strategy use can be more important than subject matter 
knowledge, as successful students are more aware of what they know and how to use it, 
and more accurately monitor their strategies, actions and intermediate results (Cai, 
1994; Schoenfeld, 1985; Swanson, 1990). Students with better academic performance 
have been shown to mindfully plan and orchestrate strategy choices, while those with 
poor performance displayed maladaptive executive control and depended more on the 
teacher (Cantwell & Beamish, 1994; Shapley, 1994). 
Knowledge about content is discussed in relation to the constructivist model of 
learning. This model assumes that knowledge is actively constructed by the learner 
rather than transmitted or absorbed. Thus learning is "an active process of 
constructing a system of meanings and then using these to construe or interpret 
events, ideas, or circumstances" (Candy, 1991, p. 278). Recent research in 
mathematics education has highlighted the key role of students' prior knowledge and 
of negotiation of meaning in the classroom community in developing new conceptual 
understandings (Taylor, Fraser, & Fisher, 1997). While there are varieties of 
constructivism, a teaching model that uses constructivism as a referent emphasises: 
• attention to the learner's previous constructions; 
• attention to metacognition and strategic self-regulation; 
• use of multiple representations of mathematical concepts; 
• awareness of the importance of goals for the learner; and 
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• awareness of the importance of social contexts. (Ernest, 1996, p. 346). 
Mathematics is thus viewed as a process of inquiry, so that the aims of teaching it 
need "to include the empowerment of learners to create their own mathematical 
knowledge" (Romberg, 1992, p. 751). A National Statement of Mathematics for 
Australian Schools (AEC, 1991, p. 16) supports this view of learning: 
Learning is best thought of as an active and productive process on the 
part of the learner .... [L]earners construct their own meanings from, 
and for, the ideas, objects and events that they experience. The 
meanings that people construct depend upon their existing 
understandings. 
Autonomous learners will be actively involved and accept responsibility for 
their learning: "students learn best when they are expected to pursue knowledge, 
when they are expected to prepare responsibly for class, and when they are expected 
to grow increasingly independent as learners" (Katz, 1996, p. 441); "mathematics is 
not a spectator sport; it cannot be enjoyed and it cannot be learned without active 
participation" (Polya, 1966, cited in Romberg, 1992, p. 760); and students must "do 
the learning" through active participation in which they take greater responsibility for 
and initiative in the learning process (Manus, 1996, p. 315). Lima and Gazzetta (1994, 
cited in McQuillan, 1995) observed that acquiring the skills to "construct knowledge 
is a key to empowerment because, once we understand how to learn, we are not as 
dependent on experienced teachers or mentors to guide us" (p. 247). 
Thus, autonomous students are independent learners who accept the 
responsibility for their own learning. They are motivated to learn, and have the skills 
to motivate, evaluate, and as necessary, modify their own behaviours. 
2.1.3 Teaching for Autonomy 
2.1.3.1 Features ofthe instructional approach 
Research (Macpherson, Arcodia, Gorman, Shepherd, & Trost, 1998; Nightingale 
& O'Neil, 1994) has shown autonomous learning to be facilitated when the 
instructional approach: 
• encourages students' self-reliance and self-esteem; 
• cultivates students' intrinsic interest in learning; 
• actively teaches independent learning at a conscious level; 
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• encourages students to progressively increase their responsibility for own 
learning; 
• develops students' awareness of decision making; 
• encourages active and cooperative learning; and 
• provides a secure and supportive environment. 
Thus, the instructional approach should feature three aspects: that students have the 
confidence and motivation to learn, that they acquire the skills to learn independently, 
and that they engage in active and cooperative learning. 
The first aspect is that students have the confidence and motivation to learn. 
For this to occur, they need to experience mathematics as an area that can be 
understood. When students expect mathematics to be sensible and reasonable, they 
are encouraged to engage deeply with mathematics ideas and reasoning (Goldsmith & 
Shifter, 1997). Grouws and Lembke (1996) advised teachers to stress the importance 
of self-improvement and persistence, as well as to use a variety of teaching strategies 
and materials to communicate to students that they can learn mathematics. As they 
realise what can be accomplished through effort, students should continue to learn and 
derive satisfaction from learning. Learning has also been found to be most productive 
when students determine and state their own goals (De Corte, 1995). This is supported 
by Cummins (1994, cited in McQuillan, 1995), who stated that "pedagogical 
approaches that empower students encourage them to assume greater control over 
setting their own learning goals and to collaborate actively with each other in 
achieving these goals" (p. 337). 
The second aspect is that students are provided with the skills to learn 
independently so that they can take greater responsibility for their learning. While 
learners need access to knowledge, competencies, skills and attitudes that will prepare 
them for life, they also need the opportunity to acquire, practise and apply such 
knowledge and skills. Aspin et al. (1994) stated that this would help develop students' 
sense of independence and of their own worth, and so educate them for personal 
autonomy. As students are able to self-regulate their learning to a greater extent, they 
can take more control over it, and so become less dependent on instructional support 
(De Corte, 1995). 
The third aspect is the use of active and cooperative learning. Cummins (1994, 
cited in McQuillan, 1995) described such learning as involving: 
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• reciprocal and interaction-oriented, as opposed to transmission-oriented 
pedagogy; 
• the use of talking and writing as a means to learning; 
• guidance and facilitation, rather than control of learning by the teacher; 
• genuine dialogue between student and teacher; and 
• the development of higher level cognitive skills, rather than just factual recall. 
To provide a supportive but challenging classroom environment, tasks should 
provide challenge by being just beyond the students' capability to solve without 
further instruction (Grouws & Lembke, 1996). While traditional practice involves 
presenting lots of information clearly, Hiebert et al. (1997) have stated that less 
information is necessary; instead, more responsibility should be shifted to students to 
search for or develop the information needed. They need "to reflect on the situation 
and develop solution methods that they understand" (p. 36). Boaler's (1997) study, 
comparing students in a traditional learning environment with those in an alternative, 
progressive environment, demonstrated the relational nature of learning and the 
interdependency of person, activity, knowledge and setting. Boaler concluded "that 
attempts to impart knowledge to students are less helpful than classroom 
environments in which students are enculturated and apprenticed into a system of 
knowing, thinking and doing" (p. 1 09). 
Such an instructional approach is compatible with Clarke's (1997, pp. 280) beliefs 
about teaching and learning in a reformed classroom. He stated that: 
• Learning is enhanced through an atmosphere of conjecture and justification of 
mathematical ideas, with students' solutions and methods providing the basis 
for discussion of problems. 
• Mathematics should be seen as an integrated whole, in which the processes of 
problem solving, reasoning, and communication are essential. 
• Students can solve nonroutine problems without first being taught a procedure. 
• Students should reflect on their activities and learning. 
However, change is difficult and slow, and there are few models of such classrooms 
for teachers to see how to implement such instruction. 
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2.1.3.2 Teachers' roles and responsibilities 
The following discussion considers teachers': 
• understanding of appropriate and worthwhile mathematics learning; 
• beliefs about learners and learning; and 
• beliefs about the role of a teacher. 
These categories are developed from the work of Ernest (1989) and Simon (1997). 
Ernest described the factors that appear to influence mathematics teachers' practice as: 
the teachers' mental schemas, particularly their beliefs concerning mathematics and its 
teaching and learning; the social context of the teaching situation, including the 
associated constraints and opportunities; and the teacher's thought processes and 
reflection (p. 1). Similarly, Simon stated that instruction depends on the teachers' 
understanding of the mathematics involved, and what they define as worth learning 
and appropriate activities; their beliefs about learning and learners, including their 
knowledge of students' learning of relevant concepts; and their commitment to 
understanding and analysing students' learning. 
To consider the first aspect, teachers' understanding of appropriate and 
worthwhile learning, the concept of authentic learning (Newman et al., 1995) is used. 
In mathematics, authentic learning involves higher order thinking skills, organising, 
synthesising, interpreting, hypothesising, describing patterns, making models or 
simulations, constructing mathematical arguments, or inventing procedures; 
understanding important mathematical ideas, and making connections to other 
mathematical concepts and other disciplines; and justifying solutions with concise, 
logical, and well articulated explanations (p. 36). It stresses understanding over 
memorisation and rote computation, and emphasises the development of reasoning, 
problem solving and higher order thinking skills. Such learning corresponds to the 
advice of Hiebert et al. (1997, p. 8) that teachers should make mathematics 
problematic. The students then regard it as something they need to use their 
knowledge and skills, and engage in thinking about important mathematical concepts, 
to make sense of it. Brown, Stein and Forman (1996) described valuable learning as 
occurring when teachers facilitate students' working on worthwhile mathematics tasks 
that engage them in problem solving, reasoning and communication; use small group 
and whole-class settings in which they help students build their own understandings, 
interpret and frame problems, explain and justify strategies and conclusions; assist 
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students to ask each other questions; and encourage students to assume more 
responsibility for their learning. Effective teachers focus student attention on key 
material, highlighting special issues, and encouraging thinking and discussion 
(Findley, 1995). The aim of teaching becomes the development of students' 
understanding and higher-order thinking. In fact, Hiebert et al. (1997) stated that 
"understanding should be the most fundamental goal of mathematics education" (p. 
2). These ideas are summarised in Mathematical knowledge and understanding for 
effective participation in Australian Society (AAMT, 1996). It states that: 
Many of students' learning experiences in mathematics should stem 
from solving practical problems in particular contexts through 
applications familiar to the students. . . . Such activities . . . extend 
their mathematical thinking through problem posing, reflection and 
persistence with difficult tasks. Students need experiences in applying 
mathematics to practical problems, in acquiring a variety of standard 
mathematical techniques and choosing appropriately between them, in 
using non-routine applications, and in using mathematically modelling 
techniques to solve problems. The ability to think mathematically is a 
major component of all activities in the learning of mathematics. (p. 4) 
The second aspect is the teachers' beliefs about learners and learning. Boud 
(1988, p. 39) asserted that perhaps the single central quality which fosters autonomy 
is a relationship between teachers and learners which involves the teachers' 
acceptance and appreciation of the students' views and goals. Teachers seeking to 
empower students have beliefs about learners and learning that define the role of the 
teacher as a facilitator of learning. This role has been described as that of a guide who 
facilitates students' interaction with the material and with each other, orchestrates the 
context, provides the resources, and poses questions to stimulate students to think 
(King, 1993), a resource provider and consultant who emphasises the importance of 
differing perspectives, problem solving, and critical reasoning (Keedy, 1995), and a 
coach, facilitator, or mentor who "inspires and nudges the student to do the active 
work of learning" (Newman et al., 1995, p. 8). Thus, Higgs (1988) described the role 
of a teacher seeking to develop students' autonomy as: 
a manager who creates a supportive and stimulating learning 
environment, who is available as a resource person, who challenges 
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learners to achieve their potential and who helps learners to become 
aware of institutional requirements and expectations associated with 
the discipline in which they are studying. (p. 41) 
In their work in reformed mathematics classrooms, Brown et al. (1996) found 
effective teaching required mutual respect and trust, and the negotiation of feelings, 
motivations, intentions and understandings. The teacher and learner work together. 
Instead of being the main source of information and evaluator of correctness, the 
teacher selects and poses appropriate work, shares information when necessary, and 
develops a classroom culture in which students work on problems and discuss and 
reflect on answers and methods (Hiebert et al., 1997). The teachers' responsibility is 
then to create worthwhile activities, and select materials to engage and stimulate 
students (McLaughlin & Talbert, 1993). Such an approach requires teachers to 
involve students actively in the construction of knowledge, to move beyond fact-
based concepts of knowledge and learner outcomes, and to develop new classroom 
roles and relationships; so that teachers know about how to teach a subject area, about 
students' existing understanding of subject matter, and about management strategies 
to promote active student learning. 
The third aspect is teachers' understandings and reflections about their role as 
teachers, for "just as students continually work toward richer understandings of 
mathematics, teachers continually work toward richer understandings of what it 
means to teach for understanding" (Hiebert et al., 1997, p. 7). Simon (1997) 
advocated viewing teaching as an inquiry process, in which teacher builds models of 
students' mathematics understanding and predicts how learning might progress. 
Awareness of one's practice has been found to contribute to better instruction. Aspin 
et al. (1994, p. 203) have argued that better learning is promoted when teachers 
explain their views of learning and teaching and assessment approaches to their 
students; share teaching and learning views and strategies with colleagues; reflect on 
instructional experiences; and invest time and effort to achieve deeper understanding 
and improvement. 
These characteristics and behaviours emerge from studies of effective 
teachers. Andrews, Garrison and Magnusson (1996) found that excellent university 
professors facilitated a deep rather than surface approach to learning, engaged in 
instructional processes congruent with their preferred approach, and had the values, 
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beliefs, and characteristics of honesty, integrity, genumeness and respect for self, 
students, the material and processes of teaching. From a study concerned with 
effective high school social studies teachers, Fraenkel (1995) described such teachers 
as having high expectations for their students; emphasising thinking rather than 
restating statements from the textbook; stressing depth rather than coverage, helping 
students grasp and connect underlying ideas to find patterns and relationships; 
encouraging students to take personal responsibility for learning; and designing 
activities requiring the active involvement and interaction of students. Findley (1995) 
found effective teachers related to students as learners: encouraging a positive 
classroom culture so students would motivate themselves; specified their 
expectations, objectives, standards, and evaluation procedures; and made effective use 
of questioning. Turley (1994) found that students described the characteristics of 
effective teachers as including openness, authenticity, humour, fairness, patience, a 
real interest in students as people and a willingness to listen to students. They wanted 
teachers who are genuinely interested in and engaged with their work. These findings 
suggest that effective teaching merges method, context, student effort, and teacher 
commitment, with the teacher's personality a key factor. Fraser and Tobin (1996) echo 
these results in a study of exemplary secondary school science teachers. They found 
such teachers to emphasise student understanding, to shift the locus of responsibility 
for learning to the students, to encourage students to participate actively, and to 
maintain classroom environments conducive to learning. It is argued that such an 
approach enables the growth of student autonomy. 
2.1.4 Summary 
It is argued that quality education involves greater student autonomy. The 
aims of education have been considered. The characteristics of autonomous students 
were described. These students will have knowledge about themselves, and about 
learning strategies, as well as about content. They will be able to use their knowledge 
to modify their behaviour as necessary to work towards optimal outcomes. The 
constructivist model of learning emphasises the role of learners in constructing their 
own knowledge and understandings. Such learning is enhanced in an environment in 
which the students are motivated to learn, have the skills to learn independently, and 
are given the opportunity for active and cooperative learning. The extent to which a 
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teacher provides such an environment will depend on the teacher's understanding of 
worthwhile and appropriate learning, beliefs about learners and learning, and beliefs 
about the role of a teacher. Research outcomes indicate that learning is facilitated 
when the teacher seeks to engage the students in authentic activities and encourages 
them to accept greater responsibility for their learning. As Stone (1995, p. 295) stated, 
this frees the teacher from constantly monitoring, directing and supervising their 
learning and behaviour, to facilitate their growth. 
While most practitioners would subscribe to the sentiments expressed in this 
section, there is little in the literature that focuses on how teachers have set about 
changing their practice, the particular teaching strategies they have used, and their 
personal responses to the changed practice. It is important that teachers have access to 
studies that have taken place in ordinary classrooms which have involved teachers 
with full timetables, and which have occurred over extended time periods. This thesis 
provides a description of such a study. 
2.2 Concerns About Learning Mathematics 
This section contextualises the problem of the study by arguing that there is a 
relationship between concerns about learning mathematics and a lack of autonomy. 
Autonomous students have the will and skills to take control of their own learning. 
They are provided with a learning environment that emphasises understanding and 
higher-order thinking. They develop meaning as they investigate, explore and 
conjecture about problems. They use strategies to monitor their learning and take 
action to resolve difficulties. However, while research and policy documents point to 
such behaviours and environments as essential, the evidence is that they are 
uncommon in practice. Instead, many students play passive, dependent roles in the 
classroom, seeking to survive rather than master the learning. This is discussed 
through a consideration of concerns about the learning of mathematics, students' 
attitudes and beliefs about mathematics and about how they learn mathematics, 
students' learning behaviours, and teachers' attitudes and beliefs about teaching and 
learning mathematics. 
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2.2.1 An Overview of Concerns about Learning Mathematics 
This study has been implemented in response to concerns about learning in 
mathematics. Clements and Ellerton (1996) have asserted that: "There is much 
evidence that school mathematics as we now know it in virtually all countries around 
the world is simply not working for many children" (p. 13). Concerns associated with 
students' learning include their passive learning behaviours and dependence on the 
teacher, their use of surface learning strategies, and their inadequate conceptual 
knowledge. It has been shown that, for some students, school learning is only an 
imitation of the discipline: "a counterfeit amalgam of terminology, algorithms, 
unrelated facts, 'right answers', and manipulative skills that enables them to survive 
the process of assessment" (Ramsden, 1992, p. 37). 
The typical behaviours of high school students indicate a lack of involvement 
and commitment to learning. Undesirable learning behaviours include impulsive 
actions, superficial attention, inappropriate application of procedures, inadequate 
monitoring of progress in learning a topic, premature decisions to cease processing, 
ineffective eradication of misconceptions, and a lack of reflective thinking (White, 
1996). Childress (1998, p. 1) described the behaviours ofhigh school classes as: 
students talking in class, not listening to lectures, having conversations 
instead of working on their study guides, putting their heads on their 
desks, and tuning out. . . . Students picked up enough information to 
pass the test, did their work well enough to get the grade, and then 
totally forgot whatever it can be said that they had learned. 
Childress then compared such behaviour with students' performances outside school, 
pointing out that the skills and enthusiasm displayed in out-of-school activities were 
not showing up in the classroom. This corresponds to Boaler's (1997) description of 
student activity at a traditional school. She found that the students showed a marked 
lack of interest and involvement. Passivity was commonplace, with students quietly 
copying down methods without any apparent desire to challenge, question or think 
about their work. 
Also of concern is students' inadequate conceptual knowledge. This involves a 
lack of making sense of mathematics and difficulties in transferring knowledge to 
other contexts. The literature supports the contention that, for many students, learning 
in traditional ways at school has resulted in knowledge that is not useable because 
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components are m1ssmg, isolated, inert or distorted (Bolhuis, 1996; Brown & 
Palincsar, 1989; De Corte, 1995; Perkins, 1992). Knowledge is described as inert if, 
although it is available and even able to be recalled on request, it is not spontaneously 
applied in situations where it is relevant to solve new problems (De Corte, 1995, p. 
39). Ellerton and Clements (1998, p. 168) noted that research data suggest that 
students who give correct answers on what are considered to be valid and reliable 
pencil-and-paper mathematical tests sometimes have little or no understanding of the 
mathematical concepts and relationships the tests were designed to measure. 
These problems with the learning process and the resulting conceptual 
knowledge relate to teachers' behaviours and expectations. In traditional classroom 
environments, mathematics learning is an individual activity, involving absorbing and 
memorising a fixed body of decontextualised and fragmented knowledge and 
procedural skills transmitted by the teacher (De Corte, 1995, p.42). Because of their 
experiences as learners and teachers of mathematics, many teachers believe they have 
the prime responsibility for their students' learning. They often seek to help the 
students learn by analysing and clarifying the concepts for the students (Weinstein & 
Van Mater Stone, 1993), and, based on their assumptions about effective instruction, 
they allow or promote passive learning behaviours and students' use of surface 
learning strategies. 
Students' failure to engage in autonomous behaviours and their inadequate 
conceptual knowledge can be attributed to their low self-esteem and a lack of 
confidence as learners; to a lack of knowledge about effective learning behaviours; 
and to assumptions that learning mathematics requires the memorisation and 
execution of procedures that they are not required to understand. Similarly, many 
teachers feel that they lack autonomy because of their understanding of their role as 
providers of content, and their need to meet the expectations of their superiors, 
students, colleagues and the community. 
2.2.2 Students' Attitudes and Beliefs 
Research studies on students' views about school mathematics show that they 
believe that doing mathematics involves providing the correct answer to well defined 
problems with exact and predetermined answers, and recalling and applying learned 
procedures to solve given problems (Borasi, 1990). Graeber (1993) observed that one 
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of most pervasive views of students from first grade through to senior high school 
students, and even of teachers, was that mathematics is a large set of unconnected 
rules and procedures, and is related to recalling rules and getting an answer. Despite 
reform efforts, in many contemporary mathematics classrooms, learning mathematics 
is seen as 
mastering a predetermined body of knowledge and procedures. The 
teacher's job involves presenting the subject matter in small, easily 
manageable pieces and demonstrating the correct procedure or 
algorithm, after which students work individually on practice exercises 
from the textbook. (Goos, Renshaw, & Galbraith, 1998, p. 20) 
Students thus play a passive, accepting role, in which they "associate mathematics 
lessons with meaningless practice on routine exercises, and learn that mathematics is 
not meant to make sense" (Goos et al., 1998, p. 20). The beliefs of many students 
about mathematics include the following myths: that mathematics is right or wrong; 
that it involves mostly calculations and equations; that every question has one and 
only one correct answer, usually found by only one correct method; that mathematics 
is a static body of knowledge made up of definitions, theorems, proofs, and formulas; 
and that someone has to tell you what to do (Bock, 1994, p. 13). 
These beliefs support the traditional view of mathematics as a subject based 
on immutable truths and unquestionable certainty (Nickson, 1992): the ultimate in 
rationality, being objective, value-free, context-free, universal, and unchanging. 
Mathematics is not considered a way of knowing and interpreting experience, but 
instead is removed from human activity and the context of everyday life (Nickson). 
Because students normally see only the finished products of mathematical endeavour, 
mathematics appears to proceed inexorably from a small set of axioms to some final, 
concise proof. It seems impossible that they would ever derive such results by 
themselves (Buerk, 1985). As Buerk said, such understandings contribute to a 
reluctance to engage in mathematics. 
For many, the sense of powerlessness in the presence of mathematics, 
the sense of frustration in response to mathematics, and the intense 
desire to avoid mathematics, grow out of this view of mathematics as 
only absolute rules, formulas, methods, and theorems - finished 
products which transcend human consciousness. (p. 66) 
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Associated with these beliefs about the discipline are students' experiences of 
learning mathematics. Traditional mathematics instruction has emphasised 
memorisation and imitation (Brown et al., 1996). This approach is grounded in the 
belief that students learn by receiving clear, comprehensible and correct information 
about procedures, and through practising and generalising this information 
(Goldsmith & Shifter, 1997). Thus, instruction has been organised around the transfer 
of information from the knowledgeable teacher to the uninformed students, who are 
therefore dependent on the teacher and text. Oaks ( 1994) stated that many students 
view mathematics as a system of types of problems, each of which comes with a pre-
packaged solution or algorithm that is to be followed exactly as presented by the 
teacher. When students view mathematics as requiring the recall of arbitrary, fixed 
instructions presented by the teacher, they will expect learning to involve the teacher 
presenting these instructions and their recording and memorising them. 
Such beliefs about mathematics and corresponding instructional approaches 
contribute to students' lack of autonomy. They do not expect to understand, think, 
reason or explain, but instead to recall and regurgitate facts and procedures. Lampert 
( 1990, p. 31) found that many students believed that they could not expect to understand 
mathematics; that doing mathematics meant following the rules given by the teacher; 
knowing mathema6cs meant remembering and applying the correct rule; and that 
mathematical truth was determined when the teacher ratified the answer. Schoenfeld 
(1992, p. 359) described as a "nonmathematical epistemology", the beliefs that formal 
mathematics is unrelated to real thinking or problem solving, and that as only geniuses 
discover or create mathematics, students should accept procedures at face value without 
trying to understand why they work. Such beliefs influence students' approaches to, 
and expectations about, learning mathematics. In a study of Australian students, 
Herrington (1990) found them to believe that mathematics involves the direct 
application of learned rules, formulas, and procedures. He stated: "It is apparent that 
many students see practising the same question over and over again, or copying notes 
from the blackboard, as the best way to learn mathematics" (p. 15). Oaks (1994) 
attributed such beliefs to students' defining of understanding as the ability to retrieve 
a correct algorithm from memory, so that "when they explain that understanding is 
important to the process of learning mathematics, they are simply saying that 
knowing the algorithm for a particular problem IS a senous requirement of the 
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discipline" (p. 39). Buerk (1994, p. 3) also found that those students who believed 
mathematics was the manipulation of numbers and symbols did not value their skills in 
solving problems, as they believed that they must precisely follow given formulas and 
procedures. Hendry (1996) stated that typically students are rewarded for applying 
correct procedures and algorithms, and so have developed a belief that successful 
problem solving within the classroom depends on getting the right answer, rather than 
taking the risk of trying new approaches. He added that: "If they wait long enough, 
then the teacher or researcher, the textbook or a friend, will give it to them. Students 
then can memorise the answer and later forget it without ever creating new 
knowledge" (p. 28). 
The belief that learning mathematics is a matter of recall of rules and 
procedures results in difficulty with problem solving. Students who believe that 
mathematics requires them to apply a specific procedure and use a preferred method 
to produce the "correct" answer, remain dependent on the teacher. They view 
problems for which they have no algorithms as unsolvable (Oaks, 1994). They do not 
expect mathematics to make sense, as is evidenced by Schoenfeld's (1989) examples 
of students who produced numerical solutions to ill-defined or unsolvable problems. 
Analysis of students' solutions to problem solving has shown that many students 
cannot apply known facts and formulae to construct a viable model of a given 
problem (Goos, 1994; Schoenfeld, 1985; Stillman, 1994). When students' knowledge 
is a collection of discrete concepts and only partially understood skills, they have little 
capability or inclination to apply it flexibly in problem solving, to interpret 
information, develop models or evaluate solutions (Campione, Brown, & Connell, 
1989; Crawford & Adler, 1996). Boaler (1997) found that in new situations, students 
did not try to interpret what to do, but instead to remember rules that they had learned. 
She found some students in traditional instructional settings were so convinced they 
had to remember lots of rules, that they did not see any place for thought in 
mathematics lessons. More than half the students said that remembering similar work 
done before was more important than thinking hard when approaching a problem. 
Because they believed that mathematical success required memory rather than 
thought, the students developed a procedural knowledge based on cues that was of 
limited use in new and demanding sit1;1ations. 
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These findings point to the importance of the teacher and students becoming 
conscious of their understandings about mathematics and about what doing 
mathematics means. Instead of being constrained by having to remember rules and 
procedures and then use the correct procedure for a specific problem, students should 
realise that it is important for them to understand what they are doing. It should make 
sense to them. Thus, they can become independent learners of mathematics. 
2.2.3 Students' Learning Behaviours 
In 2.1.1, it was stated that autonomous students have three types of 
knowledge: knowledge about themselves, knowledge about learning strategies, and 
knowledge about content. In contrast, poor learners are unaware of how they learn 
best, and usually set goals of achieving in rather than mastering the subject. Secondly, 
they use superficial or surface learning strategies and do not understand why they are 
carrying out specific procedures or using a particular rule. Thirdly, they are not 
knowledgeable about content, and depend on the teacher to explain relationships 
between old and new knowledge, rather than seeking to create it themselves. They see 
their role as the recipients of information and instructions from the teacher: "the 
teacher (or text) will tell them what to do, how to do it, when to stop, what questions 
are worth investigating, what examples are worth considering and even whether or not 
they understand the work" (Baird & Mitchell, 1991, p. 9). 
These poor learners adopt passive learning behaviours. Passive behaviours 
include being silent and watching, not persisting with problems, and avoiding problems 
(Buerk, 1994). Such behaviour may be a conscious choice because it is comfortable 
and requires little effort, because it allows them to avoid feelings of low self-esteem, or 
because they consider it to be the required behaviour for mathematics classes (Buerk). 
The students may be unaware of alternative behaviours because they lack awareness 
of learning or of effective learning techniques (Baird & Mitchell, 1991 ). Their lack of 
knowledge and failure to engage in the active construction of knowledge means that 
poor learners do not accept the responsibility for their learning. Students are generally 
unaware of how they learn. When White et al. (1995) asked students moving from 
secondary school to university about their learning, they found that many seemed to 
have never thought about their capacity to learn nor how they did it. The students 
seemed to interpret learning well as working hard or doing things to guarantee a good 
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examination result, but they lacked knowledge of specific learning strategies. The 
students moved from a system with ready access to teachers, the opportunity to 
question and clarify understanding, and teachers' questioning and monitoring of their 
learning. At 
university, the balance of responsibility for learning was transferred from the teacher 
to the student. While many of the students agreed that they should change the way 
they learned, they did not know how to do that. White et al. stated that: "learning is 
the core business of students. It is strange, though common, that few if any have any 
idea of how to go about it. Until they do, they are condemned to dependence" (p. 
474). 
Baird and Mitchell (1991, p. 17) found passive learners made the following 
assumptions about teaching and learning: 
• The goal of school learning is satisfactory assessment. 
• School learning comes in independent packages, so the ideas and skills in one 
topic will very rarely relate to those in another. 
• Knowledge of the purpose of an activity is irrelevant, as the goal is to follow 
instructions while taking the minimum time. 
• Learning involves remembering, not independent thinking, so the reasons for 
answers, or for steps in procedures, are of little value or interest. 
• Exploration of incorrect or alternative answers is of no value, and different 
ways of explaining things are confusing. 
• Students who admit to not understanding part of a lesson or explanation are 
admitting to being stupid. 
• Teachers are entirely responsible for each student's learning, so it is their job 
to clearly present all the right answers, and the student's job to memorise 
these. 
• The teacher's answers should be accepted uncritically, and challenging them is 
a waste of time. 
These assumptions explain the behaviours of students in a traditional school setting, 
as described by Boaler (1998). A fifteen to twenty minute teacher demonstration of 
method was followed by students working through questions in textbooks. Boaler 
noted a marked degree of disinterest and lack of involvement by the students. While 
the students worked hard and stayed on task, they were very passive, completing 
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exercises without any apparent desire to challenge or think about what they were 
doing. The students did not think it appropriate to think about what to do; instead they 
believed that they must remember a rule or method used in a similar situation. They 
based their mathematical thinking on what they thought was expected of them rather 
than the mathematics in the question. Boaler found that "if a question seemed 
inappropriately easy or difficult, if it required some non-mathematical thought, or if it 
required an operation other than the one they had just learned about, many students 
would stop working" (p. 48). 
Students with poor learning behaviours generally a1m for success in 
assessment tasks rather than mastery of the subject. Ames (1992) stated that this 
performance goal orientation has been associated with the use of superficial or short-
term learning strategies and an avoidance of challenging tasks. In contrast, students 
with mastery goals focus on individual improvement and progress, and respond to 
opportunities to develop responsibility and independence, and to develop and use self-
management and monitoring skills (Ames). It is likely that many students studying 
Mathematics B have performance rather than mastery goals, as research into the 
factors which influence students' subject choice indicates that Mathematics B is often 
chosen because it is a pre-requisite for a number of university courses. Students make 
this choice despite a lack of enjoyment or success in Year 10 (Queensland Board of 
Senior Secondary School Studies, 1998). Their goals are then to maximise their 
achievement results. When students are not interested in mathematics and do not 
judge the learning as significant or useful, they are unlikely to employ effortful 
learning behaviours (Anthony, 1996). 
As discussed in 2.2.2, many students view learning as memorising and 
following sufficient rules and procedures to pass examinations. Skemp (1976) 
described such learning, using rules without reasons, as instrumental. He contrasted it 
to relational understanding, in which students know both what to do and why. Biggs 
(1988) used the terms surface and deep learning to describe learning of procedures 
and methods and learning for understanding, respectively. The use of surface or 
superficial learning strategies allows students to carry out procedures without 
understanding the conditions under which to use them, to know "what to do but not 
why" (Lester, 1985); to be able to manipulate knowledge by juggling formulae and 
reproducing memorised textbook knowledge, yet not understand how to apply that 
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knowledge (Ramsden, 1992). Surface approaches to learning have been found to be 
associated with students' feelings of resentment, depression, anxiety, and 
dissatisfaction, as well as with poor outcomes (Chinnappan & English, 1995; 
Ramsden). Ramsden stated that surface approaches are disastrous for learning because 
they permit students to imitate authentic learning but 
have nothing to do with wisdom and everything to do with aimless 
accumulation. They belong to an artificial world of learning, where 
faithfully reproducing fragments of torpid knowledge to please 
teachers and pass examinations has replaced understanding. (p. 60) 
Boud (1988) said that the distinction between surface and deep approaches is closely 
related to autonomy, as students taking responsibility for their learning use deep 
approaches, while students dependent on superficial features use surface approaches. 
"Deep approaches are not necessarily highly autonomous ones, but surface 
approaches are clearly not" (Boud, p. 34). 
Baird and Mitchell's (1991, pp. 8-9) list of poor learning tendencies includes the 
following examples of surface learning strategies: 
• paying superficial attention involving skimming over information without 
seeking to generate personal meaning; 
• focusing only on parts of the information and not the major point; 
• closing prematurely without systematically checking the answer against the 
instructions; 
• inappropriately applying memorised procedures; 
• seeking teacher help when "stuck", instead of reconsidering the instructions, 
reflecting on the strategy selected, analysing what has been done, or 
considering alternative approaches; 
• not retrieving one's own knowledge and views to relate to information being 
presented by the teacher; 
• not thinking reflectively about the content being presented; and 
• learning discretely, focusing only on the current work without attempting to 
connect it to previous knowledge. 
Cohen (1993) found that students often fail to use appropriate strategies, lack 
specific knowledge, fail to transfer previously learned routines, overwork negative 
routines, and are not well-informed about available strategic study skills. Students 
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may not know how to implement these strategies or may not want to because it may 
not appear not worth expending the energy if the acquisition of some routine 
procedures and predictable knowledge will give a good result if not good 
understanding. For example, low-achieving students have been shown to be able to 
complete problems without understanding the problem situation or modelling the 
problem mathematically. They have managed to survive through the use of well-
practised routines such as the recognition of key words (Anthony, 1996). Anthony 
found that students who were less likely to be successful did not know when, how or 
from whom to seek help. While seeking help may appear to indicate student 
dependence, Newman and Schwager (1992) have stated that effective help-seekers act 
maturely and purposefully to deal with difficulties and this contributes to their 
becoming autonomous. Anthony (1996) described a student who, when asked by he 
had not sought help after some time working unsuccessfully, responded that he 
preferred to figure it out himself. Yet he seldom succeeded, relying almost wholly on 
computational strategies and self-checking each calculator step during teacher 
explanations. She described another student who did not seek help because of the 
personal cost of appearing unintelligent when seeking help. There are a considerable 
number of students who are not prepared to make the effort to learn. Zimmerman 
(1994) referred to the 1990 National Assessment of Educational Progress report 
finding that 71% of Year 12 students studied no more than 1 hour each day and 25% 
of these did not study at all. Some students also fail to use appropriate learning 
strategies because of their inadequate domain knowledge. Anthony ( 1996) found that 
such students considered it unrealistic to try to understand what they were doing. 
They sought instead to find a comfortable way of coping with the school task. Less 
successful students were also found to be unaware of problems in understanding 
because of inaccurate self-monitoring and self-evaluation of their performance. For 
example, Anthony described one student who believed that he understood a concept 
because he had completed an associated problem. 
The next section discusses how traditional instructional approaches have 
contributed to students' dependence on the teacher. Conditioning by past educational 
experiences can cause students to expect that the teacher will tell them all they will need 
to pass the subject, so that their active participation is not necessary (Modell, 1996). 
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Such expectations about teacher and student roles are associated with the students' use 
of learning strategies not conducive to understanding, as the 
students often expect the teacher to take the lead, to decide and control 
what is going to happen, and to present the knowledge that he wants 
them to gain. These students would not insist on their own perspective 
because they expect that they are going to be evaluated and corrected 
by the teacher. This means that the students do not need to take full 
responsibility for their answers - the teacher will always provide the 
right algorithm or the right result. (Alro & Skovsmose, 1996a, p. 7) 
White (1996) stated that schools protect students from making decisions, through 
setting goals for them, determining the curriculum, and rewarding convergent 
thinking. This makes it unnecessary for students to acquire good strategies. When 
students are asked to think and understand, too often they are asked to do so 
noiselessly, without peer communication or social exchange, and about problems 
which must be solved, neatly, within at most 45-minute intervals (McCaslin & Good, 
1992). Thus it is often impossible to apply any strategies developed because time is 
necessary for reflection on information and to process what they have learned. 
McCaslin and Good stated that this system of schooling "almost guarantees that some 
students will remain passive and overly dependent upon the teacher for direction" (p. 
14). 
2.2.4 Teachers' Attitudes and Beliefs 
This section considers how teachers' practices contribute to concerns about 
the learning of mathematics. In 2.1.3 .2, teachers' roles and responsibilities were 
discussed in terms of their understanding of worthwhile and appropriate mathematical 
learning; their beliefs about learners and learning; and their beliefs about their roles as 
teachers. It was stated that excellent teachers emphasised higher-order thinking and 
deep understanding; involved students in actively constructing their own knowledge; 
and reflected on their teaching to become more aware of the effects of their practice. 
However, such approaches to teaching are not common. Research has shown that 
mathematics instruction has changed little despite the innovations which have been 
advocated by policy and curriculum documents (Boater, 1997; Klein, 1998). Many 
changes have been largely cosmetic and what students learn and how they learn it 
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remain largely unaltered. Teachers still continue to teach largely as they were taught, 
and hold on to a view of knowledge as facts, skills, rules and procedures to be 
transmitted, based on the absolute authority of the teacher and text (Klein, p. 295). 
Boaler (1997b) stated that this leads to the conclusion, that "if mathematical 
performance is lower than that of other subjects, this is more likely to be due to the 
traditionalism rather than the progressivism of mathematics teachers" (p. 149). 
Tobin (1996) has stated that the influences on how teachers make sense of 
their roles as teachers include their personal epistemology, what they believe 
knowledge is, and how people come to know; their beliefs about control, and the 
relative power of teachers and students in classroom contexts; and their beliefs about 
constraints on their teaching. It is argued that many concerns about learning in 
mathematics can be attributed to a transmission model of teaching and learning, in 
which the teacher controls and directs the learning and the students are the passive 
recipients. Beliefs about constraints on teaching are discussed in Section 2.3. 
Ernest (1989) categorised teachers' views of mathematics as the following: a 
set of unrelated facts, rules and procedures which can be used in specific situations; a 
static, unified body of interrelated structures in which logic and deduction are central; 
or an expanding field in which the process of inquiry is central. These conceptions of 
mathematics are linked with the teachers' roles of instructor, explainer and facilitator 
respectively. The teacher as facilitator has already been discussed. 
The teacher who acts as instructor seeks to transmit knowledge as a "neatly 
tied packet of knowledge ... presented to the students whose sole task is to reproduce 
or apply it" (Grugnetti & Jaquet, 1996, p. 616). With this model of teaching, 
instruction emphasises "knowing what" rather than "knowing how" (Romberg, 1992), 
and seeks to maximise "the infusion of the what into students" (Manus, 1996, p. 314). 
The teacher is the expert, a "sage on the stage" in contrast to a "guide on the side" 
(King, 1993), a pourer of information into the students' heads (Campione et al., 
1989), a technician whose product is the student (Manus), and a manager of a 
production line maintaining order and control (Romberg, 1992). The corresponding 
students' behaviour is then the passive receipt of the deposition of facts and later 
reproduction of these on demand (Manus; Romberg). Ransley ( 1994) described the 
traditional teaching method for secondary mathematics as following this sequence: 
the teacher presents new information in the form of definitions and rules; the teacher 
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works through examples of this information with little explanation; the students copy 
down the theory and examples; the students complete specific sets of exercises; and 
sometimes the students solve further problems and applications using this new 
knowledge. Despite the changes recommended by the reforms, students still 
experience a curriculum of memorisation and procedures. The teachers talk, and the 
students listen. As Price and Ball (1997, p. 638) stated, "current practice is dominated 
by drill and practice of basic skills and manipulation of symbols, punctuated by word 
problems that 'apply' skills in fictional contexts". The teacher monitors student 
compliance with classroom rules, determines the lesson pace, models the desired 
outcomes, and directs the students through guided practice (Manus, 1996). The expert 
role of teachers assumes power relationships with students, which are inconsistent 
with the tentative and uncertain processes of seeking new knowledge, investigation 
and creative problem solving and posing (Crawford & Adler, 1996). 
The behaviour of teachers who see their roles as explainers IS similar to 
Gagnon's description ofhis practice. 
I took the book and went section by section to explain the concept(s) 
and skills needed to learn the material in that section. I prepared 
thoroughly and always reviewed the material before attempting to 
introduce it. I answered questions both on the material and on my 
presentation. I had strategies and alternative approaches ready to 
provide clarification if necessary. I thought if I presented a concept 
clearly and the students listened, then they should "get it". "Telling it 
right" was enough. I provided students with homework and testing 
situations to practice the skills they learned. Clearly, then, if they were 
not successful it must be because they were not doing their part or 
were just not cut out of the right stuff . . . I was, I felt, an effective 
teacher. (1993, cited in Schifter, 1996, p. 1) 
Such teachers do their best to help their students learn and understand. Romberg 
(1997) has pointed out that in traditional classrooms one approach is to reduce the 
intellectual struggle for students. Thus, teachers provide their students with structured 
procedures to learn, and simplify and exemplify the mathematics concepts. 
Regardless of the teachers' rationale for this, the students regard these procedures as 
abstract rules to be learned and to which they should adhere, rather than as particular 
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ways of thinking (Boaler, 1997). The teacher also recognises when students have 
difficulty, guiding the students to solution, and evaluating the students' understanding 
(Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1992; Weinstein & Van Mater Stone, 1993). While the 
teacher's response has resolved the immediate problem, it has contributed to students' 
passivity and dependence as the students have not been required to apply their 
knowledge and strategies, nor to monitor, regulate and control their learning (Bolhuis, 
1996; Campione et al., 1989). Chiu (1998) found that the more teachers intervened 
during group activities, the lower became the students' motivation, and with that, they 
exhibited less autonomy. While it has been shown that the more responsibility students 
have for the conduct of lessons, the better their learning will be because they will 
need to be clear about the task, to frame reflective questions, and to judge their depth 
of understanding, the evidence is that students rarely have much control (White, 
1996). Teachers too often accept the responsibility of "making students learn" or 
work harder themselves in response to poor student performance. As this approach 
communicates to the students that the teachers' efforts can compensate for their lack 
of effort, it can contribute to students' dependence (Katz, 1996). 
Most teachers seek to maximise the learning of their students and to provide 
them with worthwhile learning experiences. However, they do this in accordance with 
norms and expectations of teaching so familiar and widely shared that these have 
become nearly invisible (Stigler & Hiebert, 1997). As Simon (1997) stated: 
Many teachers have developed their models of teaching in the context 
of thousands of hours as students in traditional classrooms. Their 
personal models derive from what they view as appropriate and 
effective teaching based on their observations of teachers in 
classrooms, not on explicit models of learning. (p. 57) 
That teaching models are passed along as one generation of students becomes the next 
generation of teachers has been shown by Klein's (1998) investigation of pre-service 
teachers' prior experiences of mathematics. She found that they had come to know 
mathematics as transmitted facts and procedures, and were not much interested in 
alternative views of knowledge. As they had not experienced conjecture, exploration 
and inquiry as ways of knowing mathematics as a social and intellectual practice, 
Klein stated this undermined their future implementation of more investigatory 
methods of teaching. Crawford and Adler (1996) have also noted that teachers' 
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conceptions of mathematics and their experiences as learners lead them to expect 
students will learn mathematics through copying and practising approved techniques. 
Their learning about teaching through their own experiences as students and through 
observing other teachers reinforces a transmission model of teaching. Goos (1999, p. 
12) has discussed the tensions experienced by a student teacher. These arose from 
conflicts between his own beliefs about teaching, supported by the theoretic 
perspectives of the university program, and his own student experiences with only 
whole class expository teaching and the authoritarian practices of his supervisory 
teacher. Also, when students believe that a good teacher is one who transmits 
knowledge to them clearly and accurately (Schneider, Csikszenthmihalyi, & Knauth, 
1995), their approval reinforces such behaviours. 
Tobin and McRobbie (1996) provide an understanding of why teachers 
continue to teach in the traditional manner. They have described how a teacher of 
Year 11 Chemistry made sense of his teaching role in terms of cultural myths related 
to transmission of knowledge. The teacher saw himself as the principal source of 
knowledge and the students as receivers of knowledge. This was supported by his 
objectivist view of knowledge, a mental model of teaching and learning characterised 
by memorisation, and a belief that the teacher should have power over students in 
most classrooms. The teacher believed that time was a commodity in short supply, so 
that content coverage was more important than learning with understanding. He 
considered that to maintain the rigour of the curriculum, he needed to cover the 
prescribed content, maintain high standards, and prepare students for the next 
educational level and enable them to be successful on examinations. The students 
supported these beliefs. Tobin and McRobbie argued the importance of 
the identification of cultural myths and critical reflection on their 
efficacy, particularly in relation to beliefs about knowledge and 
knowing, and beliefs about the distribution of power among 
participants in an educational system. (p. 238) 
An indication of the s1.1pport given by· teachers to the traditional role is 
provided by the results of a study comparing the attitudes of Belgium secondary 
teachers of Mathematics and Dutch. Waeytens, Lens, and Vandenberghe (1997) 
classified the teachers' approaches to learning as narrow or broad. The teachers with a 
narrow view of learning believed that students were not capable of organising 
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learning activities themselves; considered students to be dependent, passive and 
helpless; took over a lot of activities from the students; were afraid of a loss of quality 
when they did not steer the students; and defined teaching as transmitting information 
and learning as absorbing that information. For these teachers, giving as much content 
as possible was most important to them. Those with the contrasting broad vision 
sought to teach thinking skills, and considered learning to learn to be a personal and 
continuing process for each student. Imparting knowledge was less important to these 
teachers, and they gave the students responsibility for certain learning activities and 
learning processes, and provided them with opportunities to learn from each other. 
However, very few behaved in this way. The researchers found that 68% of teachers 
focused on the supportive and remedial functions of the narrow vision. The large 
number of documents advocating a reform approach to teaching and learning 
indicates that these findings would be widespread. 
Teachers' beliefs and their actions in their classrooms influence classroom 
practices. Teachers' beliefs are influenced by their understanding of knowledge and 
of teaching and learning, their knowledge and interpretation of advice about teaching, 
their use and understanding of curriculum documents, their own experiences as 
learners of mathematics, and their experiences in classrooms. In most cases, these 
have led teachers to teach according to a transmission model of instruction, and to 
accept much of the responsibility for their students' learning. 
2.2.5 Summary 
This section has related concerns about learning mathematics to students' 
dependence and associated behaviours, and to the instructional contexts that reinforce 
and expect such behaviours. These are exhibited in students' lack of control and of 
acceptance of responsibility for their own learning, resulting in passive, dependent 
behaviours in the classroom and the use of surface learning strategies. It has been 
argued that this has led to inadequate conceptual knowledge, so that students have 
difficulty in applying their knowledge in unfamiliar contexts. Students' lack of 
autonomy may result from inappropriate beliefs about mathematics and about 
themselves as learners of mathematics, especially the belief that mathematics involves 
absolute truths that they are required to recall and reproduce. While many students are 
unaware of effective learning strategies, others deliberately choose to use surface 
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strategies as they are less effortful and may produce acceptable perforn1ance results. 
Understanding is not considered a realistic aim by many. Such an approach is 
reinforced when teachers act in accordance with a transmission model of instruction, 
providing approved knowledge to be memorised by the students. The teachers' 
behaviours are based on their beliefs about mathematical knowledge and learning, 
which have been developed through their own experiences as teachers and learners. 
2.3 Change 
Section 2.1 described reformed teaching and learning. Section 2.2 discussed 
concerns about learning mathematics. This section discusses what is involved in 
seeking to change mathematics teaching and learning from the traditional transmission 
approach to education based on student dependence and teacher control, to an approach 
that focuses on developing self-determination and self-reliance. Despite the 
recommendations of educational documents and research results, and the changes that 
have occurred in all aspects of life over the last two or three decades, it often appears 
that the teaching of mathematics has changed little. 
In many classrooms, the curriculum and students' experiences with it, 
are much the same as they were fifty years ago despite much rhetoric 
and concern. Students still spend most of their time practising 
algorithms and developing computational skill. This 1s the 
mathematics that most parents recognize, and the mathematics that 
most teachers teach. Without substantial effort, the pedagogy and 
curriculum of mathematics is likely to continue to reproduce itself, for 
it is traditional views, knowledge, and practices that are recycled." 
(Price & Ball, 1997, p. 662) 
When education is considered to be essentially a moral enterprise with teachers 
having a moral responsibility to work toward making a difference in their students' lives, 
change is not optional. Full an ( 1993) stated that "teachers above all are moral change 
agents in society- a role that must be pursued explicitly and aggressively" (p. 14). He 
said they should consider the difference they are trying to make personally, and 
"should be pursuing moral purpose with greater and greater skill, conceptualizing 
their roles on a higher plane that they currently do" (p. 13 ). This mandate suggests that 
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real improvement is more than implementing new curricula materials and activities but 
involves "challenging one's beliefs, perceptions, traditional ways of working and long-
held and established practices" (Smith & Lovat, 1991, p. 167). 
The concept of empowerment is used to consider what change might occur, why 
it has been so slow to occur, and ways in which it has been implemented. The term 
empowerment refers to feelings of individual self-worth and self-reliance and to the 
capacity to exercise power (Smith, 1993, p. 77). Smith claimed that there are three 
identifiable spheres of empowerment: self-growth and personal liberation from 
dependency; a political reading of the world and the unmasking of false consciousness; 
and social transformation through collective action. He added that change is facilitated 
through the development of strategies for individual self-growth as both teachers and 
students become more knowledgeable about, and more aware and in control of, personal 
practice; for the development of an awareness of the need for change through critical 
consideration of current educational practices; and for collective action for 
transformation. 
2.3.1 Self-growth 
Smith (1993) stated that empowerment in the first sphere, that of self-growth, is 
based on heightened self-awareness and commitment to taking greater responsibility for 
one's own life. The main indicators of empowerment as self-growth include: 
• changes in self-knowledge; 
• increases in self-esteem; 
• strengthening of personal confidence; 
• growing sense of determination and assertiveness; and 
• the acquisition of specific sociaVwork skills (p. 79). 
While such behaviours allow the development of autonomous learners, this section 
focuses on teacher change and growth. 
Change occurs as teachers change their understanding of how teaching and 
learning occur and seek to implement these insights. This contributes to their 
professionalism, as they become aware of what they are doing and link their actions 
and reflections, and their practice and educational theory. 
Documents including The Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School 
Mathematics (NCTM, 1989) and The Professional Standards for Teaching 
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Mathematics (NCTM, 1991) have urged teachers to teach mathematics differently 
from how most were themselves taught. Change requires the consideration of issues 
of pedagogy and practice; in particular, what teachers can do to help significant 
mathematical learning to occur. This involves acquiring new strategies, resources and 
techniques; reflecting on one's fundamental beliefs and attitudes about teaching and 
learning mathematics; observing students, trying to understand their thinking; and 
examining one's own teaching practice (Goldsmith & Shifter, 1997). If these changes 
are not made, there will be only surface changes in their practice. This was illustrated 
through a study by Beal (1997) into the importance of teachers' beliefs for their 
practice. Beal found marked differences between teachers' beliefs and the assertions 
in the NCTM Standards occurred when participants modified their practice according 
to their interpretation of reform documents, but did not change their understandings or 
beliefs to support such change. Significant change requires an understanding of what 
needs to be changed and why (Beal). Smith (1996) contended that many teachers are 
disposed to teach mathematics by stating facts and demonstrating procedures to their 
students. As they believe that such a teaching approach has a causal effect on student 
learning, they find it difficult to change. Smith stated that mathematics teachers 
respond to reforms in different ways: ignoring, downplaying, or openly resisting the 
changes; adding some specific elements to their practice without addressing the more 
fundamental changes underlying them; seeking to implement the reform but falling 
short; to managing deep change (p. 395). "It is the dynamic between changing 
practice and changing belief that results in substantial reorganizations of teaching" 
(Goldsmith & Shifter, 1997, p. 27). As teachers reflect on what they are trying to do, 
and how this differs from more familiar approaches, they are relating research to 
practice. This requires the creation of a new kind of discourse, new definitions, and 
new rules of argument, as conversations about teaching problems are ill-structured, 
multifaceted, and even internally contradictory (Heaton & Lampert, 1993). Inos and 
Quigley (1995, cited in Zederayko & Ward, 1999) stated that "educational change 
depends on what teachers think and do . . . The most powerful impact on student 
learning occurs when teachers change their practices and beliefs" (p. 2). 
Implementing change is difficult because it requires teachers changing both 
their beliefs and practices, because of a lack of knowledge about the changed practice, 
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because of concerns for their students, and because it results in personal discomfort 
and frustration. 
As discussed earlier, prior knowledge and beliefs, values and principles guide 
behaviours. These have developed through experiences both in and out of the 
classroom. Crawford and Adler (1996) stated that, for a large majority of mathematics 
teachers, their "conceptions of mathematics, teaching and learning, learned from their 
educational experiences, make it difficult or impossible for them to act in new ways 
to foster a different quality of mathematics learning for students" (p. 1193). Price and 
Ball (1997) have written about the difficulties a school district mathematics 
coordinator had in seeking to implement changes, discussing the example of one of 
the classroom teachers who participated in piloting reform measures, yet still 
maintained a teacher-centred discourse. The researchers stated that this is not 
surprising, as teachers have never seen mathematics teaching built on reform 
commitments, have sat through years in mathematics class where memorisation is 
important and understanding is not necessary, and have not had opportunities to 
explore mathematics ideas in any depth. For teachers to change their instruction, they 
need to understand and be committed to the new goals. They need 
opportunities to learn more mathematics in depth themselves, to look 
closely at their students' thinking about that mathematics, to explore 
ways to respond to students' ideas, and to talk with others who are 
trying to make these changes in their practice. They need time, ideas 
and images. (Price & Ball, p. 650) 
There is often a lack of knowledge about reforms because of the relative isolation in 
which most secondary mathematics teachers work. Most reform proposals do not give 
a sense of what the new teaching would look like and what teachers would have to 
know and do, as "few reformers have spent much time in classrooms of any 
description, and few have written in detail about teaching or referred to specific 
examples of instruction" (Cohen & Barnes, 1993, p. 245). 
Teachers also tend to want their students' learning to be painless and 
progressive, and seek to avoid having the students confused and frustrated. Yet 
Goldsmith and Shifter ( 1997) have stated that: 
Rarely does significant learning feel as if it is constantly progressive, 
and part of the territory of reconstructing understanding includes being 
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stuck, frustrated, and uncomprehending. An important question for 
teachers is whether they try to minimize these aspects of the process, 
or whether they are able to find ways to encourage and support 
students as they struggle with the limitations of their current ways of 
knowing. (p. 47) 
They added that teachers who feel responsible for safe-guarding their students from 
feelings of frustration or temporary lack of success may find it difficult watching 
them struggle. Teaching for understanding also means that students and teachers need 
more time: time to make mistakes, to go off at tangents, and to investigate ideas 
(Wilson, Miller, & Yerkes, 1993). Students will vary in readiness to benefit from any 
given approach partly as result of prior learning experiences and their reasons for 
learning (Boud, 1988). They also take time to adapt to new learning regime and are 
generally initially critical of approaches with which they are unfamiliar, especially as 
they "discover that thinking is hard work, that taking responsibility and abandoning 
dependence is risky" (Black & Atkin, 1996, p. 90). When teachers adopt a new 
approach, they fear that their novice efforts might impede learning, and that the 
students may be learning less. 
There is discomfort with change. Teachers lose the security that comes from 
doing what they have always done. Middleton and Hill ( 1996) have pointed out that 
many Australian teachers are weary of what they believe to have been too much 
change and too many demands on them over the past decade. When teachers are no 
longer the "expert", but more dependent on the students, who must do the work, have 
the ideas, and engage in discussions, there is more ambiguity and uncertainty in the 
teachers' lives and they are more vulnerable to students than those who teach 
traditionally. Having much of the teaching done by the learners is a more difficult 
way of teaching than conventional knowledge telling. It requires the teachers to be 
much more knowledgeable and active, while finding ways to be much less prominent 
in the class's work (Cohen & Barnes, 1993, p. 243). It is much more difficult to 
create and sustain environments that foster thought about powerful ideas than it is to 
organise drill and practice in decontextualised skills (Brown, 1994, p. 11 ). Also, 
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as teachers begin to move toward new forms of practice, the disparity 
between vision and daily classroom reality often becomes a source of 
discomfmi for teachers who become frustrated at being unable to teach 
consistently in the way they would like. (Goldsmith & Shifter, 1997, p. 
49) 
For teachers to implement change for self-growth, they need to 
act as reflective practitioners, have time to reflect on what they are 
learning, confront assumptions and ways of doing things, and solve 
problems about new information. Reflective practitioners value taking 
time to think about their work, about what they are doing and why, and 
about what they might do differently. The process of reflection 
requires learning what questions to ask, how to ask them, and what to 
do with the information that results from asking questions. (Tabor, 
1997, p. 67) 
This reflection focuses on the real problems of the classroom, is oriented towards 
action to help overcome the problems, investigates multiple perspectives and courses 
of action, considers possible consequences of the action, and then continues to spiral 
through this process (Tabor). Pollard and Tann (1993, p. 9) listed the characteristics 
of a reflective teacher. Such teachers 
• are actively concerned with the aims and consequences of their actions; 
• apply actions in a cyclical or spiralling process, in which they continuously 
monitor, evaluate and revise their practice; 
• are competent in methods of classroom enquiry; 
• have attitudes of open-mindedness, responsibility and commitment; 
• act on their judgement, informed by self-reflection and insights from 
educational disciplines; and 
• enhance their actions through collaboration and dialogue with colleagues. 
Schon (1983), who coined the tem1 reflective practitioner, defined three types of 
relationships between professional knowledge and professional action: tacit knowing-in-
action which draws on accumulated practical knowledge under simple and routine 
circumstances; reflection-in-action which occurs in more complex situations that cannot 
be coped with by routine; and reflection-on-action which occurs when it is necessary to 
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formulate knowledge explicitly and verbally, to distance oneself from the action and to 
reflect on it. Such reflection-on-action is not dependent on established theory and 
techniques. Instead, it allows new understanding of situations of uncertainty or 
uniqueness, so that, through the analysis and reorganisation of knowledge, changes 
might be made to practice. If practitioners do not engage in such reflection, they are in 
the position of always reacting to events and problems. The contrasting position is that 
of teaching as a highly intellectual process involving continuous decision making -
before, during and after instruction, and of teachers as efficacious, creative, and 
intelligent professionals (Costa & Garmston, 1997, p. 37). Teachers occupy positions 
where 
the exercise of their professional expertise can never even seem to be 
the routine application of established general rules, but will always 
entail self-conscious analysis and development, as a necessary part of 
the interpretation of that expertise in each specific instance ... [T]he 
authority derived from expertise is therefore always open to questions, 
and thus professional work must entail a continual process of 
reflection, evaluation, and innovation. (Beasley, 1988, p. 28) 
Action research encourages this development of critical reasoning, so teachers can be 
more analytical about their practice, viewing it in different ways and developing ways 
of improving it. 
An example of an approach to implement change through reflection on 
practice is the Teaching and Learning in Tertiary Education Project at Queensland 
University of Technology (Nightingale & O'Neil, 1994). This project sought to 
document lecturers' knowledge of and approaches to teaching and learning, to share 
their understandings of the process of learning, and to review teaching practices to 
enhance quality outcomes for the students. The project's approach was to help 
lecturers become more aware of their own perspective on teaching and learning and to 
support their reflection on the value of that perspective. The lecturers explored their 
beliefs concerning teaching and learning and their role as teachers. The researchers 
found that the lecturers saw their role as involving the delivery of information and the 
provision of motivational learning environments. This is indicative of a transmission 
view of teaching, and the need to gain and maintain the attention of the students. The 
researchers concluded that quality teaching and learning require constant and 
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collaborative reflection of the appropriateness of particular teaching and learning 
practices. Teachers can become so immersed in the daily business of teaching that they 
are unaware of the complex dynamics of classroom practice and interactions. A 
different approach is that of master learners (Jones, 1998). While the primary role of 
these faculty members is to show students how a master learns, they also provide 
feedback about successes, challenges and failures of each class lesson to the instructor. 
Instructors who have worked as master learners have been found to become more 
perceptive about teaching and learning. 
As well as linking action and reflection, effective change requires the linking of 
theory and practice. Practitioners not only develop theories about a situation, but also 
use this knowledge to innovate (Altrichter, Posch, & Somekh, 1993). Heaton and 
Lampert (1993, p. 77) explained how the integration of theory and practice improves 
teaching. 
As a teacher, one begins to learn what is might actually mean to try to 
teach mathematics in ways advocated by research and reform. As a 
scholar, ones learns to articulate what is entailed in teaching and 
mathematics by analyzing problems of practice. 
Teachers develop as they carry out research into their practice, because, according to 
Mason (1998, p. 358), "It is their questions that change, their sensitivities that 
develop, their attention that is restructured, their awarenesses that are educated, their 
perspectives that alter. In short, it is their being that develops". McKernan (1992) 
defined a profession as a body of individuals with qualifications for practice and a 
theoretical and practical knowledge base, committed to continuing education and 
service to the community, able to make autonomous decisions, and committed to 
research and inquiry into practice. Because of this, he said "theory and practice are 
woven together .... We need to begin to think of teaching as experiencing, creating, 
believing, planning, acting, enquiring into problematic actions and reflection on 
action" (p. 35). Thus, teachers need to do research in their classrooms and reflect on 
this to inform their practice (Zederayko & Ward, 1999). McKernan stated that 
teachers could thus become more effective through instituting practices sensitive to 
students' individual needs; sharing concerns, insights and practices with colleagues; 
and receiving the respect of professional colleagues leading to increased professional 
autonomy. Yet, as Aspin eta!. (1994) stated, many believe that there is a gap between 
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theory and really effective practice, and that teachers in classrooms know best about 
effective pedagogy. Thus, some teachers regard educational theorising as barely 
relevant to the real work of classrooms. Aspin et al. stated that they 
consider it not only odd, but educationally disastrous, that very many 
people in education, and certainly many in the broader community, 
seem to have the view that educators can be divided into two classes -
one of them theorists and another practitioners. (p. 50) 
Romberg (1997) has discussed findings from studies focused on how teachers 
have coped with the transition to reform classrooms. These have found that because 
experienced teachers have learned mathematics traditionally and have taught it from 
that perspective, changing is very difficult even when the teachers are committed to 
reform. Aspects different from traditional practices include changed definitions of 
instructional practice, authority and expectations; different mathematics content; 
greater teacher's knowledge of mathematics; changed assessment focusing on 
performance standards; and a challenge to the conventions of community valued 
authority. Romberg noted that these changes forced some teachers to reconsider how 
they interacted with their students, as they felt there was little to actually "teach". 
They found the adjustments in what they and students were expected to do unsettling, 
and some struggled to determine how much information they should give to the 
students. However, most teachers changed their views about the capabilities of their 
students, and shifted in practice to regarding mathematics teaching as nonroutine. 
Nelson ( 1997) stated that: 
Adopting a stance of inquiry toward the development of children's 
mathematical thinking and the dilemmas of teaching appears to be 
what propels teachers into an ongoing process of reflection and 
learning in their practice. Such inquiry is, for teachers, a pathway with 
no end - and a continual source of professional growth. (p. 408) 
To become empowered, teachers need to reflect on their knowledge of 
themselves, including their aims, motivations, and epistemology. They need to 
connect changes in their practice with educational theory. They need to feel effacious 
in their practice and determined to implement change. Davis (1997) noted that the 
following conditions help: the presence of an interested colleague offering support and 
assistance, time for the teacher to reflect on practice, and an awareness of issues 
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concerning learning and knowledge. Other studies (Senger, 1999; Swafford, Jones & 
Thornton, 1999) have found teacher change to be facilitated by an infrastructure 
supporting collaboration and reflection. Clarke (1997) investigated factors influencing 
change in a case study involving two Year 6 teachers. The study highlighted the 
difficulty of change to reconceptualised roles, but showed that it can occur if factors 
facilitating teachers' professional growth are in place. Because such change requires 
considerable knowledge of mathematics content, pedagogy and student learning and 
places great demands on the energy of the teacher, Clarke wondered whether it is a 
reasonable and attainable goal for most teachers. 
2.3.2 Political consciousness 
Smith (1993) defined empowerment m the second sphere, that of political 
consciousness raising, as an enlightenment or liberation through developing "a more 
profound skepticism of the routine, common-sense understandings and practices of 
education" (Smith, 1993, p. 80). Taylor et al. (1997) argued that there is the need for 
teachers and students to become 
critically aware of the influence of the repressive myths of objectivism 
and control that govern the social realities of schools and classrooms. 
There also is a need to establish critical discourse aimed at examining 
critically the prevailing (invisible) myths that disempower teachers and 
students from developing classroom learning environments in which 
richer and more equitable educative relationships can flourish. (p. 295) 
Ellerton and Clements (1998) stated that twentieth century mathematics 
curricula are unsuitable for most secondary students in most countries, and "are likely 
to be hopelessly inadequate for the twenty-first century" (p. 161). They attributed this 
to teaching and assessment methods, and the attitudes of students, teachers, 
administrators, and parents, being based on assumptions inherited from nineteenth 
century patterns of western schooling. Critical theory encourages and develops the 
notion of the autonomous, emancipated teacher, and emphasises principled thinking, 
reason, and critical judgement (Lerman, 1998, p. 33). Brookfield ( 1995) argued that 
the choice is either to reinforce the status quo or to work in "ways that liberate and 
transform the possibilities people see in their lives" (p. 209). Reflective practice 
provides a way for teachers to act as informed, concerned professionals, who continue 
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to learn about teaching and about learning, and about the roles of teachers and 
learners (Lerman, 1998). Similarly, students should become conscious of alternative 
learning approaches to the traditional model that they have experienced for most of 
their school lives. Instead of being uncomfortable or threatened by a changed 
instructional approach, they need to examine the effects of the traditional approach on 
them personally and to be prepared to critically examine their conceptions of good 
teaching and learning. If they are to reflect critically on their deep-seated beliefs about 
what it means for them to become empowered learners, they need freedom from 
coercion and manipulation by others, and from their own distorted consciousness 
(Taylor & Dawson, 1998, p. 1 09). For example, the generally accepted model of 
teaching and learning is the transmission model. This has led students, parents, and 
teachers to expect the teacher to take responsibility for the students' learning as the 
expert who provides the content and procedures, clarifies problematic areas, and tells 
the students exactly what they need to know and how and when to use it. As has been 
discussed earlier, many students accept these understandings of learning because it is a 
less effortful approach to learning; they have often been successful using such 
approaches in the past; they are not aware of alternative teaching and learning roles and 
approaches; or the classroom environment promotes such approaches. Students, 
teachers and the community need to become aware of the inadequacies of such an 
approach, and develop alternative views of the roles and responsibilities of all 
participants in the learning situation. To bring about improvements in mathematics 
education, Clements and Ellerton (1996) have stated that it is necessary to make 
explicit the norms, standards, expectations, and beliefs that influence the behaviour of 
teachers, students, parents and others involved. It is also necessary to find ways to 
modify cultures, change entrenched behaviours, and influence ways of thinking. 
While curriculum documents have emphasised the importance of students 
constructing their own understanding, both teachers and students have strong views 
about what constitutes effective learning, and are often not keen to change. It is 
difficult to change expectations of what teaching and learning should involve. 
Students who are used to teachers controlling the learning need guidance and 
encouragement to take responsibility themselves. Studies have demonstrated that it 
can be difficult to restructure schools for student-centred learning (Keedy, 1995). 
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For changes in practice to occur, teachers need to examme their beliefs, 
judgements, and thoughts regarding what they do and how they do it. Those teachers 
who use the transmission model approach for their teaching practice are seeking to 
maximise their students' learning and reflecting widely accepted understandings ofwhat 
teachers should do. Tobin and McRobbie's (1996) study of a Year 11 Chemistry class 
has already been discussed. They found that the teacher's approach reflected his valuing 
the transmission of knowledge, efficiency, maintenance of the rigour of the curriculum, 
and preparation of students for success in examinations. The students supported these 
values. Tobin and McRobbie suggested the need for teachers' increased consciousness 
of their beliefs and values to enable a consideration of their viability and the generation 
of alternatives to better address learners' needs. Briscoe ( 1991) described a teacher who 
had little success in attempting to shift the focus of his teaching to student-centred 
practices in which the students were more involved and took more responsibility. The 
teacher had difficulty placing the responsibility for learning on the students, because he 
felt it was his responsibility that they carry away the intended knowledge after the 
lesson. These teachers were trying to make their practice as effective as possible, but 
hampered by their understandings concerning teaching and learning. There are also risks 
in challenging widely held assumptions about teaching and learning by experimenting 
with different approaches. Such teachers may lose the trust of their colleagues who 
value the illusion of control and predictability. 
Teachers who are seen to be reinventing themselves and their practice 
can commit cultural suicide without even being aware of what they're 
doing. As they speak about how they're questioning and reevaluating 
their practice or how they're doing things differently these days, they 
run the risk that colleagues will see them as engaged in an act of 
betrayal. (Brookfield, 1995, p. 236) 
Students' perceptions of suitable teaching and learning and their degree of comfort in 
traditional classes are an impediment to change. After years of formal education, 
secondary students have formed their own conceptions of what it means to study 
mathematics in school. Many students are uncomfortable with change to active 
participation and responsibility for their own learning. They usually have strong 
beliefs about what constitutes appropriate learning and teaching behaviours and very 
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restricted conceptions about what learning involves and what activities are likely to 
benefit them (Baird & Mitchell, 1991 ). 
This is illustrated by the following research studies. Walen (1994) sought to 
empower the students through having the teacher return their questions to them rather 
than answer them directly. While some of the students understood that the teacher 
was trying to have them think about the issues themselves, they did not like this 
approach. Most thought it was the teacher's job to give good answers, and found it 
frustrating and irritating when the teacher responded by asking more questions. Both 
students and the teacher found it difficult to alter their previously established 
classroom patterns of dialogue. In their review of innovative educational courses, 
Black and Atkin ( 1996) described the importance of the students' perspective as 
students have "well-defined ideas about how schooling meets their interests, whether 
what happens bears any relationship to their interests and aspirations, and whether 
what happens helps them along the way to achievement" (p. 151). They noted that, 
while teachers may try to make students more independent, "some students will not 
wish to be forced out of the shelter of dependent learning" (p. 166). Turley's (1994) 
research into effective teaching approaches found student satisfaction with a limited 
number of teaching methods. This may have been because they were unaware of a 
wider range, or were satisfied as they had experienced success and so saw no need for 
experimentation, or because of the safety and security in the predictability of those 
methods. While Turley found some students who favoured traditional teaching which 
did not require student initiative, it was more common for them to want a balance 
between teacher predominance and student participation, so that the teacher imparted 
knowledge or information, but receded into the background when the students 
constructed knowledge for themselves. Lander, Walta, McCorriston, and Birchall 
(1995) also found that it was necessary to overcome the assumption that the teacher 
must be the expert if undergraduate education students were to be actively engaged in 
their learning and take responsibility for it. They noted the tension between the 
teacher's goal of ensuring appropriate coverage of content and of allowing student 
choice, and stated that translating ideas about improving learning into everyday 
practice in classrooms was "still largely a matter of experimentation and compromise" 
(p. 47). Thus, even when teachers are aware of problems associated with their 
practice, implementing changes is not easy because of student resistance and because 
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the "improvement of pedagogical practices IS time-consuming, challenging and 
disruptive" (Meador, 1995, p. 15). 
Since the 1980s, the public has sought a return to the mythical traditional 
values of education. Schools have been accused of being responsible for the falling 
standards so commonly referred to in the media. As a result, education policy is being 
placed under tighter control, with a corresponding loss of teachers' autonomy. They 
are being excluded from educational decision-making, whilst having their 
performance monitored through quality control and appraisal schemes. "It is the de-
professionalising of the teacher workforce" (Neyland, 1998, p. 65). Tensions and 
contradiction in the professional lives of teachers also result from this public criticism 
about falling standards or new approaches, together with pressure for change 
(Crawford & Adler, 1996, p. 1192). Many of those demanding change lack 
understanding of mathematics, its application to solve problems, and of evaluation of 
research. Instead, they generally view teaching as the implementing of externally set 
curricula, sometimes with mandatory textbooks set as a means to maintain standards 
and support teachers. Thus, "in many cases, teaching in schools is practically defined 
as merely supervising culturally approved educational activities because they are in 
the curriculum" (Crawford & Adler, p. 1192). Crawford and Adler added that such a 
strongly regulated environment makes teachers educationally powerless, and in a 
position where they cannot make decisions about how best to meet the changing 
needs of their students. 
Often parents and community members question the value or legitimacy of 
learning where teachers and students construct understandings together, as this 
approach does not meet their expectations about real school or real knowledge 
(McLaughlin & Talbert, 1993). As Lerman (1998) stated, "From outside the 
community, governments, business, industry and parents hold onto an image of good 
mathematics teaching from a mythical past which is about rote learning, drill and 
practice, plenty of algebra, no calculators, and so on" (p. 29). This is demonstrated by 
the reactions of parents and community groups to many of the mathematics reforms in 
the United States. The Mathematically Correct web site argues against much 
promoted in the mathematics education reform documents. An example of a reform 
project is the Core-Plus Mathematics Project (Coxford & Hirsch, 1996). The lessons 
aim to develop an understanding of major mathematics ideas by investigating rich 
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applied problems. The developers of the project have stated that the benefits include 
increased engagement, thinking and communication through group work; that initial 
analysis shows the students to be significantly better at reasoning and applying 
concepts; and that the approach engages all students, accommodating differences in 
ability, interest and knowledge. However, the approach has met with considerable 
community opposition. The criticisms include students using this curriculum not 
being prepared to handle mathematics at college level, missing out on grounding in 
traditional algebra skills, and receiving insufficient reinforcement of basic skills 
because of a lack of repetitive problems (Bondi, 1998). 
It is difficult to implement fundamental change m teaching and learning 
because all participants - students, teachers, parents, community members, and policy 
makers - believe they know about education based on their experiences as students. 
Everyone is an expert. Although their expectations and understandings are based on 
cultural myths, these are seldom critically examined to consider whether they promote 
effective learning. 
2.3.3 Collective Action 
The third sphere of Smith's (1993) construction of empowerment is concerned 
with social transformation through collective action. The main indicators of such 
empowerment include the genuine participation of the researched in the research, 
sharing of perceptions and self-reflections of all participants, and planning of 
activities or programs designed to transform conditions needing change (p. 81 ). While 
adults think of students as potential beneficiaries of change, they rarely involve the 
students as participants in the process of change (Fullan, 1991, in Corbett & Wilson, 
1995). Generally, change is imposed on the students who are expected to comply with 
it immediately. Corbett and Wilson argued for students' involvement because they 
"are inevitably implicated anyway as participants in the reform process by virtue of 
sought-after changes in what and how students should learn. These changes all ask 
students to behave and think differently in the classroom'' (p. 13). Brookfield (1995) 
stated that education should be a dialogue among equals, an endeavour in cooperative 
learning, in which action and reflection are in a state of constant and productive 
tension. If students are listened to, they are validated as partners in the educational 
process, and have a share in the management of the learning environment. This can 
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also increase teachers' awareness of how students perceive the social reality of 
classroom and improve teaching through comparisons between students' and teachers' 
perceptions of what works (Turley, 1994). As students are the providers of the 
information, so they are the owners of that information. Thus the use made of that 
information should benefit them (Atweh, Christensen & Doman, 1998). Collective 
action involves those with the problem in the process of finding a solution, making 
the solution more relevant and feasible. The following examples show that it is not 
easy for teacher and students to work together towards better learning, and that 
effective change requires teacher and students to explicitly negotiate roles and 
understandings. 
Geelan ( 1996a, 1996b) has described the problems that arose in his classroom 
because he and his students did not negotiate their roles. He changed his science 
teaching to embrace a philosophy of personal constructivism, so that students would 
construct their own understandings, and be actively involved in their own learning. 
He sought to be a facilitator of learning instead of a dispenser of information. 
However, the students felt that he had abdicated his key responsibility: helping them 
memorise the information they need to succeed in their examinations. He found that 
many felt threatened by the perceived lack of structure and direction in the course, 
and felt that their time was being wasted. Geelan reflected that some of these 
concerns arose because he had not redefined and reconstructed a new set of 
expectations and responsibilities for himself as the teacher: instead he had attempted 
to pass his teaching responsibilities to the class which had not accepted these. While 
he was changing his view of knowledge and how one learned, his stud~nts had 
maintained their traditional expectations of a teacher. As a result of the friction caused 
by this change, Geelan stated that he became much more aware of social 
relationships, power and discourse in the classroom, and of the need to negotiate 
change and the understanding of learning in meaningful ways with the students. "If 
control of their learning was to become truly theirs, it wouldn't be because I gave it to 
them, but because they chose to take it" (Geelan, 1996a). 
Other researchers investigating the effect of changed teaching approaches 
have described similar outcomes. The change is not successful when only the teacher 
has changed. The students must understand what the changes involve and see benefit 
in this for themselves before they will change their expectations and behaviours. 
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Comparing the efforts to shift the teacher's role to that of a problem poser and 
manager of the solution process in two high school mathematics classes, Meador 
( 1995) found the need to clearly articulate intentions and negotiate behaviours and 
roles. One of the teachers did this. While the students were not entirely comfortable 
with their new roles as team members, they were able to take them on with the 
guidance and support of their teacher. In the second class, the teacher knew what he 
did not want the class to look like, but communicated little to the students about the 
changes made in the curriculum or his new expectations. The students were not given 
sufficient direction on taking on new roles or about the shift in the locus of authority. 
The result was disengagement and resistance by the students, and frustration on the 
part of the teacher. 
Studies involving university students have shown that they also need to 
explicitly discuss goals and individual roles for effective change. In a study involving 
university physiology students, there were difficulties in changing to a learner-centred 
course when students' goals of passing the course conflicted with lecturers' goals of 
students developing knowledge and skills to understand the course (Modell, 1996). 
Most students had spent the majority of their school career in passive learning 
environments in which they were required to demonstrate only that they had 
assimil::tted information disseminated in class. The prospect of being actively 
involved was uncomfortable and perhaps intimidating. This was overcome through 
the clarification of the roles and expectations of the students and instructors so that 
the role of the lecturer changed to helping the learner to learn rather than merely 
imparting information. Katz (1996) found university organic chemistry students 
unwilling to take over direction of the class. They wanted him to provide more 
structure and support. Yet, while the students were initially negative about the 
changes and viewed them as too demanding, they later regarded them as "the best 
thing that ever happened in their education" (p. 445). 
Introducing such change is rewarding when "students see new meanmg m 
their learning and feel a new confidence in their own power to make sense of it" 
(Black & Atkin, 1996, p. 91 ). Goldsmith and Shifter (1997) have noted that teachers' 
relationships with students change as they become less intent on helping students 
acquire facts and procedures and more intent on building students' understanding. 
Effective pedagogical change does not result when only the teachers change their 
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understandings about what it means to teach. The students must also participate in the 
process of change, not just comply with it. Unless there is the collective action of 
teacher and students, the changes result in students' anger and resistance, and 
consequently teachers' disillusionment and discouragement. 
2.3.4 Summary 
It is argued that students should become more autonomous and take control of 
their own learning. This section has focused on what change needs to occur for this. 
Change has been discussed in terms of Smith's (1993) three spheres of empowerment: 
self-growth, an awareness of assumptions and traditional practices that have resulted 
in false understandings, and social transformation through collaborative action. 
For teachers to be empowered to change their practice, they need to become 
knowledgeable about themselves, able to recognise the role they play in making 
pedagogical decisions and why they teach the way they do. Change in practice is 
difficult as it may require them to change almost every aspect of their professional 
role. It is suggested that self-growth of teachers occurs as they become reflective 
practitioners aware of their practice, reflecting on their actions and acting on their 
reflections. This study provides more data about the effect on oneself of making 
changes and about aiming to become more reflective. 
Change is also difficult when it involves instituting practices that differ from 
the common understandings about education. Students, teachers, and the community 
often share expectations about teaching and learning based on their experiences in 
traditional learning situations. Students and teachers are usually quite comfortable 
with the associated behaviours and may resist changes, as they have never questioned 
their assumptions. The general community is also often quite distrustful of change, 
preferring to hark back to the mythical standards and values of the past. In this study, 
I have investigated whether it is possible to change these assumptions through 
discussing them and considering their validity. Because the students were in their 
twelfth year of formal schooling, I expected that their expectations would be firmly 
fixed, and this could be quite difficult to change. The differing responses of the two 
cohorts supported the importance of providing a forum in which the students were 
encouraged to question assumptions. 
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For change to be implemented, it requires the participation of those affected. If 
only the teacher wishes to effect a transformation, most students will resist. Studies in 
which this occurred have been referred to. I thus wished to create an environment in 
which both the students and I would critique assumptions about teaching and learning, 
so that we could collectively plan action to improve learning. 
As time is needed for the development of empowerment, Smith (1993, p. 78) 
asserted that it can be both represented as an outcome and also construed as a process. 
Action research is an appropriate methodology for this. A central principle is enabling 
people to gain more control over their own lives through examining their own 
practices and working out their own solutions. Action research also involves the 
critiquing of the underlying assumptions and beliefs about the system, the 
participation of all affected by the situation in reaching a solution, and seeks 
transformation of the situation to improve it for all the participants. For this study, the 
approach is that "what is important is the direction of change - towards student self-
reliance- not the magnitude of it" (Boud, 1988, p. 22). 
2.4 Working Towards the Vision 
The previous sections in this chapter have discussed the vision of reformed 
mathematics classrooms, concerns with traditional teaching and learning, and how 
change might occur. This section now considers strategies that could contribute to 
reform. It was stated in 2.1.1 that autonomous learners have the following knowledge: 
knowledge about oneself, including about one's strengths and weaknesses and one's 
learning needs; knowledge about learning strategies and how to use these effectively; 
and knowledge about content and how to apply that knowledge. To help students 
develop such knowledge, it is proposed that they are taught and encouraged to use 
self-regulatory learning strategies, that an inquiry-oriented approach to learning is 
used, that they have opportunities to work together collaboratively, and that they be 
encouraged to reflect on their learning behaviours and their understanding of content 
and use of strategies. 
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2.4.1 Self-Regulatory Learning Strategies 
Autonomous learners are self-regulated: they "exercise personal choice and 
control of the methods needed to attain the learning goals they have set for 
themselves" (Purdie, Hattie, & Douglas 1996). Schunk (1996) stated that research 
shows that such students are mentally active learners rather than passive recipients of 
information, and exert a large degree of control over the attainment of their goals. 
"The more learning becomes self-regulated, the more students can take control over 
their own learning; correlatively, they become less dependent on instructional support 
for performing this regulatory activity" (De Corte, 1995, p. 41). 
Components of self-regulatory learning are motivational, metacognitive, and 
behavioural (Pintrich, 1995). The motivational component of self-regulated learning 
emphasises the importance of the student's choice to engage in self-directed learning 
processes (Van Zile-Tamsen & Livingston, 1999), to self-regulate one's 
metacognitive knowledge and skill despite fatigue, stressors, or competing attractions 
(Zimmerman, 1995), and to become cognitively engaged in the classroom (Pintrich & 
Schrauben, 1992). Such learners display extraordinary persistence on learning tasks, 
are confident, diligent, strategic and resourceful in overcoming problems; are aware 
of their knowledge; seek out opportunities to learn; view the acquisition of knowledge 
and skills as a systematic and controllable process; and accept responsibility for their 
achievement outcomes (Zimmerman). The second component of self-regulated 
learning, metacognition, involves the conscious control of learning and the ability to 
change learning behaviours. Reys, Suydam, Lindquist and Smith (1998, pp. 26-27) 
described metacognition as 
what one knows or believes about oneself as a learner and how one 
controls and adjusts one's behaviour. ... Metacognition is a form of 
looking over one's shoulder - observing yourself as you work and 
thinking about what you are thinking. 
It involves the application of one's knowledge, the ability to reflect on one's cognitive 
activity, an understanding of one's own ability, and the attitudes and beliefs which one 
develops in the course of cognitive activity (Mildren, 1993, p. 117). It is associated with 
planning, such as analysing task demands, predicting outcomes, and scheduling 
strategies; monitoring, including testing, revising, re-scheduling strategies, and judging 
when the problem is solved or insoluble; and evaluating, including checking outcomes 
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and revising one's thinking as necessary (Ridley et al., 1992). Behavioural learning 
strategies include the control of time, environment and help seeking. Time management 
relates to strategic learning and self-regulation of studying, and is a product of 
organising, planning, and goal-setting strategies (Zimmerman, Greenberg & Weinstein, 
1994). Help seeking has been shown to be an effective learning strategy (Newman & 
Schwager, 1992). It involves the strategic posing of direct, verbal questions for the 
purpose of obtaining information required for successful completion of school tasks. 
Behavioural learning strategies include students' modifying of tasks to make them 
easier or more challenging, and modifying the pace of the lesson (Anthony, 1996). 
Research studies support the role of self-regulatory strategies in contributing 
to academic success. The use of cognitive and metacognitive strategies has been 
found to contribute to achievement (Cole, 1997; Green & Miller, 1996), with higher 
achieving students making substantially greater use of these strategies (Van Zile-
Tamsen & Livingston, 1999; Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1990). Research suggests 
that, at high school level, students' ability to be strategic and use metacognitive 
knowledge to enhance their performance is partly dependent on high expectations and 
positive attitudes about mathematics, with superior students distinguishing themselves 
not only in mathematics skill but also in differences in their attitudes and beliefs about 
mathematics (Carr, 1996). Bandura, Barbaranelli, Caprara, and Pastorelli (1996) 
found that students' beliefs in their efficacy to regulate their own learning and 
academic attainments contributed to scholastic achievement both directly and 
indirectly by promoting high academic aspirations and reducing vulnerability to 
feelings of futility and depression. Students who believed they could exercise some 
control over their own learning were found to be more successful academically. The 
use of self-regulatory strategies has been found to be consistently positively related to 
critical thinking, important in the transfer of knowledge and application of problem 
solving skills (Garcia & Pintrich, 1992), and to have a positive effect on mathematics 
achievement (Malpass, 1996). Cantwell and Beamish (1994) showed the importance of 
executive control: the students with better academic performance were willing to 
mindfully plan and orchestrate strategy choices, while those with poor perf01mance 
displayed maladaptive executive control. The use of metacognitive strategies has been 
shown to contribute to successful mathematics problem solving, as successful 
students are more aware of what they know and how to use it, and more accurately 
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monitor their strategies, actions and intermediate results (Cai, 1994; Schoenfeld, 
1985; Swanson, 1990). 
Self-regulatory learning strategies have generally been taught through either 
general study skills programs or through embedding self-regulatory skills in a specific 
subject area. General study skills programs seek to improve student learning by 
interventions outside the normal teaching context. Programs have focused on 
developing particular task-related skills; on improving metacognitive skills such as 
planning, implementing and monitoring learning; and on enhancing motivation, self-
concept, and attributions. Although such programs have generally reported 
improvements in students' results and/or attitudes (Biggs, 1988; McCombs, 1988; 
McKeachie, Pintrich, & Lin, 1985), they seldom provide students with the attitudes and 
skills to enable them to accept responsibility for their learning because of a lack of 
follow-up involving persistent and widespread strategy use (Borkowski & 
Muthukrishna, 1992). Hattie, Biggs, and Purdie (1996) described successful strategy 
training programs as involving high and appropriate motivation, including self-
efficacy and appropriate attributions; adequate strategic and contextual knowledge for 
doing the task; and a teaching-learning context that supports and reinforces the 
strategies being taught. 
Research on particular teaching approaches has supported the effectiveness of 
teaching relevant metacognitive skills within the content of specific disciplines 
(Gaskins & Elliot, 1991; Hattie et al., 1996; Palincsar & Brown, 1984; Scardamalia & 
Bereiter, 1983; Schoenfeld, 1985), and of instruction aimed at increasing students' 
use of self-regulatory strategies (Baird & Mitchell, 1986; Dart & Clarke, 1991; Volet, 
1991). The Benchmark project (Gaskins & Elliot, 1991) provided explicit 
metacognitive instruction in specific subject areas. The students were taught 
strategies, why, when, and how to use them, and given extensive practice and 
feedback. A study by Bielaczyc, Pirolli, and Brown (1995) supported the hypothesis 
that training in specific self-explanation and self-regulation strategies can improve 
students' study strategies, which in tum can improve problem-solving skills. Physics 
and computer programming students were instructed in the use of particular self-
explanation strategies and the significance of strategic activity, as well as self-
regulation strategies including monitoring comprehension and learning activities and 
clarifying and addressing comprehension failures. An instructional approach which 
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emphasised metacognitive and volitional skills along with domain-specific skills was 
found to be effective with tertiary computer programming students (Volet, 1991 ). 
Cardelle-Elawar ( 1995) also found significantly better mathematics achievement and 
attitudes in Year 3 to 8 low achieving students for whom metacognitive instruction 
was part of classroom instruction. An example of a teaching program of self-
regulatory learning strategies was that used by Trawick and Como (1995) in response 
to the sense that· efforts being made by their students tended to be ineffective or 
unsustained. Initial group sessions made the students increasingly knowledgeable 
about appropriate study environments and useful strategies for handling distractions 
as well as about self-monitoring and self-coaching. These were followed up by 
teaching based on the premise that the acquisition of self-regulation strategies is a 
gradual process in which the student's knowledge of self-as-learner becomes 
internalised through the instructors' teaching and modelling, the students' use of 
internal speech to guide their behaviour, the students' self-observation, feedback 
about their performance and practice with the strategies. The process required the 
students to perceive themselves differently, as individuals who choose to engage in 
volitional and self-management strategies and who follow through on schoolwork. 
Paterson ( 1996) compared students' achievement under conditions of self-regulation 
and traditional instruction. Higher-achieving Year 12 Biology students in South 
Africa were involved in five-day cycles, in which the self-regulated group was 
allowed a greater degree of learner autonomy, with control over the strategies they 
could use to complete compulsory assignments plus optional learning tasks at a 
number of learning stations. There was a highly significant difference in achievement 
scores, with higher measures of reported self-regulation significantly associated with 
higher academic performance after self-regulated instruction than after traditional 
instruction. 
From these studies, the following teaching approaches emerge as important: 
• Introduce self-regulatory learning strategies as part of the mathematics lesson. 
• Model strategy use by the teacher and students. 
• Practise continuously the strategies being used so that they become part of 
each student's approach to learning. 
• Encourage the whole class to motivate each other. 
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• Encourage students to set goals and to determine their success in reaching 
these. 
• Provide feedback on the effectiveness of the strategies. 
• Focus on planning, monitoring, and evaluating strategies as part of the 
problem-solving process. 
• Encourage students to review the effectiveness of the strategies they are using 
and consider alternatives if necessary. 
• Allow increasing student autonomy and control over the amount of work done 
and its pace. 
Self-regulated learners meet the criteria for autonomous learning. Their 
motivational strategies ensure that they have knowledge about themselves as learners 
and will set and pursue goals related to further learning. These also contribute to 
knowledge about content, as they are able to articulate the purpose of the learning 
activity. Their metacognitive skills enable them to use and control a range of 
strategies for learning so that they develop knowledge about learning strategies and 
also about content. Their behavioral characteristics contribute to the effective use of 
learning strategies. 
2.4.2 An Inquiry-Oriented Approach to Learning 
The terms, inquiry-oriented approach, inquiry mathematics, and problem 
solving approach, are used to describe learning mathematics through constructing, 
sharing and critiquing ideas with others. Instruction starts with the problems. These 
are identified, studied through students' active engagement, and conclusions reached. 
Meaning is developed as the students engage in mathematical activity, dialogue with 
the teacher concerning their interpretations and solutions, and reflect on the activity to 
ensure that the processes are explicit. This allows a balance between the student's 
discovery and personal exploration and the teacher's systematic instruction and 
guidance (De Corte, 1995). The inquiry mathematics approach of Cobb, Wood, et al. 
(1991) is based on having students collaborate in small groups to solve problems. The 
teacher's role is to guide effective group procedures and then lead the class discussion 
about interpretations and solutions. Cobb et al. have used this approach in facilitating 
understanding and motivating second grade students. A similar approach to teaching is 
Alro and Skovsmose's (1996b) Inquiry Cooperative Model. The students explain their 
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understandings and problem solving approaches, the teacher listens to discover and 
identify their reasons, and then challenges these reasons leading to negotiation of 
meanmg and evaluation of perspectives. A problem solving approach involves 
teaching through problem solving. Problems are used as a way of learning 
mathematics as well as the reason for learning mathematics. The teaching of a topic 
begins with a problem situation that embodies key aspects of the topic. Mathematical 
techniques are then developed as reasonable responses to the problems (Schroeder & 
Lester, 1989). 
The aim is to make learning mathematics problematic. The students have to 
find out what they are required to do, make sense of the task and use and extend their 
existing knowledge and skills to resolve it. Understanding becomes the outcome of 
solving problems rather than something that can be taught directly (Hiebert et al., 
1997). Procedures are developed as problems to solve, instead of recipes to be learnt 
and used without understanding. This gives students the chance to understand them, 
to gain more control over them, and so use them more effectively. This approach to 
teaching and learning is based on the constructivist assumption that learners, using 
their previous constructions and negotiating meaning in the development of new 
conceptual understandings, actively construct knowledge. In adopting this approach in 
the classroom, teachers need to provide unrehearsed applications in a life-related 
situation. The context should be unfamiliar to the students in that they had not 
mathematised a similar situation previously, while the mathematics techniques needed 
should not be unfamiliar. Hiebert et al. have stated that it is reasonable for the teacher 
to share information with students as long as that does not solve the problem and 
remove the need for the students to reflect on the problem and develop solution 
methods meaningful to them personally. 
The value of an inquiry-based approach to learning can be determined from 
the comparison on students' mathematics in Boaler's (1998) study of two different 
schools. She found that students at the alternative school were required to take 
responsibility for their own actions and be independent thinkers. Work centred on 
open-ended projects. She found a more relaxed atmosphere, with an emphasis on 
understanding and the need to be able to explain methods used. Although results in 
standard tests showed that these students did not know more mathematics than those 
in the traditional setting, they were better able to use the mathematics they did know 
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because of their willingness and ability to perceive and interpret different situations 
and develop meaning from them. They had sufficient understanding of procedures to 
allow them to select appropriate procedures and then sufficient confidence to adapt 
and change these procedures to fit new situations. 
This approach is the basis of a number of programs and/or courses. These 
include the Core-Plus Mathematics Project (Coxford & Hirsch, 1996) which seeks to 
develop an understanding of major mathematics ideas by starting with an interesting 
context and investigating the mathematical features of the situation through a series of 
more focused activities. Students explore the problem, organising their thinking about 
the big mathematics ideas, algorithms and processes, working out differences in 
perceptions, clarifying ideas, and sharing insights. They then apply their knowledge to 
problem situations in different contexts. This provides the opportunity to reflect on 
their thinking and extend their mathematics knowledge. The Hawaii Algebra Learning 
Project (Rachlin, Matsumoto & Wada, 1992, cited in Grouws & Lembke, 1996) is an 
algebra course based on problem-solving approach. The students play major role in 
determining the validity of problem solutions and exploring a variety of solution 
methods. The program has been found to be successful in increasing student 
knowledge and also in changing student beliefs about mathematics and about the 
culture of the mathematics classroom. Other American programs based on this 
approach include Cognitively Guided Instruction, which aims to help teachers better 
understand children's thinking and so help them build on their knowledge; 
Conceptually Based Instruction, in which understanding is built through establishing 
relationships and connections; and Problem Centred Learning, in which students are 
presented with problems and then expected to develop solutions (Hiebert et al., 1997). 
The Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) program, developed in the early 1970s 
in the Netherlands, is based on the belief that mathematics is a human activity focused 
on problem solving and the construction of meaning, and that learning mathematics 
consists essentially of doing mathematics, or mathematising. De Corte (1995) has 
stated that evaluation research related to this program is rather scarce, but that it has 
been found that just the availability of RME-based textbooks does not guarantee 
teachers will implement the approach appropriately. This supports the earlier 
assertion about the importance of teachers changing their epistemology to introduce a 
new approach, not just implementing its surface features. 
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From the research, the following teaching approaches emerge as important: 
• Provide unfamiliar problems that the students have the skills to solve. 
• Provide challenges that are manageable, so that students realise that they 
already have considerable mathematical knowledge and can apply that in 
novel situations. 
• Acknowledge students' successes. 
• Encourage students to develop their own procedures or algorithms instead of 
providing these. 
• Focus on the processes being used, by questioning what they are doing and 
why they are doing that, rather than just the solutions reached. 
• Welcome a variety of solution approaches to then be examined by the class to 
determine which are more efficient or elegant. 
• Encourage students to use metacognitive strategies to approach a problem, to 
monitor their processes; and then to evaluate the solution. 
• Encourage students to discuss their understandings of a concept. 
• Encourage students to discuss the deep features of problems, to realise what 
makes a particular problem easy or difficult, and to find similarities with 
problems previously solved. 
Instruction based on an inquiry-oriented approach empowers students to 
develop knowledge about content as autonomous learners. When the students are 
responsible for developing their own approaches and explaining why their answer 
works and how they solved the problem, the teacher is no longer the sole authority in 
matters of correctness and procedure. It has been found that students who are allowed 
to develop their own solution methods are more motivated to persevere than those 
forced to use the teacher's method (Grouws & Lembke, 1996). As students realise that 
connecting new information to previously-learned material makes learning easier, 
they are motivated to think carefully about how new material relates to what they 
already know (Kloosterman, 1996). Such approaches respond to the aims of reformers 
who 
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env1s1on teachers telling less and children engagmg m complex 
thinking more, the curriculum focusing less on speed and memorized 
recall and emphasizing more the meaning of mathematical ideas. 
These visions represent a dramatic shift in what is taught, how it is 
offered to students, and what students should do and learn. (Price & 
Ball, 1997, p. 638) 
2.4.3 Collaborative Learning Approaches 
Collaborative learning takes place when two or more students work together. 
Webb and Palinscar (1996, cited in Blumenfeld, Marx, Soloway & Krajcik, 1996, p. 
39) have stated that collaboration subsumes cooperation, extending it to building 
communal knowledge. This highlights knowledge generation and the interdependence 
of the members of the community. Goos (1999) has discussed how researchers are 
applying Vygotsky"s notion of the zone of proximal development to whole classes of 
students. The assumption that students will accomplish more with the assistance of a 
more advanced partner, such as a teacher or peer tutor, supports the learning of 
mathematics as a social and collaborative activity. 
Advantages associated with collaborative learning include deeper 
understanding, increased commitment to learning, and greater enjoyment (Barnes, 
1998; Fusco & Fountain, 1992; Paris & Turner, 1994). By explaining ideas to others, 
students clarify their thinking and consolidate their understanding. They are exposed 
to different approaches to a problem and different modes of thinking, enabling new 
ideas to be generated and old ideas refined through shared reflection. Peers provide 
models of expertise which other students can emulate, and enable students to monitor 
their own level of accomplishment. Group generated knowledge is often more 
powerful than that provided by teacher. Because there is an obligation to the group 
goal, students are generally more actively involved in learning. A more real learning 
situation is provided, and students enjoy this type of learning and are more motivated 
to learn. Research has shown that students asked to provide explanations to their peers 
in small groups later recall more than students not required to elaborate (Hendry, 
1996). Similar results from the Benchmark Project (Gaskins & Elliot, 1991) showed 
deep understanding occurred when the students transformed knowledge into their own 
language as they elaborated, questioned and examined their ideas and procedures with 
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others. In a quantitative review of research on cooperative learning in secondary 
mathematics, Suri (1997) found that collaborative learning had an overall positive 
effect in cognitive, social and affective domains. When Whicker, Bol and Nunnery 
(1997) investigated the effects of collaborative learning on achievement and students' 
attitudes in a secondary mathematics classroom in a pre-calculus course, they found 
significant differences in achievement, which supported previous research ~ndings 
that collaborative learning promotes achievement as students other than low-
achieving students spend more time on task and participate more actively. They also 
found that the students responded favourably towards the collaborative learning 
procedure. 
However, Blumenfeld et al. (1996) have discussed a number of disadvantages 
or difficulties associated with collaborative learning. These include the following: 
learning from peers is complex and difficult to achieve; students "do not 
automatically become more involved, thoughtful, tolerant, or responsible when 
working with others" (p. 37); some students will fail to contribute; forceful students 
may dominate discussions; the help given is not always beneficial; and group rewards 
can be detrimental to learning and relations with other students. While research 
studies have correlated interaction within collaborative groups with achievement, 
Cohen, Lotan, and Holthuis (1995) stated that this is not always true in studies of 
mathematics classes because of the tasks. In senior mathematics, there are difficulties 
in finding inherently group tasks for which the input from each group member is 
essential. The alternative is generally to give students problems and ask them to work 
as a group to reach a solution. Other approaches include requiring the group to solve 
the problem, but then asking one or two of the group members to present the solution 
to the rest of the class. This places the onus on the group of ensuring that all group 
members understand the solution processes used and are able to explain them to 
others. Geiger (1998) has found the nature of the task to be a crucial influence in 
collaborative interaction. He stated that the students made it clear that they were most 
likely to feel a need to interact when there was a genuine problem to be solved, but 
not for routine exercises. McCaslin and Good (1992) noted that small group work 
may allow students to be passive and dependent, if it focuses on drill and the mastery 
of discrete concepts instead of stimulating creative thinking or the integration of 
ideas. To overcome these concerns, Barnes ( 1998, p. 9) stated the need to negotiate 
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teacher's and students' roles to establish a collaborative culture in the classroom, 
finding or devising appropriate tasks, and to develop an assessment and/or reward 
structure that promotes both effective collaboration and the responsibility of 
individuals for their own learning. However, while peers working together may enjoy 
the metacognitive benefits ofbeing able to monitor and regulate each other's thinking, 
collaboration does not guarantee they will achieve a mathematics productive 
outcome. In a study investigating patterns of collaborative metacognitive activity in 
senior secondary classrooms, Goos (1998) found that metacognitive uncertainty 
remained unresolved when students did not have a means of validating their solution. 
Barnes (1998) surveyed teachers who use collaborative learning approaches in 
teaching senior secondary mathematics. She found that collaborative learning was 
less frequently used with senior classes largely because of the pressure to prepare 
students for final examinations, and because the teachers believed that it would take 
longer to cover the syllabus. While collaborative learning frees teachers from the 
central role in the classroom, and gives them an opportunity to observe and listen to 
their students, 
it is clear that introducing this approach to learning is a risky process 
for the teacher. There is a need to come to terms with changes to the 
teacher's role and status in the classroom, and there are many possible 
pitfalls especially in the initial stages, including student resentment, 
frustration or reluctance to cooperate and wasting of time. (Barnes, p. 
9) 
McWhorter, Jarrad, Rhoades, and Witcher's (1996) study of student-centred 
classrooms for high-school English noted that the classroom environment must be 
conducive to collaboration between teacher and students; that teachers must be 
willing to share responsibility for learning; and that there needs to be a strong 
emphasis on group dynamics, teamwork and collaboration. They found such an 
approach needs more time initially, as it is a gradual process, and that many students 
found it difficult becoming active learners. 
From the research, the following teaching approaches emerge as important: 
• The purpose of collaborative learning needs to be explained so that students 
realise it is an approach to increase their understanding. 
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• Students' roles within the · groups need to be negotiated, especially the 
responsibility of all group members to be involved in the learning and to 
ensure that all understand what they are doing. 
• Students need to verbalise the processes and learning strategies being used. 
• Genuine problems are required so that there is a purpose in working 
collaboratively. 
As students work collaboratively, they are gaining knowledge that enables 
them to become autonomous. Through a comparison with other students, they become 
more aware of their own strengths and weaknesses in learning and their own learning 
needs. The group context provides a safe environment in which to explore different 
strategies and to evaluate their effectiveness, as it is less public than the whole class 
context. Students also become less dependent on the teacher as they access the 
expertise of their peers. They become more aware of their responsibility for their 
own learning, and realise that they understand concepts if they can explain them to 
other students (Hiebert et al., 1997). They are also gaining knowledge about content 
as together they relate new and old knowledge, analyse problem contexts, 
acknowledge what is not known, and then seek to find this out. 
2.4.4 Student Reflection 
In his profile of autonomous learners, Candy ( 1991) stated that these learners 
are reflective and self-aware. Hiebert et al. ( 1997) described reflection as follows: 
Reflection occurs when you consciously think about your experiences. 
It means turning ideas over in your head, thinking about things from 
different points of view, stepping back to look at things again, 
consciously thinking about what you are doing and why you are doing 
it. (p. 5) 
Southwell (1999) has related personal reflection to the mathematical 
transformation of reflection. When a shape is reflected, its position and orientation 
may be changed, but it retains all its other original characteristics. When a person 
reflects, again the essential characteristics are retained, while the person looks at the 
experience from another position. Thus, the process of reflecting on one's experiences 
involves thinking carefully about them in an attempt to make sense of them. This 
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enables the establishment of new relationships and checking of old ones. The re-
evaluation of experiences allows the development of new perspectives (Southwell). 
Hiebert et al. ( 1997) stated that reflection is almost certain to increase understanding. 
Reflection enables students to become aware of their beliefs, expectations, and 
learning strategies. These are major influences on students' motivation and their use of 
learning strategies. In particular, students can critically analyse their assumptions about 
learning, clarify their goals and how they are trying to achieve them, and become more 
aware of the effectiveness of the learning approaches they are using on their affective 
and performance outcomes (Borasi & Rose, 1989). Reflection may occur through 
structured journal writing, through writing about processes next to problem solutions, 
in response to collaborative problem solving, and through thoughtful classroom 
discussion in which all class members participate. 
The process of writing provides opportunities for revisiting phenomena 
allowing the examination of thoughts and actions to determine what they really mean, 
what has been understood, and how this is connected to previous understandings. 
Borasi and Rose (1989) listed many potential benefits to students as they reflect 
through journal writing. They can express and reflect on their feelings about learning 
mathematics; increase their knowledge of content as they develop better and more 
personal understanding from writing about content; improve their learning and 
problem-solving skills from articulating and reflecting on their process of doing 
mathematics; and make explicit and consequently re-evaluate their beliefs on the 
nature of mathematics and thus move towards a better understanding of the discipline. 
Such writing can also improve the instructional situation, as, in response to students' 
reflections, teachers can provide more appropriate evaluation and remediation of 
individual students from their increased knowledge about them; make immediate 
changes and improvements in response to students' feedback; make long-term 
improvements in response to new insights gained about students' learning; and 
respond directly to students' questions, problems and suggestions (Borasi & Rose). 
As well as reflecting in their journals, students can be encouraged to write in 
their exercise books next to their solutions about strategies they are using, why they 
are using these, and any questions they might have about their use. Students can also 
consciously reflect on their processes as they work through the questions using what 
has been described as Double Entry Journals (Barrell, 1991) or Multiple Entry Logs 
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(Powell & Ramnauth, 1992). Students do the mathematics on the left half of the page, 
and record reflections and questions about the processes on the right hand side of the 
page. This provides a commentary, interpretation, evaluation, and summary of their 
work. They are thus less likely to carry out procedures or algorithms without 
understanding why they are doing so when they are told that, at all stages, they should 
have a reason for using a particular procedure. Fusco and Fountain (1992) have 
suggested that, as students seek to solve a problem, they should ask themselves 
questions to focus on it, establish a purpose, recognise context or interrelationships, 
discover what is still unknown, design a possible method of approaching the topic, 
evaluate their progress, and monitor whether any further action is necessary. Barrell 
described how teachers have encouraged students to reflect on assessment outcomes 
through asking them to respond to questions concerning their preparation, 
performance and results, and then what they plan to do differently in future. By 
asking themselves "How much do I know about this area of work?" students can 
diagnose their personal content understanding when studying for a test (Baird & 
White, 1996). 
A second type of reflection occurs as students work collaboratively. Through 
the use of an inquiry-oriented approach, students have opportunities to reflect on what 
they are doing; to consider the knowledge and strategies needed; and to take 
advantage of the stimulus of peers (Southwell, 1999). This is illustrated by 
Southwell's (p. 157) description of the role of reflection using Polya's (1957) 
problem-solving sequence. The student initially reflects on the language of the 
problem statement, the concepts involved, and the goal to be achieved to understand 
what the problem is about. The student then evaluates possible strategies and selects 
an appropriate one. Carrying out the strategy requires previous mastery of that 
strategy. Finally, the student reviews the problem and its solution, reflecting on the 
strategy itself, on the solution, and on possible extensions or generalisations evolved 
from the solution process. Reflection on learning in the classroom enables students to 
develop deep understanding of concepts because the reflection allows new ways of 
doing things; leads to clarification of issues; enables the development of skills; assists 
in the resolution of a problem; and leads to synthesis, validation, integration and 
appropriation of knowledge (Southwell). 
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A third type of reflection occurs through class discussions and evaluations on 
what occurs in class. This provides an opportunity for students to suggest some 
approaches that they think might work, and to explain why other teaching and 
learning strategies have not been effective for them. The focus is on what the learning 
community, the students and the teacher, can do to make learning better. This allows 
critical reflection on the action that has occurred in the classroom, drawing 
understanding from the experience of the action and enabling it to inform future 
action (Dick, 1996). The students are participating in the decision-making: working 
towards the improvement of their own practices. This resonates with the principles of 
participatory action research as proposed by McTaggart (1997b) that all participants 
should undertake to improve their own work and how it is understood, that they 
should collaborate with others engaged in the project, and that they should help others 
to improve their work. 
Beveridge (1997) used reflective journals with undergraduate students in 
numeracy and problem solving classes. While journal writing is usually a new 
experience for numeracy students, he found it developed their ability to think deeply 
about their own needs, and provided them with a tool to enhance their thinking and 
their motivation to learn. The students were asked to think about their thinking for 10 
minutes at the end of any independent study session, and then write down their 
thoughts. This was practised in class. Many students discussed their mathematical 
thinking: how they were creating understanding and meaning for familiar ideas. 
About half of the writing addressed the desire to control the social environment of 
each learning task, including the composition of groups, and the amount of support 
needed. Beveridge found reflective writing helped the students to understand the 
struggles of their own learning and better recognise and appreciate their successes. 
This greater confidence and enhanced self-esteem resulted in an increased quantity 
and degree of persistence in work. It also enabled the lecturer to develop classes based 
on the students' expressed needs. Another research project based on reflective 
processes was the Teaching and Learning Science in Schools Project (Baird & White, 
1996). Students were invited to collaborate in investigating what constitutes quality in 
science teaching and learning, and to work with the teacher to improve this quality. 
There were initial extended class discussions to attempt to identify features of current 
classes that reduced students' level of application, understanding and enjoyment. The 
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teachers and students identified and agreed to three changes each, which they believed 
would improve the situation. They continued to reflect on their progress using a form 
completed regularly by both teachers and students. 
The above suggests that the following teaching approaches are important: 
• Provide opportunities for collaborative work. 
• Allow time for structured journal writing and whole class reflection of 
learning. 
• Implement, as much as possible, suggestions made by students about 
improving learning. 
• Provide feedback to students' questions and comments. 
• Emphasise the problem solving processes rather than just the solutions. 
• Model the use of reflective comments and questions when solving problems, 
and encourage students to ask themselves questions about their use of 
metacognitive strategies. 
• Encourage students to acknowledge their successes and admit their 
shortcomings. 
Reflective students become more knowledgeable about all aspects related to 
autonomous learning: about themselves as learners, about the use of learning 
strategies, and about content. However, sometimes only the most committed, 
articulate and thoughtful students will bother with journal writing (Brookfield, 1995, 
p. 97). Teachers can easily overestimate students' willingness and ability to reflect on 
how and what they are learning. As students are generally not used to writing in 
mathematics, there is often an initial reluctance to write about their learning. Some 
may lack the language with which to articulate their thoughts. Students may also be 
reluctant to be too honest: it could be risky to criticise their teacher. Some will 
passively resist writing by always forgetting to bring their journals. 
Reflection focuses on the real problems of the classroom, is oriented towards 
action to help overcome the problems, investigates multiple perspectives and courses 
of action, considers possible consequences of the action, and then continues to spiral 
through this process (Tabor, 1997). A different sense of the learning enterprise can 
develop through reflection. The instructional approach becomes more that of a 
community of teacher and students working together to enhance the students' learning 
than of the teacher providing information and skills for the students to receive. A new 
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openness between teacher and student can develop. The teacher can modify 
instruction in response to students' concerns or suggestions. As students realise that 
they are the ones who get or do not get the results, they can start to "own" their 
behaviours and resulting outcomes. Perusal of their journals from through the year 
should enable the students to find indicators of their own self-growth and maturity in 
learning. Tabor stated: 
A definite link exists between the thoughtful performance of teachers 
and the thoughtful performance of their students. As a result, there is a 
greater payoff for both teachers and students when time is given to the 
thought processes related to teaching and learning. (p. 63) 
2.4.5 The Autonomous Classroom 
The four teaching approaches discussed are not independent. Implemented 
together, they seek to empower the students to be autonomous learners. They 
contribute to a learning situation which has been described as a community of learners 
(Brown, 1994) and a community of mathematical inquiry (Goos, Galbraith & 
Renshaw, 1994). Such a community promotes collaborative problem solving, dialogue 
and metacognitive activity in the mathematics classroom. It incorporates student-
student collaboration as students engage in mathematical activity, teacher-student 
scaffolding as the teacher dialogues with the students concerning the students' 
interpretations and solutions so that the processes are explicit, and emphasises 
individual reflection and self-regulation (Goos et al.). The assumptions and principles 
of such a culture include the following (Brown, 1994; Goos, Renshaw & Galbraith, 
1998): 
• Mathematical thinking is an act of sense making, and rests on the processes of 
specialising, generalising, conjecturing and convincing. Learning is active, 
strategic, self-conscious, self-motivated and purposeful, with students who 
"demand coherence, push for higher levels of understanding, require 
satisfactory explanations, request clarification of obscure points, and so on." 
(Brown, p. 8) 
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• The processes of mathematical inquiry are accompanied by habits of 
individual reflection and self-monitoring, as effective learners are aware of 
their learning strategies. 
• Teachers have an essential role in guiding the students' discovery process 
towards forms of disciplined inquiry that would not be reached without expert 
guidance. 
• The inter-Weaving of familiar and formal knowledge helps students to adopt 
the conventions of mathematical communication. 
• Students work as a team, pooling expertise. Understanding occurs as students 
try to arrive at consensus concerning meaning. Thinking is externalised in the 
form of discussion, so novices can learn from those more expert. 
• Members of the community are critically dependent on each other, so that 
there is an atmosphere of joint responsibility, mutual respect, and a sense of 
personal and group identity. 
Other researchers have sought to develop this type of environment. Hiebert et al. 
(1996) stated that the notion of reflective inquiry captures the activity of communities 
of students and teachers engaged in doing mathematics, and emphasises the process of 
resolving problems and searching for solutions. 
Students take responsibility for sharing the results of their inquiries and 
explaining and justifying their results; and recognise that learning means learning 
from others, and taking advantage of their ideas and results. Schoenfeld (1996) has 
focused on creating a community of inquiry in which students internalise the standards 
of mathematical judgement so that they do not need to appeal to the authority of the 
teacher. Collaborative groups allow the monitoring of individual thinking, opinions and 
beliefs, and can elicit explanations that clarify points of difficulty. Volet (1995) used the 
term process-oriented instruction to describe an approach in when the students engage 
in thinking, reasoning, analysing and theorising; learn the content and strategies for 
using that content simultaneously; gradually assume responsibility for their learning; 
and learn collaboratively in a socially supportive learning environment. She stated that 
research studies are providing evidence of the benefits of such an approach. Cobb, 
Boufi, McClain, and Whitenack (1997) have shown, in their work with primary school 
children, that children's participation in reflective classroom discourse supports and 
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enables individual reflection on, and reorganisation of, prior activity, and so indirectly 
contributes to the development of a mathematical disposition. The value of such 
environments is supported by the reasons Childress ( 1998) has put forward for students 
being passive and dependent in the classroom compared with their involvement and 
enthusiasm when playing football. He said that students need to believe that they are 
important contributors whose participation in the classroom is necessary; to be 
encouraged to excel, to improve constantly; to realise that they need to review their 
learning so that they can get better; experience unplanned lessons; to communicate 
with each other; to use one another as resources or exhort one another to go further; to 
teach less-skilled learners; to receive individual instruction and encouragement from 
adults; and to have teachers who are genuinely interested. White (1998) asked a group 
of learners to list the attributes needed for learning to occur. The responses included 
being part of a community of learners, in which they could dialogue with others and 
receive feedback, using an experiential approach to learning, and learning in an 
environment that met individual needs and supported risk taking, and so was a 
positive experience. The group stated that the learners needed to have an intrinsic 
need to learn, to perceive the relevance of the learning, to have sufficient background 
knowledge, and to be self-directed. 
The following classroom approaches enable students to become autonomous 
learners. 
• Teachers need to set tasks that elicit thinking and doing and talking of a 
meaningful sort to teach students to communicate mathematically, to construct 
reasonable solutions to complex problems, and to find and describe patterns 
(Heaton & Lampert, 1993). Students' solutions and methods then provide the 
basis for discussion of problems (Clarke, 1997). 
• An atmosphere of conjecture and justification of mathematical ideas enhances 
learning. Clarke advised teachers to be open about their own struggles with 
mathematical problems. The teacher thus becomes as a "fellow player" who 
values and builds on students' solutions and methods. 
• Teachers need to listen, watch, and probe to see how students are thinking and 
what they are learning, and be able to improvise to deal with the interactions 
that occur during the class (Heaton & Lampert, 1993 ). Observing and listening 
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to students provides a "window" into their thinking that can be used to plan 
further instruction (Clarke). Davis (1997) found that the way the teacher 
listens and responds to students' answers can enable learners to participate in 
the mathematical discourse. He described teacher listening as evolving from 
listening for a particular explanation to describe established, unambiguous 
truths; to the deliberate attending to the student response to understand what 
they understand from the question; and then to listening as a negotiated and 
participatory interaction between teacher and learners as they revise their own 
knowledge of mathematics. 
• Teachers should model mathematical thinking, so that students can observe an 
expert carrying out a task and build a conceptual model of the processes 
required (Collins, Brown, and Newman, 1989). 
• Teachers should encourage the students to communicate their own knowledge. 
Confrey (1998, p. 107) has suggested that a teacher can enable student voice 
by: following the problem development carefully, trying to decentre from 
one's own perspective; encouraging strongly autonomous expressions by 
students; asking for clarification; avoiding evaluative expressions except as 
they support articulation of method; stepping out of the role of answer giver; 
checking that the student remains confident and involved in the prohlem 
solving; and allowing the student to identify errors and contradictions. 
• Teachers should provide coaching through asking questions, leading students 
through strategic steps, and offering hints, feedback and reminders (Goos et al., 
1998). The provision of scaffolding, in which the teacher provides support to 
help students carry out the task, can then enable the student to take over control 
of the task (Collins et al.). Teaching methods should necessitate student 
activity, problem solving, and cooperative learning, as active student 
engagement is then more likely (Ramsden, 1992). This permits greater student 
control over learning and has the potential to make students less dependent. 
• Students should be required to explain and justify ideas and strategies to each 
other, and reflect on the effectiveness of the strategies used (Goos et al.). 
• The teacher should focus on the big ideas of mathematics. Clarke stated that it 
is important that mathematical ideas are not confined to specific procedures in 
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isolated content areas, but seen as an integrated whole. The contexts should be 
meaningful and relevant to students. 
• Teachers should focus on individual change and promote metacognitive 
instruction. Students in non-competitive classrooms with mastery goals have 
been found to be more likely to use self-regulating strategies and to believe in 
the value of effort (Carr, 1996). 
The four pedagogical principles to help foster a community of learning as advocated 
by Sherin, Mendez, and Louis (1997) summarise the above: students' active 
participation in learning, reflection and analysis of their thinking, collaboration in 
support of each other's learning, and community. 
These methods do not preclude direct teaching. Weinert and Helmke (1995) 
have argued that teacher-directed instruction can also facilitate active student 
learning. They found that, without explicit methodological and metacognitive 
instruction, students tended to acquire and use sub-optimal cognitive strategies in 
learning and problem solving. They thus advised that students be given explicit 
instruction about methods and be supervised to allow individualised diagnosis of 
errors, informative feedback and remedial training. They stated that many studies 
have shown that instruction in which the teacher actively presents information to 
students and supports individual learning processes is more effective than when 
teachers only provide those external conditions that make individual or social learning 
success possible. With direct instmction, class management is generally more 
effective and the rate of student interruptive behaviours very low; the teacher 
maintains a strong academic focus and uses instructional time to initiate and facilitate 
students' learning activities; and provides carefully appropriate tasks, clearly 
presenting information and solution strategies. They argued that if the goal is to help 
all students become independent thinkers, "then methods in which students have 
opportunities to learn more independently, to identify, define, and solve problems in 
different ways, and to use acquired insights to overcome other tasks are more likely to 
be successful" (Weinert & Helmke, p. 141). 
The results of the Mathematical Thinking Skills Project (Tanner & Jones, 
1998) support the emphasis on providing scaffolding while encouraging students to 
become autonomous. Tanner and Jones found that the teachers least successful in 
improving cognitive outcomes focused on the demands of the tasks or sought to lead 
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the students down some teacher pre-determined path. Most successful in the 
development of metacognitive skills and knowledge and the near transfer of this 
knowledge were the teachers described as reflective scaffolders. Their classrooms 
featured a conjecturing atmosphere, with student autonomy and responsibility and a 
focus on evaluation and reflection. Through being encouraged to engage in reflective 
abstraction and to value knowledge rather than information, the pupils learned that 
they "could make their own sense of what occurred by making their own tentative 
conjectures and constructions and linking them with prior schemata" (p. 602). Lindner 
and Harris (1992) suggested that instruction emphasising understanding and promoting 
the use of regulatory skills and attitudes could be incorporated in a "cognitive 
apprenticeship" instructional approach, wherein skills are modelled by a more 
experienced "expert", made explicit through think-aloud demonstrations of the 
application and regulation of component skills, and the students encouraged to accept 
increasing responsibility for their own performances, as they develop self-monitoring 
and self-evaluation skills and integrate skills and conceptual knowledge. While teacher 
explanation and modelling provide a framework for students, they then need 
challenging and extensive practice to allow them to be actively engaged in evaluating 
and managing their recently acquired strategies (Borkowski & Muthukrishna, 1992) and 
specific feedback on their strategy use (Pintrich, 1995). Pressley (1995) also advised 
encouraging students to understand the utility of the strategies and conceptual 
knowledge they are acquiring; having them learn and practice several procedures 
simultaneously; and encouraging their monitoring of their learning and performance. 
Instructional approaches incorporating cognitive apprenticeships have included 
reciprocal teaching and group problem solving. Reciprocal teaching involves 
cooperative learning groups in guided practice in questioning, clarifying, summarising 
and predicting, and aims to promote understanding and provide concrete methods of 
monitoring understanding. The adult teacher provides expert scaffolding, with the 
teacher and students taking turns at being learning leaders and supportive critics. This 
approach has been used successfully in reading (Brown & Palincsar, 1989) and 
beginning algebra word problems (Campione et al., 1989). Schoenfeld (1987) described 
how he transferred the responsibility for problem solving from the teacher to the 
students. He initially used whole class discussions of problems with the teacher serving 
as scribe of the students' ideas. This enabled the students to work in a real problem-
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solving context but without the full responsibility. The next step involved small groups 
working on problems while the teacher acted as a roving consultant. This group 
approach allowed a sharing of responsibility, while making the regulatory processes 
explicit. 
There have been few long-term studies in which the regular classroom 
teachers have sought to implement empowering strategies, evaluate the approach, and 
then report the findings. The following studies involved Australian senior secondary 
school students. Fisher (1993) focused on autonomous learning with a Queensland 
Year 12 Home Economics class; Geiger and Goos (1996) worked with Queensland 
Year 12 Mathematics C students; and Williams (1997) worked with Victorian senior 
mathematics students. Fisher examined factors that affected the development of 
autonomy and responsibility for learning in a self-directed learning environment over 
nineteen weeks. As the classroom teacher, she was seeking to narrow the gap between 
the rhetoric and practice of helping students become autonomous. She sought to make 
the students aware of their learning, including how they learnt best and how they 
perceived the teacher's role. She then provided instruction in the use of a variety of 
cognitive and metacognitive learning strategies, and had the students use a self-
planner for planning, monitoring and evaluating each learning task. Fisher found that, 
before students could behave in an autonomous, self-directed manner, they needed to 
believe that success in such an environment was possible and be ready to learn in this 
environment. Her providing the freedom to learn did not necessarily make the learner 
self-directed and autonomous. Although this study involved a different subject area, it 
was aimed at the same type of students as this study, and shared some of the aims of 
this study. The work of Geiger and Goos involved a classroom teacher and a visiting 
university lecturer. They sought to encourage and enable students to monitor and 
extend each other's thinking through the use of a Socratic style of teacher interaction 
and peer collaboration. They found that this facilitated metacognitive activity and a 
more student-centred approach. The students commented that they found it important 
to be able to explain to each other and put their understanding into their own words. 
There was a positive student response, although some students still preferred the 
teacher-centred classroom. Geiger and Goos also noted the importance of suitable 
tasks that required the students to create a new procedure if they were to work 
together effectively. In a later report on the investigation of patterns of classroom 
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social interactions of Years 11 and 12 students, Goos et al. ( 1998) commented that 
teachers' invitations or challenges to students to participate in new ways can be 
resisted, rejected or subverted. Their research showed that, while the majority of 
students eventually appropriated the modes of reasoning and patterns of social 
interaction valued by the teacher, not all students were comfortable with these ways 
of working. They stated that it is a significant challenge for teachers to develop such 
classroom practices and to change the attitude of the "many students whose long 
experience with prescriptive teaching methods has already socialised them into silent, 
solitary activity and passive acceptance of the teacher's authority" (p. 30). Williams 
has sought to develop a classroom environment in which senior mathematics students 
take risks, develop and justify ideas, and work in supportive cooperative groups. She 
has discussed how the students moved from initial concern about this process to 
accepting the responsibility for their own learning. As they realised that they were 
going to have to take this responsibility, they became more aware of their learning 
process and started to think more metacognitively. Teacher encouragement and 
support through questioning and positive feedback was important. Williams has 
described the process of the students transferring from reliance on the teacher to co-
operative brainstorming and problem solving, so that they became "the proprietors of 
the classroom and responsible for their own learning" (p. 355). 
Australian studies which focused on lower secondary classes include the 
Project for Enhancing Effective Learning (PEEL) (Baird & Mitchell, 1986; Baird & 
Northfield, 1992) and Ireland and Malone's (1995) work with 13-year old 
mathematics students. PEEL was a major project aimed at increasing student 
responsibility for learning by increasing their awareness of learning and providing 
related content and learning activities in a range of subject disciplines. The project 
arose from a concern about students' poor learning habits. Teachers believed these 
resulted from a lack of active involvement in learning. A number of different teachers, 
supported by university lecturers, therefore sought to make the students more aware of 
their poor learning tendencies, and encouraged the use of metacognitive strategies and 
reflection on good learning behaviours. Students were required to practise methods for 
enhancing self-awareness of learning through purposeful inquiry, reflection and 
evaluation, and control through informed decision-making. Those students who 
responded positively to the approach were found to have better self-concept, greater 
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participation, and to think more about learning and how to improve it. Through a study 
to develop a collaborative, peer interactive environment, Ireland and Malone (1995) 
investigated how the classroom environment influenced and was influenced by 
students' attitude towards mathematics. They sought to teach the students about 
learning to learn through reflection on work, collaboration with peers, negotiation of 
meaning through discussion, arriving at consensus and accounting for the background 
knowledge each student brings to class. By end of the study, they found that the 
students were more active participants in their own mathematics, learning and culture 
than they had been at the beginning. They noted the importance of the social 
environment in the learning process to have all students actively engaged in teaching 
and learning. 
The following two studies are examples of approaches to empower students at 
university level. Dart and Clarke ( 1992) developed a course to increase active learning 
and the use of deep learning strategies with pre-service secondary teachers. Together, 
the lecturers and the students discussed the course rationale and objectives, negotiated 
the content, and drew up a learning contract that featured learning goals, learning 
activities, and evidence of reaching goals. Students worked in small groups, and used 
personal learning logs to enhance metacognitive thinking and develop their self-
regulatory strategies. Lohmueller (1995) reported on a course in undergraduate 
psychology, which used a format of self-directed group discussion and class meetings 
for discussion and activities. It was based on the assumption that effective learning 
would result from considerable student involvement, learners accepting the 
responsibility for their own learning, the provision of a supportive and challenging 
environment, and students learning from each other. Students consistently described 
the course as excellent and displayed strong participation and enthusiasm. However, 
both these studies found that the approach was more demanding for the students, and 
not all students felt that they could maintain the required high level of involvement. 
The aim of these approaches to instruction is to enable students to grow more 
autonomous. However, it has also shown that not all students respond to such a class 
environment. This is further supported by the results of Boater's (1997) study that 
compared teaching and learning in a traditional school with that in an alternative 
school. The latter emphasised understanding and the processes used. Boaler found 
gender differences in the students' responses to the different environments. Girls 
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underachieved in the traditional procedural working environment with its focus on 
standard methods and rules. They sought depth of understanding, and expressed a 
preference for working in groups. In contrast, the boys liked the traditional approach. 
Boaler attributed this to their concern with shmt-term goals relating to speed and 
attaining correct answers. The alternative school was based on the principles of 
independence and self-motivation. The activities were open, discussion-based, non-
competitive, oriented towards depth of understanding and development of 
independence among students. The students were encouraged to act responsibly on 
open-ended projects. A number of students chose not to work in lessons, and the boys 
were most likely to express dissatisfaction. Boaler found that those students who were 
working did so because they wanted to work rather than because they had to, and 
suggested that "this distinction may underlie the difference between learning and 
working procedurally" (p. 35). The students at the alternative school were confident, 
flexible in their approach, believed that the mathematics they had learned was 
adaptable, and that they could adapt and change methods and think mathematically. 
They had become autonomous learners, encouraged to think for themselves. This 
supports the earlier argument about the necessity to negotiate roles when different 
instructional approaches are introduced. 
This empowering teaching involves handing over responsibility so that 
teaching can be conceived of as enabling pupils to become 
mathematical actors in the classroom and beyond. The goals and needs 
of pupils, and the ways of behaving and speaking as mathematicians, 
become the focuses ofthe teacher's intentions. (Lerman, 1998, p. 40) 
Such teachers are facilitators of learning. They have to think what to do with the 
students' ideas, how to listen to their voices, how to make sense of their ideas, and 
how to ask questions in ways to facilitate a discussion around a single mathematics 
problem (Heaton & Lampert, 1993). Teaching mathematics for understanding 
requires the co-ordination of knowledge about mathematics, about students, about 
social interaction, and ahout curriculum. Heaton and Lampert stated that teachers 
need a willingness to go into a situation without knowing what is going to happen 
next, to accept there is not one right way to do things, and to rely on themselves to 
come up with the next good action. In a study investigating teachers' views of 
activity-related teaching methods, the nature of student learning activities, and the 
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curricular issues associated with learning activities, Chen ( 1998) found that teachers 
believed teaching was more effective when they got students to engage in problems 
and activities, solve problems independently, and discuss concepts and apply them to 
real life. 
The relationship between students and teachers is important g1ven the 
emphasis on collective action for improvement. As Brookfield (1995) stated, if we are 
non-critical, we assume that the meanings and significance we put on our actions are 
the ones that the students take from them. It is difficult to see ourselves through 
students' eyes, but important else our choices risk being ill informed, inappropriate or 
harmful. It is easy to lose the whole picture. An example is provided by Klein's 
(1996) discussion of the involvement of her students in a study. Although she worked 
from the assumption that knowledge is socially and collaboratively constructed, in her 
own practice she found that she viewed students who did not get involved as lazy or 
unmotivated. Klein later commented that her journal entries "portray a self-righteous 
attitude of concern that some students are just not acting up to expectations" (p. 380). 
Because much knowledge of practice is tacit, the use of metaphor provides a way to 
reflect on the meaning of what it is to be a teacher and how teachers acquire knowledge 
about their practice (Briscoe, 1991; Tobin, 1996). It has been suggested that the 
metaphors teachers use to make sense of their roles have a substantial effect on their 
practice and may allow teachers to "create a new vision of what their ideal practice 
might be like and project themselves into that vision" (Briscoe, p. 196). Metaphors can 
also act as a "master switch" to change belief sets as they allow the conceptualisation of 
current and desired teaching roles (Fraser & Tobin, 1996). 
When students are encouraged to take responsibility for their own learning and 
to try to make sense of experiences in terms of their prior knowledge, teachers' 
practices change. They acknowledge the need to share responsibility for learning with 
their students. Learning becomes a joint enterprise, with both teachers and students 
working together to enhance the learning of the students, so that the students are 
empowered to become autonomous learners. 
2.4.6 Summary 
This section has reviewed the literature concerned with four major teaching 
strategies: the teaching of self-regulatory strategies, the use of an inquiry-oriented 
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approach to learning, the use of collaborative practices, and reflection on learning and 
the use of learning strategies. 
Research has shown self-regulatory learning strategies to contribute to 
academic success, and that these are most effectively taught within specific 
disciplines. While the teaching approaches which emerged as important can be 
applied to some degree to all subject areas and all age groups, there is little data 
concerning their use with senior mathematics classes. I wished to investigate how I 
could implement these approaches within this context and the students' responses to 
these. The second major teaching strategy discussed was an inquiry-oriented approach 
to learning. This approach has been shown to be most appropriate for the teaching of 
mathematics, although mostly with younger students. This study considered the extent 
to which it could be applied given the syllabus and time constraints of a senior class. 
The third strategy involved the use of collaborative learning. Such an approach has 
been shown to contribute to both improved learning and greater enjoyment of class 
work. If has been found to be effective in mathematics, although there is difficulty in 
developing tasks which require the input of every group member. Because of syllabus 
and time demands, it is not a common practice in senior mathematics classes. I 
wished to see if these demands could be met, as well as investigate the responses of 
the students and me to the changed roles of teacher and student associated with a 
collaborative approach. The fourth strategy was to encourage students' reflection on 
their learning. This included journal writing about learning, reflecting on procedures 
and problem solving strategies, discussing understanding of a problem with other 
students, and class evaluations of the teaching and learning which is occurring. There 
are few studies that have used all these reflective approaches, especially in senior 
mathematics. 
These strategies are not discrete, for example, students may work together to 
develop a procedure for an unfamiliar problem through reflecting on their planning, 
monitoring and evaluation of their process. The class environments in which most of 
the strategies are implemented have been referred to communities of learners. This 
emphasises the students' joint responsibility for developing understanding of 
mathematical concepts, and how teachers might facilitate this. There are a number of 
reports of studies that have sought to develop these environments of communities of 
learners. However, each context is different. This study sought to incorporate the 
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above teaching strategies with Year 12 mathematics students. It also focused on 
change: changed teaching and learning strategies, changed relationships between the 
students and me, and changed expectations about learning. 
The review of the literature has focused on students' autonomy. Concerns 
about students' learning in mathematics have been related to passivity and 
dependence. Empowerment was used as a framework to consider why there has been 
so little change in the teaching and learning of mathematics. Finally, classroom 
strategies, which empower students to become autonomous learners, have been 
reviewed. 
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CHAPTER3 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
This chapter describes the research, including the overall paradigm and design 
of the study. The study aimed at transforming a particular educational setting by 
investigating and refining the teaching practice to improve learning. It used action 
research methodology to understand and reconstruct practice. The study was designed 
to draw from, and contribute to, the theory related to teaching, especially in relation to 
implementing the recommendations of reform documents to produce a student-centred 
practice which empowers both students and teacher to exercise greater control over 
their own lives. Research has shown that mathematics instruction has changed little 
despite such recommendations (Boaler, 1997; Klein, 1998; Lerman, 1998). This study 
addresses the call for teachers to be involved in identifying research concerns, and in 
gathering, interpreting and applying data (McKernan, 1992; Wilkinson, 1995). 
Patterson and Shannon (1993, pp. 7-9) have argued that teacher research is a 
unique genre of research as teacher-researchers seek to understand the particular 
individuals, actions and events in their environment to make professional decisions. 
Action research methodology was used to understand the situation and implement 
changes through cycles of planning, acting and observing, reflecting and re-planning. 
The aim was praxis. 
Praxis is informed, committed action that gives rise to knowledge rather 
than just successful action. It is informed because other people's views 
are taken into account. It is committed and intentional in terms of values 
that have been examined and can be argued. It leads to knowledge from 
and about educational practice. (McNiff, Lomax & Whitehead, 1996, p. 
8) 
The first section of this chapter discusses the research paradigm and how it 
meets the criteria of CarT and Kemmis ( 1986) for an adequate approach to educational 
inquiry. The second section focuses on action research methodology, describing its 
characteristics and giving a rationale for its appropriateness for this study. The third 
section concerns the methods used. They were primarily qualitative. The context, data 
collection techniques, conduct of the study, and analysis are described. Finally, issues of 
credibility and ethics, as well as the limitations of the study, are discussed. 
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3.1 Paradigm 
A research paradigm provides the general framework for inquiry: the particular 
construction of reality, the significant issues, the appropriate questions, and the 
techniques of experimentation and analysis (Lidstone, 1996). 
Educational research has been influenced by three different intellectual 
traditions: positivism, interpretive approaches, and critical approaches (Candy, 1989). 
Candy has identified the following features of each of these paradigms. Most versions 
of positivism are committed to an objective pursuit of "scientific truth", and assume that 
law-like generalisations are not context-bound, that events have distinct causes, that 
variables can be identified and defined, and that the relationships between variables can 
be expressed in mathematically precise ways. These assumptions lead to the notion that 
theory "can be used to predict and hence to control outcomes" (p. 3). The interpretive 
paradigm takes into consideration the motives and intentions of the actors and the 
meaning of the discourse for the participants, and includes the following assumptions: 
events are explicable in terms of multiple, interacting factors with causes and effects 
mutually interdependent; obtaining complete objectivity is very difficult; the aim of 
inquiry is to develop an understanding of individual cases rather than universal 
generalisations; reality is best studied as a unified whole rather than being fragmented 
into dependent and independent variables; and inquiry is value-laden (p. 4). The 
following assumptions are features of a critical approach: much human action is 
embedded in social conditions beyond the consciousness of those involved; 
explanations of events make sense within a context of social rules, practices and beliefs; 
intentional agency may be frustrated by the social order; the task of uncovering such 
constraints through research requires emancipation; and research should focus on self-
reflection coupled with action for personal or social transformation rather than scientific 
description (p. 7). Education from a critical perspective is viewed as a historically 
located and culturally embedded social practice vulnerable to ideological distortion and 
non-educational constraints that can distort individuals' purposes. Thus critical social 
science involves making propositions about a situation, developing knowledge about 
practices and conditions so that all participants can communicate openly about them, 
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and then selecting and implementing appropriate strategies to improve the practice 
(Carr & Kemmis, 1986). 
The aim of this inquiry is understanding and improvement. The ontological 
belief is that realities are "multiple, intangible mental constructions, socially and 
experientially based, local and specific in nature" (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 110). 
Knowledge is viewed as developing through the active construction and reconstruction 
of theory and practice by those involved (Carr & Kemmis, 1986, p. 148). The 
researcher is part of what is being researched; both participant and facilitator in the 
social setting being studied (Guba & Lincoln, p. 111). Schwandt (1994, pp. 128-129) 
stated that the inquiry begins with the concerns of the participants and unfolds through a 
dialectic of iteration, analysis, critique, reiteration, and so on to eventually result in 
findings or outcomes. These can be evaluated to the extent to which they provide a 
credible level of understanding. Real-world situations are studied as they unfold 
naturally, the inquiry being non-manipulative, unobtrusive, and non-controlling, with a 
lack of predetermined constraints on the outcomes (Patton, 1990, pp. 40-41). 
Carr and Kemmis (1986, pp. 129-130) listed the following criteria as necessary 
for an adequate and coherent approach to educational inquiry: 
1. the rejection of positivist notions of rationality, objectivity, and truth; 
2. the acceptance of the need to employ the interpretive categories of teachers; 
3. the provision of ways to distinguish and overcome ideologically distorted 
interpretations; 
4. the identification and exposure of aspects of the existing social order that 
constrain rational change, and views on how to overcome these; and 
5. the recognition that the status of educational theory is determined by its 
relationship to practice. 
I now consider the extent to which this action research meets these criteria. The 
first criterion rejects a positivist approach. In this study, my motives and intentions and 
those of the students, and my insider knowledge as teacher-researcher, are important. 
My perceptions and beliefs shape my interpretation of the inquiry. An emphasis on 
objectivity would disallow these. Because this was an investigation into a particular 
practice with a unique combination of teacher, students and context, the findings are 
idiosyncratic rather than law-like generalisations. As positivism makes clear distinctions 
between theory and practice, it is inappropriate for a study which used practice to 
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inform and question theory and vice versa to produce research outcomes relevant to the 
professional life of a teacher (Winter, 1996). The second criterion states the need to use 
the interpretive categories of teachers. Thus, Carr and Kemmis (1986) require 
educational inquiry to be rooted in teacher self-understandings so that it is meaningful 
to those enacting it. This values the deeper representation of events from the perspective 
of the practitioner. However, Carr and Kemmis stated that this is not sufficient, as it 
does not encourage teachers to change their practices, to question their underlying 
theories, or to examine how their personal theories relate to practice. Thus, it is 
necessary that there is the third criterion of providing ways of determining whether self-
understandings are distorted and of overcoming these. In this study, the students and I 
have reflected on aspects of the teaching and learning situation which were not 
conducive to effective learning, and planned and implemented strategies to overcome 
these. However, this study has focused on change within the classroom setting. It is 
practical and concerned with approaches to use within that setting. Therefore, the 
critiquing of assumptions about teaching and learning mathematics have been confined 
to the classroom, rather than focusing on the social conditions of education. The fifth 
criterion of Carr and Kemmis is that educational inquiry should be related to practice. 
Connelly and Clandinin (1988) argued that the integration of classroom experience with 
active reflection facilitates teachers' development of beliefs and perceptions of 
themselves as learners and teachers, while helping them acquire practical knowledge. 
Authority and validity are given to the story of the practitioner in the research setting, 
with the inquiry "designed to capture the pmiicipants' experience and represent their 
voices, all the while attempting to create a research text that will speak to, and reflect 
upon, the audience's voices" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994, p. 423). 
Thus, rather than giving unquestioning allegiance to one paradigm, Patton's 
(1990) paradigm of choices has been adopted. 
A paradigm of choices rejects methodological orthodoxy in favour of 
methodological appropriateness as the primary criterion for judging 
methodological quality. . . . All kinds of variations, combinations, and 
adaptations are available for creative and practical situational 
responsiveness. (pp. 38-39) 
The research investigated whether I could teach in a way which would make the 
students more aware of their learning and then empower them to take greater control of 
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this. This occurred as a deliberate and systematic process, involving cycles of actions 
based on self-reflection and dialogue to produce knowledge and action aimed at 
improving our class community. There was minimal manipulation of this setting, with 
the research occurring in a setting in which syllabus and work program requirements 
had to be met. This study accepts that there are multiple realities, and seeks to report 
the truth as it was experienced by those involved. While I tell the story of the study, I 
have sought to incorporate the students' voice to explain our lived experiences in the 
classroom. 
3.2 Methodology 
3.2.1 Action Research 
Action research methodology was used for this study as an appropriate strategy 
for both generating knowledge about practice and applying this knowledge to bring 
about improvement in practice. These two emphases are apparent in the following 
definition of action research as a 
form of collective self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in 
social situations in order to improve the rationality, coherence, 
satisfactoriness and justice of their own social (or educational) practices, 
as well as their understanding of these practices and the situations and 
society in which these practices are carried out. (Henry & McTaggart, 
1996, p. 7) 
It is a process enabling change. Wilkinson (1995) stated that: 
Action research gives us an opportunity to break out of our professional 
and institutional mediocrity; our unconscious, by learning in action, by 
questioning the decision making that shackles our progress. If we want 
to understand change we will need to take part; become the actors, and 
be the change agents in the process of doing, thinking and changing. (p. 
47) 
Action research involves both action and research linking theory and practice into one 
whole: "ideas-in-action". Kemmis and McTaggart ( 1988) explained this thus: 
To do action research is to plan, act, observe and reflect more carefully, 
more systematically, and more rigorously than one usually does in 
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everyday life; and to use the relationships between these moments in the 
process as a source ofboth improvement and knowledge. (p. 10) 
This statement emphasises systematic and rigorous focus on practice. One of the 
challenges to action research is that it is what good teachers are supposed to be doing 
anyway: being continually aware of their practice and attempting to improve it. 
However, as McNiff (1988) argued, action research makes conscious and public much 
that is done intuitively. It enhances the teaching-learning situation by requiring 
teachers to be aware of and to be critical about their teaching, to use this awareness 
for improvement of practice, and to develop theories concerning their practice. 
Teacher action research has been described as "research designed, conducted, and 
implemented by the teachers themselves for the purpose of improving the teaching 
and learning in their own classrooms" (Watt & Watt, 1993, p. 36), and as "a 
systematic and intentional inquiry by teachers in order to make sense of their practices 
and improve them" (Lomax, 1994, p. 115). Elliott (1991) said that the aim of action 
research is to improve practice by developing practitioners' capacities for 
discrimination and judgement in particular situations, focusing on the "identification, 
clarification and resolution of problems teachers face in realising their educational 
values in practice" (p. 1 07). 
Three main traditions of action research can be identified as scientific, practical, 
and critical (McKernan, 1991, p. 31 ). The scientific tradition is based on the work of 
Lewin (1946). He viewed action research as a form of experimental inquiry based on 
the study of groups experiencing problems. His model incorporated a series of 
spiralling decisions based on repeated cycles of analysis, reconnaissance, problem 
reconceptualisation, planning, implementation of social action, and evaluation. This 
approach was used to study social process by introducing changes and observing 
scientifically the effects of these changes. Teacher action research in the United States 
during the 1950s was based on this approach. But, as the main focus was large 
curriculum development projects manifested through a "top-down" model, the action 
research approach declined and was replaced by a research, development, and 
dissemination model which separated researchers and teachers. Practical action research 
based on a naturalistic methodology emerged in Britain in the 1970s. Its application in 
understanding practice and solving immediate problems in curriculum areas owes much 
to Stenhouse and Elliott. Stenhouse (1975, pp. 143-144) gave prominence to the idea of 
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the teacher as researcher, suggesting that professional, aware teachers use systematic 
questioning of their teaching as a basis for development and testing theory in practice. 
Elliott (1991) viewed research as a self-reflective process through which practitioners 
examine their practice. Critical action research (Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Kemmis, 1995; 
Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988; Kemmis & Wilkinson, 1998) is concerned with 
overcoming practices that constrain the achievement of rational goals. It seeks to 
empower participants to understand and change their social reality in ways that are 
personally meaningful (Macpherson, Aspland et al., 1998). 
The action research used in this study was participatory action research 
involving teacher-researcher and student participants. 
Participatory action research is research that treats people as 
autonomous, responsible agents who participate actively in making their 
own histories and conditions of life, able to be more effective in making 
their histories and conditions of life by knowing what they are doing. 
(McTaggart, 1997b,p.39) 
McTaggart stated that participatory action research is "contingent upon authentic 
participation: it is research through which people work toward the improvement of 
their own practices" (p. 34). This requires all participants to improve their own work 
and the way it is understood, collaborate with others engaged in the project, help them 
improve their work, and collaborate with others to allow the possibility of more 
broadly informing the common project. In this study, both the students and I sought 
to better understand our practices and improve them. We were able to collaborate to 
share our understandings and plan future strategies, although the collaboration did not 
extend to the research process. The research was grounded in our culture and values, 
and sought to contribute to the development of these values and improvement in 
conditions (Somekh, 1995). 
McTaggart (1997a, p. 1) described participatory action research as "a broad 
church, movement, or family of activities". He noted that the use of the term church 
connotes community, solidarity and commitment, and evokes questions of ethics, 
morality, values and interest; movement recognises the implicitly political character of 
the research; and family evokes humanistic and political reasons for the research. 
Action research incorporates a moral dimension as it requires practitioners to reflect 
on their knowledge, experience and intuition to act in a way which is truly in the 
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interest of those involved in the situation (Grundy, 1988). The characteristics of 
classroom research listed by Cross and Steadman ( 1996) relate to McTaggart's 
elements of community, values, and humanism. This research was learner centred, 
focusing on the learners' responses to teaching. It was context-specific, involving an 
identified classroom, a particular discipline, and a known group of students. It 
required the active engagement of the students and teacher to form a partnership. It 
was teacher-directed, with the teacher the investigator rather than the consumer of the 
research, and the measure of its quality was its contribution to the knowledge and 
practice of the teacher. It was scholarly, building upon the knowledge base of research 
on teaching and learning. The process also was political because it involved people 
making changes that would affect others, and so could have caused conflict between 
the new practices and the accepted practices of the institution (McTaggart, 1997b). 
Carr and Kemmis (1986) stated that three conditions are necessary for research 
to be classified as action research: firstly, the subject matter must be a social practice 
susceptible to improvement; secondly, it must proceed through a spiral of cycles of 
planning, acting, observing and reflecting; and thirdly, it should involve the 
practitioners and allow others to benefit from their experience. In this study, I sought to 
improve my classroom practice in ways that would enhance the students' learning. The 
first action research cycle was implemented in 1997. It informed the five cycles of 
1998. As a teacher-researcher, I was involved in all aspects of the research. I have 
sought to allow other practitioners to benefit from my experiences through presenting 
papers at conferences of the Queensland Association of Mathematics Teachers. The 
conditions of Carr and Kemmis are echoed by Grundy and Kemmis' (1988, p. 322) 
statement that the essential aims of action research are to improve and to involve. 
Improvement includes improving practice, the understanding of practice by its 
practitioners, and the situation in which practice takes place. Involvement requires 
participation in the processes of diagnosing the problem situation, planning and 
implementing remedial action, and monitoring its effects (Kemmis & McTaggart, 
1988). Again, this study meets those criteria. 
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3.2.2 Characteristics Of Action Research 
This section discusses the most documented characteristic of action research, the 
cycles of action and reflection, and other key characteristics. These include its reflexive 
nature, integrating action and reflection, and theory and practice, as well as practical, 
participatory, collaborative, emancipatory, and critical aspects. 
The spiral of cycles of planning, acting and observing, and reflecting, is 
arguably the most widely known feature of action research. Wilkinson ( 1995) described 
the process as initially determining the research issue through a critically reflective 
examination of practice. This stage requires shared discourses to help those involved 
understand their reality. From this, an action plan is developed. Wilkinson said that one 
should understand one's own motives for undertaking the study. He also stated the 
importance of "acting small, but thinking big"; of checking for possible problems; of 
doing things gently; of working through and with groups; and of acting and reflecting 
on one's own practice generally and specifically (p. 18). The action plan is implemented 
through deliberate and controlled action. Data concerning the action process, the effects 
of the action, and the circumstances of and constraints on action, are collected to allow 
the analysis and evaluation of the action. Reflection on the processes, problems, issues 
and constraints then contributes to the revision and/or further development of the action 
plan. The cyclic process of action research allows the dual pursuit of action or change, 
and research or understanding. Dick (1996) stated that the cycle could be simplified to 
alternative action and reflection, as planning could be thought of as reflection before 
action, observation as reflection during action, and reflection as reflection after action. 
Kemmis (1995, p. 37) described action research as a recursive process of spirals of 
"cycles of critical and self-critical action and reflection designed to enable participants 
to learn more about (and theorise) their practice". However, he noted that, while this 
seems to suggest self-contained developing spirals of planning, acting and reflecting, 
the actual process is not this neat. Action cycles overlap and may need to be revisited, 
initial plans become obsolete, and evaluation of one cycle may suggest quite different 
directions for subsequent cycles. As action research is about change, the process should 
be responsive to changes in direction as perceived necessary in a particular situation. 
An essential feature of action research is the integration of action and reflection, 
and of theory and practice. Somekh (1995) pointed out that this "bridges the divide 
between research and practice" (p. 340) by addressing the persistent failure of research 
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to bring about actual improvements in practice. Action research differs from traditional 
research in which researchers first carry out the research to generate knowledge that is 
then applied by the practitioners. Instead, research is carried out by those directly 
concerned with the situation being researched and deals with practical problems arising 
from this situation. The findings are then fed directly back into practice to bring about 
change. Because it attempts to make teacher's practical knowledge explicit and use 
this to build a theoretical base, such research has a better chance of being valued by 
teachers themselves. McKernan (1992) stated that there is a lack of credibility of much 
traditional educational and classroom research. Research findings and curriculum 
documents often have little effect on classroom practice. Reasons for this include the 
difficulty of applying some outcomes to classroom practice, the search for general 
principles seeming unrelated to specific classroom contexts, and the lack of credence 
given to teachers' practical knowledge. In addition, changes in curriculum and 
approaches to instruction are usually "top-down" initiatives which teachers may 
accept, although not necessarily implement in the ways intended. In contrast, by 
focusing on the context of individual classrooms in which teachers formulate and 
verify their practical knowledge, action research can contribute to practitioner-
relevant knowledge (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995). 
The reflexive or recursive aspects of action research involve the changing of 
practice through the spirals of self-critical action and reflection (Kemmis & 
Wilkinson, 1998, p. 24). This is a deliberate process designed to allow learning more 
about practice through doing and then reflecting on the action. It is very easy to 
maintain routine behaviours and not question assumptions. As Eisner (1991) stated: 
Once teachers internalize the routines and learn the content they are to 
teach, once they develop a good nose for smoke and learn to anticipate 
fires, their ability to cope is assured and with it the need to grow as 
teachers diminishes. (p. 115) 
Instead, I needed to reflect on my everyday practice to understand what I was doing 
and access my tacit knowledge. Similarly, the students were asked to become more 
conscious of their attitudes and behaviours. The aim was to inform action which 
would be in the interests of the participants. Eames (1996) stated that we are 
continually learning from our own experience, and that practice involves putting our 
understanding and values into action. Reflexivity contributes to the validity of 
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findings as the impact of the action steps is continually assessed through data 
collection, reflection and analysis, interpretation and evaluation (Somekh, 1995). The 
action strategies are tested in the everyday conditions of the classroom and 
through constant movement between action and reflection, weaknesses 
in the practical theories are gradually detected and useful action 
strategies are explored and extended. Through reflexivity, the reflective 
practitioner's action gains quality and the research process is rigorously 
tested. (Altrichter et al., 1993, p. 208) 
This testing is more continuous and more long term than in most other forms of 
research, and rigorous in that the researchers must live with any mistakes of their 
theorising as the situation "talks back" (Altrichter et al., 1993, p. 208). Students are 
quick to let the teacher know when they do not like a particular strategy or believe that 
it is disadvantaging them. 
Another important characteristic of action research is its practical focus. It starts 
from practical questions arising from everyday practice. Action research allows the use 
of simple methods and strategies for researching and developing practice that do not 
overly disrupt practice, and accepts that the primary responsibility of the researcher is as 
a working practitioner limited by lack of time and specialist knowledge (Somekh, 
1995). Kemmis and Wilkinson (1998) have stated that action research is about real, 
particular practices of particular people in particular places, and is a learning process 
resulting in real and material changes in what people do, how they interact with the 
world and with others, what they mean and what they value, and the discourses in 
which they understand and interpret their world (p. 25). It is a way of enabling 
participants to reflect on the strengths and weakness of their present practice and plan 
ways to develop ways that are more effective. The study focused on what was 
happening in the classroom: how the students were learning, what seemed to work, 
and what could be different in that particular situation. While the findings might be 
related to other situations, the planning and action were determined for that context of 
my everyday practice as a teacher, and the students' as learners. 
Action research methodology is particularly suitable for a teacher-researcher. I 
was able to begin with, and build on, knowledge accumulated through experience; 
focus on immediate interests and concerns; better match the subtle organic processes 
of classroom life; build on "natural" processes of evaluation and research of daily life; 
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and so bridge the gap between understanding and action (Beasley, 1988, p. 376). 
Advantages associated with this insider position include awareness of one's own 
intentions and motives, long-term experience of the research setting, understanding of 
the classroom context, closeness to the learning problems, relationships with others in 
the setting, and being in a position to test theoretical ideas (Cross & Steadman, 1996; 
Hammersley, 1993). Teacher research 
capitalizes on the talents and competencies that teachers bring to the 
systematic study of teaching and learning: knowledge of the subject 
matter, experience in teaching it to others, and an interest in gaining a 
greater understanding of how students in their classrooms learn what 
teachers are trying to teach. (Cross & Steadman, pp. 13-14) 
Altrichter et al. (1993) have stated the importance of teachers' action research because 
it contributes to the professional development of individual teachers as they improve 
their practical theories and competence through reflection and action; to the quality of 
teaching and learning through new and successful action strategies; to the 
development of the profession by opening individual practice to scrutiny and 
discussion and so broadening the knowledge base of the profession; and to the 
advancement of educational research (p. 207). Analyses of reform-based teaching are 
often carried out by university-based teachers rather than full-time classroom teachers. 
Thus the perspective of the latter needs to be presented, enabling a focus on how the 
teachers themselves see and understand the effects of their teaching practice on 
students, not how others assess their practice (Smith, 1996). By giving teachers voice 
through making their knowledge public, it provides a way to overcome teaching as a 
culture of silence, in which teachers seldom talk about the dynamics and rhythms of 
classroom processes; the meaning teaching has in their lives; the moral, social and 
political purposes attributed to it; or its importance for one's sense of self (Brookfield, 
1995). Disadvantages associated with the teacher-researcher role have been pointed out. 
Hammersley (1993) stated that teacher-researchers might make errors about their own 
intentions and motives or about their understandings of the setting; that relationships 
with those involved might place constraints on the inquiry; and that approaches to test 
theoretical ideas might conflict with good practice. However, in this study, I have been 
aware of this and sought to monitor my intentions and understandings, as well 
discussing the study with critical friends. The aim of the study was to improve students' 
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learning, so that the students viewed the approaches as being very much in their 
interests. This enhanced their relationship with me. As this study sought to make 
practice better, theoretical ideas were tested only if I believed that they would contribute 
to better practice. 
Participatory aspects have already been mentioned in describing the type of 
action research used. It is a premise of all action research that people can only do 
action research on themselves or "with" others, not "on" others, so that those affected 
by the situation being researched should participate in the research and implementation 
of preferred solutions (Kemmis & Wilkinson, 1998). Participants are directly involved 
in framing problems of practice, determining and enacting solutions, and reviewing the 
outcomes (Macpherson, Brooker, Aspland & Elliott, 1997). 
Kemmis and Wilkinson (1998, p. 22) have argued that action research is best 
undertaken as a collaborative process because it is itself a social process, and because it 
is directed towards reconstituting social practices. Scott and Weeks (1998) stated that 
"action research which is not collaborative is both limited and limiting" (p. 241 ). They 
found collaboration to be an essential element in a professional development project 
aimed at improving teaching in higher education. It allowed the development of critical 
friendships, the understanding of different views and contexts, a collective sense of 
power and autonomy, and critical analysis. 
A central principle of action research is emancipation: enabling people to gain 
more control over their own lives through examining their own practices and working 
out their own solutions. Kemmis and Wilkinson (1998, p. 24) stated that the 
participants need to explore how their practices are shaped and constrained, and 
consider how to release themselves from these constraints. Action research attempts to 
empower the participants. Smith (1993) described empowerment as based on 
heightened self-awareness and the realisation of the social construction of constraints. 
The outcomes he listed as resulting from empowerment include enhanced autonomy, 
commitment to taking greater responsibility in shaping one's own life, and changes in 
self-knowledge. For teachers, outcomes also include the development of greater 
understanding of what they do and why, a foundation for informed and influential 
change, and an awareness of the importance of commitment and willingness to initiate 
change (Elvey, 1996). It can be especially empowering for teacher-researchers 
seeking to improve their own teaching practice by identifying and solving aspects of 
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their practice which they consider to be problematic (Taylor & Dawson, 1998). It 
accepts the authority of their professional expertise. Associated with emancipation is 
the critical aspect of action research. This involves the deliberate contestation and 
reconstitution of irrational, unjust, or unsatisfying aspects of the situation. 
In conclusion, action research proved an appropriate methodology for this study 
as it involved investigation and implementation of changes to practice to enhance 
learning; reflection on the effectiveness of different actions to determine further action; 
development of understanding about teaching and learning which can be related to 
theoretical knowledge; consideration of the students as participants gaining greater 
control over their own learning, and me as a teacher-researcher able to make use of 
context-specific knowledge; and practical approaches able to be implemented in the 
classroom to produce knowledge related to this specific context. 
3.3 Methods 
3.3.1 Qualitative Methods 
The study used mostly qualitative research methods. While action research is 
methodologically eclectic with no specified methods, McKernan ( 1991) has stated 
that qualitative methods are perhaps best suited for researching naturalistic settings, 
when the aim is understanding and description, rather than measurement and 
prediction. 
Eisner (1991) described six features that make a study qualitative. Firstly, he 
stated that qualitative studies tend to be field focused. As part of this, the study is 
usually non-manipulative. The second feature relates to the use of oneself as an 
instrument, positively exploiting one's own subjectivity to make sense of the situation 
and decide what is significant. This enabled me to take advantage of my insider 
position. This is a significant feature of the study, as I was in a very privileged 
position to undertake the research. The interpretive character of a study is the third 
feature that makes it qualitative. This means that inquirers try to account for what they 
have found, and explain why it occurred. It also pertains to what that experience holds 
for those in the situation studied. The fourth feature is the use of expressive language 
and the presence of voice in text. This makes it clear that it is a person behind the 
words, and contributes to empathy. The fifth feature is attention to particulars to 
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provide an awareness of the distinctive characteristics of the case. The final feature 
pertains to the criteria. Eisner stated that qualitative research becomes believable 
because of its coherence, insight, and instrumental utility. He said that qualitative 
inquiry "is ultimately a matter of persuasion, of seeing things in a way that satisfies, 
or is useful for the purposes we embrace" (p. 39). 
Qualitative methods draw researcher and subjects closer together; allow the 
investigation of social behaviour in natural settings; focus on what actually happens in 
classrooms; and base the products of such research firmly in the areas of educational 
thought and practice (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995, p. 12). They give credence to the 
knowledge of the teacher-researcher as my personal experiences and insights are 
treated as an important part of the inquiry and critical to understanding; I can respond to 
the situation, build on tacit knowledge, explore atypical or idiosyncratic responses, and 
give a holistic emphasis; and the study is bounded by the nature of the research problem 
being investigated (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
3.3.2 Context of the Study 
The study investigated teaching and learning mathematics in Mathematics B. 
Mathematics B is an academically rigorous subject that provides the basis for further 
studies in mathematics. Appendix 1 details the objectives, subject matter, and 
assessment criteria of Mathematics B, and the process of developing a work program 
and moderating students' achievements. 
The study involved teaching and learning at St Hildegard's College, a Catholic 
coeducational college in a provincial Queensland city. (A pseudonym has been used.) 
Appendix 2 describes St Hildegard's College through a consideration of its history, 
mission statement, and clientele. The administrative structure and characteristics of its 
staff are discussed. These give an indication of the degree of autonomy possessed by a 
teacher at St Hildegard's College. 
The students who took part m the study were members of the Year 12 
Mathematics B classes of 1997 and 1998. They are also referred to by pseudonyms. In 
Appendix 3, these students are described, with greater detail provided on a group of 
six students who acted as important informants to the study. 
I have also discussed my background and teaching experiences, as well as my 
beliefs about teaching and learning, in Appendix 4. 
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3.3.3 Data Collection 
Data are collected to provide a detailed rich description of the inquiry. The data 
collection results in systematic records instead of spontaneous impressions, permanent 
records instead of reliance on memory, and detailed statements from people whose 
general opinions may have been taken for granted (Beasley, 1988, p. 20). However, as 
Altrichter et al. ( 1993, pp. 70-71) warned, data can only represent events selectively. 
When it is produced or selected, some aspects are stressed as important while others 
are neglected. This may occur purposefully, because of the interpretation of the 
research question; unwittingly, because of unconscious prejudices; or because of some 
restrictions, such as the timetable making it impossible to interview a particular 
student. The second point made by these researchers is that what is produced or 
selected as data depends on the interpretative processes of the researcher. When the 
researcher transforms personal experiences into data, the events are reconstructed in 
terms familiar to the researcher. Their third point about the characteristics of data is 
that data are static: events lose their dynamic character and cannot develop any 
further. Thus, in summary, 
data typically provide us, as researchers, with access to a reality to be 
investigated. We take them as representing reality, but must bear in mind 
that they are not reality itself, but only its traces. They are always chosen 
or constructed from a certain perspective. (Altrichter et al., p. 71) 
Patton (1990, p. 12) identified three main categories of qualitative data 
collection: interviews, direct observation, and written documents. This study used each 
of these categories, as well as questionnaires. 
3.3.3.1 Interviews 
Interviews report on the participants' perceptions and perspectives of what has 
happened. 
The purpose of interviewing is to find out what is in or not on someone 
else's mind. The purpose of open-ended interviewing is not to put things 
in someone's mind ... but to access the perspective of the person being 
interviewed. (Patton, 1990, p. 278) 
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As Patton has stated, the aim is to find out what cannot be directly observed. However, 
the interviewer will have an influence on what those interviewed say. Clandinin and 
Connelly (1994) said that "The way an interviewer acts, questions, and responds in an 
interview shapes the relationship and, therefore, the ways participants respond and 
give accounts of their experience" (p. 420). 
One interview was used in 1997. A group of four of the students volunteered to 
share their ideas about learning mathematics. They responded to a list of prompt 
questions that I had prepared. While I was present and took notes to supplement the 
audiotape, I did not intervene in this interview. Very little of this interview contributed 
to the analysis as most of the comments were not pertinent to the eventual themes. I did 
not use this type of interview again. 
During the second term of 1998, I conducted semi-structured interviews with 
four students selected to be important informants. Such interviews have the advantage 
of both standardisation and situational responsiveness. Common questions are asked to 
each person interviewed, although the interviewer may adapt the wording and sequence 
of questions to fit the specific responses of the interviewee. The four students were 
asked about what understanding mathematics meant to them, what helped them learn 
more effectively in class and at home, and what changes they had made in the way they 
went about learning. These interviews lasted about thirty minutes, and occurred during 
lunch times. They were audiotaped, and I provided each student with a transcription of 
the interview the following day for validation checking. These interviews provided 
valuable data about these students and their attitudes. 
The other main interviewing technique used was that of focus groups. The 
open response format provides the opportunity to obtain large and rich amounts of 
data in respondents' own words, allows the respondents to react to and build on the 
responses of other group members, and may result in ideas that would not have been 
uncovered in individual interviews (Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990, p. 16). 
Much of the power of the focus group as a method of inquiry grows out 
of the spontaneity and synergy of the group dynamic ... it is well suited 
for problems involving clarification of perspective, opportunity, and 
hypothesis generation, and a whole range of exploratory analyses. 
(Stewart & Shamdasani, p. 141) 
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Two of these interviews were used in 1998. The first was in July and involved four of 
the key informants. I prepared a list of prompts concerning pertinent issues. The 
students discussed their learning approach and my teaching approach, and 
improvements or differences from previous years, and what they thought were the 
reasons for these. They also were asked to comment on the classroom context, their 
learning and degree of control over it, and their opinions of suitable roles of teacher 
and students. The second focus group interview occurred in September and involved 
the six key informants. The prompt questions centred on their sense of empowerment, 
and changes in teaching and learning. These interviews were videotaped, and the 
students provided with transcripts. I found these interviews very informative 
concerning the students' reactions to the changes, as they were comfortable 
commenting m front of each other and these comments elicited further student 
responses. 
As well as this, some opportunistic interviewing occurred. After the local 
Mathematics Tournament, I asked the group of students who had been involved to 
discuss problem solving and approaches to doing mathematics in that different context. 
One group of students wished to discuss their approaches to learning, and this became a 
spontaneous informal interview. On an occasion when Heather had achieved an 
atypically low result, I interviewed her to discuss what might have contributed. Again 
these interviews occurred out of school time and were audiotaped. However, the 
interview with Heather is the only one that provided data used in the analysis. 
After the final evaluation, the College Counsellor interviewed those students 
whom I had nominated as key informants. He wrote notes giving his general 
impressions of their responses to the changed approach. This allowed the students the 
freedom to make comments that they might not have wished to have attributed to them 
personally. The impressions of the Counsellor provided another source of data that is 
referred to in the analysis. 
3.3.3.2 Observation 
The data from observations include detailed descriptions of learning activities 
and actions, interpersonal interactions and organisational processes, and came from my 
fieldnotes and videotapes of lessons. McKernan ( 1991, p. 63) stated that "participant 
observation bears the highest fidelity with the methodological purpose of action 
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research and is the foremost technique for use in the study of classrooms and 
curriculum", as it allows the collecting of authentic accounts and verification of ideas 
through empirical observations. My role was that of participant-observer. This involved 
full participation in the activities of the situation, while making it clear to the students 
that research was being conducted. The observations occurred over the duration of the 
study, and the focus was very broad: anything associated with the teaching and learning 
situation (Patton, 1990). 
After each lesson, usually that night, I wrote up field-notes on the lesson. I 
found that I was too involved in what was happening to ever make notes during the 
lesson. While it was easy to describe the actual content dealt with and the exercises 
covered, the observations of behaviours and reactions are coloured by my expectations 
and what seemed important at the time. It was the behaviours that proved valuable in 
the analysis. 
About one lesson per fortnight and all the evaluation sessions were videotaped. 
The College Audio-visual Aide would remain in the class for the lesson. If the students 
or I were working at the board, this was taped. When students asked questions, the 
camera would focus on them if possible. During lessons when the students were 
working in groups, she would move about the room, seeking to film groups where there 
was some interaction occurring. I had been concerned that the videotaping would be 
intrusive, but it did not seem to disturb the students other than one student who was 
particularly uncomfortable about the presence of the camera. She was avoided as much 
as possible. I subsequently reviewed the tapes. At first, I wrote complete transcripts, 
although later produced summaries which included transcribed segments showing 
students' investigation, questioning, and understanding. While the reviewing provided 
an opportunity to consider the classroom environment and teaching and learning 
incidents with greater detachment, I was still intimately involved. These tapes provided 
valuable data, both comments made during the evaluations, and vignettes of class 
interaction and students working mathematically. 
I did try to audiotape group interactions. However, the students did not seem 
able to ignore the presence of a cassette recorder on their desks as they could the video 
camera. Some groups became silent, while others made silly comments on the tape. 
Apart from the fact that there seemed to be little of value on the tapes, I also found, 
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when trying to transcribe them, that the sound quality was not good. However, I have 
included one audiotaped vignette in the analysis. 
3.3.3.3 Documents 
Data from documents include student journal entries, exercise books and 
assessment tasks, and my field-notes. 
The student contribution is essential in a study focused on their learning, for 
"on the topic of student experience, students themselves are the ultimate experts" 
(Erickson & Shultz, 1992, p. 480). At the beginning of the study, the students wrote a 
personal statement about "Maths and me" in their journals. In this, they reflected on 
their approach to learning mathematics, difficulties they had found in learning 
mathematics, and strategies they had used to overcome these. This provided data on 
their attitudes towards learning mathematics and their use of learning strategies. I 
collected, read and commented on these. The students wrote in their journals about 
their learning in individual lessons, spending about five minutes of class time writing on 
what they learnt in that lesson, whether they had any problems, and what action they 
planned. They also wrote about their preparation for examinations, and later reflected 
on the effectiveness of their learning strategies in the light of their results. After the 
whole class evaluation sessions, I asked the students to write their personal reflections 
in their journals. Generally, I supplied prompt questions to guide these reflections. At 
various times, I asked the students to give their journals to me, although some students 
did this regularly without being asked. I would respond to their comments and questions 
so that they could regard the journals as another method of communication with me. I 
found it easier to find the time to answer student questions about particular concepts 
asked through the journal than to do so in class. The other main documentation 
provided by the students was their exercise books. In these, they wrote down the 
processes that they were using, the meaning of concepts in their own words, and 
procedures that they had developed. I sometimes borrowed books from students to 
photocopy pages that seemed to show how they were trying to make sense of what they 
were doing. All the assessment tasks completed during the year were also retained. 
They provide evidence of improvement in results and of students being able to make 
some progress with unfamiliar questions even when they were not able to reach a 
solution. The journals were a valuable source of data, and some comments and 
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examples from exercise books have been used in the analysis. Only one example of an 
assessment task has been included. 
Teachers' journals and diaries provide a method of obtaining appropriate data 
for practitioner research, as their deep tacit knowledge of the setting can surface through 
the reflection involved in journal writing (Anderson, Herr, & Nihlen, 1994, p. 179). 
Kincheloe (1991, p. 1 07) stated that teachers' abilities to act on their reflections is 
enhanced through the use of journals to keep track of practices, understandings, 
research strategies and research interpretations. My notes included the teaching plan for 
the whole study as well as more detailed lesson plans for each cycle including the 
content to be covered and teaching strategies to be used. As stated earlier, through my 
writing, I reviewed the conduct of each lesson including the teaching strategies used and 
my evaluation of their effectiveness. As well as these day-to-day notes, I occasionally 
reflected on the whole study, trying to articulate my values concerning education, my 
expectations of the students, and the extent to which I thought I was putting my values 
into practice. All of these have been used in the analysis. 
3.3.2.4 Questionnaires 
The questionnaires support the qualitative data. Although the responses were 
analysed quantitatively, conditions for statistical hypothesis testing were not valid. 
The samples were small and not random. However, I was looking for patterns and 
used the questionnaires in an exploratory manner. 
In 1997, the students responded to the Motivated Strategies for Learning 
Questionnaire (MSLQ) (Pintrich & De Groot, 1990). The following year, I used the 
later version of the MSLQ (Pintrich, Smith, Garcia, & McKeachie, 1991) with minor 
modifications such as using "Maths" instead of "this course", and "OP" instead of 
"Grade point average". Both questionnaires were designed to assess the motivational 
orientation and learning strategy use of college students. The motivation scales 
included intrinsic and extrinsic goal orientation, task value beliefs, and perceptions of 
self-efficacy and control beliefs for learning. The learning strategy scales assessed the 
use of cognitive and metacognitive strategies, and management of resources including 
time and study environment, effort, peers, and help seeking. Respondents indicated 
whether they agreed strongly, agreed, had not a definite opinion, disagreed, or 
disagreed strongly with the item statements. These responses were scored 1 to 5 
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respectively, with a score of 3 indicating neither agreement nor disagreement. Garcia 
and Pintrich (1995) stated that testing of the instrument indicated it to be a useful, 
reliable, and valid way to assess motivation and learning strategies in the classroom. I 
also used the students' questionnaire responses as a discussion starter to increase their 
awareness of how they were learning and what strategies could be worth trying. In 
1998, the students completed this questionnaire again at the end of the year. This 
allowed a comparison of their motivation and use of learning strategies. 
To investigate the extent to which the students perceived themselves as 
autonomous, I developed the Autonomous Learning Questionnaire (ALQ) (Appendix 
5). This was based on the autonomous behaviours listed by Higgs (1988) and Candy 
(1991). The students marked their perceptions of their degree of autonomy on a 
continuum from Very High to Very Low. I then converted these marks to values from 
5 to 1. The students also marked where they thought they would have been the 
previous year. While no claims are made concerning the validity of the position for 
the previous year, the responses do indicate the students' perceptions as to whether 
they thought that they had become more autonomous. 
The third questionnaire used was the Constructivist Learning Environment 
Survey (CLES) (Taylor et al., 1997). The authors stated that this could be used to 
enrich teacher-researchers' understandings of the impact on students of their teaching 
innovations and alert them to the possible counterproductive impact of reform 
endeavours. The questionnaire seeks to provide opportunities for teachers and 
students to become critically aware of conditions which disempower them from 
developing richer and more equitable learning environments. The scales include 
personal relevance, uncertainty, student negotiation, critical voice (the extent to which 
students are willing to question a teacher's plans and methods and express concerns 
about impediments to learning), and shared control (the extent to which students are 
invited to share with the teacher control of learning environment, including learning 
goals, design and management of learning activities). The later two scales, together 
with questions about feelings about the classroom environment, including enjoyment, 
anticipation, interest, stress and confusion, are reported in this study. Again, students' 
responses ranged from "Strongly agree" to "Strongly disagree" with corresponding 
scores of 5 to 1. The authors state that the plausibility of the CLES has been 
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established in small-scale classroom-based qualitative studies, and its statistical 
integrity and robustness validated in large-scale studies. 
These data provided information about what the students thought learning 
involved and what they were trying to achieve in this subject; their opinions on 
teacher and student roles for effective learning; and their use of learning strategies and 
the effectiveness of these. Triangulation of data obtained from different sources and 
through a range of methods contributes to a fuller description of the situation (Lincoln 
& Guba, 1985). 
3.3.4 Conduct of the Study 
I used action research to investigate changes introduced in my Year 12 
Mathematics B class during 1997 and 1998. Appendix 6 is a timeline which provides 
an overview of the research activities. An initial study occurred in 1997. The 
following year, I carried out the main study with a different cohort of students. It 
consisted of a Reconnaissance phase, followed by five action research cycles. I was 
responding to my concerns about the students' lack of deep understanding, which 
manifested itself in their inability to transfer knowledge to unfamiliar situations. 
These concerns were supported by the literature, which also made me aware of the 
need for the students to be actively involved in their learning and to exercise control 
over it. 
The initial study was carried out in the first term of 1997. My teaching 
strategies included asking the students to develop their own rules and procedures for 
applying their knowledge to problems, introducing problem-solving strategies, 
encouraging collaborative learning, and asking the students to reflect on their 
understanding. Although the more able students responded positively, those of more 
average ability believed that I should have told them how to do the work rather than 
expecting them to work it out for themselves. 
As this cycle made me realise the importance of involving the students in any 
changes to their learning environment, I commenced the following year with a 
Reconnaissance phase with the new cohort of Year 12 students. This gave them the 
opportunity to share their concerns about, and difficulties with, learning mathematics, 
and to contribute to planning the learning approach. Again, my teaching strategies 
centred on the students making sense of their learning for themselves. However, I 
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provided more structure and made my expectations clearer than I had the previous 
year. I was also more confident concerning my approach and prepared to be more 
flexible, for example, providing more scaffolding if the students indicated that they 
needed this. 
In the main study, five action research cycles were implemented. These are 
detailed in Appendix 7. Each ended with a class evaluation session in which the 
students discussed what they had found to enhance their learning, but also what they 
would have preferred to have been different. They were asked to contribute any 
strategies that they thought would prove effective. Based on this, we planned the 
general learning approach for the next cycle. 
As well, I was continually evaluating my approach through daily reflections 
and making small changes in response to this evaluation. The commencement of new 
topics in the subject provided the opportunity to stop and reflect on what had 
happened and to carry out preliminary analysis. Hence, the cycles in this research 
marked stages for reflection and modification of pedagogy, rather than forming 
separate mini-studies, each with differing aims and analysis. Meetings with my 
supervisor provided occasions for looking at "the big picture": reflecting on what had 
happened, proposing explanations for this, and considering what evidence there was 
to support such explanations. I did attempt to use critical friends at the College. 
Although they did not fulfil a critical role, they were supportive and interested 
listeners as I sought to make meaning from the research. 
This study is context-specific. This one small class in one small school is not 
claimed to be representative, but instead is examined to use the knowledge from 
experience and the research findings to illuminate this context in order to improve it 
(Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995). 
3.3.5 Analysis of the Data 
The analysis of this study began with questions of the type "Did the students 
take more control over their learning?", " Was learning more effective?" and "Which 
teaching strategies contributed to better learning?". I then sought to answer "Why did 
this happen?" and "What evidence is there to support this?" but also to consider "For 
which students did this not happen, and why?". Three main themes arose from these 
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questions: issues affecting the students, issues affecting me as the teacher, and issues 
associated with carrying out research into practice. 
Narrative analysis answers how and why a particular outcome came about 
(Polkinghorne, 1995). The outcome ofthe research is the retrospective explanation of 
the happening. It is produced after the events have taken place, and is a way of 
making sense of and showing the significance of the thoughts and actions of the main 
actor in the context (p. 19). It is a "tightening and ordering of experience by 
explicating an intrinsically meaningful form" (p. 20). Narrative analysis involves the 
synthesising or configuration of descriptions of events and happenings into a coherent 
developmental account that unites and gives meaning to the data. The diverse 
elements of a particular action are configured into a unified whole with each element 
connected to the central themes (p. 11 ). 
Polkinghorne (1995) described narrative configuration as the integration of 
diverse events, happenings, and actions into a temporarily organised whole. Themes 
are used to unify these events into a developing movement that culminates in an 
outcome. He wrote that the researcher begins with questions about how some event 
happened or why it came about, and then seeks pieces of information that contribute 
to the construction of a story that provides an explanation. This information can come 
from various sources, with the data needing to be integrated and interpreted. 
Meaning is sought from classroom experiences, to develop knowledge about 
teachers' expertise and provide perspectives on teaching and learning (Behar-
Horenstein & Morgan, 1995, p. 155). Teachers' own interpretations of context-specific 
classrooms and the context in which decisions are made are emphasised, bring their 
professional reasoning to conscious awareness (pp. 144-145). Earlier experiences are 
re-evaluated as they are reflected upon, and so their meaning shifts and changes over 
time. This is a fundamental aspect of personal growth and quality of education. The 
outcomes are tentative to a degree, as the events could be told in other ways 
depending on the researcher's interests, aims and background (Clandinin & Connelly, 
1991, 1994). 
In this study, data collection and analysis were integrated in the design cycles. 
It was not a linear process of collecting data from all the cycles and then carrying out 
the analysis. Instead, at the end of each cycle, I was starting to write about themes and 
to analyse what had occurred. At this stage, I focused on themes drawn from the 
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literature and the research design, including, for example, the students' attitudes to 
learning mathematics, the effectiveness of the students' reflection through the use of 
journals, and the students' response to being asked to accept greater responsibility for 
their own learning. I found other themes arose from my observations and experiences 
in the classroom, for example, the tension resulting from my encouraging students' 
responsibility while wanting to support the students, and the importance of students' 
autonomy. At the conclusion of all the data collection, I pulled together these diverse 
themes and issues, producing a somewhat disjointed discussion of my findings. My 
supervisor and I then focused on these findings, and sought to organise them into a 
cohesive whole. We decided on the three main categories oflearners' issues, teacher's 
issues, and research issues. Within learners' issues, the major sub-themes that 
emerged included working collaboratively and working meaningfully. To consider 
how the changed approach affected the students, I considered how the strategy was 
implemented, how the students responded, and the extent to which it contributed to 
their autonomy. The students' attitudes towards learning were also important. I sought 
to show connections of cause and influence among these events. The second category 
was a consideration of the study from my point of view: my plans, purposes, and 
motivations, as well as what I learnt about my practice. Successes and failures, 
achievements and disappointments, are all part of the story. The sub-themes that 
emerged were the role of the teacher, the tensions associated with the changed role, 
and my attitudes. The third category focused on research issues, especially the 
benefits of using action research in this situation and reflecting on the extent to which 
the study incorporated key characteristics of action research. These three categories 
allowed the integration of the discussion and analysis that had occurred earlier in the 
process of analysis. The aim was to document what occurred over the two years of the 
study in a way that appears plausible to other practitioners, and that might produce 
knowledge of this particular situation in a way to provide insight and understanding. 
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3.4 Discussion of the Design 
3.4.1 Credibility of Data 
In determining the quality of the narrative, criteria other than validity, 
reliability and generalisability are appropriate. Instead, Connelly and Clandinin (1990) 
noted that some of the criterion terms being proposed include apparency, 
verisimilitude, adequacy, authenticity, plausibility, and transferability. These terms 
correspond to analysis satisfying the reader's need to understand how the occurrence 
could have come about, appealing to the readers' experienced general sense of how 
and why people respond and act, and being compatible with the reader's background 
knowledge so that the explanations are accepted as possible (Polkinghorne 1995, p. 
19). Connelly and Clandinin described this as an account that tends to ring true, one 
about which the reader might say, "I can see that happening" (p. 8). It should be an 
invitation to the reader to consider what has been done and how this was interpreted 
and determine what that implies for the reader's teaching situation. While this 
particular study is idiosyncratic, focused on understanding and improving the 
particular situation of a particular cohort of students with a particular teacher, it is 
transferable if the outcomes can be applied in similar contexts. 
Guba and Lincoln (1989) stated that quality interpretive research is authentic 
and credible. They listed five authenticity criteria to establish whether the research 
product has been shaped through a recursive process of negotiation between the 
researcher and other stakeholders, and six methodological procedures to satisfy issues 
of credibility. 
The first of the authenticity criteria is fairness. This refers to the extent to 
which the stakeholders' constructions of reality and underlying values are solicited 
within the study and communicated in a balanced and fair manner. Fairness was 
achieved through the students expressing their points of view about what had occurred 
in the previous cycle in the evaluation sessions, discussing what was happening in 
interviews, and reflecting on this in journal writing. The second criterion is 
ontological authenticity. This refers to the extent to which the researcher has learnt 
from the perspectives of the participants so that she can better understand the issues 
involved. Again, I learnt from the students through the evaluation sessions, 
interviews, and their journals. In all of these, I would comment on what they seemed 
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to be saying as a way of checking whether I understood what they were telling me. 
Thirdly, educative authenticity is concerned to ensure that the stakeholders become 
familiar with the constructions of others, and are able to understand and learn from 
these regardless of whether they agree with them. I would explain what I was trying to 
do and why I thought that this would be valuable. During evaluation sessions, other 
students became aware that some students had responded differently to strategies than 
they had. Together we planned future action considering these different responses. 
The fourth criterion, catalytic authenticity, is concerned with the action that the 
stakeholders are prompted to take within the context of the issues of the research 
problem. The students were able to contribute their constructions through reflective 
journal writing and interviews. When reflecting back on the whole year, many wrote 
that there had been considerable change in how they learnt Mathematics and in their 
attitudes towards Mathematics. They indicated that they believed that they acted quite 
differently because of my changed teaching approach. Finally, tactical authenticity 
refers to the extent that participants in a study are empowered to act. It is concerned as 
to whether all the stakeholders have felt that they had a significant role in the process 
and opportunities to contribute to the inquiry in a meaningful and consistent manner. 
A number of students commented how much they enjoyed being involved in the study 
and that they believed that their involvement might contribute to better teaching 
practice. The students' responses to the critical voice scale of the CLES (Taylor et al., 
1997) are discussed in 4.1.3. These indicate that the students perceived that they were 
able to question my actions and express concerns about what was happening in our 
situation. Thus, while this was my research, I sought to include the students' 
perspectives and responses, to respond to their needs, and to make them aware of my 
motivations. In telling the story of the study, I have included many of their statements 
so that their voice is heard, and the process of negotiation between them and me is 
apparent. 
Guba and Lincoln (1989) stated that the methodological procedures to satisfy 
1ssues of credibility are prolonged engagement, persistent observation, peer 
debriefing, negative case analysis, progressive subjectivity, and member checks. 
Prolonged engagement ensures that the researcher is at the site for sufficient time to 
become immersed in the culture and make sense of what is happening. Through 
teaching senior mathematics at St Hildegard's College for fifteen years, I have 
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become immersed in the culture. The study itself involved prolonged engagement, 
being carried out over one term in 1997, and three terms in 1998. This amount of time 
enabled persistent observation of the issues associated with the situation. Observation 
methods described in Section 3.3.3.2 included the fieldnotes, which I made following 
each lesson and the videotaping of a number of lessons and all the evaluation session. 
The third criterion is peer debriefing. This allows a researcher to describe what is 
happening and postulate why to a disinterested peer, who can then raise questions and 
suggest alternative theoretical frames to be considered. I was able to discuss what was 
happening with my supervisor. The College Counsellor and Learning Support 
Teacher, while not critical, did enable peer debriefing as I discussed the progress of 
the study with them. Negative case analysis involved an examination of discrepant 
data. The discussion of Learners' Issues focused on how some students did not 
respond to the approach, and suggests reasons. Guba and Lincoln described progres-
sive subjectivity as a close analysis of the evolving constructions to ensure that the 
researcher does not see only what she wishes. This was assisted by the sixth 
methodological procedure, member checking. Those for whom they have most 
relevance check the data sources, and texts are referred back to the stakeholders to 
authenticate and reflect on their content. The evaluation sessions provided 
opportunities to dispel discrepant assumptions. I have described an example of this 
with the different perceptions of the students and me after Cycle 2. These sessions 
enabled understandings to be checked against our perceptions, and provided an 
evaluation of the action that had been taken. I provided transcripts to the students who 
had been involved in interviews. None ever suggested that I had misrepresented their 
ideas: instead, they seemed rather amused at being given the transcript and reading 
what they had said during the interview. 
In discussing quality action research, Altrichter et al. (1993) stated that the 
resulting understandings should be cross-checked against the perspectives of all 
concerned and be tested through practical action; the research methods should be 
compatible with both educational aims and democratic values; and the research design 
and data collection methods should be compatible with the demands of teaching. The 
above methodological procedures meet the first of these requirements. The second 
requirement is met through achieving the authenticity criteria with the importance 
placed on the stakeholders' perceptions and contributions. The study itself had the 
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educational mm of enhancing learning, and the research methods emphasised the 
involvement of the students in planning strategies and evaluating their effectiveness. 
There was a moral purpose in what was done. The critiquing of common-sense 
assumptions concerning teaching and learning was balanced by a sense of praxis, of 
committed, informed action. This made the study less critical, but also more likely to 
be accepted by the students, their parents and the College. I explained to the students 
that I was undertaking this study as part of the Doctor of Education program, and 
discussed my aims with them. The parents were also informed of the study, its aims, 
and the involvement of the students. The research design and data collection methods 
proved compatible with the demands of teaching. I was able to be both a teacher and a 
researcher. I became more aware of my tacit knowledge and the students' learning. 
The only data instruments that disturbed the learning environment were the 
questionnaires and interviews, and these contributed to students' greater awareness of 
learning. Each action research cycle provided another chance to challenge the data 
and interpretations of previous cycles. The triangulation of data obtained from 
different sources and through a range of methods provides a more valid description of 
the actual situation, so that readers can use their tacit knowledge to interpret it 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
In conclusion, Kemmis and Wilkinson (1998) stated that the criterion of 
success is "whether [the participants] have a strong and authentic sense of 
development and evolution in their practices, their understandings of their practices, 
and the situation in which they practice" (p. 21). Generally, the students felt privileged 
being involved in the research. It was focused on improving their learning. I was 
soliciting their opinions, their reactions to different teaching strategies, and their 
suggestions for alternative approaches. They knew that they were essential to my 
research. This raises the validity issue of the possibility of a Hawthorne effect: 
namely, that they responded so positively because they expected improvement from 
their involvement. While there may have been this effect for some, this does not seem 
to be a problem because of the length of the study. 
3.4.2 Ethical Issues 
The ethical quality criteria proposed by Altrichter et al. (1993) included the 
research design being compatible with, and preferably conducive to, the educational 
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aims of the situation; and involving the willing collaboration of the other persons 
involved in the research situation. The first of these has been discussed in the previous 
section. I now discuss the second. 
The students were invited to be involved in the study. I explained that I would 
be introducing some changes in the teaching and learning approach of the class. They 
would be affected by these changes, but I believed that these would enhance their 
learning. I asked their consent to use data that they contributed through class 
discussions, journal reflections, interviews and questionnaires. The students were 
informed that this participation was voluntary and that they would not be 
disadvantaged in any way should they not wish to participate. They were able to 
discontinue their involvement at any time. All the students signed the consent form 
and none withdrew from the study. Similar information was provided to the parents to 
explain the students' involvement. They were invited to contact me for further 
information or to discuss concerns, although none did. Copies of the students' consent 
form and the letter to parents are provided in Appendix 8. 
The Research Review Committee of Brisbane Catholic Education approved 
the research with the conditions that the principal had the right of final approval and 
that the confidentiality of students and the school be ensured. The Principal of St 
Hildegard's College gave this permission and was informed of the progress of the 
research over the two years. An application to undertake the research was also made 
to the Queensland University of Technology Research Ethics Committee. 
Throughout the study, I have remained aware that my primary role was that of 
a teacher and not a researcher. Therefore, it was important to ensure that any actions 
taken were compatible with professional responsibilities and not exploitative of the 
students (Beasley, 1988). For example, I interviewed students out of classtime as the 
interviews were related more to my research than their learning. However, activities 
that enhanced learning, such as reviewing the effectiveness of learning at the end of a 
cycle, and reflecting on learning in an individual lesson, occurred in classtime. 
Ethical issues also require that the resulting research is "broadly based, 
balanced, and comprehensively grounded in the perceptions of a variety of others" 
(Beasley, 1988, p. 23). These issues have been discussed in relation to the authenticity 
criteria. 
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3.4.3 Limitations of the Study 
This section discusses the limitations of the study. They include the constraints 
imposed through the involvement of a Year 12 Mathematics B class with student and 
parent expectations about results and the need to meet syllabus requirements given a 
limited amount of time. The study involved only a small number of students. The data 
collected are limited by the interaction captured and recorded, and by how much the 
students were prepared to disclose. 
Mathematics B is an academically rigorous subject with a syllabus that clearly 
defines the required subject matter and gives notional times for each topic. At St 
Hildegard's College, there are four fifty minutes lessons per week. When students 
arrived late, there was even less time available. More time would allow greater 
opportunity to extend concepts, to be able to pursue interests, to consider a range of 
different problem-solving strategies, and to investigate the big ideas of topics. District 
review panellists moderate work to ensure that all topics are covered to sufficient depth. 
As well as traditional timed examinations, a number of collaborative assessment tasks 
were used. However, the district review panel later suggested that there were too many 
such activities. Thus, there is limited freedom in determining the type of assessment. 
As many of the students chose Mathematics B to optimise their university 
choices, they were anxious to achieve their desired results. As this was their last year at 
secondary school, the students and parents considered these results very important. 
When students have been successful or at least survived in previous mathematics classes 
with the traditional behaviours of being silent, copying down rules and procedures, and 
then working lots of exercises to memorise the algorithms, they do not want to have their 
results jeopardised through the introduction of a different teaching approach. It was 
important that the students and their parents regarded the teaching and learning as 
contributing to better learning. Thus, I was always aware of students' results on 
assessment tasks while I was seeking to have them develop deeper understanding and 
exercise more control over their learning. 
The students in this study were not representative of St Hildegard's College 
Year 12 students, let alone a wider group. They had streamed themselves with their 
choice of Mathematics B. The Year 12s in Mathematics A included those students 
who displayed lesser ability at mathematics, or those who did not wish to work as 
hard. Those students who were not particularly interested in learning were in the 
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Mathematics A class. The students who acted as important informants were originally 
chosen to represent a range of viewpoints and achievement levels. However, 
especially after the addition of two more girls, the gender imbalance was marked. All 
these students were very positive about the teaching and learning approach, and all 
showed considerable improvement in their results over the year. Thus, there is little 
data concerning the opinions and attitudes of those students who did not respond as 
well. For example, Paul was very reticent. It was difficult to get him to talk about his 
work or his thoughts about learning. He wrote very little in his journal, and those 
comments did not provide any information about his reaction to the changed 
approach. While it would have been difficult to elicit much more information from 
Paul, his voice is seldom heard. In contrast, other students were inclined to dominate 
the class in many aspects: with comments in the evaluation sessions, when working in 
groups, and when explaining solutions to the rest of the class. 
About nine hours of class work and evaluation sessions were videotaped. The 
audio-visual aide who did the taping would focus on the person speaking when there 
was a discussion, and sometimes taped groups at work. However, as I found later 
when transcribing an interaction that had seemed to show understanding and insight at 
the time, it was possible for the students working together to share these 
understandings without saying much at all. There were many "ums" and beginnings of 
statements, but sometimes few words expressing clearly what they were doing and 
understanding. The camera did not seem to catch those "Aha!" moments. The 
videotape is like a series of still photographs. It captures something at the particular 
moment, but does not give the whole story. While understanding can be constructed 
from this, there are many gaps. 
In interviews, the students did not always respond to my focus questions, or 
else moved from them to other issues. This was not the deliberate avoiding of some 
questions: rather the using of them as a springboard to more interesting issues for 
them, or missing the point of my question. When reviewing the tapes, I noted 
instances when issues were not followed up. Unfortunately, I found that I could not 
really ask the students to come back to explore those issues the next day. Both the 
students and I had many other commitments at lunchtime. 
Data should be truthful. However, the students were able to determine the 
extent of their self-disclosure. To some extent, they probably told me what they 
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thought I would like to hear. After all, it could have been very risky if they were too 
critical: I was in a position of power over them however much I stated that we were a 
partnership working to enhance learning. Students are not used to commenting on a 
teacher's approach, and find it unfamiliar territory reflecting on the effectiveness of 
what has happened instead of just accepting it. 
Despite these limitations imposed by the context of the study, the aim was to 
improve practice for this particular class. I was looking for change in this specific 
context. 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter commenced with a discussion of the paradigm which provided 
the general framework for the inquiry, and the extent to which it meets the 
requirements of Carr and Kernrnis (1986) for an adequate approach to educational 
mqmry. 
The second section focused on the methodology. It included a description of 
action research and its essential characteristics. It also provided a rationale for its use 
in this situation based on its dual features of understanding and improvement, and its 
suitability for a teacher-researcher. 
The third section of this chapter has discussed the methods used. These were 
predominantly qualitative. The context of the study was outlined. The data collection 
techniques were described. An overview of the study was followed by a consideration 
of the analysis methods. 
The final section detailed suitable quality criteria for a narrative study using 
action research. It described ethical issues associated with access to the site and the 
students' contribution to the data, and concluded with a discussion of the limitations 
of the study. 
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CHAPTER4 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
Polkinghorne ( 1995) stated that the function of narrative analysis is to answer 
how and why a particular outcome came about. The data elements, events, 
happenings, and actions, are organised into a coherent developmental account as "a 
means of making sense and showing the significance of [the thoughts and actions of 
the protagonist] in the context of the denouement" (Polkinghorne, p. 19). The analysis 
is structured using themes of issues associated with the students' learning, with my 
teaching, and with the research method. However, these issues are not mutually 
exclusive, and some events are discussed in more than one section but from differing 
perspectives. 
The analysis is supported by comments made by the students and me during 
the study. Direct quotations are presented in italics. As stated earlier, after every 
lesson, I wrote field-notes concerning that lesson including my teaching strategies and 
the students' learning strategies. On occasions, I also made more reflective journal 
entries as I sought to analyse my attitudes, question why the students were responding 
in particular ways, or raise questions about possibilities and constraints. These entries 
were all dated and are referenced as [Journal, date]. A number of vignettes showing 
learning episodes have been included. These are referenced as [Videotape or 
Audiotape, date]. Students were involved in both individual or small group interviews 
and large focus group interviews. These are referenced as [Interview, date] and 
[Focus group interview, date]. During the class discussions, which occurred as part of 
the cycle evaluation process, it was not always apparent who made particular 
comments. Sometimes, comments were made by more than one student. In thos.e 
cases, comments cannot be attributed to their authors. However, when the authors are 
known, I have acknowledged their ownership of the statements. These class 
comments are referenced by referring to the cycle that was being evaluated as 
[Evaluation, Cycle number]. Those class comments made during the Reconnaissance 
phase at the beginning of 1998 are referenced [Reconnaissance]. The students did not 
always date their journal entries. Thus, I have referenced these by placing them in the 
cycle in which they occurred. Evaluation reflections are also placed in the cycle that 
they evaluated. They are of the form [Journal, Cycle number]. Students' names either 
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appear at the beginning of the comment or are provided in the preceding text. I have 
referenced students' journal entries from 1997 differently. As there was only the one 
cycle in first term, but I collected data from their journals throughout the year, I have 
used [Journal, Date or Term number] to show the chronological progression. 
Generally, spelling errors have been corrected, but the students' punctuation including 
the use of capitals or underlining for emphasis, and sentence construction, have been 
retained. Students' solutions or procedural notes in their exercise books are referenced 
as [Exercise book, date]. Finally, the notes made by the College Counsellor from his 
attendance at the final evaluation session and subsequent interviewing of key 
informants are presented as [Notes, Counsellor, date]. 
4.1 Learners' Issues 
This section describes the change from learning mathematics in a traditional 
setting to one in which the students had the opportunity to behave more 
autonomously. I have focused on three main themes of this change. The first was the 
collaborative approach to learning, which enabled the students to work together as a 
community, to share their knowledge, and help each other. This differed from being 
dependent on the teacher for all help. The second theme is the changed approach to 
learning. There was emphasis on making sense of what was being done instead of just 
accepting it and then memorising it. The students were encouraged to become more 
aware of their learning and the learning strategies they used so that they could be 
more involved in, and exercise more control over, their learning. I wanted them to 
realise that they were not helpless when faced with problems in different contexts, but 
that they had knowledge and skills that they could use. The third theme concerns the 
students' attitudes: their attitude towards being in this mathematics class, their attitude 
towards mathematics, and their attitude towards learning. The aim was self-growth: an 
increase in self-knowledge, self-esteem, confidence, determination, and specific skills 
(Smith, 1993). I have considered how the students responded to the changed approach 
to learning. While the majority of the students did achieve their goals, there were a 
few students who this approach did not suit. Their contribution to the story 
emphasises that teaching cannot be reduced to a recipe: it is working with individuals, 
and no one approach is right for all. 
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4.1.1 Learning: Working Collaboratively 
I encouraged collaborative learning because previous research has shown it to 
have positive effects on both achievement and attitudes towards learning mathematics 
(Suri, 1997; Whicker et al., 1997). It provides an environment in which students can 
explore concepts, clarify and consolidate their understanding through explaining their 
ideas to others, and be exposed to the different approaches and modes of thinking of 
other students. Because students generally enjoy working together, they are more 
likely to be actively involved in their learning. 
This section describes some of the strategies used to encourage the students to 
work collaboratively, how the students did work together, how the approach 
contributed towards empowering the students, and the students' thoughts on whether a 
collaborative approach enhanced their learning. I conclude by summarising what I 
learnt about using this strategy. 
4.1.1.1 How the collaborative learning was implemented 
I was keen for the students to learn collaboratively as I expected that this 
would provide a way for them to develop meaning for themselves as they explored 
strategies and solution methods themselves. This approach represented a change from 
their previous mathematics experiences, which had involved the teacher doing most of 
the talking and the students the listening. 
The behaviours of the 1997 class indicated that I had been optimistic 
expecting the students to learn effectively through being encouraged to work in 
groups. I was aware that the students had worked in groups in other subjects, and so 
had expected that they would be skilled in collaborative learning. While the top third 
of the students worked effectively, the others remained dependent on me: not 
believing that they had sufficient expertise in their groups to solve problems without 
my help. The groups formed on a friendship basis, and varied in size between two and 
seven. Some were too large for every student to contribute to determining strategies, 
while other students were left out. One group of boys was seldom on task. Although 
they did not work much when together, they persisted in sitting together. However, 
they were not motivated to succeed and made little effort in their other subjects, so 
other approaches might not have been any more successful. About half the class 
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seemed to view the collaborative approach more as a social opportunity than a way to 
enhance learning. Some students did not seem to be prepared to discuss ideas or listen 
to the other students in their groups. By the end of the year, more students had 
responded positively to the approach. On reflection, I realised that I should have 
involved the students in the decision to use collaborative learning, provided practice 
in collaborative strategies, made my expectations concerning behaviour clearer, and 
ensured that the activities were purposeful. I sought to do this with the 1998 student 
cohort. 
At the beginning of the year, the 1998 students discussed their difficulties in 
learning mathematics and strategies that they thought would help them overcome 
these. Working collaboratively was proposed as a way of making learning more 
enjoyable and keeping each other on task, and of improving understanding through 
explaining one's own ideas and learning from each other. A collaborative strategy of 
working individually, then sharing those ideas with groups of four, and then sharing 
ideas with the whole class, was used at this stage. I made my expectations explicit. 
Group roles and responsibilities were discussed. I wanted everyone to be involved in 
the group discussions. The students were to play a role in teaching each other, as they 
were to ensure that all group members understood what was being done, and could 
justify and explain their solutions within the group and to the whole class. The 
classroom was set up with clusters of four students. The students arranged themselves 
into groups based on friendship, although there was a range of mathematical abilities 
within each group. 
During the first cycle, the students were asked to take on specific roles within 
each group. These roles included ensuring that the others explained their reasoning; 
writing up the group solution; and writing up the processes used to reach solution. In 
some lessons, they were also asked to work in pairs: one would solve the problem and 
articulate the solution approach, while the other asked for clarification or for leads to 
the next step. The students responded to this type of peer tutoring, realising that it was 
similar to the approach that I used with them when they asked me for help. 
Throughout the year, different groups were asked to present their solutions to 
the class. I asked the other students to question, add to, or present alternatives to the 
solution. The students became very involved in following these presentations. Ellen 
stated: 
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I really enjoy having people up at the board doing the work with you 
sitting with the rest of us watching and adding input. Not only is it 
more relaxed but it encourages other students to think about and ask 
questions about what is going on. I know I certainly concentrate more 
because I know that there'd be a larger possibility of the student 
making a mistake than you (though I love paying really close attention 
to you in case I can pick up a mistake!) Also I think a lot more people 
are more confident questioning a student's answers than the teacher's. 
[Journal, Cycle 2} 
If students had been working on a particular problem for homework, I allowed 
time for them to confer before presenting their solutions to reduce the risk involved. 
After about the first month, I was able to let the groups work through their solution, 
make mistakes, realise that there were errors and correct these themselves without 
interrupting. It was their responsibility to develop full explanations so that the whole 
class could understand, not give only enough for me to indicate whether it was 
correct. Although we started using the blackboard, it was not efficient as the students' 
writing was often difficult to read, and they were slow because they continually 
referred to their notes. As an alternative, I issued acetate sheets and overhead 
projection pens. Each group then wrote its solution on the acetate, and one group 
would be selected to present this to the class. This required all groups to write up a 
solution in a form suitable for presentation. It also saved time, as the students only 
needed to focus on the processes they had used when they were explaining their 
solution. The students enjoyed presenting their solutions, especially using the 
overhead projector, probably because of the novelty value, but this did provide a 
purpose for their working collaboratively. 
While most collaborative work involved groups of about four students, there 
were times when the whole class worked together on activities including the 
derivation of rules and procedures, and the working of problems on the board by both 
students and myself in response to the direction of the rest of the class. For example, 
when introducing the differentiation of exponential and logarithmic functions, I 
initially wrote the expansion of ex on the board. The class gave me the derivative of 
each term, and so decided that the derivative was the same as the original function. I 
then wrote 2ex on the board: the class told me what to write as the derivative. We 
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continued this way with my providing expressions which involved exponential terms 
and required the use of the chain, product and quotient rules, and the students 
providing the answers, and also explanations if an individual student had a query. 
Individual students also worked on the board in response to directions from the rest of 
the class. For example, in Cycle 4, the students had worked in small groups using 
graphics calculators to investigate the effect of the constants in the equation Y = A sin 
(Bx + C). To ensure that they all could generalise from the results of their 
investigations, I asked the whole class to review what it had learnt. Clarissa 
volunteered to work at the board, and the r~st of the class discussed the effect of each 
constant, and explained to Clarissa what she should write about the effect of each 
constant. She then had to interpret their instructions and draw particular curves 
illustrating this. The students were actively involved in working together as a class in 
negotiating the meaning of this concept, and sharing their understanding with each 
other. I reflected on this lesson: 
This was very successful, with me not contributing anything at all, 
apart from getting them to go to the next function when they were all 
convinced that the curve on the board was correct. This has taken 
longer than I planned, but is an area that some students have a great 
deal of trouble with at times. But it was such an enjoyable lesson. 
There seemed to be everyone involved in the work, and deciding on the 
effect of the different constants, and all contributing very comfortably -
or correcting something being done, explaining why it was not right. 
[Journal, 10. 7.98} 
During the first cycle, I asked the students to work collaboratively and to use 
particular strategies within their groups. In the successive cycles, they did more 
individual work, although they had the option of working together. It was their choice. 
Even when some students worked individually, a considerable amount of peer 
tutoring occurred. They were comfortable seeking help or providing assistance to 
other students. They were able to move about the classroom so that they could work 
with others. If they heard something that they were having difficulty with being 
discussed, they would move to join in that discussion. Some became "experts" at 
particular aspects of a topic. For example, Christine had asked me for help, but then 
decided to ask Bernadette instead, saying: 
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I'll talk to Bernadette. She knows project networks. [Journal, 13.8.98} 
4.1.1.2 How the students responded to the collaborative approach 
As I stated earlier, I wanted all the students to be involved in doing 
mathematics: to discuss in their own language what they thought concepts meant; to 
propose and argue for different solution strategies; to ask for clarification of other 
students' explanations; to justify understandings and solutions. I also wanted the 
students to work together, ensuring that the others understood what each one was doing, 
to encourage all group members to participate fully, and to realise that they understood 
better through explaining ideas to others to help them understand. 
To some extent this happened, although not always and not with all students. 
These aims represented a considerable change from previous approaches to learning 
mathematics. There were often dominant students in each group whom the others 
would believe and not question. Some students were not confident that they knew 
enough to explain their ideas or to argue with those of another student. The 
explorations were often not very deep. However, most of the students did try to work 
together and share ideas and questions as a strategy to enhance their own learning. 
The following vignette is an example of this. Christine, Joanne, Bernadette and Simon 
were videotaped as they sought to understand how to test a statistical hypothesis 
involving normally distributed variables. As a class, we had previously used the Sign 
Test for hypothesis testing. I had then worked through one question involving the 
normal distribution on the board. The students were now using this approach with a 
question that involved a one-sided test, using a 1% level of significance. The 
population mean and standard deviation, sample mean, and number of sample values 
were given in the question. 
Bernadette: (pointing out the mean of the sample) That's the average 
that they actually got. That's X. 
Simon: What's that number? Is that the standard deviation? 
Bernadette: No that's the average. 
Simon: That's just a rule we have? 
Bernadette: Let's draw a little diagram. (She was trying to show 
Simon how they were going to use the value of the sample statistic to 
determine whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis.) 
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Simon: Do we need to? 
All: Yeah. (Bernadette drew a normal curve, marking in the rejection 
region, and the value of the sample statistic.) 
Joanne: Means you reject. (Joanne explained that the sample statistic is 
greater than the critical value of2.33.) 
Simon: So the little thingo is larger than 2.3, so you're rejecting? (He 
thought about this, and then wondered why this question seemed to be 
different from the previous question worked on the board. In that one, 
a 5% level of significance was used with a two-sided test. We had 
found the area each side of the mean (0.475) to determine the critical 
values.) So how come it was .475 last time? How come we didn't add it 
together? But now they're different? 
Christine: But why do we want the z-value on the bottom anyway? 
(Christine was looking at where Bernadette had marked the z-statistic 
on the graph.) 
Simon: Because that's the thing you're looking for. 
Christine: Why? 
Simon: To know whether to reject your Ho. 
Christine: But if we can do that, why do we have the rule? 
Simon: Because that's part of it. 
Christine: But what do you need in the rule that you need to find the z? 
(Christine was talking about finding the critical value of z. However, 
she was trying to work out how that is done from z = (x - !l) I ( cr I ~n) 
rather than from the level of significance and whether it was a one- or 
two-sided test.) 
Joanne: No, not in the rule. 
Simon: But you need to know this to find the area. 
Joanne: If this value goes before it, it~<> OK, but if it goes after it, reject 
it. (Joanne was showing how to use the critical value to determine 
whether to accept or reject the hypothesis.) 
Bernadette: But which area do you use? 
Simon: We looked up .475 last time, but .49 now as they are different. 
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Bernadette: Hang on, where did you get that from? (Bernadette had 
drawn the diagram, marked the area, and found the critical value 
earlier, but seemed to have forgotten what she was doing and why.) 
Joanne: Yes, but then you've got to go outside. (The test statistic lay in 
the rejection area.) 
Simon: What's your Ho? 
Christine: So what are we doing now? 
Joanne: If it goes that way, it means you can't accept it. (She indicated 
whether the test statistic was in the rejection area.) 
Bernadette: Oh yeah, yeah (agreeing, this made sense to her). 
[Videotape, 21.5.98] 
The _vignette is not uncommon of the way this group worked. Bernadette and 
Joanne took on the teaching role, and tried to make sense of what they were doing to 
Simon and Christine. Initially, Bernadette was in charge of this question and writing 
down the group solution. Whereas Bernadette was the one who obtained the best 
marks in examinations, she was not always confident about what she was doing, and 
liked to take time to think it through. Simon could see all the values being used and 
wanted to know the purpose of each. Bernadette and Joanne showed him what they 
were doing in this instance. He thought about this, but then decided that it was being 
done differently from the question just worked on the board, and wanted to know 
why. At this stage, Christine came into the discussion. She showed very little 
understanding about the aim of the procedure and the use of the rule. Joanne wanted 
to get to the crux of the question: whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis, and 
was trying to get the others back on task. Bernadette suddenly started to wonder why 
there was a different critical value from the question on the board, even though she 
had done the initial working for this question. Joanne was able to help. Christine 
seemed to be hoping that she would learn enough to pass the examinations, but she 
was not very concerned, as understanding mathematics was not a high priority of hers. 
Yet, the other three were quite happy to support and help her. At the end of the year, 
she commented how the help of her group had contributed to her learning: 
I've recognised in maths that I need a lot of help from others, friends 
and you, but also that they're willing to give it. It is good to hear that 
helping me also helps them. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
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By working together, the students were able to make sense of what they were doing 
using the expertise of each other and not needing to appeal to me for help. This 
became common for all the groups of students during the year. While they might ask 
me to listen to their ideas concerning a concept or problem that they were solving, 
they generally proposed the ideas and strategies and were seeking reassurance that 
their interpretation or approach was reasonable. I spent a lot of time sitting with 
groups of students listening to their explanations and giving very few myself, as these 
were seldom necessary. Even when students were working individually, their initial 
response to difficulties was to seek assistance from other students. 
During 1998, almost all the students worked well in a collaborative situation 
and contributed in some way to the group understanding. The exceptions included one 
of the groups during the first cycle, two students who took longer to adapt to the 
changed approach, and one student who never contributed to the group with which he 
sat. 
Simon was a member of the group just described. Those students were able to 
work together, with the more able students supporting those with difficulty. However, 
his initial group had not worked effectively. During the first cycle, he had formed a 
group with Michael, Sam, and Andrew. While other students asked for help when 
necessary, these boys would ignore problems causing difficulty and talk about other 
things. I found that I needed to pay extra attention to them, often sitting at their table 
and prompting them to develop solutions to their questions. This generally meant that 
they worked when I was present, but still wasted much time when left alone. The 
students during the evaluation of the first cycle resolved this problem. The other 
students commented that this group had not worked well collaboratively. They 
thought that this had probably resulted from inexperience in working in such a 
learning situation. The students proposed rearranging the groups so that one or two 
boys could become part of the new groups. Both the concerns and the solution came 
from the students. There were no further concerns about group membership. Although 
the students were allowed to change groups as they wished, very few other changes 
occurred throughout the whole year. 
While the majority response of the 1998 class was very enthusiastic about a 
collaborative approach to learning, it took time for some individual students to adjust to 
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the different approach. After the first month, Heather told me that she felt that she had 
been disadvantaged having to work with others on the first assessment task. She said: 
I was so busy trying to explain to the rest of the group what I thought 
about the question that I did not have the time to put into really 
working out what I knew about the question. [Journal, Cycle I] 
Heather was used to working independently and not relying on anyone else, including 
the teacher. She was the most able student in her group and took on the responsibility of 
ensuring that all in her group could understand what they were doing. After this task, 
she did not then decide to work by herself as I had expected. Instead, she persevered, 
remaining the dominant member of her group all year, and becoming very committed 
to the collaborative approach. At the end of the first cycle, she commented: 
This year I have started to work in groups. At first I thought it would 
only dis focus me from maths and talk about weekend ''goss ". But 
working in the group allowed greater concentration on maths with the 
pooling of ideas and concepts. [Journal, Cycle I] 
During an interview, I asked Heather what she had done differently in the way she 
learnt. Her response indicated the value she now placed on collaborative learning: 
Worked in groups, which has changed heaps. By explaining to others, 
I've understood better. [Interview, 27.5.98} 
She had also changed the way she worked in other subjects. Instead of working alone, 
she was now offering to work with other students as she had discovered that 
explaining to others improved her learning as well as theirs. 
In one particular subject, I'd done all my stuff, and I told the teacher 
that if any students needed help, I'd help them because it helps me 
understand myself [Interview, 27.5.98} 
The change in Sam's attitude to collaborative learning took much longer. 
During the first cycle, I was aware that Sam and Paul contributed very little. They 
seldom suggested a solution approach or asked the others for explanations. I tried a 
number of strategies to try to overcome their lack of involvement, but these did not 
seem particularly effective. However, Sam became a more active participant and 
worked more with others as the year progressed. This vignette was audiotaped when 
Sam, Heather and Rosanne were sitting together working on Networks. Rosanne 
asked Sam how to find an Eulerian circuit for a graph. 
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Sam: You've gotta- let me show you- I think it's Eulerian or whatever. 
So I think you just go around the thing like this. I was going to ask, but, 
this should be OK. Heather, for this one here, did you just do that? Go 
around there? 
Heather: Need to go back along the lines because they're the streets. 
(Sam and Rosanne were adding edges, but Heather was saying that 
they should follow the already given edges rather than create new ones, 
which would be equivalent to creating a new street through the middle 
of a town block.) 
Sam: Can you double over? 
Heather: Yeah. 
Sam: (Now explaining to Rosanne) So whenever there's an odd line, 
the number of lines, where it adds up to ... that has 4, it's OK, it's even. 
That has 3, so you've got to join and that one also has 3, so you've got 
to add a line there. That makes both even. 
Rosanne: You said this one was odd before, it's got 3. 
Sam: Yes, that one there and that one there. So you make it so that 
they're both even, so they've both got 4. So it's alright. 
Rosanne: So you go to your vertices then, and make them all even? 
Sam: Yep. 
Rosanne: And then you have to double up on a street? 
Sam: Yep. 
Heather: It's not another street. You're just doubling back on it. 
Sam: So it should go along these lines. And then you just go along 
every line. 
Rosanne: Well, I don't agree with your solution. So after that, don't you 
go this way? 
Sam: I don't know. No, that's for ... remember that video? . .. So like 
with this one, you start here and go to there because that's shorter than 
there and that one is 101 or 81, and 81 is shorter, so go there and 
you've got to go back to the start. [Audio-tape, 13.8.98} 
Sam was no longer the passive student who had nothing to contribute and was not 
willing to seek help from other students as he had been at the beginning of the year. 
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He was keen to help another student. While he was reasonably confident, he was 
checking his understanding with Heather before explaining it to Rosanne. As he knew 
that Heather was listening to his explanation, and would intervene if he made an error, 
he had this support as he worked with Rosanne. 
However, the collaborative approach did not appear to be of value to Paul. He 
never worked effectively as a group member and was seldom involved in group 
activities. Strategies to increase his involvement were not successful, as he 
contributed very little even when roles were allocated in the group of four, not did he 
make much effort with the paired problem-solving approach, mostly sitting in silence. 
Despite this, he always sat with a group of three other students. In the evaluation of 
Cycle 3, Paul indicated that working with others was not an effective strategy for him. 
He sat next to Heather all year, but did not seek help from her. She had offered help a 
number of times and been rebuffed. It seemed that he would accept help only from 
me, and this only when I approached him. I wrote: 
Because he sits there and makes no noise and gives no indications that 
he isn't working, I have to keep watching him to see if he has stalled. 
Otherwise he does very little. He doesn't seem to have responded to the 
collaborative approach, nor to the challenge of monitoring what he is 
doing. [Journal, 22.10.98} 
Although the collaborative approach did not suit him, I did not think that the 
traditional approach would not have been any more effective for him either. 
He would probably copy down from the board, but leave it as soon as 
he gets stuck. With the current approach in the classroom, I probably 
have more time to be able to spend some time with him than I would 
normally have had. Thinking positively, he is getting a mid-SA, so that 
is some achievement. However, I don't think the talking of 
understanding and personal control over learning has struck a chord 
with Paul at all. [Journal, 22.10.98} 
Paul was not interviewed and did not volunteer ideas during the class discussions. He 
wrote little in his journal, and did not seem to wish to discuss his learning. 
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4.1.1.3 How collaborative learning contributed to student autonomy 
The use of collaborative learning allowed the students to behave more 
autonomously. There was a greater expectation that they would develop their 
knowledge more independently of me. Most of the students were able to work well 
with other students, discussing what they were doing and helping each other by 
explaining their understandings. There was a sense that they would be able to find 
someone to help them, as well that they were learning better through helping others. 
Ellen described how this provided a support network: 
Instead of just having the teacher for support, you've got all the 
students as well. Then if the teacher's not available, you can go to 
another student and find out what to do. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
This approach differed from their previous experiences in their mathematics classes. 
This was discussed in the first focus group interview: 
Bernadette: Last year was very different, in that you sat by yourself, 
and you used to do it yourself Occasionally, [our maths teacher} said 
if you had problems you could ask another person, but it was a real 
individual thing. But you can choose what you want to do all the time 
now. 
Joanne: We used to ask two specific people, Judith and Ellen. But now, 
we are asking all different people. If none of us understand it, well, we 
ask you. But as long as one of us understands, we work with that 
person. 
Lyn: Does it seem as more people know what to do? 
Urn-huh! (General agreement from the students) 
Joanne: Definitely, it reflects in our marks as well. (Some laughter) 
No, I'm serious. Everyone is, like, everyone has improved in maths. 
Christine: The work is at your level of understanding as well. You 
don 't have to know it, you can work it through with someone. 
Joanne: If someone in my groups needs help, then I like to help them, 
because that helps me because I understand more what I'm doing. Like 
sometimes I know how to do it, but I don't understand why I'm doing 
it. But when I'm teaching them, people ask questions, like "Why are 
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you doing that?" "How are you doing that?" That makes me think 
about why I'm doing it. There is a purpose to what I am doing. [Focus 
group interview, 27. 7.98] 
After the first cycle, the students had the choice of working collaboratively or 
individually. They were to work in whichever way enhanced their learning. After 
doing more individual work in the second cycle, some students stated that it was 
important that they balance the two approaches as each could contribute to good 
learning. Ellen said: 
I'd like to see a little more group work though it only needs to be at the 
beginning to help us get started and certainly continue with sheet and 
set work that we can work through individually. That was one of the 
best things during last cycle - the individual work really allowed us to 
control our learning and monitor our progress. I think there needs to 
be a good balance between group and individual work as a 
combination of the two is the best way to learn. [Journal, Cycle 2] 
The collaborative learning approach also led to a different understanding of 
teaching and learning. I was not standing in front of the class giving out knowledge 
for the students to absorb. They were working together to make sense of what they 
were doing themselves. These students realised that effective teaching meant helping 
learners develop their own answers. I noticed that they had become aware that helping 
another understand did not mean telling them what to do, and commented in my 
journal about the following instance: 
Joanne was asking Clarissa questions, about what she was trying to 
do, and how she could go about it. She wasn't really telling or even 
explaining, but getting Clarissa to come up with her own answers, and 
to articulate what she was trying to do. [Journal, 22.10.98] 
This changed understanding of the students meant that I was not ever faced with 
questions about why I would not just tell them what they needed to know instead of 
insisting that they work it out for themselves. This occurred a number of times with 
the 1997 class. However, many of those students seemed to have a concept of 
collaborative learning as involving the teacher delivering the lesson to four or five 
people at a time instead of to the whole class. Admittedly, this was not discussed with 
this class before introducing the approach and they were not given the opportunity to 
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discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this as a learning approach as was the 
1998 class. 
4.1.1.4 What the students thought about collaborative learning as a learning strategy 
The collaborative approach was very different in a mathematics class. Thus, it 
was a major focus in all the evaluation sessions. The students who discussed it were 
all strongly committed to the approach, and would emphasise how it was enhancing 
their learning. This may have convinced any students who could have become 
disaffected with the approach. The following comments were made during the first 
evaluation session: 
Groups allow us to discuss questions with others. 
I like the social side of it. Sitting in a group with other people and 
doing it together. 
More relaxed atmosphere. [Evaluation, Cycle 1} 
More detail was provided by comments made in the students' journals. Bernadette 
explained how it enhanced her learning: 
Previously in Maths we worked alone. Now we are working in groups 
and are made to explain to ourselves and to the others in the group 
what we are doing and why. This is extremely helpful because it gives 
us a chance to test whether we really understand it. To tell someone 
else you really need to understand it. [Journal, Cycle 1] 
Joanne indicated that she learnt more working with others than by herself. 
Solving problems are easier when you work through them with other 
people. There may be some sections that they know how to do it better 
than you. Usually, after working through one problem, the others are 
easier to get your mind around . ... Helping other people helps me to 
understand better and I feel really confident in my maths ability when 
the person really understands exactly what I had explained to them . ... 
When others need help, I like to teach them and help them to learn for 
their exams. The groups are a really effective way of learning and 
teaching. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
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The 1997 students had also found collaborative learning enjoyable. Even those 
students who did not work well collaboratively commented favorably about the 
approach. Freya stated: 
Sitting in groups is really good. The others can help you learn and it 
makes it more fun. If people around you are discussing maths you want 
to too, so you can't talk. [Journal, 5.4.97} 
She was still inclined to talk about other matters despite this comment! 
4.1.1. 5 What I learnt about collaborative learning 
For collaborative learning to be successful, it was important that the students 
see the advantages associated with the approach and be willing to try it; that the 
groups be formed so that the students worked with each other to share understandings; 
that my expectations about the students' roles and behaviours be made clear; and that 
there be some purpose for using this approach to learning. 
The collaborative learning approach was not as successful with the 1997 
students as it was the following year. The changed approach involved too large a 
change for the students, and they were not adequately prepared for it. It was my idea. 
There was no student input concerning how they preferred to learn. Instead, I told 
them that I wished them to use this approach, as it would improve their learning. In 
contrast, the following year, the students were involved in choosing to learn 
collaboratively. The reconnaissance discussion itself used a collaborative structure. 
Students considered their responses to difficulties about learning individually, then 
shared these with a group of four students, and finally contributed their group 
response so that the whole class could discuss the difficulties. The focus was on 
finding ways for the students and me to work together to improve their learning. We 
decided on a range of collaborative strategies to use. The students thought that the 
approach would help keep each other on task and make learning more enjoyable; 
make it easier to learn because they would explain their reasoning and justify their 
solutions to the group, and be able to question others about their strategies. Later in 
the year, they were given the freedom to choose collaborative or individual 
approaches, based on how they learnt best. However, it took me a long time in 1997 to 
realise that I needed to be flexible and to encourage the students to work in the way 
that best suited their learning style. 
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The second important aspect associated with effective collaborative learning 
was group membership. The 1997 students formed groups based on friendship. They 
included up to six or seven students, and, in most cases, did not represent a range of 
ability. Many were too large for effective communication. There were also one or two 
students who were generally left out, and either sat by themselves or else on the 
fringes of a group but did not really participate. The group size in 1998 was limited to 
four, except for· occasions when more students wanted to focus on a particular 
concept. These groups represented a range of mathematical abilities, and were 
reformed when they were not working effectively. 
Although most students had been involved m some collaborative learning 
before, it was important to make explicit the behaviours that I expected. I did not do 
this with the 1997 class. About half of them seemed to regard the approach as 
legitimising talking in class. Only when I moved near them would the topic of 
conversation become mathematics and the problems on which they were supposed to 
be working. While the more able students would willingly give solutions to their 
group, they were not always concerned whether the others understood their reasoning. 
Nor did they value discussing the advantages and disadvantages of different 
approaches and encouraging other group members to contribute ideas. Susan was the 
most able student in the class. Her journal comments indicate a focus on the correct 
answer rather than the process of developing a solution, as well as a problem 
associated with heterogeneous groups. 
Sitting in groups helps me when we have problem solving and I can't 
get an answer, but other than that I find 1 usually do work on my own. 
The disadvantage of me working in a group is me doing all the work. 
(Usually because I like to know that the group's answer is also my 
answer.) I'm terrible in that if things aren't done my way they aren't 
done properly or rather to my satisfaction. [Journal, Term 1, 1997} 
I made my expectations explicit the next year. Group roles and responsibilities 
were discussed. The students developed a sense of responsibility to the rest of the 
group, and viewed the group as providing a support network. They seemed to use 
their time productively and focus on discussing strategies and solutions when working 
together. The students felt that they worked much better in mathematics than other 
subjects: 
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Simon: In other classes, you tend not to do anything at all. If you are in 
groups, you sit around and don 't do anything, you sit around and you 
talk. But in maths, you do something. 
Lyn: So you waste time more in other subjects? Is it because of the 
people in the subject? 
Joanne: No, because it's basically the same people in chemistry. Three 
of us in our group are the same in chemistry [and we don 't work well 
there]. [Focus group interview, 27. 7.98} 
The other important aspect was ensuring that there was a purpose for working 
collaboratively. Again, I did not do this in 1997. The 1998 students worked together 
to produce solutions to problems which could be presented to the rest of the class. 
This required the students to make their thinking more overt than previously. By 
working together, they had more ideas and were more confident that their solution 
was reasonable. It made them more actively involved. Group solutions also reduced 
the risk associated with presenting a solution to the rest of the class. They gave greater 
ownership of the approach to the students than if I had worked the question on the 
board, and were found interesting by the rest of the class. 
Collaborative learning would have been more effective if more than one group 
could have presented its solution to a partic:ular problem. While the other students 
could question or elaborate on the presented solution, time constraints prevented 
alternative solutions, which would have provided the opportunity to compare 
approaches, determine which was more efficient or elegant, and become more aware 
that different procedures and solution strategies were valid. As discussed earlier, even 
when students were allocated specific roles within their group, it was still possible for 
some to behave passively and not participate in the group discussions. As long as 
there were three other students actively involved in the problems, it did not seem to 
disadvantage them having one student not really involved. I also felt more able to 
accept this as indicative of that student's preferred learning style. 
By implementing what I had learnt from 1997, I was able to use collaborative 
approaches to help the students better understand what they were doing. These also 
contributed to the sense of community. The action research cycles also enabled both 
the students and me to consider the effectiveness of collaborative learning and its 
appropriateness for different situations. 
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4.1.2 Learning: Working Meaningfully 
I sought to help the students develop the attitudes and skills to take control of their 
own learning. This was in response to concerns about students playing passive, 
dependent roles, seeking to survive rather than master the learning. These students' 
previous experience of school mathematics was that the teacher taught the content and 
the students learnt this. They practised and memorised what they were told to do with 
the aim of being able to retrieve enough to "pass the exams". The focus changed to their 
making sense of what they were doing. This occurred through an emphasis on their 
deep understanding of the rules and procedures that they used, on approaching new 
concepts as problems to be solved, and on their planning, monitoring and evaluating 
their learning. The students were also encouraged to reflect on the behavioral aspects of 
their learning and whether these were helping them achieve their goals. Thus, the 
students were asked to take a much more active part in their learning. While most 
responded well to this approach and saw themselves as responsible for their own 
learning, some found this difficult and would have preferred more direction and less 
freedom and personal responsibility. 
This section discusses the students' initial attitudes towards learning, their responses 
to the emphases on deep understanding and awareness of learning, the successes and 
disappointments associated with these, and their final results and some comments about 
what they learned about learning. It concludes with a summary of what I learnt about 
using this approach to teaching and learning. 
4.1.2.1 How the students initially viewed learning 
An indication of the 1998 students' initial concept of themselves as learners was 
provided by their responses to questionnaires as well as the comments made during the 
Reconnaissance discussion and in their subsequent journal writing. The students 
completed the MSLQ (Pintrich et al., 1991) in February. Although they responded to 
the Autonomous Learning Questionnaire [ALQ] near the end of Term 3, they indicated 
their perceptions of their degree of autonomy the previous year. These data suggest that, 
overall, the students did not regard themselves as effective learners or consider that they 
were in control of their learning. 
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Table 4.1 shows class responses to the first four items from the metacognitive self-
regulation scale of the MSLQ (Pintrich et al., 1991 ). It indicates some use of self-
regulatory strategies. (A response of 3 expressed neither agreement nor disagreement, 
while a response of 1 indicated the consistent use of effective learning strategies.) 
However, the class did not consistently use a whole range of self-regulatory strategies, 
as is indicated by the students' response to the last two items shown in the table. 
Thus, the students had developed some effective regulatory strategies, but were still 
not completely in control of their learning. 
Table 4.1 
Self-regulatory strategy use 
MSLQ items X s p 
I ask myself questions to make sure I understand the material 2.73 0.96 0.30 
I have been studying in this class. 
I try to think through a topic and decide what I am supposed 2.87 1.13 0.65 
to learn from it rather than just working examples when 
studying for maths. 
When studying for this subject, I try to determine which 1.53 0.64 0.00 
concepts I don't understand well. 
If I get confused in class, I make sure I sort it out afterwards. 2.00 1.04 0.00 
During class time I often miss important points because I'm 3.53 1.41 0.16 
thinking of other things. (Reverse) 
When I study for this subject, I set goals for myself to direct 3.13 0.99 0.61 
my activities in each study period. 
As shown in Table 4.2, the ALQ provided data concernmg the students' 
perceptions of their degree of autonomy. All items except Item 5 were below the mid-
way position of 3, suggesting that the students commenced 1998 with little sense of 
autonomy. Responses ranged from 5 to 1, with 5 indicating strong agreement with the 
statement. 
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Table 4.2 
Autonomous Learning Questionnaire responses 1997 
Autonomous Learning Questionnaire Items 1997 
X s 
1. Your concept of yourself as an independent and self-directing learner, 2.79 1.19 
able to accept the responsibility for your own learning. 
2. Your concept of yourself as an effective learner, able to work 2.36 1.22 
confidently and to your own satisfaction. 
3. Your ability to plan ahead, setting goals and pursuing them with 2.71 1.22 
determination. 
4. Your ability to select and use effective learning strategies; asking for 2.36 1.08 
justification for rules, procedures, principles and assumptions; developing 
sufficient understanding of a concept so as to be able to explain it in 
words and use it in different situations. 
5. Your ability to work cooperatively with others, yet enjoy learning 3.00 1.24 
individually; to be willing and able to learn with others and share ideas; to 
know how and when to ask for help and direction; and to relate to 
teachers as facilitators of your learning. 
6. Your awareness of your learning, being able to identify your needs 2.79 1.12 
when you encounter a problem to be solved or skills to be acquired; your 
understanding of your own learning style, and of your strengths and 
weaknesses; and your ability to diagnose, prescribe and evaluate your 
own progress. 
While the previous data provide a picture of the whole class, the individual 
comments made during the Reconnaissance session and subsequent reflective journal 
writing indicated three main attitudes to learning. The first equated learning with 
memorisation. The second valued understanding for successful learning, but had 
difficulty developing this understanding. The third was that students were responsible 
for their own learning. 
The first group of students thought that the most important aspect of learning was 
memorisation focused on the need to work hard, but believed it was necessary to have 
the work explained clearly by the teacher. Bernadette stated: 
First I have to be shown by the teacher thoroughly. If I don 't 
understand it then I never do. .. . My study comprises of problems, 
problems and more problems. [Journal, Reconnaissance} 
These students mostly found mathematics difficult and time-consuming and did not 
enjoy working on it either in class or at home. Sam said: 
I find maths, to be very difficult. Learning all the formula and 
procedures takes me a lot of time and effort. I prefer a teacher to go 
through a particular exercise clearly on the board, and then if I am 
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still having trouble to come and help me individually. [Journal, 
Reconnaissance} 
This attitude was typical of the middle third of the 1997 class for most of the year. One 
of those students, Brendan, explained that he had managed previously by memorising 
the work, although he had not been successful with application questions which could 
not be memorised. He asked: 
Do I really need to have to understand this, or can't I just learn it? 
[Noted in my journal, 7.2.97} 
He was so concerned about the emphasis on understanding what he was doing that he 
contemplated changing to Mathematics A. He was unable to do this as he would have 
been ineligible for an OP, so he needed to make the best he could of Mathematics B. 
Other 1997 students commented that mathematics involved learning rules and 
repeating exercises, rather than "interpreting" what they were doing. 
Bill: The whole point of maths is applying a rule to a situation, and 
you need to know the rule. 
Alexis: That's one of the hardest things I think - learning all the rules 
you need. 
Bill: Not learning the rules as much as using them. 
Joseph: Having to learn rules has its advantages. If you study enough 
you'll remember how to use them. Whereas in other subjects you have 
to interpret - there's not so much interpreting in maths. The only way 
to really do well in maths is to do problems over and over and over 
again and again. [Interview, 10.3.97} 
These students were quite comfortable about learning "rules without reasons". They 
believed that good teaching meant giving clear comprehensible procedures that they 
could learn. 
The second group of students realised that successful learning required 
understanding what they were doing, but they had difficulty doing this. In the 
Reconnaissance phase, they stated that the mindless memorisation of content and 
procedures was what made mathematics so difficult. Andrea's journal comment 
summarised what she believed to be problems with this approach: 
I usually learn my rules off by heart. The rules I know how to use 
correctly and know why they are used, I seem to have no trouble 
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remembering, but if I don't know why a certain rule has been used I 
tend to learn it and after an exam I tend to forget it as I have never 
really understood it. One of my main problems is that I don't know why 
to use a rule. This means that I'm able to do that certain exercise in 
class but if it is put in a different way as in an exam I don 't know what 
rule to use. If there is something I don 't know or don 't understand I 
lose concentration then I get frustrated, thinking "I will never be able 
to understand this." [Journal, Reconnaissance} 
These students found it frustrating not knowing why they should do certain things. As 
Heather wrote, they wanted to understand what they were doing. 
My main difficulty with maths is that I don 't understand why I am 
calculating what I am calculating, even though I know how to do the 
calculation. [Journal, Reconnaissance} 
This interview at a later date indicates that some of these students realised that they 
had not always used effective learning approaches, and at times had managed to fool 
themselves. 
Judith: You can easily sit there in class and watch someone doing it on 
the board, and think 'yes, I know that" and then you leave it for a day 
or weekend, and it's gone, you can't do it. 
Clarissa: You can kid yourself and think that you're doing fine. 
Judith: I'm writing it all down, so I must be learning it. (She was being 
sarcastic about the attitude of some students.) After writing it down 
from board, I'll go home and look at them again because I want to 
know that I can do it. 
Simon: I end up doing similar questions, but I'm just going through the 
order. Not thinking about why I'm doing it. 
Judith: (discussing learning a type of question for another subject) I 
didn't understand how to do it all, so just learnt the solution parrot-
fashion. It made me feel a bit dishonest. [Interview, 23.3.98} 
They realised that they had to think about what they were doing: that it was not enough 
just to be occupied in class. 
The third group of students took responsibility for their own learning. These 
students were generally the more able ones. They preferred to be independent, and work 
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out for themselves how to approach problems. The following comments reflect the 
attitudes of these students in both 1997 and 1998: 
Linton: I find maths with lots and lots of rules boring. I would rather 
work out your own sort of rule, work out your own way to do a 
problem. [Journal, 30.1.97} 
Josh: You need to be able to see a problem from all the reasonable 
angles. Just learning the rules or how to do a certain problem doesn 't 
mean that you will solve the same problem again if it has been altered 
slightly. You need to know why not only how. [Journal, 30.1.97} 
Ellen: The best way I learn is doing it myself This helps me 
understand it because I use my logic to find the answers. [Journal, 
Reconnaissance} 
My aims were to encourage all the students to view learning mathematics the way that 
this group of students already did. 
4.1.2.2 How the meaningful approach to learning was implemented 
To encourage the students to exercise more control over their learning, I focused 
on two areas. Firstly, I asked the students to make sense of what they were doing so 
that they would develop deeper understanding of the concepts encountered and the 
processes that they were using. Instead of my telling them what to do, they were to try 
to work this out for themselves. Secondly, I asked them to become more aware of their 
learning by reflecting on their goals, the strategies that they were using, and whether 
these were helping them achieve their goals. The approach in both areas required the 
students to take an active role as learners. I emphasised their responsibility for their 
own learning, and sought to provide opportunities for them to become more 
autonomous. 
I wanted the students to realise that mathematics involved making sense of 
what they were doing, and so they needed to explore, conjecture, explain, and justify 
their ideas. As discussed in Chapter 2, the constructivist model of learning emphasises 
previous knowledge, thinking about how concepts relate to each other, multiple 
representations of mathematical concepts, and the social context (Ernest, 1996, p. 
346). This requires active inquiry and independence (Candy, 1991 ). To incorporate 
these emphases into my teaching, strategies included asking the students to develop 
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their own rules and procedures for different types of questions; introducing new 
concepts through solving related problems; focusing on the processes used to solve a 
problem; and having them do fewer exercises, but exploring those more deeply. 
Understanding was regarded as the result of solving problems and using what they 
already knew, not something which could be taught directly (Hiebert et al., 1997, p. 
25). 
To help the students develop deep understanding, they were asked to construct their 
own procedures instead of being given these to learn as a recipe. For example, when 
starting curve sketching, pairs of students worked together. One described a given curve 
to the other who drew the curve from this description. From this, they determined the 
important features of a curve. These were written on the board, and the whole class 
then contributed the techniques they would use to find those features. The students 
then lead me through sketching a curve on the board using this procedure. This 
resulted in their "fine-tuning" their procedure as they realised that the x-intercepts had 
not been found. Therefore, they included that step in their procedure. Procedures were 
also constructed individually. Christine listed the following as steps for solving 
optimisation problems: 
I. Will a diagram make a solution easier? If so, draw one. 
2. While rule, if any, should I be using? 
3. Because you are trying to find an element of the rule, you need to substitute a 
variable for an unknown in the rule. Which one? 
4. Have I labeled the diagram using the variable I chose and any other parts of 
the diagram in relation to the variable? 
5. What information do I have? 
6. What do I need to find? 
7. Which rule do I need to use to find it? 
8. How can I differentiate? Which rule? 
9. Can !find stationary points? How many? Are they possible? 
IO. How can !find the nature of the SPs? 
II. How can I use the stationary points to find a value? [Exercise book, Cycle I] 
When students approached me for a method for a particular type of question, I would 
ask them what they needed to do first, what they would do next, and so on. This 
process often involved two or three students. I sometimes acted as scribe, while they 
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concentrated on the steps they would use. This way, they generated their own 
procedure, generally without any input from me. This was very satisfying to them, as 
they had done it themselves. It also made sense as it was the result of their thinking 
about what they needed to know and explicitly focusing on how they would go about 
it. My role was that of the "encourager" and "sounding-board". 
Another strategy used to encourage deep understanding was introducing new 
topic areas with a: problem. The problems were used to learn mathematics as well as a 
reason for learning it (Schroeder & Lester, 1989). The students needed to recall their 
previous knowledge and extend it. They worked collaboratively, sharing their 
previous knowledge and their current understandings. I wanted them to realise that 
they had sufficient knowledge to solve the problem already. While the initial solution 
methods might not be the most efficient, they were the students' methods and so made 
sense to them. Different approaches would then be discussed in the whole class 
forum. It was important to choose problems which challenged the students to recall 
what they already knew and then apply this in the new context, while not being so 
difficult that the students had no idea where to start and did not expect to be 
successful. 
I also emphasised the students' awareness of what they were doing. I wanted 
them to understand why they were using a certain algorithm or procedure, not just 
working through the steps of a recipe. When they were working collaboratively, 
sometimes one student was asked to write the group solution, while another listed the 
processes used. Another strategy was the use of double-entry journals (Barrell, 1991) 
for individual work. The solution was written on one side of a page, and the processes 
and questions that they asked themselves on the other side. [See Appendix 10]. When 
problems were being worked on the board, I asked the class to watch and think about 
what was being done on the board instead of just copying it down. Paul commented: 
The things I've done differently in my learning from the usual was 
watching how problems were done on the board and not having to 
write the process down. This gave better understanding of the 
problems, and was a major plus compared to "normal" math classes. 
[Journal, Cycle I] 
A number of students said that previously they had been so busy copying from the 
board that they did not have a chance to understand what was being done. They also had 
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seldom reviewed what they had written. Thus, copying from the board had been "busy-
work": time-consuming, but of little assistance in increasing their understanding. I often 
provided worked solutions to refer to so that copying was not necessary. Otherwise, or 
as well as, they would later rework the question to check that they had really understood 
what was done and why. 
As students had difficulty with unfamiliar questions, I focused on metacognitive 
strategies. In the earlier stages, this involved orchestrating their thinking by ·leading 
them through questions of the type: 
• What have I been given? 
• What do I want to find? 
• How can I express this mathematically? 
• Am I on track? 
• Is this answer correct/reasonable? 
These questions would be written on the board, and the class would propose answers 
as we worked through the problem. I modeled solution processes, seeking to make my 
thinking explicit when I solved questions on the board. The students were asked to 
monitor their work: to ensure that their solutions made sense; to consider what 
outcomes or solutions they expected; and to decide whether their answer was 
reasonable. When they checked their solutions against mine, they were asked to 
compare the processes used, and decide whether their approach was reasonable. If there 
were errors, the students were to determine the specific error, not just decide that it was 
"wrong". To help the students focus on problem solving behaviours, I provided a list 
of questions to ask as they tried to solve problems. Because of time constraints, they 
did not develop this themselves, as I would have preferred. It was derived from 
Polya's (1957) framework, and focused on solving optimisation problems using 
calculus. [See Appendix 11] The students used this constantly. Most had never 
thought of explicitly seeking to understand the problem, plan a solution strategy, 
monitor their success as they implemented the strategy, and finally verify their 
solution. Some commented that they were also using this approach in other subjects. 
The following comments were made during the first evaluation session: 
Constantly using problem-solving strategies. Thinking of what have 
been given and what want to find. 
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Made me ask myself all those questions. Wouldn't have necessarily 
done this before. 
Have used the same approach of asking questions in Chemistry. 
[Evaluation, Cycle 1] 
The list was used for whole class problem solving as well as for individual work. For 
example, Diana was asked to work a problem on the board. She said that she had not 
been able to finish it. The class directed her through the solution process by asking her 
the questions from the list as she worked on the board. As she was able to solve the 
problem by answering their questions, it made the value of a problem solving 
approach apparent to the whole class. 
The second major focus was on developing the students' awareness of learning. 
This involved having the students reflect on their learning. This reflection occurred 
through individual journal writing and class evaluation sessions. In both years, I gave 
each student an exercise book to use as a journal. I felt this showed that I valued 
journal writing. The journals were used to reflect on aspects of learning and as an 
avenue of communication. They provided an opportunity for each student to 
communicate individually with me. Those who might not ask questions in class could 
express their concerns and have them answered in their journals. Joanne stated: 
Sometimes people are ashamed about saying things in front of the 
whole class, and they'd rather do it one-on-one with the teacher. The 
journal is very effective that way. And it gives you hints from the 
teacher, and you don't have to say it in front of the whole class. [Focus 
group interview, 27. 7.98] 
To help the students become aware of what they were doing and learning in class, I 
asked them to reflect on their understanding of concepts by responding to the 
following questions in their journals for five minutes before the end of the lesson. 
• What was the lesson about? 
• What did I learn today? 
• Where does this fit in with what I already know? 
• What don 't I understand? 
• What steps will I take to overcome difficulties? 
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This provided an opportunity for reviewing the concepts of the lesson, relating them 
to previous knowledge, and focusing on whether they needed to do more to 
understand. For example, Simon wrote the following: 
Today I learnt about concavity and how to find out how many SPs are 
possible by looking at the starting formula. I also caught on to what 
limits were about. I always knew about them and had a fair idea what 
they were about, but I now feel more comfortable with them. However, 
generally lots of today 's work was revision. Nothing should really 
cause any troubles after a bit of practice. What will I do about it? 
Practice! [Journal, Cycle I] 
I also occasionally asked the students to focus on behavioral aspects of their 
learning to decide if they were working effectively and using class and home time 
well. This allowed them to review their behaviour and decide whether they should 
being doing anything differently, and if so, to implement changes. I wanted them 
making the decisions rather than me telling them what I thought they should be doing. 
Joanne commented: 
All of the reflections we have done this year have really helped me to 
focus on the things I have wanted to achieve throughout the year. They 
really help me and others to realise what we have achieved and what 
we could achieve. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
So th::tt the students knew where they were going and had a sense of where it 
all fitted in, I provided overviews which listed the objectives for the topic, and the 
planned exercises and time allocations. They found that this helped with their 
organisation. Bernadette commented: 
Because we get the sheets that say exactly what we have to do in that 
particular section, I'm finding that I'm making sure that I can do 
everything on that sheet before I finish it. So that I know what is on the 
sheet when I'm preparing for exams. It's revising, not learning, which 
has always happened to me b~fore. That helps with my goals. [Focus 
group I interview, 2 7. 7. 98} 
As preparation for examinations, they would indicate one of "Know", "Understand, 
but need more practice", or "Don't understand" for each of the objectives associated 
with the topics to be tested. [See Appendix 12] This was to enable them to decide 
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what they needed to do to review the work, and to focus on their particular learning 
needs. The students commented: 
Christine: The objective checklist makes you think about what you do 
and don't know and will be helpful when revising. [Journal, Cycle 2} 
Simon: About the "understand, but need more practice" and "Don't 
understand" columns, I plan to do just that, practice, and the "Don't 
understand", I will need your help. The objectives chart has really 
helped me in bringing to the surface what I really don't know or need 
more practice at. [Journal, Cycle 2} 
About a week before an examination, I would ask them to reflect on their preparation 
by writing about what they intended to do during the week, how they intended to use 
their time, what they were finding difficult, and what help they wanted from me. This 
was to help the students focus on what they should be doing, and whether or not they 
were doing this, so that they could take more control of their learning. After the test 
results were known, the students reflected in their journals about their preparation and 
the resulting outcomes. They wrote about strategies that they had used when preparing 
for the test and when doing it; what they had found to be effective; what they should 
have done more of; and what they planned to do the same, or differently, next time. 
Those who had been implementing effective strategies could acknowledge their 
success, while those who were disappointed with their results could understand what 
they had not done and focus on alternative approaches. The aim was that the students 
realise that the learning strategies they used contributed to their outcomes. 
The evaluation sessions occurred after the assessment of a topic. At these, the 
class discussed teaching and learning strategies that they had found effective or 
otherwise. Because the other reflection was private, these sessions provided an 
opportunity to share opinions about what enhanced their learning. Sometimes there 
were differing opinions. For example, during the first evaluation, some students felt 
that particular homework questions should be set, while others argued for the freedom 
to choose for themselves. Both points of view were discussed so that some agreement 
could be reached, but with the awareness that different people learn differently and so 
prefer different approaches. These public forums made individual students aware that 
they shared goals and concerns with others, and were not the only ones who had 
found some concept difficult or had never used a particular strategy previously. This 
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seemed to contribute to the sense that we were all working together to enhance the 
learning of everyone. 
4.1.2.3 How the students responded to the emphasis on meaning 
The attitude of both the 1998 students and me was that learning in class was 
the students' responsibility. They had to be the ones doing the learning, thinking about 
what they were doing, and ensuring that they had done sufficient work. I was there to 
give help as required. The students were encouraged to work things out for 
themselves, but could ask questions if they were "stuck". Most responded positively 
to the challenge, although some of the 1997 students had not liked this at all. With this 
approach, the students realised that memorising was not the best strategy for learning 
mathematics. This was indicated by their comments about memorising. Most students 
did become more independent and were able to exercise greater control over their 
learning. This section discusses how the students responded to the freedom to choose 
their pace, amount of work done, and method of working. The numerical results for 
the year are also discussed. 
The students became more aware of the need to think for themselves about what 
they were doing. Most also realised that they did have the skills and knowledge to do 
this, and did not need to depend wholly on the teacher. I was no longer the sole source 
of knowledge in the classroom, and was able to act more as a resource person, doing a 
lot less talking . and a lot more listening. The students described the approach as 
"wanting us to understand, but not helping us too much". When evaluating Cycle 1, 
they commented on how this had made learning different. 
Teacher doesn't tell the answers or how to do it, but gives us hints and 
tells us to do it ourselves as much as possible. Teacher doesn't do the 
work for us, makes us do it ourselves. 
The teacher is making more demands on us, which is good. 
In a lot of cases, we are almost teaching ourselves. You are teaching us 
to teach ourselves. 
[Evaluation, Cycle I} 
Some students seemed to appreciate the challenge of working things out for 
themselves. Judith described working on a question that had caused difficulty: 
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I sat there for about 15 minutes, and I was going to give up. But I 
thought "No, I can do it" then I got what I needed to do. I was really 
pleased that I didn't give up. That also sets it in your mind. [Journal, 
Cycle 1} 
She preferred to try something herself first, rather than being shown how to do it. 
When you start new work and you're doing it on the board, I like to 
have a stab at doing it, at doing something new. [Evaluation, Cycle 5} 
The more able students in the 1997 class had also responded positively to the 
expectation that they work out for themselves what they needed to do. 
Linton: The way you have been teaching is to try and get the students 
to think instead of the teacher doing all the work. You make us tell you 
what to do instead of you just writing the answers on the board. I find 
that I learn well this way. [Journal, Term 1, 1997} 
Bernadette: You are not explaining things as much to us, you are 
letting us find out for ourselves. You let us learn more independently 
than other teachers. I prefer this method of teaching. [Journal, Term 1, 
1997} 
The students knew that I wanted them to make greater demands on themselves, but 
would help them if they needed it. They agreed that thinking for themselves, rather 
than relying on the teacher, would contribute to better learning. Heather commented 
that: 
Only when completely stuck the teacher will work through the problem 
with you. Not answering but the teacher asks the questions e.g. "What 
are you going?" "What are you trying to find?" This is great. It makes 
us think, find the answer for ourselves and therefore understand it 
better. (underlined in original) [Journal, Cycle 1} 
While I thought that I had also provided help for the 1997 students when they were 
having difficulties, the middle third of that class did not seem to agree. Instead, these 
students felt that they had been abandoned and were not being taught "properly". 
Emma stated: 
How do I start? Well, to put it mildly, I am having trouble simply 
because the work has not been fully explained to me. I have been trying 
to study on my own but I find the work too hard to understand so I just 
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leave it because I have so much other work to do. I don't think that the 
work is really hard - I just don't know how to get started on the work 
that I'm doing. [Journal, 1997} 
They expected the teacher to give them rules, set examples and procedures to 
memorise, so that they could solve questions for assessment. They thought that 
learning would be easier if I would tell them how to do the work. As Freya said: 
It's annoying how we have to work things out for ourselves- it's easier 
ifwe get told and then just apply it. [Journal, Term 1, 1997} 
These students had not had the opportunity to discuss what learning meant and ways 
of learning effectively, and so were not prepared for the changes that I was trying to 
implement. Louise wrote: 
You have told us to work things out with ourselves and other students, 
using our knowledge rather than yours. This has not been very 
effective for me as explained earlier in the year. My achievement level 
has dropped considerably and my interest in maths has flown away. 
[Journal, 20.5.97} 
By the end of the year, her achievement level had risen and she was planning to take 
some mathematics subjects at university. While these students could agree that it was 
valuable for them to understand what they were doing and why they were doing it, 
they still did not like the approach. They felt uncomfortable when given the freedom 
to use different approaches, and to choose which questions to work on for homework 
and how many they should do. They argued that I knew better than they on these 
issues and so should make the decisions. Fortunately, not all these students 
maintained this attitude. Some who initially had been concerned about the emphasis 
on their understanding discovered that this did help their learning. For example, 
Brendan later was able to write: 
I feel that you are trying to make us think more broadly about our 
maths. So by us doing this, we should be able to work it out for 
ourselves. I feel that this has been an effective way of teaching and I 
believe that it has helped me. [Journal, 20.5.97} 
The 1998 students developed a different understanding of what learning involved. 
They were given opportunities to reflect on the changed approach to learning and how 
effective they were finding the emphasis on understanding what they were doing. 
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Most discovered that they did not need to memorise rules and procedures, and that it 
was instead easier to make sense of what they were doing. The following comments 
were made during the final evaluation session. 
Ellen: I've always thought you need to understand the rules, and that 
just memorisation was bad. Because anyone can sort of remember a 
rule, but if you don't know what it means, you can't use it, so 
understanding is the great thing. 
Judith: Anyone can say a2 + b2 = c2 but then you get a problem and 
have to do something with it. I've known people who just know 
formulae off by heart, like volumes and surface areas, but when it 
comes to something like "I have a water tank ... ", it doesn't count . ... I 
wouldn't have a clue what the differentiation rules, the product rule, 
quotient rule, are. I just do it. If someone says "What's the quotient 
rule?", I go, "What's that?" I don't remember what the rules are, !just 
use them. [Evaluation, Cycle 5] 
As the students discovered that they generally had the skills and knowledge to solve 
the problems, they realised that they did not need me to provide set procedures or 
algorithms for every concept. Joanne wrote: 
We are not so dependent on you. If we have a problem, you try to make 
us work it out ourselves using a differem technique, and if we can't do 
it we ask another person. I am responsible for my own learning to the 
extent that I will rely on my knowledge and the knowledge of others to 
know how to do things. I don't ask as many questions or ask fer help as 
much as I used to. [Journal, Cycle 2] 
She supported this with the following comment made at the end of the year: 
The more effective learning strategies are when you explain things and 
then leave us to our own devices, so that we are learning and 
understanding. [Journal, Cycle 5] 
Similarly, the more able 1997 students were able to comment on their greater 
understanding of what they were doing, and how they were able to be more 
independent. Susan said: 
I find that I'm asking myself more questions about my maths work. If I 
don't quite understand the reason for doing a step, I think over the 
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purpose of the whole question and explain the reason for doing and 
significance of each step. [Journal, Term I, 1997} 
However, the less confident students still had some concern about their ability to 
make sense of things themselves without having the crutch of memorised procedures. 
Christine commented: 
The idea of tasks and problems which have no memorised rules or set 
procedures seems a bit frightening for me because I'm not very good at 
working out on my own how to find things. I like to be told how to find 
things and learn how to do it. [Journal, Cycle 4} 
During the first evaluation session, the students indicated that they thought that the 
emphasis on processes had advantaged them in assessment tasks. They felt more in 
control of what they were doing. They commented: 
Could start and had ideas about what to do. Not just sitting there and 
looking with no idea. 
I wrote down all the possible things I could. Had more a chance to get 
it out. 
Have to answer "What are you doing?" questions. Have not used this 
as a way of approaching maths before. 
Gets you thinking. This way, we know what to expect and how we are 
expected to explain our work. [Evaluation, Cycle I} 
An example of how they were better able to make sense of a question is provided by 
the response to the following problem: 
A farmer is planning to plant a small orchard. If he plants up to 60 
trees of a particular type on his plot of land the average harvest from 
each tree will be about 120kg, but for each additional tree planted the 
expected yield will go down by an average of 2kg per tree, as a result 
of overcrowding. How many trees should he plant for the maximum 
yield offruit? 
Michael was not able to solve the problem, but the work that he submitted shows that 
he was able to think about the question and make a start. This contrasted to the blank 
responses that were common in previous years. 
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each tree give 120kg of fruit when trees = 60 
when trees > 60 avg= 
t = no of trees over 60 
t+60 
120-2t = avg per tree 
avg per tree x No. of trees 
don't know where to go now 
yield = 120- 2t x (60 + t) 
yield'= 2 x (seems to have run out oftime here) [Exercise book, Cycle 1} 
I wanted all the students exercising greater control over their own learning. 
Particularly in Cycles 2, 4 and 5, they had considerable freedom to determine the pace 
at which they worked, how many exercises or problems they worked on, and whether 
they worked individually or collaboratively. At times, I discussed concepts and 
strategies with the whole class, or asked students to present solutions to the whole 
class. However, most of the time, I worked with small groups or individuals. This 
meant that there was not the presentation of new rules, algorithms and procedures to 
be practised and learnt, and a set amount of work to be completed each day then 
revisited through a homework review the next day. While this gave Ellen, Judith, 
Heather and Joanne, especially, the opportunity to be in control of their learning, this 
was not the case for the whole class. After Cycle 2, more than half the class requested 
more direction from me. They said that they would have preferred more homework 
worked on the board, because this made them more inclined to do the required work. 
Simon commented: 
A thing I found didn't help learning was that homework wasn't 
checked or set as much, leaving you to motivate yourself more which 
was hard at the start, but I'm getting better. [Journal, Cycle 2} 
While some agreed with me that they should be able to regulate their own learning, 
others felt the need to have more discipline imposed on them. The unit on logarithms 
had been introduced using a problem solving approach. About one-third of the class 
stated that they felt that they had needed a more formal introduction, explaining what 
logarithms were, and giving a definition and examples how they were used. Also, 
during the evaluation of Cycle 4, many students commented that they would have 
preferred an introductory lesson, reminding them of what they had learnt earlier. The 
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problems in this cycle had been an extension of those in Cycle 1, and I had expected 
the students would be able to work on these without any preparation from me. 
However, Bernadette said that she had become quite stressed because I did not tell the 
class how to do the problems, and she had needed more help than she received. 
The understanding of it is left up to us. I found it hard because 
classtime was taken up by working on your own and teacher input was 
in demand. The ones I could get, I understood. However, the harder 
ones (because not enough time with teacher) couldn't fully understand. 
[Journal, Cycle 4] 
In contrast, by Cycle 5, the whole class responded well to the freedom to determine 
their own approach to learning. The content of this cycle was Networks, which most 
found relatively easy. Many had also realised that they had not made sufficient effort 
during the previous cycle, and needed to behave more responsibly. Sam commented 
about Cycle 4: 
I did not go well at all. I did very poorly on my test. I think it's good 
that you make us responsible for our own work. I did not manage my 
time very well however I think I have learnt, the hard way, but that was 
good. I don't think I would have learnt any other way. I did not put 
much work into optimisation and my results reflected this. I was 
disappointed with my results because I know if I had put the effort in, I 
could do a lot better, couldn't get much worse. I should work in class 
the same, however, my homework habits will have to change and I will 
have to work harder at tutoring. [Journal, Cycle 4] 
On the whole, the students responded well to the changed approach to 
learning. As well as learning more about learning and about themselves as learners, 
the marks of almost every student improved. This was very important to them as Year 
12 students anxious about university entrance. As the study focused on all aspects of 
teaching and learning in a classroom, the results cannot be attributed to any particular 
aspects of the instructional approach. However, the students believed that the 
approach has resulted in improved results, and the numerical results show no lesser 
achievement. Table 4.3 shows the final results at the end of the year compared with 
their results from the end of Year 11. These were arrived at using the normal 
assessment instruments of supervised, timed pen-and-paper tests at the end of each 
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term; one period tests on application questions (problem solving); and alternative 
assessment tasks including individual and group investigations incorporating some 
unfamiliar context. Year 12 work is not easier than Year 11, and many students do not 
do as well because of the increased emphasis on calculus. 
Table 4.3 
Comparison of students' results from 1997 to 1998 
Student Year Techniques Simple Complex Level of Overall 
Leve Application Application Achievement Change 
1 s s in Rank 
Christine 11 47 33 0 S1 +9 
12 75 65 9 SlO 
Andrea 11 69 56 25 HI -3 
12 65 53 0 S8 
Simon 11 51 13 60 S6 +11 
12 84 59 27 H7 
Michael 11 71 44 25 H1 +5 
12 78 59 36 H6 
Clarissa 11 52 50 60 S10 +2 
12 70 41 36 H2 
Sam 11 Transferred from another school with LIO +6 
12 65 24 0 S6 
Diana 11 66 22 50 S10 -1 
12 67 35 9 S9 
Heather 11 63 44 50 S10 +14 
12 89 83 56 VH4 
Rosanne 11 53 33 0 S4 +5 
12 68 35 19 S9 
Joanne 11 78 50 40 H5 +9 
12 90 80 56 VH4 
Paul 11 48 43 0 S1 +7 
12 65 29 9 S8 
Bernadette 11 78 50 80 H8 +7 
12 93 88 64 VH5 
Andrew 11 69 50 60 H4 +5 
12 84 76 36 H9 
Ellen 11 88 100 80 VH6 +4 
12 100 100 91 VHIO 
Judith 11 80 100 100 HlO +10 
12 99 100 91 VH10 
The Level of Achievement indicates the students' overall results. All are 
"passing grades" ranging from Sound (S) to Very High (VH) Achievement. There are 
ten rungs within each level, the higher the number the better the result. Ellen and 
Judith gained the highest level possible of VHI 0. The Level of Achievement is 
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determined by the results in Techniques, Simple Applications, and Complex 
Applications. The final column, Overall Change in Rank, is the difference between 
the final position in Year 12 and the final position in Year 11. For example, Christine 
moved from S 1 at the end of Year 11 to S 10 by the end of Year 12, thus improving 
her position by nine rungs. 
All but Andrea and Diana showed an improvement. While Andrea had a small 
decrease in her Techniques marks, the change in position occurred mainly because of 
her complex Applications results. She received 25% in Year 11 and 0% in Year 12. 
However, the Year 11 result was derived from only four problems. She thus solved 
only one complex application question during the two years, and so the Year 12 
results were not very different from the Year 11 results. Diana also recorded less 
success with complex application questions. She had solved two of the four in Year 
11, and only one of eleven in Year 12. Her simple application results had increased 
from 22% to 35%, but the complex results dropped from 50% to 9%. This may have 
occurred because of her attitude towards mathematics. While she hoped to do as well 
as possible, she stated that this subject was not one of her priorities as she did not 
need it for university entrance and did not plan to ever study it again. 
4.1.2.4 How the emphasis on meaning contributed to student autonomy 
Candy's (1991) profile of autonomous learners is used to consider the extent to 
which the emphasis on meaning contributed to student autonomy. Here, I have 
collapsed the characteristics into the following: interdependence, how the students 
worked with each other and me; attitudes towards learning; methodical and analytical 
approaches to learning; knowledge and skills about their learning; and independence 
and accepting of responsibility for one's own learning. 
Autonomous learners are able to work cooperatively with others, yet also enjoy 
working individually (Candy, 1991). As discussed in the section on collaborative 
learning, there was a greater expectation that the students would develop their 
knowledge through working with other students, discussing what they were doing and 
helping each other by explaining their understandings. The focus on making sense of 
the concepts for themselves rather than memorising rules and procedures given by me 
provided a purpose for working collaboratively. Joanne commented: 
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In class, because everyone is wanting to help everyone else with the 
understanding, I think that helps me with the understanding. Like I do 
more and by helping people understand, is helping me understand 
things, and that helps as well, and I don't have to do as much at home. 
[Journal, Cycle 5} 
The students were also able to discuss their understandings with me, articulating what 
they thought a concept meant and how they might apply their knowledge, as well as 
receiving feedback about the appropriateness of these understandings. 
The students' attitudes towards learning are discussed in detail in the next section. 
Here, I briefly reflect on how the focus on understanding contributed to their 
confidence and motivation. Autonomous students are confident and have a positive 
self-concept (Candy, 1991). Even those students who had not shown much 
improvement in their results believed that they were capable of understanding the 
work if they made the effort. The following comment was made when Andrea was 
reviewing the first semester: 
What I liked about this term was that I understood what we were 
doing, not straight away, but to the end when I was practising them. So 
I have made a new resolution to start doing every piece of homework 
or just going over what we have learned that day . ... This term, I truly 
hope to increase my marks. I haven't given up yet! This term my major 
goal is to complete my homework every night, not necessarily spend 
hours on it, but look over what I have done that day and see if I know 
how to do it. I can't promise more than that because I'm not a studious 
person like many people . ... So in maths this term, I want to make sure 
that I at least understand EVERYTHING that we are doing or the 
procedure and then hope for the best (capitals in original). [Journal, 
Cycle 3} 
She was confident that she could succeed. Her aim was understanding and she saw 
this as something that she needed to do for herself. Andrea was accepting that she was 
the one who was responsible for her own learning. Autonomous students are also 
motivated to embrace new learning opportunities, and to confront questions and 
problems, developing alternative solutions and being willing to take risks (Candy). 
The students had the opportunity to do this with the emphasis on making sense of 
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concepts for themselves and the inquiry-oriented approach of the year. Some did this. 
Joanne's comment suggests that she did. 
In previous year, I have never gotten as many applications and this 
shows that I'm getting my mind around the more difficult questions and 
really understanding exactly what and why I'm doing things. [Journal, 
Cycle 5} 
However, while most of the students agreed with the approach in theory, some, 
especially among the 1997 cohort, preferred a less demanding approach, and would 
have been more comfortable with less autonomy but greater security from having 
rules and examples provided by me to introduce a topic. 
Candy (1991) described autonomous learners as methodical and disciplined, 
logical and analytical. The students had opportunities to develop these skills through 
applying their list of problem solving behaviours and creating their own procedures 
for approaching questions. At the beginning of the year, they had discussed the 
difficulties they had in trying to apply rules without knowing why, and with 
remembering the steps that made up their learned procedures. This discussion during 
the final evaluation session indicates a sense that they were more in control of 
applying their knowledge. These comments about how they developed their own 
procedures indicate that they were behaving methodically and analytically, making 
procedures quite detailed when they were still learning about them, but later 
simplifying them to suit themselves. They were no longer just applying a recipe to a 
problem: 
Ellen: You choose how many steps you want to use and decide how fast 
you're going to do it, depending on how well you can do it. It's part of 
control of our own learning. You can choose how you're going to do it, 
how basic the steps are. 
Judith: At the start, I might be thinking what each step is, putting every 
step in, just to be sure I don't muck it up. But as I get better, I use less 
and less . ... Because even the stuff we're doing now, you can see at the 
start, I've got eight lines of stuff, and now I'm down to three. It's just a 
matter of getting it into my head, so that I know what I'm doing and 
then I don't need to go through it in as much detail. 
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Joanne: When you first start, you write down every little step you do, 
but then you can leave out steps - you just know where you are. 
[Evaluation Cycle 5} 
Autonomous learners have knowledge and skills about learning. They are 
reflective and self-aware, and able to discuss their own progress (Candy, 1991). The 
students developed a range of skills to assist with their learning through the emphasis 
on making sense for themselves of what they were doing, developing their own 
procedures, writing in their own words what they were doing and why, and reflecting 
on their managerial strategies. White et al. (1995) had found few students to have any 
idea about how they learnt. Christine was a student who responded positively to 
thinking about how she was learning. The following comment indicates a change from 
passive behaviours to an increased awareness: 
I have thought a lot more about learning and about how I am doing it. 
I use class time better. Last year, I would just sit and listen, but this 
year, I am trying to think about how it works and what to do with it. 
[Interview, 25.5.98} 
She was also able to determine strategies that she thought would work for her. She has 
listed some of these together with some of the less optimal strategies that she found 
had not contributed to effective learning. 
Should be studying earlier, took at each day's work. Asking questions 
to either you or group members helps a lot! Should try to apply 
concepts to real life to help understanding. I've tried to realise that 
attitude towards maths was a hindrance. Should try to concentrate 
more on working in class, instead of thinking I can't understand and 
giving up, see it as the best time to get help and gain understanding 
before I forget it and have to re-learn it just before the exam. Should 
use own rules and procedures more writing down how I do it, works. 
[Journal, Cycle 3} 
While Christine did not always manage to apply these strategies, she had learnt a lot 
about learning. Similarly, when the students wrote about strategies that they were 
finding enhanced their learning, they were able to suggest more than they had proposed 
during the Reconnaissance session. The strategies were also less focused on 
memorisation techniques. While there was nothing particularly innovative about their 
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strategies, the students were indicating that it was different for them to be using these 
with their mathematical learning. Those described by Joanne in the following comment 
had probably been suggested to her over many years at school, but now she was 
consciously applying them. 
I make notes to myself along the way so that I know little tricks or to 
know I need to do more work to be able to understand it well enough to 
feel confident in explaining it to other people. To be able to make sense 
of difficult problems, I start the easier ones to make myself more 
confident in my ability, then I read the question and write down all of 
the information given to us. After writing down all of the information, I 
try to devise a rule that includes all or most of the information. 
[Journal, Cycle 5} 
The final characteristic of autonomous learners discussed is their independence 
and preparedness to accept the responsibility for their learning. The teaching approach 
of emphasising the students' making of meaning allowed this. Bernadette explained 
that this led to a different understanding of learning: 
It's all focusing on us, being able to teach ourselves, being able to 
understand. Because we're trying to understand it - the process has 
changed from just being taught to understanding. [Focus group 
interview, 7.9.98} 
Judith, discussing the responsibilities of students and teacher in such a learning 
situation, commented on how making sense of what she did had put her more in 
control of her learning. 
I have always tried to make sense of my learning and take control of it. 
. . . This control and "making sense" is clearly evident in the 
improvement I have made in my level of achievement. An effective 
student is a person who has a positive attitude toward their learning, is 
prepared to look at things differently and try anything. They also must 
be able to ask questions and continually attempt the challenge and 
question new ideas and concepts until they are completely understood. 
An effective teacher must provide the student with the right amount of 
"teaching" and be available for the students without just giving 
answers, but more helping the student get there by themselves. The 
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different approach is great- it definitely helped me, and I enjoyed it, so 
it wasn't at all hard to get used to, either. Maths class this year has ... 
prepared us for THINKING ON OUR OWN. (Capitals in the original) 
[Journal, Cycle 5} 
4.1.2.5 What I learnt about an emphasis on understanding 
Again, the differences in preparation of the two classes were reflected in the 
success of the approach. In 1997, it was my idea that the students should be focusing 
on understanding instead of memorising algorithms and procedures. While some 
conceded that this was a desirable approach, many would have preferred it the other 
way as they considered that to be less effortful. In contrast, the 1998 class was 
involved in discussing the importance of making sense and given opportunities to 
reflect on how well this was working for them. 
The emphasis on understanding was a response to the 1998 students' beliefs about 
what learning meant. This resulted in their regarding it as the most sensible approach 
to learning, rather than wanting to go back to the old approach. The focus was placed 
on their learning and the processes that they used, rather than on the content and 
"correct" answers. This enabled them to develop a sense that they could succeed. 
Rather than just the two students who had always been the ones to help previously, 
students became "expert" in different content areas. Because of the collaborative 
atmosphere of the classroom, the other students were able to take advantage of this 
and ask them for help. They did not always need to refer to me. 
To help them make sense of what they were doing, I had encouraged the 
students to write up procedures and solutions strategies in their own words. For some, 
this became their approach to learning: they would write out in their own words what 
they wanted to do and how they went about it. They did not need to follow some 
recipe to achieve the solution, as they could work it out for themselves. Some students 
found it difficult to write about what they were doing, as such language was 
unfamiliar, and there were students whose descriptions of processes remained very 
basic. 
At the beginning of 1998, nearly all the class had stated that they found 
Applications questions difficult, as they could not learn the approach for these. They 
were unfamiliar questions. My previous experiences had been of many students who 
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never really tried, and continually submitted blank, or almost blank, sheets of paper in 
response. The inquiry-oriented approach allowed much more practice with unfamiliar 
questions. By combining this with the executive strategies for problem solving, the 
students felt more confident about their chances of success and were willing to try to 
solve the problems. Overall, there were no dramatic improvements in the Applications 
marks for the class, but there was a very different attitude towards these questions. 
After the frustrations of 1997, I was very aware of the importance of providing 
sufficient scaffolding. This included modeling the use of problem-solving strategies, 
working on the board in response to students' directions, encouraging groups to 
compare solutions before they worked them on the board, as well as providing the 
worked solutions and revision sheets. While there were occasions when the students 
had felt the need for more direction from me, they never commented that they had felt 
abandoned and that they had to do everything by themselves. I found that we spent 
longer on an area when the students were investigating it using an inquiry-oriented 
approach. We covered fewer problems than in previous years, although to greater 
depth. It was difficult to find suitable problems both to introduce a topic and then to 
investigate its content. These needed to be relevant and interesting, so that the 
students could see a purpose in solving them. They also needed to provide challenge, 
but for this to be manageable with some effort. 
4.1.2.6 What I learnt about reflection 
The final main strategy used was to encourage the students to reflect on their 
understanding and behaviours, as well as on particular problem-solving strategies 
used. The reflection generally involved writing in journals or participating in class 
evaluation sessions. I also used questionnaires as discussed. The students generally 
found the questionnaires interesting and useful in making them more aware of their 
learning and of their use of learning strategies. While they all seemed to enjoy the 
evaluations and find them useful for focusing on their goals and the strategies they 
were using, the response to journal writing was more mixed. 
I tried to use a reflection on learning about every two weeks. Towards the end 
of the year, I was doing this less. However, even in the earlier part of the year, 
sometimes I asked them to write when they went home. At the time, I thought that this 
should occur in lesson time, but when the students were working well, I found it hard 
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to stop them. I hoped that the students would review the lesson more of their own 
accord, even if only mentally, but knew few did. In addition, some of the class seemed 
to have lost interest in reflection. Yet, the only comments explicitly made about 
reflection were positive. Christine said: 
I found the reflection hard, because I've never had to think about what 
I do before - trying to recognise what I do and what I don't do in my 
learning.: .. Definitely [worthwhile}. [Evaluation, Cycle 5} 
While I felt strongly about the advantages of reflection, this was not always matched 
by the students' willingness to reflect on how and what they were learning. They were 
not used to writing in mathematics. Some were not comfortable trying to articulate 
their thoughts. Some passively resisted writing by always forgetting to bring their 
journals. It was difficult to get some students to use journals. Yet, others responded 
enthusiastically. I wrote: 
For some, it is only a few words that seem squeezed out of them with 
great difjiculty. For others, it is approached with great enthusiasm, 
and a lot of writing done. Seems to be the girls who write more - the 
girls do seem to be more committed to getting good marks, and most 
seem to appreciate the chance to put into words what they are thinking, 
how they are succeeding. [Journal, 27.3.98} 
The reflections allowed me to transfer to the students more responsibility for 
their own learning. Whether they were reflecting on their understanding or behaviour 
in a particular lesson, or on their goals and whether they were working towards 
achieving these, the focus was on their awareness of their problems and successes. 
The students developed a sense that learning meant teaching oneself. They accepted 
that they might need help from others, but that this could come from students as well 
as the teacher. They also realised that they were the ones who were responsible for 
their own learning, not the teacher. 
I found it useful reading the comments in the journals and listening to opinions 
in the evaluation sessions. Because of the open, friendly atmosphere, the students 
were quite comfortable discussing what they liked or otherwise. Rather than just 
guessing, as I would have done in previous year, I was much more aware of the 
effects of what I did in class because of the student feedback. I was able to modify my 
strategies, but also able to explain why I was using a particular approach. Yet, I did 
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not find it easy to ask the students to write in their journals. Writing still seemed an 
unfamiliar activity in a mathematics class. I was concerned about stopping the class to 
ask them to write, even though I believed it to be valuable, because I had a personal 
stake in having their thoughts recorded. However, the evaluation sessions generally 
proved interesting for all of us. The students were keen to discuss what had been 
happening and realised that they had a voice in this class. The sessions also provided a 
forum where different points of view could be argued. They marked the end on one 
topic area and its associated assessment, allowing both class and personal assessments 
of successes and failures, and the making of resolutions for the next session. The 
students mostly continued their reflection in their journal afterwards, and their 
comments show that they became more aware of what they were doing and achieving. 
4.1.3 Learning: The Students' Attitudes 
The final aspect of learners' issues considered is the students' attitude towards 
being in the class, their attitude towards mathematics, and their attitude towards 
learning. The students' response to the collaborative approach and emphasis on 
making sense of what they were doing has already been discussed. Again, I am trying 
to show that the students felt empowered to behave in more autonomous ways and 
that there were opportunities for self-growth. 
4.1. 3 .I Students ' attitudes towards this mathematics class 
The students mostly found this class to be relaxed and enjoyable. The 
atmosphere was less authoritarian than they were used in mathematics class, as the 
students sat together and were encouraged to discuss what they were doing. Judith and 
Clarissa described how they felt about the class early in the year: 
Clarissa: Maths is not like it used to be, like "Oh no maths" but "Oh 
maths goodie!" 
Judith: I like the social side of it. Sitting in a group with other people 
and doing it together. More relaxed atmosphere. 
Clarissa: And we can have a bit of a laugh. We can laugh, but can also 
work together. [Interview, 23.3.98} 
Later Judith stated: 
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I enjoy maths SQ. much now that I'm succeeding, and also the feeling in 
the classroom, almost like a bunch of friends getting together to have 
fun, and- my God! - that fun turns out to be maths. I think that this 
almost casual, almost formal atmosphere is what makes learning 
maths so much less of a stress, and it makes maths much more 
enjoyable (underlined in original). [Journal, Cycle 3} 
At the end of the study, she said: 
Enough discipline, but not too much. Instead of being made to work, 
you're encouraged to do it. So it's more' like "You can do this, so do it" 
rather than "Shut up, and get to work". It's more relaxed, but not too 
relaxed. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
The students' attitudes towards the class were also discussed during the first focus 
group interview. The students commented on the more relaxed atmosphere. 
Bernadette: It seems like there are not so strict rules and that. 
Christine: I like coming to maths more than I did. I find it hard having 
goals and having to learn. But because of the atmosphere, I find myself 
enjoying the lessons. Even though I'm not doing that much, I like being 
there. [Focus group interview, 27. 7.98} 
That most of the students liked being in the class was supported by their 
responses to the CLES questionnaire (Taylor et al., 1997) at the end of the year. The 
students indicated how they felt about this mathematics class with the first three 
items in Table 4.4 (5 indicates strong agreement and 1 strong disagreement). 
Table 4.4 
How !feel about this Maths class 
Item X s p 
I look forward to this class. 4.077 1.320 0.012 
This is one of the most interesting classes at this school. 4.000 1.155 0.009 
I enjoy this class. 4.231 1.166 0.002 
I feel stressed in this class. 2.692 1.251 0.392 
I feel confused in this class. 3.077 1.256 0.829 
The high values of the means occurred because all the students except three chose 
"Often" and "Almost always" for these items. The exceptions were Paul who chose 
"Almost never" for looking forward to and enjoying the class, Sam who chose 
"Seldom" for looking forward to and finding it one of the most interesting classes, and 
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"Sometimes" for enJoymg it, and Clarissa who chose "Sometimes" for looking 
forward to and one of the most interesting classes. Paul never gave the impression of 
enjoying the class. However, he seldom seemed particularly happy at school either. 
While Sam seldom looked forward to the class, he had a history of not being 
successful at mathematics and found the work difficult. Clarissa was more positive in 
her attitudes that the two boys, but less so that the rest of the class. 
However, the responses to the last two items showed considerable diversity, 
ranging from 1 to 5. Students who indicated being stressed were Bernadette, Rosanne 
and Clarissa. Bernadette and Rosanne set themselves high goals and became 
concerned about meeting these. As said before, Clarissa had not been keeping up-to-
date and was expecting her results to drop. She also stated that she was almost always 
confused. Her responses are not surprising when her behaviour, particularly towards 
the end of the year, is considered. She generally worked with Ellen and Judith who 
were very willing and able to help her. However, she did very little work at horne and 
also missed quite a lot of school at this stage. Because of this, she was not expecting 
to do well, setting up a negative cycle. The students who stated that they were often 
confused were Christine, Andrea, Simon, Sam and Rosanne. However, they were all 
prepared to do something about this: asking for help to overcome the confusion. As 
four of these five had indicated that they enjoyed and looked forward to this class, 
they did not seem to find being confused a major concern. 
The community aspect enhanced the students' enjoyment of mathematics 
lessons. These students formed a very cohesive unit and found it very satisfying to 
work together. They continually demonstrated how they cared for each other. When a 
lot of class time was missed by many students during the third cycle because of the 
College musical, subject field trips and other interruptions, other students took on the 
responsibility of explaining work that had been missed. Those who had missed work 
were comfortable seeking help from other any member of the class. Simon said: 
You don't always have to ask the teacher. You've got others if you 
can't do it. [Focus group interview, 7.9.98} 
The focus was on trying to help everyone improve their results. Especially during 
revision sessions, the students moved about to find someone best able to work with 
them on particular concerns. Bernadette stated: 
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I think, the atmosphere is definitely more, you know, more a caring 
attitude. Everyone wants to learn for their own benefit as well as for 
everyone else's. [Focus group interview, 27. 7.98] 
Ellen stated that the whole class was able to work with each other, and that this 
differed from the previous year: 
The guys are far more into it than they were last year. I think they are, 
and splitting their group up was the best thing we could do for them. 
They used to just converse in their group, and occasionally maths 
might come up. Everyone seems to be interacting more in class. 
There's even male and female interaction. Last year, the girls sat one 
side and the guys the other. This year, I might be helping Sam and then 
wander over to another group. It's just really good because you can 
say: Who knows about this? There's no one [who's left] outside the 
main group. [Focus group interview, 7.9.98] 
The students' response to the ineffective boys' group early in the year had been one of 
concern for them, and seeking a solution that would enable them to work more 
effectively. They had reformed their own groups to produce a better arrangement. The 
students also tried not taking advantage of each other. For example, Sam and Paul 
were grouped with Heather and Rosanne to work on the major Statistics assignment. 
However, about a week before the assignment was due, Sam explained to me that 
Heather and Rosanne had done all the work for the assignment, and that he had not 
done anything to contribute. Paul added that he had missed a lot of school recently 
and so had not helped either. Sam and Paul decided that the fair solution would be to 
do the assignment on their own. They could have remained with Heather and 
Rosanne, who would have included them as part of the project, given them some of 
the final tasks to complete, and enabled them to receive the group mark. However, the 
boys felt that this would not have been fair to the girls. 
This attitude contrasted with that of the 1997 class. Those students seemed 
more concerned with individual success and, while they might help friends, evidenced 
no particular concern for other students. In one instance, I had been working with a 
group on a problem. Jonathan, who was not in that group, then asked me about that 
same problem. I asked the group with whom I had been working to go through the 
process with him. I wanted them to reinforce their own understanding through 
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articulating it to Jonathan. However, their attitude was that they now knew how to do 
that question, and they were not prepared to go through it again with someone else. 
The students in the two cohorts had different personalities, but their regarding my 
request as an imposition reflects my not discussing the advantages of working 
together with them to the same degree. The 1998 students treated such a situation as a 
win-win situation: they helped themselves through helping others. 
Despite the more relaxed atmosphere, the students still expected to work. 
However, the following comments indicate that they were making these demands on 
themselves rather than being forced to do so: 
Bernadette: I think it's because we go into maths thinking I've got to 
learn something today, but go into chemistry thinking oh, I don't want 
to do anything. So it's totally an attitude thing, because if you go in not 
wanting to do anything, you won't. [Focus group interview, 27. 7.98] 
Joanne: Well I really look forward to having Maths B lessons, because 
I know that if I go there, I'm going to learn something. And by 
learning, I know that I'm going to understand it, not just learn it. It's 
not just written on the board, when I know how to do it but don 't know 
why I'm doing it. [Focus group interview, 27. 7.98] 
Christine: And because we know we have the freedom the onus is on us 
to work. If we talk about other thzngs, it's taking time from ourselves. 
(Evaluation, Cycle 5] 
The students indicated that their attitude towards learning in class had changed since 
the previous year, and that they were using class time more effectively. 
Heather: This year I work in a group, whereas last year I just sat there 
and did work from what I knew. People DO work. They concentrate on 
the work and not the weekend. . . Last year, I would get in, do the 
work, and get out as soon as possible. Now, I actually learn something 
in class, whereas last year, everything I did was based on my previous 
knowledge (capitals in original). [Interview, 6.9.98] 
Simon: We do stuff I do work. Last year, !just sort of mucked around. 
This year I do work in class. That makes a big difference. Basically, 
I'm just doing a heap more this year . ... Basically the class in general 
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is doing more work because last year it was just the smart people who 
worked. [Focus group interview, 7.9.98} 
Joanne: In previous years, there wasn't the willingness to learn as this 
year. At the same time as learning and teaching, we are having fun and 
having good maths lessons. There is not this strict atmosphere where 
everyone is pushed at full throttle to work. I think everyone is doing 
well enough this year compared to previous years and we're relaxed 
and in control of our learning . ... Our classroom has a very positive 
attitude and is always having fun, but doing our work at the same time. 
I enjoy coming to maths lessons and enjoy the work content. [Journal, 
Cycle 5} 
I attribute this more positive approach to learning to their reflection on their 
understanding and their behaviour. If they did not understand what they were doing, 
they were asked to decide what they should do about that. If they reflected on this 
behaviours and decided that these were not helping them attain their goals, they 
realised that they were the ones who needed to behave differently. 
Of course, not all the class was focused on work all the time. I still needed to 
remind some students, usually Michael and Simon, that their behaviour was not 
helping their learning. There were lessons when a number of students arrived late and 
then did not want to settle down. However, I treated the students' behaviour as their 
concern as long as they did not hamper any other person's learning. This meant that I 
was able to behave in a way to facilitate their learning instead of having to be the 
disciplinarian. 
These behaviours differed markedly from those of the 1997 class. In 
retrospect, my approach in 1997 was laissez-faire. I allowed them to determine their 
own group size and membership, and to decide for themselves the extent to which 
they worked collaboratively. Because I wanted them to be responsible for their 
behaviour, I was not as concerned about it. However, too many treated the class as a 
social occasicn and were not intrinsically motivated to work. Again, this indicated the 
importance of preparing the students to take more responsibility for their behaviour. 
Also, the 1998 students felt that I was trying to enhance their learning. During 
the first evaluation session, the comment was made that: 
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The focus is on us and what we are doing [rather than the content} 
[Evaluation, Cycle 1} 
I think that the 1997 students might have thought that my focus was more on the 
changed teaching approach and whether it worked. They did not seem to feel that it 
was on them and their learning. While the reconnaissance and subsequent evaluation 
sessions helped the students realise the focus was on them, they also kept me aware 
that my overall aims were to improve practice to enhance learning, not just document 
the students' reactions to my teaching strategies. 
I was trying to enable the students to exercise more control over their learning. 
This included having the opportunity to discuss what was happening in class, and 
whether it was enhancing their learning or otherwise. They had some input into what 
was considered in the whole class format, and the pace at which the whole class 
moved. They also could determine to some extent how much work they did 
themselves, and whether this was individual or collaborative. Table 4.5 summarises 
the responses to the CLES (Taylor et al., 1997), completed at the end of the year. 
These indicate the students' perceptions of critical voice. This is the extent to which 
students are willing to question a teacher's plans and methods and to express concerns 
about impediments to learning (5 indicates strong agreement): 
Table 4.5 
Critical voice 
Items X s p 
It's OK for me to ask the teacher "why do I have to learn this?" 4.857 0.363 0.000 
It's OK for me to question the way I'm being taught. 4.429 0.938 0.000 
It's OK for me to complain about activities that are confusing. 4.571 0.756 0.000 
It's OK for me to complain about anything that prevents me 4.643 0.633 0.000 
from learning. 
It's OK for me to express my opinion. 4.857 0.363 0.000 
Seven of the fourteen students who completed the questionnaire marked "5" for all 
items, indicating that this was almost always true. The others had mostly 
combinations of 5s and 4s. The students also indicated their preferred level of critical 
voice, and there were very few indications that they would prefer the situation to 
differ. Ellen wrote: "We already do all of this, don't need to wish." This seems to 
indicate that they felt they could exercise some control over factors in the class that 
affected their learning. 
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Thus the majority of the students were coming to the class because they 
wanted to. They expected that the time spent there would be worthwhile, as they 
would learn while there. They had the opportunity to state what was not working for 
them, and to suggest alternatives. They were able to make choices about how they 
spent their time in the class. The 1997 class was not empowered this way. They were 
expected to behave and use their time in the ways that I directed. I did not seek their 
ideas about whether any changes should be made. Because there was less structure 
and they were allowed more freedom, they wasted more time, and so did not achieve 
as much during the lessons. Some felt that they were coming to class because they did 
not have any alternative. 
4.1.3.2 Students' attitudes towards learning Mathematics 
The students' initial attitudes towards mathematics generally corresponded to 
those discussed in 2.2.2, that is, they believed that doing mathematics involved 
recalling~ and applying learned procedures to solve given problems. They found 
Applications questions difficult because these required them to think about the 
problem and understand what was being done. Beliefs and attitudes were made 
apparent when the students described their difficulties with mathematics during the 
Reconnaissance session. They stated that they found it hard to remember all the rules 
and to know when and why to use particular rules; that concepts did not seem to relate 
to anything else; that mathematics itself seemed pointless and irrelevant; and that it 
was hard to maintain concentration and keep trying to understand the work. During 
the Reconnaissance phase, the students made the following comments: 
There is not any point in doing the work - you don't use it out of 
school. 
This is not related to anything else - there isn't any reason for learning 
it, although our teacher did say last year that "You can use this if you 
build rocket ships". [Reconnaissance] 
Sam: I find maths to be very difficult. Learning all the formulas and 
procedures takes me a lot of time and effort. [Journal, 
Reconnaissance} 
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Although students had initially expressed concerns about the lack of relevance of 
much of the work, this was not a concern by the end of the year. Bernadette 
commented: 
I remember saying at the start of the year, that it needed to be relevant. 
But now, even if it's not relevant, it doesn't really matter to us. It's fun 
anyway. [Focus group interview, 7.9.98} 
Ellen and Judith both argued that, because what they learned was how to think 
mathematically, it was not important whether the particular content was relevant. 
Ellen: I think perhaps some of the content will be [irrelevant}, but the 
discipline required to learn this, and the ways of thinking - the thinking 
that you take, and the stages that you use to get there - that will come 
in handy, no matter what area you go into. 
Judith: That's all high school really is, because how much of it do you 
use later anyway? You're learning to think, learning to find, to connect 
things together, that's all school really is. [Evaluation, Cycle 5} 
The students also found that the different topics in mathematics related to each other 
and even to other subjects. Ellen said: 
I just find all my maths relates to some other subject that I do 
somewhere along the line. It may even be in Biology as well as Physics 
or Chemistry, where you wouldn't expect it as much. [Evaluation, 
Cycle 5} 
At the beginning of the year, there had been general agreement (except from 
Ellen and Judith) that mathematics was hard. By the end of the year, there was a sense 
that it was not as difficult as they had thought, and that the students were able to 
succeed if they were prepared to put in the work. They found that this was very 
satisfying. Christine said: 
I realised it probably didn't need as much time as I thought it did. A 
couple of times, I've thought something Oh, this is so hard, and just left 
it, and then later when I tried to do it, it didn't take that long, so that's 
good. [Evaluation, Cycle 5} 
The responses to the items from the MSLQ (Pintrich et al., 1991) completed in 
November, as shown in Table 4.6, indicate the class's confidence in its ability to 
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succeed at the routine aspects of the course. (A score of 3 indicated neither agreement 
nor disagreement; a score of 1 indicated strong agreement.) 
Table 4.6 
Confidence with routine aspects of the course 
Items X s p 
If I study in appropriate ways, then I will be able to learn the 1.73 0.80 0.00 
material in maths. 
If I try hard enough, then I will understand the course material. 1.40 0.51 0.00 
I'm confident I can learn the basic concepts taught in this subject. 1.80 0.77 0.00 
Of course, not all the students expected to be successful. Clarissa explained that when 
she did not understand what she was doing, she was inclined to give up. 
Clarissa: If you don't immediately know anything, you just pretend 
you'll know it eventually. 
Lyn: You mean eventually, you do know it? 
Clarissa: No, nothing like that. You just get, Oh, nothing I do is going 
to do any good anyway, so. [This was accompanied by a "Why 
bother?" shrug.] [Evaluation, Cycle 5} 
The students had initially commented on finding it difficult to be sufficiently 
motivated to work hard. Through their reflections, they remained aware of their 
motivation throughout the year. Students like Ellen enjoyed the subject and motivated 
herself. 
When I start slacking off too much, I just remind myself where I want 
to be in the classroom - on top! Also, where I want to be in a few years 
and what it'll take to get there. I guess it's my own form of self 
motivation. That and my constant challenging of myself to do and be 
better. I love maths - I always have and will continue to enjoy it. It will 
always be part of my life as it is what I'm good at. I look at maths as a 
challenge and as such, really enjoy grasping a concept and learning as 
much as I can. I am fairly confident as a learner of maths - at times, I 
am very comfortable with what I am doing and so am able to help 
others and at other times I feel a little shaky and not as comfortable 
and so focus on teaching myself What motivates me to work? Me. I 
want to be the best and so push myself to reach that goal. What 
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constrains my learning? Me again. I can't help but get sidetracked at 
times . .. Sometimes, !just don'tfeellike working and so don't- that's 
the only time I require "outside" motivation. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
The following series of comments show how Christine became more motivated as her 
results improved. 
I'm unmotivated to keep up because I don't particularly enjoy it . ... 
Unmotivated at home to do necessary work [to overcome difficulties} 
due to general dislike. [Journal, Cycle 1} 
I think my problem is that I should be more in control, but I'm not as 
much as some people are. But I'm more than I have been. The 
importance of maths to me isn't that great, which is why I don't do as 
much work. [Focus group interview, 7.9.98} 
I am motivated by a need to get reasonable marks in my exams. I'm 
also motivated by others and by you, I know you genuinely want us to 
do well. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
[Being an effective student involves J having a better attitude in class. 
Being motivated and keeping yourself motivated throughout the lesson 
to do well. [Evaluation, Cycle 5} 
The students' attitudes towards mathematics changed as they realised that they 
had a role to play in understanding and thinking about what they were doing: they 
were not just memorising formulae and procedures. Some of the students realised that 
they were developing a life-long skill through thinking mathematically, rather than 
just learning irrelevant and disconnected concepts for assessment purposes. As they 
became more successful and found learning mathematics enjoyable, they were more 
motivated to be involved in their learning. It was their learning and thinking that was 
making the difference. Learning was not something that was being done to them: they 
were actively involved in doing it themselves. 
4.1.3.3 Students' attitudes towards learning 
In discussions and interviews with the students, I focused on how they were 
gomg about their learning. They were encouraged to become more aware of 
themselves as learners, to relate their results to their efforts in and approaches to 
learning, to consider whether their learning approaches were helping them achieve 
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their goals, which learning strategies were effective for them, and to reflect on their 
role and their expectations of the teacher's role. This emphasis on knowing about 
themselves as learners represented a change from just being expected to learn without 
ever considering how this was done. 
As stated previously, most of the students realised that they could be more 
successful than previously if they made the effort. This differed from the lack of 
confidence and frustration often displayed by the middle third of the 1997 students. 
Those students had not been confident that they could make sense of what they were 
doing without my help. Freya wrote: 
Just when I'm starting to get hold of one thing and slightly 
remembering it (how to do it, what order etc) another thing gets 
introduced to us and it throws me right out - and I question myself as 
to whether I could actually do the other things in the first place. I need 
time to get one thing perfect before I move onto the next or else I'm 
completely stuffed. It's no use just doing heaps for practice one night 
because you find things you can't do and you can't go on without 
knowing them, so you can't complete the homework, and then the next 
night you find another thing etc. [Journal, Term 11997} 
Although occasionally the 1998 students displayed a lack of confidence in their 
ability, this was rare. Judith wrote: 
Frustrating when get it wrong, but I don't get it wrong as much I used 
to as I know the work I'm doing at home. Whereas before, I'd sort of 
half listen in class, and then take the work and if I couldn't do it, then 
I'd go back and teach myself again. But now I take it home and I have 
done some of the work in class anyway, so know basically what you're 
on about. I could probably manage without doing so much homework, 
but it strengthens my confidence in me that I know what I'm doing. I 
want to be absolutely sure that I can do it. [Interview, 23.3.98} 
Judith also commented on the importance of the teacher's confidence in her. In the 
previous year, she had achieved only 80% success in Techniques questions. Judith 
said that her teacher had expected that she would not do well on these questions. 
During 1998, she found that my confidence that she would improve had made her 
realise that she could succeed at these. She lost only two marks out of a total of 195. 
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The comments made during the final evaluation showed that most students had 
become more confident about their learning. The College Counsellor stated: 
Better marks produced the feeling "I can do it." [Notes, Counsellor, 
12.10.98} 
The following incident supports this. It occurred on the day that these students left 
school. St Hildegard's College celebrated with a farewell liturgy and morning tea for 
the students and their parents. After that was over, and I had returned to my office, 
Sam and his mother called to thank me for the year. His mother said that Sam now 
realised that he was capable of learning and understanding if he worked at it. He had 
previously thought that he was not very bright and should not expect to succeed 
academically. Sam is now attending university. 
During the Reconnaissance discussion, the students had suggested that having 
goals was important. By the end of the study, they commented that this was an 
important aspect of being successful. Joanne stated that: 
An effective student is a student who has a goal or goals -short and 
long term. I think what most people don't realise is that, what you do in 
High school is going to affect your life in some way. Personally, I 
didn't realise this until this year. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
As they become more confident, many students revised their goals. At the beginning 
of the year, the goals of most of the students had been related to achievement rather 
than mastery. For some, this meant just "passing", while others hoped to get as good a 
mark as possible. However, the focus became understanding what they were doing. 
While the students still wanted good marks, they also wanted to know what they were 
doing: to be able to make sense of it for themselves without needing me to tell them 
how to do it. Many of the students realised that they were capable of much more than 
they had previously thought. Halfway through the year, Joanne wrote: 
My goals are to get at least High Achievements for every subject by the 
end of the year and to still enjoy everything as the year progresses. I 
am going to work harder with hopefully less distractions than last 
term. I can make a list and as I achieve something tick it off and treat 
myself to something nice. Every time I fail a plan I will put a cross next 
to it and punish myself [Journal, Cycle 3} 
Towards the end of the year, she stated: 
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This year, I have learnt that I am capable of achieving good marks if I 
put my head down and work. ... I know that if I work a little bit harder 
this term, I will eventually get my Very High Achievement (VHA) that 
I've been wanting for a long time. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
Joanne did get her VHA. However, Rosanne decided that she was not as likely to 
achieve the marks she wanted, yet was still going to do her best: 
At the start of the year I wanted to do really well. I still do but now I 
know how hard it is to do really well so I'm not looking forward to how 
hard it is but I'm going to try. I feel that I want to do better btlt the 
thing is that I have tried really hard so I have to accept the results I've 
got. Goal is to keep to a study timetable. Carry out by setting up 
timetable and keeping to it. [Journal, Cycle 4] 
As the students became more aware of themselves as learners, they were able 
to comment on what contributed to effective learning. Heather stated: 
This year I have learnt how I learn. . . I like to challenge myself, 
compete with myself and this keeps me motivated. [Journal, 9.I 0.98} 
Christine's comments at the end of the year indicated that her ideas about learning and 
being taught had changed: 
The main difference and probably most important for me was that the 
time spent by the teacher at the front trying to explain things was 
lessened greatly which had previously been my idea of what being 
taught meant. So this strategy, where we spent less time "being taught" 
has given me better results. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
They also realised that they were the ones responsible for their own learning. 
Judith had little patience with students who were not prepared to make an effort 
themselves but wanted to depend on others. 
I like this approach to teaching as it allows me to get on and do it. 
Other people annoy me though, when they ask for help and they have 
done nothing, and expect me to be able to teach it all. I like to learn by 
myself There is a certain satisfaction to it and I can't really 
understand why others don't feel the same way. It is beneficial as it is a 
good preparation for the big void beyond - university. [Journal, Cycle 
4} 
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Ellen commented on how she appreciated being expected to take control of her own 
learning: 
Being responsible for my learning was great - I could go at my own 
pace - increasing it as I understood more. I found that monitoring my 
own work meant that I could work more on understanding rather than 
just doing the set work. That made it easier to get all the work done 
that I needed to. I like to work at my own pace and develop ways of 
doing things that I am comfortable with. [Journal, Cycle 4] 
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She summarised her approach to learning at the end of the year, explaining how the 
freedom to take responsibility had suited her. 
I have always been a fairly independent learner - I like working at my 
own pace and learning in my own style - it gives me a higher level of 
understanding if I do it my own special way. I've learned more this 
year than in any other year but not just content-wise. Placing the onus 
to learn on us, giving us the sheets/desired work and saying "go for it" 
- that's great! An effective teacher - someone who doesn't teach us 
everything - rather, they guide us with questions not just answers; 
willing to give up time to help students who require that extra bit of 
help, show they care enough to do that. I like the different approach. I 
didn't find it at all difficult to adjust to - I was already working to that 
sort of approach, I just couldn't do it openly until this year. [Journal, 
Cycle 5} 
The students realised that their attitude and approach determined their 
outcomes. When I spoke with Heather after a disappointing result, she stated that it 
was her fault, and that she should accept the responsibility for her learning. 
I didn't really make as much effort as I should have . .. It is better to be 
responsible for your own learning. Someone at Uni was telling me how 
hard it is because the lecturers don't have time to help and they really 
thought you at high school make learning too easy. [Interview, 4.8.98} 
Bernadette took longer to accept the responsibility for her learning. Early in the study, 
she lacked confidence and thought that she needed much help. Half way through the 
year, she said: 
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The teacher to a certain extent should teach you to teach yourself 
Because if you can teach yourself, that means that you can go home 
and do it . ... I find because you 're putting all the teaching on us, that 
we've got to understand it, we're accepting more responsibility, more 
than we did last year, because last year I kept wishing the teacher 
would do more. You just kept relying on the teacher, but now you 
realise now it's how much you do yourself It makes you do more. You 
blame the teacher, but you realise now that you have to do it yourself 
as well. [Focus group interview, 27. 7.98} 
Her attitude by the end of the year was very different from what it had been at the 
beginning. She wrote: 
Personally, I have taken a lot of the responsibility of learning onto 
myself which sometimes places more stress onto myself But, this 
responsibility has lifted my marks and therefore was worth it. The 
different approach has obviously helped me and anyone who was 
willing to take on some responsibility and really try. Because no 
matter, how well the teacher teaches, the students have to want to 
learn. This evaluating and different approach has made us, er most of 
us, want to learn. The teacher seems concerned for our welfare and 
thus so are we! [Journal, Cycle 5} 
An indication of the students' sense of being autonomous learners is given by 
their responses to the Autonomous Learning Questionnaire (ALQ) in Table 4.7. They 
indicated their perceptions of their degree of autonomy on a continuum from "Very 
High" to "Not at all". These marks were converted to values between 5 (highest) and 
l(lowest). The table shows the results compared with a mid-way position of 3 using t-
tests. The 1998 results show that the students saw themselves as independent learners, 
effective learners, able to work cooperatively with others or individually and to relate 
to the teacher as a facilitator of learning, and aware of their learning. As has been 
discussed, they also indicated where they thought they would have been the previous 
year. The changes between the years was statistically significant at 5% level in all 
items. 
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Table 4.7 
Autonomous Learning Questionnaire comparison of responses from 1997 and 1998 
Item 1998 1997 
X I s p X s I p p 
1 Your concept of yourself as an 3.86 1.03 0.01 2.79 1.19 0.51 .00 
independent and self-directing learner, 
able to accept the responsibility for 
your own learning. 
2 Your concept of yourself as an 3.71 0.99 0.02 2.36 1.22 0.07 0.00 
effective learner, able to work 
confidently and to your own 
satisfaction. 
3 Your ability to plan ahead, setting 3.50 1.02 0.09 2.71 1.22 0.41 0.01 
goals and pursumg them with 
determination. 
4 Your ability to select and use 3.50 1.09 0.11 2.36 1.08 0.05 0.00 
effective learning strategies; asking 
for justification for rules, procedures, 
principles and assumptions; 
developing sufficient understanding 
of a concept so as to be able to 
explain it in words and use it in 
different situations. 
5 Your ability to work cooperatively 4.57 0.51 0.00 3.00 1.24 1.00 0.00 
with others, yet enJOY learning 
individually; to be willing and able to 
learn with others and share ideas; to 
know how and when to ask for help 
and direction; and to relate to teachers 
as facilitators of your learning. 
6 Your awareness of your learning, 4.29 0.83 0.00 2.79 1.12 0.49 0.00 
being able to identify your needs 
when you encounter a problem to be 
solved or skills to be acquired; your 
understanding of your own learning 
style, and of your strengths and 
weaknesses; and your ability to 
diagnose, prescribe and evaluate your 
own progress. 
Table 4.8 shows the analysis of the responses for individual students. Clarissa was the 
only student who did not indicate an increase in autonomy on the questionnaire. Her 
attitude towards learning in this class was discussed in the previous part. She 
commented that her answers to each item indicated her lack of motivation: 
Entirely my own fault. Upon knowing that maths is my worst subject, 
my drive to do well in it has slackened considerably. [ALQ] 
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Table 4.8 
Autonomous Learning Questionnaire individual student's responses 
1998 1997 
1- -
X s X s p 
Christine 3.17 0.57 2.00 0.00 0.013 
Andrea 3.17 1.37 1.67 0.67 0.017 
Simon 3.67 0.67 1.33 0.27 0.001 
Michael 4.17 0.57 2.83 0.57 0.001 
Clarissa 2.50 0.70 2.67 1.47 0.695 
Sam 3.67 0.27 2.50 0.30 0.001 
Diana 4.33 0.27 3.33 1.07 0.012 
Heather 4.67 0.67 1.83 0.97 0.001 
Rosanne 3.33 1.47 2.83 2.17 0.076 
Joanne 3.83 0.97 2.33 1.07 0.045 
Bernadette 4.17 0.17 2.17 0.57 0.041 
Andrew 4.00 0.40 2.67 0.27 0.001 
Ellen 5.00 0.00 4.67 0.27 0.175 
Judith 5.00 0.00 3.50 1.90 0.045 
The changes were statistically significant for all students other than Clarissa, Ellen 
and Rosanne. Ellen had been a very effective learner and in control of her learning for 
some time. Rosanne's responses showed either no change or a small improvement in 
1998. She still had a low concept of herself as an effective learner and of her ability to 
select and use effective learning strategies. It often seemed to her that she worked 
hard and implemented the strategies that I suggested, but for little result. Rosanne 
probably would have gained higher marks if l had given her procedures to memorise 
and told her how to interpret cues to know which procedure to use and where to 
substitute particular values. However, she never made this comment nor complained 
about my emphasis on understanding. 
I raised the idea of empowerment with the students involved in the second 
focus group interview. I described it as their being able to take control over their 
learning, rather than be dependent on me. They discussed the extent to which they 
thought this had occurred. 
Bernadette: You're empowering us, because you're trying to make us 
do the work ourselves. 
Simon: Yes, making us work harder all the time. 
Lyn: But, who's the person making you work harder? 
Simon: Yourself, because you're telling yourself what you need to do 
and you just do all the stuff 
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Bernadette: You're encouraging us. Well, because we haven't had to do 
it for the time we've been taught, it's hard to switch over. 
Lyn: Can you see this as a way you'll behave when you go to uni? 
Simon: Yes, it'll be a case of you've just got to do this, so you'll go and 
do it. 
Bernadette: Last year, I accepted that I was probably just going to get 
a HA, but this year I thought I could get a VHA. That really surprised 
me, so now I'm sort of a lot more motivated. 
Ellen: I think how I've changed is in clarity of thought. Last year, I 
could still do everything I do now, but I didn't understand as much as I 
do now. There's more understanding, but I haven't changed the way I 
learn. I'm still independent, but I know more what I'm doing. [Focus 
group interview, 7.9.98} 
These comments suggest that the students viewed themselves as being responsible for 
their own learning. They thought they were the ones motivating themselves and were 
more independent. This is supported by the class' response to Item 1 of the ALQ. 
Your concept of yourself as an independent and self-directing learner, 
able to accept the responsibility for your own learning. (x= 3.86, s = 
1.03, p = 0.01) 
4.1. 3. 4 What I learnt about students ' attitudes to learning 
Involving the students in their learning was the overarching strategy in seeking 
to empower them to become more autonomous. It included encouraging the 
progressive increase of responsibility and providing opportunities for the students to 
exercise choice and make decisions. Yet, in 1997, I did not realise how important this 
was and so did not explicitly give those students such opportunities. I now attribute 
much of their dissatisfaction to having sudden change imposed upon them. 
In 1998, concerns with mathematics learning were discussed as a class, and 
there was a gradual introduction of change as a response to these concerns. The 
changes were directly related to the students' goals and concerns. The students were 
involved in reflecting on what was happening in the whole class through the 
evaluation sessions. The discussion of the strategies being used allowed the students 
to focus on what they were doing, what was working, and what they would have 
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preferred to be different. Of course, there were a few students who did not contribute 
to these discussions. 
As well as being involved in evaluating general approaches to teaching and 
learning, the students were encouraged to suggest what they thought would be 
appropriate in particular lessons. Often I might plan to work through an example on 
the board, but the students would tell me that they would prefer to try it themselves to 
see if they really understood what had happened. On other occasions, we might be 
working together on a number of similar examples, and they would ask for a set to 
work through by themselves, as they thought that they could handle them without 
further support. 
There was a greater sense of a move to shared responsibility for learning, and 
then to the realisation that learning was what they did themselves. They learnt that 
they were the main players as they developed greater control over their learning. 
Because we started each unit with an overview of what needed to be understood and 
the planned timetable, the students had a sense of where we were going. It meant that 
they were able to determine their pace to a greater extent. Joanne said: 
It's good that you give us stuff to do and we can do it in our own time. 
In some classes, you have set questions to do, and you have other 
things to do that night, you get behind further and further, so it's good 
in a way that we can work at our own pace, as long as we get things 
done. [Focus group interview, 7.9.98} 
I tried to provide as many opportunities as possible for the students to exercise some 
choice about their learning. This included deciding how much homework they should 
do, the pace at which they needed to work, and even, at times, the timing of 
assessment tasks. When work was set, I would advise what I thought the students 
should do. Sometimes, I suggested that some questions need be attempted only by 
students aiming at VHA or HA results. Other times, I provided some extra exercises 
for anyone who finished earlier and wanted more practice. Review of homework was 
not a feature of every lesson. The students were able to do this themselves, as I 
provided worked solutions for many of the problems. However, not all students did as 
much work as I thought reasonable, or exercised sufficient self-control. Some stated 
that they needed me to set a certain amount of homework to motivate them to do it, 
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although others argued that they should determine the amount themselves. Heather 
said: 
All the teaching strategies are good and should continue. This 
especially goes for the little set homework. A lot of homework can 
make people feel snowed under. And if students do own homework they 
set, they feel more mature and responsible giving a positive attitude. I 
use my class time well so work is finished and doesn't pile up for 
homework. [Journal, Cycle 2} 
This occurred at the end of Cycle 2. I had provided considerable scaffolding during 
the first cycle, as I was aware of how insecure many of the 1997 students had felt. 
Then, it had seemed to many as if they were completely on their own in having to 
make sense of concepts for themselves. I was working with them to help, but they did 
not consciously acknowledge that. I therefore realised the importance of supporting 
the students as changes were made. Thus, in the first cycle of 1998, collaborative 
problem solving was followed up with group presentations of solutions; students were 
asked to have a certain amount of work completed in a certain time; and there was 
considerable focus on rnetacognitive strategies for problem solving. Because the 
students had responded so positively to this, I gave little direction in the second cycle. 
The students were given problems to solve and set of exponential and logarithmic 
rules to use for this, but could work at their own pace and to do this individually or 
collaboratively. I acted as a resource person, but did little reviewing of concepts with 
the whole class. While the more able students did not feel overwhelmed and were able 
to make sense of the concepts for themselves, it eventuated that the less confident 
students had felt concerned about whether they could cope, and the less self-
disciplined students did not do as much work. I learnt that scaffolding was essential, 
and that its reduction needed to be more gradual. 
The classroom environment contributed to the students' positive attitudes. 
Almost all the 1998 students indicated that they liked corning to this class and found 
the work interesting. I attribute this both to the caring aspect of the class, with the 
students keen to support each other, and to their reaction to my interest in them and in 
their learning. However, many also felt stressed. This may have occurred because they 
were aiming for higher goals than they had previously. As we discussed learning 
strategies, most students became aware of their roles as learners and that they needed 
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to take the responsibility for their learning. They were making demands on themselves 
and stated that they were doing more work in class than in previous years. As the 
CLES (Taylor et al., 1997) responses in Table 4.5 indicated, they believed that they 
could question what was happening in class. 
Many students had commented about the difficulty and irrelevance of 
mathematics at the beginning of 1998. By the end of the year, some were able to state 
that while partiCular content might not be relevant, the ways of thinking and 
approaching problems were relevant. Also, most of the students expected to succeed 
with the techniques questions. The applications questions remained difficult for many, 
but they were prepared to use their problem solving strategies to attempt these. 
The students were aware of the importance of being motivated to succeed, 
although some had difficulty in maintaining this. The College Counsellor commented 
after the final evaluation session: 
My initial impression of this particular Year 12 Maths B class is the 
obvious thirst for knowledge of all of the students. This is in contrast to 
most maths classes that I have taught and also observed. The whole 
class became interested in the process of learning maths even though 
some students acknowledged that maths did not play a major role in 
'their career choices. [Notes, Counsellor, 12.10.98} 
4.2 Teacher's Issues 
The previous part has focused on issues affecting the students. I now discuss 
issues related more to me in my role as a teacher seeking to understand and improve 
my practice. The four aspects considered are my understanding of my role as a 
teacher; tensions which developed as I encouraged the students to accept more 
responsibility for their learning, while still trying to ensure that they were working 
and learning; my attitudes as I took on a facilitating rather than expert role; and what I 
learned about the strategies which I used. This section focuses on my self-growth as a 
teacher, and how I felt as I introduced these different strategies. 
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4.2.1 Role of the Teacher 
In this section, I have reflected on my understandings of what being a teacher 
involves, and my hopes and expectations concerning the learning of my students. I 
have used metaphors to show the development in my understanding of the role. 
My initial approach to teaching was to behave as the authority who directed all 
the learning in the classroom. I was the expert who divided concepts into smaller, 
more easily digested pieces, provided set procedures for the students to use, and 
clarified aspects not understood, explaining carefully and patiently what to do, and 
correcting work and re-explaining any problem areas. Lessons were structured to 
commence with short review questions, then correction of homework, then the 
introduction of new work with rules and examples copied into students' rule books, 
and finally the setting of book work to be completed for homework. I believed that if 
the students learnt the rules and practised the questions, they would succeed. If they 
did not, they obviously had not worked sufficiently hard. I held all the following 
commonsense teacher beliefs listed by Cuban (1984, cited in Mayher, 1990, p. 276). 
Knowledge must be transmitted to young people; the role of the school 
is to develop the mind and instill social values; students learn best in 
well-managed, noiseless classrooms where limits are made plain, 
academic rigor is prized, and where rules are equitably enforced by the 
teacher; and the teacher's authority, rooted in institutional legitimacy 
and knowledge, must be paid respectful attention. 
My relationship with the students could have been described usmg the 
metaphor of a shepherd and the sheep. I played a "shepherding" role with the 
students, helping them negotiate the paths, but also picking them up and carrying 
them over difficult terrain. I viewed it as my responsibility to get us where we were 
going, and this required that they follow my instructions. As sheep are generally 
regarded as being rather passive followers, this metaphor implies that I had few 
expectations that the students would work things out without my help, or would 
display initiative, creativity, or deep thought in their learning. While I found it 
draining, I accepted the responsibility of trying to get each individual student to learn 
and understand. 
However, I had never really thought about how one learnt until I came across 
the constructivist model of learning. I realised that I had sought to "pour information 
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into" the students. I now encouraged much more student discussion, emphasised their 
making sense of what they were learning, and contemplated how to play a facilitating 
role rather than be the provider of information. I was concerned with students who 
were able to learn the familiar, routine work, but could not transfer this to unfamiliar 
contexts. They needed to really understand what they were doing, for it to really make 
sense to them. I became aware that they needed to be involved in their learning so that 
they would take· more responsibility for it. My focus was on how to provide an 
environment in which understanding and responsibility were valued and could be 
developed. With this changed approach, I allowed the students more freedom and 
individual responsibility, as long as they still followed the rules and behaved as I 
expected. I viewed my role as determining where we were going, having overall 
charge, and being responsible for all the students. 
I expect [the students} to carry out my instructions, to listen and pay 
attention in class. They then practise this with their homework. They 
should seek help if they need it, and maintain revision techniques to 
help them recall previous work. I expect the students to put in their 
share of the work- doing their set homework, reviewing work that was 
difficult which has since been explained, come to afternoon tutorial 
sessions for extra help. But I expect students to approach me, not for 
me to seek them out and find out what their problems or difficulties are 
- there is no time for this anyway. However, with this approach to 
teaching/learning, the students see me as the source and controller of 
the knowledge. I have it - they don 't. I am inclined to see it this way 
also. [Journal, 20.2.97} 
While I emphasised the students' deep understanding of what they were doing, and 
wanted them to be involved in their learning, they depended on me as the expert. 
Instead of working together and developing their own approaches, they preferred to 
seek help from me to resolve their difficulties. I felt as if I was pushing the students 
from behind, instead of pulling them from the front, or picking them up and carrying 
them. While I was concerned that they were not accepting more responsibility for 
their learning, I still felt that it was my responsibility that they did as well as possible, 
as the following journal entry indicates: 
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There is a sense of responsibility to students and parents. I am known 
as a good maths teacher, and students and parents expect they will do 
well in my class. If maths was a problem before, they expect to be able 
to understand it now. I feel that I have to deliver on this. My reputation 
and self-esteem is tied up with this attitude. The students have chosen 
Maths B. They know it is harder and requires more work than Maths A. 
They have made some sort of commitment to it. Generally, I want them 
to get some sort of pay-off for the extra work - have them succeed in 
part in the harder subject. {Journal, 20.2.97] 
At this stage, I was searching for a metaphor to explain how I could provide 
the strategies and practice, but have the students accept the responsibility for their 
learning. I was concerned about the dependence of some of the students, who seemed 
to think that the teacher should be doing all the work. Teacher as a "coach" has been a 
common metaphor for a facilitating approach. As I reflected on the role of a coach of 
a sport such as tennis, it seemed better to describe the type of practice I wanted: 
The coach does not play the game: the players do that. They are 
responsible for their own performance, and can be corrected and 
shown weaknesses, and ask about problems, but they are the ones who 
then have to internalise this. The coach can play a leadership role, 
giving an overview of the session, providing knowledge of skills 
needed, diagnosing problem areas, and helping the player to deal with 
them. The coach needs to look after all team members. The coach can't 
force her own ideas onto the player, who will do what he wants to. For 
example, when doing drills, the player might appear to be taking part, 
but the coach can 't always tell if a real effort is being made, and needs 
to watch other players as well. When the players actually go on court 
for their match (related to doing exams), the coach hopes that all the 
practice and preparation means they do the right thing automatically. 
The coach certainly cannot intervene and give advice at this stage. The 
job of the coach is to help the players produce their optimal 
performances, and so the coach suggests strategies, has them practice 
these, and develop a suitable motivational attitude. But the coach does 
not play the game. [Journal, March 97] 
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Using this metaphor, I decided that the teacher's responsibilities included planning the 
course: the topics, their order, the time to be spent on them, and the degree of 
expertise required; presenting new concepts and relating these to previous knowledge; 
acting as a resource person; modeling learning; helping the student maintain or 
develop positive attitudes; and empowering students to take control of their own 
learning. The corresponding students' responsibilities included relating new concepts 
to previous knowledge; monitoring their understanding and ensuring its adequacy; 
seeking help appropriately; being willing to apply their knowledge in unfamiliar 
situations; setting their own learning goals; monitoring the effort being made; and 
accepting personal responsibility for learning. 
I sought to act out a teacher role in accordance with this metaphor throughout 
1998. However, while I emphasised the students' making sense of what they were 
doing and encouraged their use of self-regulatory strategies, I realised the importance 
of our learning community and its influence over the outcomes. I was a member of 
this community, not just its director, and the exchanges between the students and me, 
as well as between the students, were important in contributing to the students' 
increasing independence. While my aims were to empower the students and provide 
them with the skills and environment in which they could behave as autonomously as 
they were ready to, I realised that students did not become independent and take 
control over their learning just because of this. They would not become autonomous 
because I thought it was important. 
By the end of 1998, I decided that the metaphor of coach did not make explicit 
the caring, or nurturing, aspect of teaching. I now prefer the alternative metaphor of 
teacher as gardener. The gardener's nurturing of her plants acknowledges the essential 
role of the students in their own learning. The gardener can care for the plants, 
provide the conditions to produce healthy strong plants, but does not grow the plants. 
They grow themselves. Similarly, the teacher can only ever assist the students to do 
the learning and develop their own knowledge. As the gardener provides the 
conditions and care to produce strong healthy plants, the teacher provides the work, 
encourages the students to do their best, and maintains an environment in which the 
students are able to work. The gardener will give more attention to young plants, and 
support the plants as necessary, until they become strong enough not to need this. At 
times, the plant will need extra water and nutrients. Similarly, the teacher will initially 
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provide more scaffolding, and reduce this with time, although not all students will be 
ready for independence. Some need extra help and support. Strong, healthy plants 
should be able to survive in a range of conditions, rather than require specialised 
conditions and daily attention. Students also need to become independent and able to 
exercise control over their learning, rather than depend on the teacher. The gardener 
might need to train the plant over a frame or prune some branches. The teacher will 
also sometimes need to direct the students, or ask them to modify their behaviour. 
When placing plants in the garden, thought should be given to their development and 
they should have sufficient room to cater for their final size. The teacher also needs to 
consider long-term aspects of the students' development: especially through providing 
skills that will help them to learn long after they have finished school. 
I believe that a teacher's role is to help the students learn as well as is possible 
for them at that time. The students are expected to contribute to this through their 
active involvement in their learning. I will help them develop skills and strategies so 
that they can become more independent, and will encourage and acknowledge this 
independence. So that they might value what they are learning, I provide opportunities 
to investigate the content in context, to develop rules and procedures which make 
sense, and to consider the structure of the problems being met. I want them to be 
aware of how they learn best, and learn about the learning strategies they are using 
and consider their effectiveness. 
The discussion has shown that my perception of my role changed from the 
traditional role of teacher as expert, with the responsibility for ensuring that the 
students master the course, to a role that focused on facilitating their learning. 
4.2.2 Tensions Associated with the Changed Role 
Although I believed that it was important that the students play the major role 
in their learning, I sometimes found it difficult not taking on this responsibility 
myself. I needed to reject much almost automatic behaviour. It was more difficult 
when the students resisted the changes (whether overtly or covertly). I wanted to meet 
their stated needs and wishes, but to make the students more independent and allow 
them to grow intellectually and emotionally. I found that there were tensions between 
allowing the students to discover relationships for themselves and providing direction 
to scaffold this; between encouraging them to become autonomous and helping them 
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so that learning would seem effortless; and between having the students take control 
of all aspects of their learning and still feeling personally responsible because of my 
caring role. 
4.2.2.1 How directed should I be? 
The tension between teacher direction and student autonomy changed with 
time. It was a major concern for me during Term 1 of 1997. However, there was some 
improvement later in the year. I was able to use what I learnt so that the students did 
not resist the move to greater autonomy the next year. Yet, I still retained some 
concerns that I was being too directed to implement my goals of the students' 
discovering mathematical concepts and relationships for themselves. 
Tensions between directed and inquiry-oriented learning were particularly 
apparent in 1997. I was trying to change to allow the students to make sense of the 
concepts for themselves. So that the students would construct meaning for themselves 
through exploring problems and developing their own rules and procedures, I set the 
scene for them to work out what to do. Despite this, I was concerned that a lot of my 
teaching was still very directed. Most concepts were introduced on the board, 
sometimes with me working in response to students' ideas. Similarly, most problems 
were reviewed by my working them on the board, sometimes with the students 
directing the process, other times with my asking leading questions, and taking the 
next step in response to their answers. However, many of the class responded 
negatively to the approach and insisted that they would do much better if they were 
taught "properly". The top third ofthe class responded to accepting responsibility for 
their own learning, but the remainder of the students did not seem to make much 
effort to understand, often did not do the set homework, and gave up before they even 
started. These students assumed that I was responsible for their learning. They wanted 
me to give the rules, explain their use, clarify any problems, and tell them what to do 
and when, even tell them what and when to copy from the board. The following 
comment from my journal illustrates my disappointment and frustration: 
Students are telling me I'm going too quickly, that they are 
uncomfortable and want more direction. I'm feeling frustrated at what 
seems a lack of engagement of the students - they're frustrated with me 
for not giving them the methods and steps. This is combined with 
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concern over how little of the course has been covered in the time. A 
number of students want more direction. These students want me to do 
the thinkingfor them. [Journal, 11.2.97} 
What I thought to be good ideas about teaching and learning were not resulting in 
effective learning and students committed to their own learning. About one third of 
the students was dissatisfied with my teaching approach, while I was concerned that 
their learning was no more meaningful. I was pushing them to think for themselves. 
They would have preferred the transmission approach that I was trying so hard not to 
use. 
How would they feel if they knew I'd really just like to give them a list 
of steps to work through for each different type of question? We'd 
catch up, they'd learn it by heart and perhaps be able to do it in the 
exam. There would be no grumbling at me about not being able to do it 
"this new way". We'd all be happy - and there'd be no real learning 
taking place at all! [Journal, 18.3.97} 
There was a general improvement during the year. Both the students and I 
became more flexible. I was more prepared to teach directly if it seemed appropriate, 
and realised that I did not need to make them discover everything themselves. I 
"allowed" myself the freedom to explain more to the students, and realised that if I 
had done this earlier in the year, much of the frustration on the part of both students 
and me would not have occurred. The students also became more aware that they 
were learning more as they understood concepts for themselves. Louise's attitude 
illustrates this. Earlier in the year, she had resisted my approach. She was now able to 
see some advantages in thinking for herself, and realise that she prefe1red the other 
way partly because of its familiarity. 
Good learning for students would be working at things. Being able to 
listen and take note of things. I should keep working at things even if I 
don't understand them. I should stop depending on the teacher for the 
answers or suggestions. There isn't anything which has stopped me 
doing it before. But I understand the older way of teaching because I'm 
used to it. By giving us a chance to work out a question before you tell 
us, we can see whether or not we can effectively reply to an unfamiliar 
sum using prior knowledge. [Journal, 13.5.97} 
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After these experiences, I was very aware of the need to provide sufficient 
scaffolding so that the students felt confident enough to explore, investigate, and take 
risks in their learning. I realised that I was asking them to behave differently from 
their previous mathematics classes, and so I needed to make the changes more slowly 
than I had done in 1997. I found that I provided more direction than I had the previous 
year, while still encouraging them to exercise more control. Watching the first lesson 
that had been videotaped, I became aware of this. 
The students have had years of sitting watching the board, writing 
down what they are told to, and doing the exercises, and later having 
some of these worked for them by the teacher on the board, and then 
copying down that solution. Watching the video, it looks different to 
me. They are being asked to come up with an approach and develop a 
solution. There is a lot less direction, and they want reassurance. Seem 
to want to check if an idea or step is correct before moving on to the 
next step. They have almost been cast adrift after being tied to the 
teacher so closely. [Journal, 19.2.98} 
However, as I watched the videotape, I was concerned that my approach seemed very 
directive: 
I am still leading the students through their solutions. Saw this 
watching my performance with small groups. They would explain what 
they had done, and I would say "what could you do next?", "where 
does that lead you?", or "this doesn't seem to be getting you 
anywhere" or "I wouldn 't bother doing that". Different levels of my 
control, but I am still coming across as the one with the knowledge. 
[Journal, 19.2.98} 
I later decided that this was quite an effective step towards having the students take 
greater control of their learning. They had only been back at school for three weeks. 
The questions that I was asking represented a novel approach to problem solving. I 
was giving them directed practice in answering such questions. I was soon able to 
avoid commenting on the usefulness or correctness of their responses, and they were 
able to find errors or state that an approach did not seem to be helping them solve the 
problem. The problems did become more involved and difficult, and my comment 
about their being fairly straightforward described their difficulty to me rather than to 
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the students. My being the expert did not become a concern, as the students expected 
that they would work out what they were doing and that I would guide them as 
necessary. 
I remained aware of the extent to which I felt that I was directing the students' 
learning, and often reflected on what I could do to enable them to learn more without 
my giving them information. After proposing an algorithm for minimal spanning tree 
questions, I wondered if I should have encouraged the students to develop an 
approach for themselves. I tried to justify it to myself: 
Certainly, not approaching this as problem solving. How much is 
possible, given time constraints and all the interruptions that I know 
are coming up. But I feel guilty when I read about some classrooms, 
and their engaging with the questions. With this cycle, I really haven't 
made much change. Probably only allowing them to take more control, 
by organising their time themselves. But the approach to learning is 
not the ideal of querying, conjecturing, proposing, and defending 
solutions. I'd like that, but don't think it is possible with this class at 
this stage of the year. . . . With this work, I want it to "make sense" to 
them, but do not seem to be using an approach in which they make 
sense of it themselves - it has been chopped up, and given to them in a 
more-easily digestible form. Perhaps that's OK some of the time 
anyway. I am working towards deep understanding, and would like to 
be able to achieve it - but don't think it is possible, so then it becomes a 
case of doing the best possible. [Journal, I 0. 8. 98} 
I was not meeting my own goals of an inquiry-oriented classroom, but had not worked 
out whether I could for this topic. The following day, I wrote the following as I 
reflected on managing a balance between an inquiry-oriented approach and directed 
teaching. 
I have to reason with myself when I stand up there and say this is a 
way of doing something. It would be preferable to let them spend time 
trying a few ways (including a trial and error approach), but feel that 
this is not possible with the amount of time available. Also, I think they 
also sometimes appreciate me directly telling that this is a method and 
this is how it works. It is much harder to always be creative and 
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thoughtful and try out ideas for oneself There does need to be a 
balance . ... At least, they indicate that they value understanding, and 
being responsible for themselves. And also I don't want them spending 
time re-discovering the wheel. Some things are more effectively 
explained as a possible approach. Probably one or two years ago, 
when I would have taught this, I would also have accompanied it with 
a set of steps making up a procedure to follow. Have not done that, 
although they could do make up their own procedure if they wished. 
[Journal, 11.8.98} 
It seemed to me that I was being more directive than I wished to be, although 
that still often appeared to be the most appropriate response from me. 
Bernadette showing Christine how to organise her project network. I 
came in, giving some advice about drawing segments approximately to 
scale. Used Bernadette's work as an example to show what that would 
look like. Also suggested using letters or numbers to represent 
activities instead of writing out the words. So I am making suggestions, 
but not saying "this is what you must do", instead "this makes it 
easier", also referring to how another student did it to exemplify what I 
meant. Perhaps still directive on my part, but also need to share some 
of my knowledge to help. And Christine needs more support than 
someone like Bernadette who could work this out herself [Journal, 
13.8.98} 
The tensions between direction and inquiry were a feature during the first term 
of 1997. These students had not discussed their understanding of learning and how to 
learn effectively. Thus, the new approach represented a major change for which they 
were not prepared. The 1998 students had been prepared. I also provided more 
scaffolding to make the transition easier. These students never objected to the 
teaching approach, so the tensions about how much information and how much 
structure should be provided were internal. I wanted to avoid having the students 
confused and frustrated. I also wanted the students to be involved in significant 
learning that required them to make sense of concepts for themselves. Thus, I had to 
ensure that I was not harming the students by reducing the intellectual challenge in 
my efforts to help them. 
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4.2.2.2 How much help should I give? 
Similarly, I was aware of tensions between trying to enable the students to 
become more autonomous learners, while wanting to help them as much as possible. I 
have discussed this aspect through considering how I responded to the students' 
questions, and the advantages and disadvantages associated with providing worked 
solutions. 
Usually when the students asked questions, I would respond with other 
questions to help guide them towards the answers they wanted, rather giving them the 
answer myself. This enabled them to construct their own understanding. The more 
able students of 1997 and most of the 1998 students understood the purpose of this. 
Katie stated: 
I feel you have been trying to teach us to teach ourselves. When we ask 
questions, you answer with questions so as not to give away the 
answer. You are trying to teach us to answer ourselves. [Journal, 
20.5.97} 
Heather commented that she considered it preferable having to do the thinking herself. 
Only when completely stuck the teacher will work through the problem 
with you. Not answering but the teacher asks the questions e.g. "What 
are you going?" "What are you trying to find?" This is great. It makes 
us think, find the answer for ourselves and therefore understand it 
better (underlined in original). [Journal, Cycle 1} 
During the pilot study, I had found it difficult not giving answers to students who 
were "stuck". These students had been quick to express their annoyance at not getting 
the answer, and had not been as concerned about understanding what they could do 
and why. However, the next year, I decided that it was reasonable sometimes to give 
answers to the students' questions. 
While I am trying to make them come up with answers to questions 
themselves, at this stage [just before exam} I am quite willing to 
explain things - to tell them how, rather than them telling me how. I 
don't want them feeling frustrated as we lead up to the exam. This 
relates to their expectations about what the role of the teacher is - and 
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I think they still think the teacher needs to tell them what to do. 
[Journal, 2.4.98} 
Towards the end of the study, I asked the focus group how they felt about not getting 
direct answers to their questions: 
Lyn: Do you get frustrated when I answer your questions with other 
questions? 
Simon, Christine: Yes. 
Joanne: I don 't. 
Bernadette: I think it's good for me ... in the long run. 
Joanne: It makes you think and understand. 
Christine: Probably conditioning too, expecting to be given the 
answers. 
Bernadette: That's going back to understanding. If you just told us, 
we'd have less chance of understanding why. [Focus group interview, 
7.9.98} 
These students could see the value in finding their own answers to questions, rather 
than just being given them. They realised that it was an approach to help them 
develop their understanding. 
The second aspect of helping concerned my providing worked solutions for 
many of the problems that the students worked. This involved considerable time in 
preparing the material. However, there was then less demand on me during lessons 
because the students could refer to the solutions. The students were strongly in favour 
of the solution sheets, as the following comments from the first evaluation session 
indicate: 
Having answers on solution sheets gives enough time to look for 
oneself to see how it is done. 
Sit back and just see how it is done instead of having to be copying it 
all down. 
Can do own corrections. 
Did not have enough of this before. [Evaluation, Cycle I} 
I found that the solutions allowed the students to focus on the explanation given on 
the board without the distraction of needing to copy it. The solutions also allowed 
them to monitor their own work, to compare their approaches with mine, and be able 
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to focus on the processes used to solve the problem, instead of just checking whether 
the final answer was correct. Heather wrote: 
Although you supplied the answers it was our responsibility to answer 
the questions then check and see where we were right/wrong. Asking 
us questions like "What are you doing?" "What are you trying to 
find?" helped us to not rely on answers and therefore become more 
independent of you. [Journal, Cycle I] 
However, as some of the students said, it was very easy to give up and refer to the 
solutions without really trying to make sense of some questions. I sought to have the 
students accept the responsibility for this by asking them to decide when it would be 
most appropriate to collect the solution sheet, and to ensure that they worked through 
the question before consulting the solution sheet. Because I would have liked the 
students to be able to evaluate their work so that they could decide whether they had a 
reasonable answer, I suggested not providing answers. I received a very definite 
negative response from the whole class. When I used a worksheet without answers, 
the students were uncomfortable. I compromised by getting them to work through 
their solutions on the board. As a class, they decided whether the solution was correct. 
This was a fairly safe situation, as I was there watching, and they knew that I would 
not allow them to think something was correct if it was not. I also provided practice 
tests with worked solutions for the students to refer to when they finished the test. I 
wanted them to be able to work at their own rate and not need to wait until I was 
ready to confirm whether their approaches were reasonable. The practice tests helped 
them focus on the aspects of the course to be examined, and increased their 
confidence when they got the actual test because it had the same format. However, 
especially in 1997, some students depended almost completely on these. They made 
little attempt to understand the reasoning of the worked solutions, instead wanting to 
learn the solutions. Similarly, these students almost learnt the practice test by heart, 
and then became distressed when the actual test was different. The 1998 students did 
use the solutions and practice tests to check their work, and to test their 
understanding, to a greater extent. I wrote: 
Some are having a first attempt at a problem, and then referring to my 
solution. At least, they are querying my approach, comparing it with 
what they have done, trying to work out why I have done a certain 
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thing, or what I did to move from one line to the next. It certainly does 
not seem like mindless using of the solutions. . .. I don't feel too bad 
about their using them - they are still working fairly independently, 
checking with me if they can't follow the reasoning, but very concerned 
with the reasoning, the "why" of particular steps, and also some 
particular techniques, the "how" of that step. They are reviewing what 
they don't know or can't do, and working out how to overcome that. 
Again, some tension for me - providing these solutions (which the 
students really like to have and use) versus determining the validity of 
an approach by the correctness of the mathematics being used .... But 
I don't know that they are using the solutions too much as a "crutch" to 
lean on, they are using them as a method of overcoming their 
difficulties. [Journal, 28. 7.98} 
The students themselves thought that they were involved in their own learning. 
In some early interviews, they indicated that they accepted the importance of their 
active participation, and did not wish to be able to play a passive role in which I 
would do all the thinking and give them little bits of easily-digested information. 
They all seemed to be happy with what is happening in maths, with 
holi' the teaching and learning is going - if there are problems with the 
learning, they are attributing this to their approach - lack of effort, an 
awareness of what they should be doing but are not- not to a deficit on 
my part. Certainly not a sense that I have abdicated my role in 
teaching by making them work it out themselves - they seem to feel very 
strongly that they must be the ones to do it themselves - that they are 
the ones who must do the learning. [Journal, March 98} 
They also did not indicate that they thought that I should have provided more help. 
Joanne commented: 
I think it is definitely more positive than it was last year because the 
teacher gets more involved in the way, in the way you are teaching us. 
You 'llleave us alone to work it out ourselves, but if we don't know how 
to work it out ourselves, we go and ask other people so that helps them 
as well as helping [ourselves]. I think that's definitely better. [Focus 
group interview, 2 7. 7. 98} 
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Thus, the tensions again were mine, rather than the students'. 
4.2.2.3 Whose fault is it if they don't do enough? 
The third aspect considered is the conflict between my sense of being 
responsible for the students' learning and my aims to have them accept much of this 
responsibility. Although I wanted the students to take greater responsibility for all 
aspects of their learning and exercise more control over it, I found that it was difficult 
to let go of what I had accepted as my responsibilities. 
It often seemed there was not enough time for all that I wanted to occur in 
class, and so I was concerned whenever classes were missed. I became aware of 
tensions about responsibility on an occasion when a number of the students visited 
Brisbane for a university Open Day. Although this was not an excursion sanctioned 
by the College, quite a number of the students decided to attend. My initial reactions 
were anger and disappointment. There were many Open Days on weekends, and I did 
not think that the students could afford to miss class time, as it was very close to the 
Semester 3 examinations. There had been so many disruptions and missed lessons 
during this term. However, as I reflected on my reactions, I decided that the students' 
missing class was not my problem. 
I want to try to develop their understanding, and get upset at every 
interrupted or missed lesson. They seem to have a much more cavalier 
attitude to classes than I have. With all my emphasis on their 
responsibility and taking control of their own learning, I still cannot let 
go. I am better than I used to be, and can remind myself that it is their 
decision, and accepting decisions that I think are not in their best 
interest, is part of their being autonomous. I want them to do well. I 
still believe that attending class is a way of doing well. More than that, 
I was cross because it seems that I worry more about their learning in 
maths than they are worrying. In previous years, I used to describe my 
ser.se of trying to pull a large rock up a hill, in trying to have the 
students succeed. I've moved from that - somewhat. But my handing 
control to them has two parts - their accepting their responsibilities, 
and my letting go. Perhaps some like Judith and Ellen have decided 
that they are quite in control of their learning in maths and that they 
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can afford to miss a lesson - and really I have to agree, I know that 
they put in a lot of work at home, and don't give up until they are 
convinced that they really understand a concept and how to make it 
work. But what about Clarissa and Andrew and Paul - they don't have 
the same degree of self-discipline, but then whose problem is that? It 
shouldn't be mine. They made the decision. [Journal, 5.6.98} 
I found that I needed consciously to understand that the students had made 
their decision, and that I was not responsible for it. Because of this, when I was later 
becoming frustrated with the amount of time being missed, I decided to share the 
problem with the students. I realised that I was the one who was most concerned 
about the lost time, but that it was as much their problem as mine. After all, they did 
have detailed plans of what needed to be covered in the time period, and they could 
have been doing extra work to compensate for missed time, although not many were. I 
asked the students how they thought we, as a class, should respond to this problem. 
They proposed that we cover all the work more quickly that we would otherwise, and 
then use the time at the end to review it to greater depth. We did this. Although this 
was a very small thing, as I could have made the same proposal, I felt a sense of 
freedom in involving the students in the decision making. 
While I was trying to have the students accept more responsibility for learning, 
I became very concerned when the test results for Cycle 4 were disappointing and felt 
that I was at fault. During this cycle, I provided the problems, but the students 
determined the pace at which they worked and how many problems they actually 
completed. I was available to help groups and individuals, but did almost no direct 
teaching. The topic was familiar from the beginning of the year but involved more 
difficult concepts. About half the students produced very disappointing work in an 
Applications Test on the work. I reflected on whether I had behaved appropriately in 
allowing the students this degree of freedom. 
Perhaps it is because I have taken such a back seat as the teacher, that 
I feel that I should have had more input into what they are doing. The 
tension between what I believe to be effective teaching with my old 
approach of clarifying, reviewing, explaining using many different 
ways, in fact doing the "thinking" work for the students! The results of 
the test were rather disappointing. ... Wonder if I gave them too much 
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freedom. Would some of them have done better if I had worked through 
some of the solutions on the board? How do I decide how much input I 
need to give - want them to be independent, and work through things 
for themselves, but they need to realise what I think are the important 
concepts, and types of questions, and see how to approach them. 
Expect there might be some negatives, as the marks were quite 
disappointing. Will they see that as the result of my not being more 
directive? Expect that some will- and I am not completely convinced 
that is not the case either! What about those who generally are very 
positive about the approach - where will they lay the blame, or will 
they see it as a case of blaming someone or something? [Journal, 
3.8.98} 
The evaluation session for this cycle was used to discuss why so many students had 
not done as well as previously. I asked for the students' reactions to the teaching 
approach. 
Lyn: I was disappointed with the class result, so my reaction was: 
Should I have done this differently? 
Christine: I didn't do enough. 
Lyn: You don't think that I should have been standing over you and 
growling at you? 
Class (most voices): You shouldn't have to. 
Ellen: I think by this stage we should be at the point where we can 
manage our own learning. After all, most of us want to go to uni. We'll 
be in trouble if we can't learn for ourselves because we won't have 
people standing over us. 
Judith: But it wasn't new work. There was stuff that kept coming back. 
[Evaluation, Cycle 4} 
Most students felt that they had not been ready for the amount of responsibility that I 
had given them and had not made enough effort. 
Rosanne: I haven't worked as much because it's taken time to settle 
into the term. 
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Bernadette: I found it hard to learn, as you had to work it out yourself 
Because everyone in class had problems and they all needed you. 
[Evaluation, Cycle 4] 
I asked what could have been done differently. While there were initially some 
suggestions for my approach, Judith and Ellen argued that they could have worked 
things out by themselves, while the others still would have preferred more input from 
me. 
Bernadette: Maybe more time - you know with the much harder 
questions, you needed more time to understand it. 
Ellen: And perhaps some worked on the board, so everyone could see 
what you needed to do - so they could understand it. To understand the 
processes. You know, if they could see it happening. 
Judith: But on the other hand, I enjoy stuff better if I learn it myself 
Christine: But there was no pulling it together. 
Ellen: Perhaps everyone should start it themselves. Then give a bit of 
help to get them going again and then they can do it for themselves. 
Judith: Sometimes not knowing a procedure can be good too. Because 
then you just try something. You go, like how on earth will I do this, 
and if it's right, you go Aah! [Evaluation, Cycle 4] 
This evaluation session was very productive. I learnt that some students had needed 
more support than I had given, so it reminded me that I needed to be aware of what 
was happening in the class and how the students were responding. The students 
became more aware that their efforts determined their outcomes. They did not seek to 
make me responsible for their disappointing results. 
While I wanted the students to take greater control, I still often felt concerned 
about how much they were actually learning when I gave them the freedom to decide 
what they should be doing during the lesson and the pace they wished to work at. I 
thought that some might be doing very little. I reflected: 
I need to remind myself of all the lessons when I have performed on the 
board, and students have obviously not been listening, or else have 
been writing down every single term but not thinking about it at all and 
do not return to that later to understand what was done. But all the 
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years of following a certain approach do result in a certain uneasiness 
as to whether I am serving them as well as I can possibly can. 
When I read about how students must do the work and thinking 
themselves, it is so obvious that there is no question about alternatives. 
But when actually implementing this, and particularly when the lessons 
are fairly undirected doubts can occur. And yet, the feedback that I'm 
receiving from the students is so positive about this approach (the 
general approach). [Journal, 21. 7.98} 
At those times, I needed to remind myself that they must work out for themselves 
what they are doing, they must understand it for themselves. It was their responsibility 
to decide if they were doing enough work and whether they needed help. 
4.2.2.4 Summary 
During this study, through my reflection on practice, I became more aware of 
the tension between doing what I believed to be good practice and what had 
previously resulted in quite good results. The tensions arose from seeking to empower 
the students to take control over their learning through discovering concepts for 
themselves, participating actively in their learning, and accepting the responsibility 
for how much effort was made. At the same time, I wanted to make their learning as 
effortless as possible and help them to ensure that they knew what they were doing. I 
found that I needed to be consciously aware that I was not contributing to their self-
growth by accepting the responsibility for their learning. However, these tensions 
were concerns of mine only: they were not issues for the students. I now believe such 
tension to be an essential feature of improving practice when this results in reflecting 
on one's motivations and the effects of one's behaviours, and the use of this to 
consider alternatives. 
4.2.3 My Attitudes 
The students' attitudes towards the changed approach were discussed in 4.1.3. 
I now focus on my attitudes. In particular, I consider the extent to which I felt 
empowered as I sought to implement this different way of teaching and working with 
the students. This is discussed using Smith's (1993) indicators of empowerment: self-
growth, including changes in self-knowledge, self-esteem, confidence, and the 
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development of specific skills; and consciousness of commonsense understandings of 
teaching and learning, and social transformation through the collective action of the 
students and me. I also discuss my sense that I was acting out my values in my 
teaching. The previous section focused on the tensions associated with the change. 
This section discusses the more positive outcomes. 
While I felt positively about what occurred with the 1998 class, this was not so 
the previous year. Then, I found trying to teach this way hard work. There was 
considerable time spent in preparation: compiling worksheets, devising prompt 
questions for reflection, and responding to the journals. It was also hard work in the 
classroom, as it seemed that I was in conflict with so many of the students. While I 
believed that it was the best thing that I could do for the students, most of them would 
have preferred me to revert to my "old" approach to teaching, with me telling them 
what they should be doing and then ensuring that they did it. I found that I needed to 
justify my approach to many of these students, and reassure them that it would not 
disadvantage them. I also had to remind myself that I was doing this to enhance their 
learning, and that it was worthwhile persisting. While this class developed more 
positive attitudes later in the year, I never felt completely in control of what I was 
doing. Comparing my attitudes with the above indicators of empowerment, I felt that 
my knowledge of the class and myself increased. However, my self-esteem was 
somewhat battered. I was unused to having students query the validity of my teaching 
approach and argue that it would be better if I behaved differently. Thus, I was not as 
confident that I was teaching as well as I should. The whole class and I did not reach a 
shared understanding of what contributed to worthwhile learning, and there was no 
sense that we were working together as a community. As I have stated, these students 
were not involved in any joint decision making about their learning, nor provided with 
a forum to discuss their concerns. I was trying to behave in a way that reflected my 
values and beliefs about education, but there were times when I wondered if I was 
correct in what I thought were appropriate teaching approaches. 
It was quite different the following year. By then, I had been using the new 
approach for a year, and so was more familiar with what I was trying to do. I felt more 
relaxed and was prepared to be more flexible and respond to the students' wishes 
more than I had the previous year. But the big difference was the attitude of the 
students. They also believed that this approach was enhancing their learning. Despite 
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sometimes thinking that some students were not doing enough work or were not as 
focused in class as I wished, it was a very positive experience being their teacher. 
They were able to say what they found to help, and there was a real sense that we 
were working, as the whole class, towards better learning. While I still was inclined to 
accept responsibility for their not working as hard as they should have, they accepted 
that this was their problem. There were many lessons when I was able to enter the 
classroom and say very little, or nothing at all, to the whole class, because they had 
their work to do, and they were doing this. This was a very big change for me. There 
were lessons that reached my expectations for how a community should be able to 
work to learn effectively. I wrote the following about one ofthese: 
It was just a tutorial session. No formal input from me at all, even as to 
what I wanted them doing during the lesson. Almost everyone was 
working on their assignment, and wanted to consult with me about 
what they were doing - and whether they were on the right track. A 
productive lesson. This really is me working as a facilitator. They were 
controlling their own work, and consulting with me concerning their 
strategies. [Journal, 3.6.98} 
The following vignette is included to show how I was able to work with small 
groups of students as a "sounding board", so that they could work things out for 
themselves in a safe and supportive environment. Andrea and Diana were trying to 
find an Eulerian circuit. They were conscientious students, although they were not 
very confident about their mathematical ability. 
Andrea: This is dumb. I thought you could only go to each vertex once. 
Lyn: What type of circuit are you looking for? 
Andrea: Eulerian. 
Lyn: If you're finding an Eulerian circuit, what are you doing? 
Diana: First you're counting how many lines are coming up to a point. 
Lyn: OK, so you're checking to see if it's Eulerian. How are you doing 
it? 
Andrea: Well, all the vertices have to be even. 
Lyn: Are they all? 
Andrea & Diana: Yeah. 
Lyn: So now you've got to find a way to get there? 
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Andrea & Diana: Urn. (Agreeing) 
Lyn: !fit's Eulerian, you're visiting every edge, but only once. 
Andrea: Oh, every edge once, not every vertex once. 
Andrea: OK, we were just doing it the wrong way round. 
They had been finding a Hamiltonian circuit, which involved visiting 
every vertex once, rather than an Eulerian circuit, for which they 
needed to visit every edge. 
Diana: So every edge exactly one. And we have to return to the start. 
Lyn: You've got it written down, haven't you? 
I read from their maths pads: "Euler includes every edge exactly once 
and return to the start." 
They then worked through the question. 
Lyn: Well, how would you find a Hamiltonian circuit on that graph? 
Andrea: Well, you'd have to go to every vertex once. 
Diana: We did this. 
Andrea: (Going through circuit) A - B - C - That way? Oh I can't 
remember how we did it. Now I don't know. 
Diana: Because if you go ... (both working through it). But no, you'll 
be touching A again. You'll be touching A two times. (Pause) Will you? 
(to me. Nod from me) You can only touch a vertex once. Oh I don't 
know! You're good at this stuff(to Andrea) 
Both continued looking at the network. 
Diana: Oh (frustrated) 
Andrea: I know I did it before. 
I remained standing behind them watching them struggle with this. 
Diana: A- B-
Andrea: And you can't go back to A. 
Diana: A - B - C - D - A. 
Lyn: So that's your Hamiltonian circuit. How about the Eulerian one 
with this graph? 
Andrea: OK, so with Euler, we need to go to every edge once. OK, and 
we can cross a vertex more than once? 
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Lyn: Yes. 
Andrea drew the graph. 
They compared the answer with what they'd done. I wanted to ensure 
that they could read the solutions provided, and also realise how they 
would be expected to present their solution in the exam. Together we 
went through the vertices listed in the answer, comparing them with 
their circuit. 
Lyn: Is that right? 
Diana and Andrea: No. 
They then very carefully matched the solution with what they had done 
to find the error. 
Lyn: Is that a repeated edge? What should it have been? 
Andrea: It should have been -there. Is that it? 
Lyn: So instead of FD, it should have been .. 
Andrea: FCD. 
Lyn: So I've left out a letter. (The solutions were ones that I had 
worked, so it was an error of mine that they had found.) 
Andrea: Oh ho, we've found a mistake. 
Diana: Everyone else usually finds mistakes, except us. [Video tape, 
13.8.98} 
Andrea and Diana were able to state the conditions for each type of circuit. However, 
it turned out that when applying these rules, they were using them the wrong way 
around, even though they had written them dovvn correctly. Because I could spend 
time with them, they were able to discover that this had occurred. Otherwise, they 
might have continued with the misconception, and wondered why they always got 
those questions incorrect. They had completed some of the questions, but when 
revisiting these with me, they could not remember how they had done them, and so in 
effect were starting again. They realised that I was not going to give them the 
solution, so they would have to work it out themselves, yet they had the support of 
knowing that I would intervene if they were making an error. I also wanted to make 
sure that they could correct their solutions, as learning to read the answers can be a 
skill in itself. Finding an error was very satisfying for them. It showed that I could 
also make mistakes, but that their understanding was sufficient to work out what was 
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wrong and what it should have been. Interludes like this were very satisfying for me. I 
could see the students developing understanding. While I was providing some 
guidance, they were doing this themselves. 
Through such incidents, I was learning more about my students and how they 
were thinking. The changed approach allowed me to become more knowledgeable 
about the class. I was also becoming more knowledgeable about myself. As I was 
writing up notes· on every lesson, I was relating how different events affected me: 
whether I felt concerned that I should have done more, wondered whether a different 
approach might have been more effective, or whether I felt pleased about some 
critical incident or student response. There were also times when I reflected more 
generally on my practice, including my values and expectations. An awareness of the 
tensions discussed in the previous section arose from these reflections. With this 
greater self-knowledge, I did not feel that I was merely reacting to events. Instead, it 
seemed that I was taking greater control of my personal practice. 
The second indicator of empowerment considered is self-esteem. In past years, 
my self-esteem had been closely related to my running a tightly structured course and 
providing knowledge so that the students thought that they learnt well because they 
had a "good" teacher. The students' reactions in 1997 lowered my self-esteem. 
Fortunately, the 1998 students believed that the teaching and learning approach was 
enhancing their learning. This was indicated by their attitudes in class, the feedback 
provided in evaluations and journals, and their results. The result was to raise my self-
esteem, so that I was able to think that I was using an appropriate way of teaching. 
Similarly, my confidence increased in 1998. I believed that I was becoming 
more skilled in facilitating rather than directing learning. The students had 
commented about finding mathematics class a relaxed and enjoyable place to be. I did 
as well. There was not the same sense that I had to be "pouring the information into 
the student" or that I was rushing about to solve every student's problem. I was not as 
responsible for ensuring that all students received their fair share of individual 
instruction: dealing with one, while conscious of needing to keep moving to deal with 
the next student. The students were not asking me as soon as they were not sure what 
to do. They were taking more time to think about an answer for themselves, and then 
referring to other students if necessary. I was able to spend time with groups of 
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students, listening to their explanations of what they were thinking and being able to 
explore possibilities with them. This was much less stressful. I wrote: 
I'm finding that I do not feel as rushed, as if I have to get around to 
every student to answer every little question of theirs as much as I did 
last year. This group is behaving in a more independent way, much 
more inclined to ask the others at their table. They are very happy to 
talk to me; and want to see me sometimes, but I am able to spend time 
with one or two students and have them go through their whole 
problem, not just start them and then rush on because there are so 
many students wanting to see me. This is a lot less intensive and 
stressful for me, it means that we can discuss a difficulty or 
misunderstanding much more completely (and so may need to see less 
of me in future), and they obviously don't feel that they cannot continue 
until I answer that question. [Journal, March, 98} 
In my role of facilitator, I did not get to "perform" in front of the class much. 
Previously, I would solve problems on the board and the students would think how 
clever I was: now they were doing it themselves. Similarly, I found that, as the year 
progressed, I was better able to overcome teacher "lust": the desire to tell the answers 
and give the solution approach. By abdicating the expert role, I became more 
vulnerable. It was a risk asking the students what worked or did not. I had emphasised 
the importance of their opinions. If they stated that some strategy that I believed to be 
so good was not working for them, I was obliged to do something about that. This 
also became less a concern as the year progressed, but it was a worry at the beginning 
of the year. I was used to being the one in control, and there was a sense of 
disequilibrium as I moved from the expert role. However, I did not feel devalued or 
disempowered by taking on this different role. This could be attributed to the students 
being so supportive of me and the approach. 
During 1998, I become more aware that very effective learning could occur 
with little obvious teaching on my part. Unlike the previous year, I could see that the 
changed approach could work. Seeing it happen was very different from just reading 
about it, and thinking that it made sense. The students and I were able to share goals 
of developing deep understanding and skills in learning. We were able to discuss 
learning strategies and evaluate their effectiveness. There was the sense that we were 
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working together to improve learning. The class was able to operate differently 
because of the focus on their being responsible for their learning. They responded 
well to the concept of teacher as a resource, rather than as expert providing all the 
information that they were to learn. The relationship between the students and me 
became more democratic. We had a common goal, shared responsibility, and 
opportunities to discuss and reflect on what was happening. There was a sense that we 
were in control of what was happening. There was more time spent on individual 
problems, with fewer problems completed than in previous years, but these dealt with 
in greater depth. I was still somewhat concerned at the slower pace at which we were 
working as I needed to meet the external demands of course coverage and assessment 
showing this. However, by the end of the year, I was somewhat surprised that we had 
managed to cover the course, and had done about as much as in previous years. I thus 
realised that I was not as constrained by time and syllabus demands as I had 
previously believed. 
The final aspect considered is the extent to which I felt that my practice 
incorporated my values. It did become possible for the students to work together as a 
community. I often felt that I was a member of that community, working with the 
students, rather than the one directing them. In whole class discussions, I was able to 
stand back and allow the students justify and refute each other's work. This took some 
time for both the students and me to become used to. While I found this a very 
satisfying approach for myself, the students were often more inclined to agree with 
each other, rather than challenge what had been done. However, I found that the 
students mostly did participate actively in making sense of what they were doing 
themselves. I was pleased when this occurred, and did not feel ineffectual or 
unnecessary. When I reviewed the videotapes of lessons, I reflected that these showed 
that I was actually listening to the person speaking and showing genuine interest. I 
was not just waiting for the student to give the answer that I wanted. Heather 
commented that I was interested in all the students and their learning: 
Teaching strategies I've jou:1d different are the more concerned 
approach, i.e. communication between the student and teacher to 
enhance understanding of task. The teacher interacts with all the 
students, not just the very smart or not so smart. This has contributed 
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to better learning because if the student is not coping, the student is not 
neglected but consistently helped until understood. [Journal, Cycle 2} 
In conclusion, I did feel empowered as a teacher. I was doing what I believed 
would contribute to effective learning, and it seemed to be working. I was more aware 
of what I was doing and how I felt it had worked, or what problems had arisen, or 
what successes had occurred. I felt that I was behaving as a reflective practitioner: not 
teaching at the instrumental level. The responsibility for the students' learning was 
shared with them. This was quite liberating for me as the teacher. The students had 
commented that they know that they were going to learn something when they came 
to this class. I also expected this to happen. This made it a pleasure to come to class. 
4.2.4 Summary 
In this section, I have focused on the aspects of the story most affecting me as 
the teacher of the class. I have considered three themes associated with being a 
teacher seeking to enhance practice. Initially, I have described my reflections on the 
role of a teacher. This relied heavily on the use of metaphor to trace a development 
from an authoritarian expert stance to a more facilitating approach. The second theme 
developed was that of the tensions that I found as I sought to encourage the students 
to become more autonomous. I cared for the students and wanted them to find 
learning mathematics an enjoyable and wmthwhile experience. I therefore had to 
weigh the amount of direction I gave against allowing them (and encouraging them) 
to discover relationships and make sense of concepts for themselves, and so become 
more independent learners. I wanted them to be more autonomous, yet also wanted to 
help them and make their learning as effortless as possible. Moreover, while I 
believed that learning was their responsibility, it was hard "letting go" and not feeling 
responsible for what they were doing. Reflection on these tensions made me more 
aware of my practice. The third theme concerned my attitudes as I implemented the 
changed approach, as the story is about the empowerment of both the students and me 
as the teacher. I found that with time it became easier to act in ways that better 
reflected my beliefs about learning. After some disequilibrium through abandoning 
my expert role, I eventually found it quite liberating and very satisfying becoming a 
facilitator of learning. 
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4.3 Research Issues 
This section focuses on issues associated with two aspects of the research. 
The first aspect is the benefits of teacher-researcher action research compared 
to traditional research. Three main differences are apparent: the research was carried 
out by a teacher-researcher rather than an outside researcher; the research involved 
many cycles rather than a "one-off' intervention or collection of data; and the 
research involved change, reflection on this change, which led to further change with 
the aim of both understanding and improvement, rather than seeking knowledge to be 
later incorporated into practice. I discuss why action research was suitable for me in 
my dual role of teacher and researcher, how the recursion contributed to the study, 
and finally, who benefited from the research. 
The second aspect is my reflection on the study as an action research study. I 
con~ider the extent to which it was participatory, collaborative, emancipatory, and 
critical. 
4.3.1 Benefits of Action Research 
4.3.}. I Teacher-Researcher 
Because this study involved researching ways to enhance learning in my 
classroom, I had to take on the dual roles of teacher and researcher. This combination 
of roles is supported by Elliot's ( 1991) statement that teaching should be viewed as a 
form of educational research, and educational research as a form of teaching, and 
McKernan's (1992) that research should be the basis of teaching. I found many 
advantages associated with being both teacher and researcher: this was my research 
into my practice; I had more autonomy than if I had been working under the direction 
of outsider researchers; I was able to take advantage of my insider position; and I 
found that I could manage the dual roles. 
The research was designed in response to my concerns about how my students 
were learning in my classes. I identified these concerns based on my previous 
experiences and my reading of the literature. From this, I posed the questions and 
implemented my solutions. While I was autonomous in this, I was not alone. There 
were conferences with my supervisors in which the study was discussed and strategies 
were suggested. The process associated with the confirmation of the research proposal 
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allowed input from and raised the questions of a wider group of researchers. But I was 
still the one who had the knowledge developed from teaching senior mathematics 
over many years. I also sought to involve the students in determining their particular 
concerns and in contributing strategies to improve learning. This gave them a sense of 
commitment to the approach and of ownership of the strategies and outcomes. 
However, I had already decided on my main focus and then incorporated their ideas 
into this. The interpretations of the outcomes have also been mine. They have been 
shared to some extent with the students as part of the evaluation and planning for the 
next cycle. I also discussed my interpretations with the College Counsellor and the 
Learning Support Teacher as a way of checking whether these seemed reasonable 
given their knowledge of the situation. Interpretations were also discussed with my 
supervisor. My supervisor would not suggest that the outcomes indicated some 
particular conclusion. Instead he would ask me what they meant to me, and when I 
proposed an interpretation, he would then ask what evidence there was to support this. 
So, while I have had the support and involvement of others, I have been able to act as 
an autonomous researcher. 
Action research allowed "learning about real, material, concrete, particular 
practices of particular people in particular places" (Kemmis & Wilkinson, 1998, p. 
24). I was able to focus on the particular Year 12 Mathematics B classes of 1997 and 
1998. I could take into account the different personalities of the students and the 
features of St Hildegard's College. For example, I tailored the content and learning 
approach of Cycle 3 to allow for students missing lessons because of the College 
musical. It was possible to be flexible and make changes if some strategy did not 
appear to be effective. The response of the 1997 class during their first term led to a 
number of changes in my approach with the 1998 class. Each evaluation session gave 
that class the opportunity to tell me what was effective for them and what they would 
prefer to be different. For example, I provided much more scaffolding in Cycle 3 than 
I had originally planned because the students stated that they had needed more input 
and di1ection from me. Later in the year, I reduced the amount of reflective journal 
writing at the end of the lesson because of the number of students who were indicating 
that they did not wish to do this. 
I became more aware of my practice as I sought to teach in the ways 
advocated by research. By reflecting on what occurred and then documenting this, I 
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was constructing knowledge that was directly useful to me. This approach overcomes 
many of the concerns about the gap between theory and practice: teachers who view 
research findings with considerable scepticism, believing that they are not applicable 
to classes of students; and researchers who believe that teachers are unwilling to make 
use of research findings to reform their teaching. On one occasion, I explained to the 
students how I was trying to implement research findings in their class. I gave each 
student a copy of an extract from Making sense: Teaching and learning mathematics 
with understanding (Hiebert et al., 1997). The extract emphasised the importance of 
understanding, of connecting new ideas with previous knowledge, of reflection and 
communication, and of developing one's own procedures. The students found it 
interesting relating the research to their situation. Judith wrote: 
The article is a learner's dream. It describes a perfect environment for 
learning and the teacher's place perfectly . ... It was cool to see how 
the things in the article really were being applied to us. [Journal, 
Cycle 4} 
However, the students did not always respond positively toward some of the 
approaches advocated in the literature. In the second cycle, I had used an inquiry-
oriented approach with the topic Exponential and Logarithmic functions. The students 
were~given a list of the basic rules, and asked to apply these rules to solve problems. 
When we evaluated this cycle, Rosanne said that it was a reasonable teaching/learning 
approach for students who liked problem solving, but she did not. She would have 
preferred me to have explicitly given definitions and rules and worked through 
examples showing how they were used. About half the class agreed with her. For 
them, the challenge of making sense of the work for themselves was outweighed by 
the desire for the security of having it explained first. 
I was able to take advantage of my insider position. I had considerable 
experience with the subject, the setting, the students, and strategies which had 
previously proved effective. My principal was supportive of what I was seeking to do. 
As the team member with special responsibility for curriculum and pedagogy, I did 
not have to convince the College Administration Team that my planned changes in 
teaching and learning approach would advantage the students. Because of my 
longevity in the school and my prior reputation, the parents were supportive and 
assumed that my approach would result in the best results for their child. Although 
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invited to discuss any concerns with me, no parent expressed any anxieties, although 
some did see me throughout the year to state how pleased they were with their child's 
work in mathematics. The situation would have been very different had I been new to 
the school. Then my actions would be viewed much more critically by the parents and 
students. I had also developed positive relationships with most of the students over 
their previous four years at St Hildegard's College. In 1998, the dominant students in 
the class were enthusiastic about the approach. This seemed to convince most of the 
others of its value. The students' comments indicated that they believed this approach 
did enhance their learning. 
The research methodology allowed me to integrate my teaching and my 
research. As McKernan (1992) stated, "research is not something separate from 
teaching: it is a fundamental principle of procedure embedded in our concept of 
teaching" (p. 35). Much of what I did for research purposes, I would have done in any 
case for teaching purposes. I still would have implemented the different teaching 
strategies, discussed concerns and learning strategies with the students, evaluated the 
effectiveness of learning, and used journal writing to encourage reflection on learning. 
I was writing fieldnotes on each lesson because I was researching those lessons, but 
this also was part of improving practice through becoming more reflective about it. 
The action research cycles were tailored to fit the school year and the course. The 
interviews with the students were about the only activity undertaken for a research 
rather than teaching purpose. This made this a very manageable approach, enabling 
me to continue with a full teaching load while carrying out the research. 
There are a number of issues associated with undertaking the dual roles of 
teacher and researcher. The research enabled me to become a more reflective 
practitioner. As Price and Ball (1997, p. 650) stated, to change my instruction, I 
needed to understand and be committed to my new goals; to look closely at my 
students' thinking; and to explore ways to respond to their ideas. The research study 
provided the "time, ideas and images". The goal of the Doctor of Education degree 
provided the motivation to keep searching the literature for relevant information, to 
keep trying different strategies, to reflect on their value, to record fieldnotes and my 
reflections, and to try to make sense of what was happening. As I did not have 
colleagues at the College who were using similar approaches with their classes, and I 
also had other classes to teach as well as my administrative role, it would have been 
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difficult to maintain my enthusiasm and commitment without this goal. I made the 
time to reflect on what was happening in my classroom, and to think about my work, 
about what I was doing and why, and about what I might do differently (Tabor, 1997, 
p. 67). I became more aware of what was happening in my class. I considered aspects 
that I had previously accepted. For example, I found that I was questioning my 
expectations about how autonomous Year 12 students could become. Despite wanting 
them to take responsibility for their learning, there were many areas in which I made 
all the decisions. I also realised that autonomy might not be an aim of all the students. 
How much freedom, control can they be given, when I still set the 
assessment, control the amount and depth of content to be covered, and 
generally the pace of the coverage. What opportunities can they be 
given to decide how they are going about their own learning, and what 
skills do they still need before they can take this on? What if they don't 
want to exercise this control? Haven't had anyone saying that, but 
what do Paul and Sam feel? They don't say much at all, just nod and 
agree with anything I say. [Journal, 28.5.98} 
As I believed that all the strategies that I wished to introduce were valuable, I 
wanted the students to experience them all so that they could then use those which 
best suited them. Therefore, all the strategies were introduced at once, rather than 
introducing one strategy, assessing its effect, then introducing another strategy, and so 
on. It means that no particular outcome can be attributed to one particular 
intervention. This is a part of the messiness that comes with working with real people 
in a real context. There was also considerable emphasis on assessment. This was not a 
focus of the study, but was of great importance to the students. Their results in Year 
12 would help determine whether they went to university and in which course they 
enrolled. I needed to do all that I could to help them optimise these results. Because of 
this, I emphasised strategies for preparing for and working in examinations, and 
devoted considerable attention to reflection on preparation and resulting outcomes. 
My primary responsibility to the students was as their teacher. Thus I felt that I was a 
teacher first and researcher second. This manifested itself in my attitude towards data 
collection, which I felt advantaged only me as the researcher. It seemed intrusive 
audiotaping group discussions, as if I was more interested in collecting the data than 
in the students' deliberations. I felt uncomfortable asking students to give up their 
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lunch breaks to be involved in interviews, as this was for my research rather than their 
learning. However, the research approach was so closely aligned with my classroom 
practice that these tensions were minor. 
As a researcher, I have the responsibility to share ideas and outcomes with 
colleagues. McNiff (1988) described action research as systematic inquiry made 
public. However, I found it difficult to discuss what I was doing and learning with 
fellow teachers at St Hildegard's College. While we have very convivial relationships, 
our conversations are usually at a surface level rather than about what really occurs in 
our classrooms. I was concerned that talking about my study could seem to be 
boasting on my part or implying criticism of their teaching approaches. I have found it 
easier to share ideas in the wider forum of presenting papers at Queensland 
Association of Mathematics Teachers conferences and writing about my experiences 
in the association's journal (Nothdurft, 1998; 1999a; 1999b). 
Thus, I found action research enabled me to continue teaching full-time while 
researching my practice. It allowed me the freedom to determine the direction of the 
research and to interpret the outcomes in relation to this situation. I have been able to 
make use of my knowledge of the context and my relationships with those involved. 
My position at the College advantaged me in carrying out the research. The research 
proved manageable because what I was trying to do to improve my practice 
corresponded to what I was doing as a researcher. Generally, the dual roles of teacher 
and researcher enhanced practice. 
4.3.1.2 Recursive Aspects 
This second feature relates to using a research methodology based on spirals 
of reflection informing action, which is then reflected upon, this then informs future 
action, and so on. This is very different from determining the effect of a single 
intervention. It allows time for change to occur. The different outcomes of the 
multiple cycles together also contribute to a more authentic understanding than would 
have been provided by a single intervention. 
Over the initial study and the five cycles of the main study, I became more 
aware of what I was doing and how effective it seemed. This continual monitoring, 
evaluating, and revising of practice links action and reflection. With this approach, 
teaching is the "experiencing, creating, believing, planning, acting, enquiring into 
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problematic actions and reflection on action" (McKernan, 1992, p. 35). The use of 
cycles rather than one continuous study ensured that the students and I stopped and 
reflected on what had been happening. We discussed the strategies that had been used 
and their effectiveness, and used this to make plans for the next cycle. The conclusion 
of one cycle and beginning of the next marked points at which I consciously analysed 
what had occurred. This ensured that my behaviours did not become automatic. 
However, the action-reflection process also occurred almost continuously. I was 
reflecting on my actions and the students' responses after every lesson. Schon (1983) 
described this as reflection-on-action. It involved trying to formulate knowledge 
explicitly, distancing oneself from the action and reflecting on it. In the actual lessons, 
the recursive action-reflection process was used if some non-routine situation arose: 
what Schon described as reflection-in-action. 
Change takes time, and this methodology provided time. At the beginning, I 
had been determined to use the approaches that I understood the literature to be 
endorsing. As the study progressed, I became more willing to be flexible and adapt 
my teaching to meet better the needs and wishes of the class. For example, I provided 
more scaffolding in the third cycle than I had originally planned. Thus I needed time 
to become more confident about accepting my judgments about what seemed 
appropriate at the time for the class. Similarly, the students needed time to become 
accustomed to the changed approach. There was no reason to expect them to be 
committed to this just because I said that it would work. This was most definitely 
shown by the response of the middle third of the 1997 class during the first term, 
when they were so resentful of the approach. However, they became more convinced 
of its value later in the year. 
The recursive aspects also allowed me to develop a better understanding of the 
effects ofthe changed approach. For example, my conclusions at the end of Term 1 of 
1997 differed markedly from those at the end of the first cycle of 1998. After the 1997 
cycle, I was convinced of the value of the approach although I had found it hard work. 
Many of the students did not believe it to be worthwhile; they did not work effectively 
in a collaborative situation; and they had a very different understanding of a teacher's 
role from mine. In contrast, all the outcomes after the first cycle of 1998 seemed most 
positive. I believed that the approach was working and it did not seem as demanding 
as in the previous year. The students were enthusiastic. The class consensus at that 
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evaluation session was "Keep doing what you're doing. Keep doing everything the 
same". If the study had finished then, I would have argued how effective all the 
strategies had proved, and how well the students responded to a changed approach if 
they had been involved in the planning. But I learnt a lot more through the subsequent 
cycles, especially the importance of checking my understandings of what was 
happening with those of the students. For example, after the second cycle, I found that 
the students and I had different understandings of what had happened. Although I had 
some concerns that not all of the students were doing much homework, I had felt very 
pleased with the learning. It seemed to me that the students were finding the work 
more useful and interesting, and less daunting than had been the case in previous 
years; that there was enough time for extra lessons when there were difficulties; that 
there were no general problems in understanding the concepts; and that everyone was 
focused and working in class. However, in the evaluation session, I learnt that many 
had felt the need for more direction from me; had wished that more questions would 
be reviewed on the board for the whole class; and had lacked confidence because of 
the problem-solving approach. What some students had experienced was very 
different from what I thought that I had observed. Thus, the explicit reflection on the 
action of each cycle provided a check on the adequacy of my interpretations and 
allowed plans to be modified as required. 
4.3.1.3 Who benefited from this research? 
Both the students and I benefited from the research. Kemmis and Wilkinson 
(1998, p. 21) stated that action research should lead to a better understanding of 
practice, of the conditions of practice, and of the language with which to discuss 
practice. In the relatively private domain of my classroom, I have developed a better 
understanding of my practice. In more public domains, I am better able to discuss 
practice. The conditions of practice were reflected upon to some extent, although this 
was not a major focus of the research. 
The research contributed to my professionalism. McKernan (1992) included 
the following as aspects of belonging to a profession: having qualifications for 
practice; using research data and a knowledge base to solve problems and inform 
practice; self-evaluating and seeking to improve through inquiry into practice; and 
being able to engage in autonomous decision making (p. 34). As the research has been 
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carried out to meet the requirements of the Doctor of Education degree, it has 
enhanced my qualifications for practice. The continual movement between applying 
the theoretical knowledge of the literature and evaluating the effects on practice 
allowed the derivation of practical theory. I have also become more aware of the tacit 
knowledge that I have developed over many years of practice. The action research 
methodology emphasised my reflection and self-evaluation of my practice. I made the 
decisions about what I was researching and have interpreted the findings. I learnt 
about what was happening in my practice and instituted my changes rather than just 
implementing the recommendations of other researchers. 
This has been empowering. Since starting the study, I have become more 
confident about my practice. I have volunteered to present papers and have them 
published in my professional journal. I better understand the language with which to 
discuss practice. I have moved into a senior administration position in my school. In 
my classroom, I am more comfortable seeking feedback from the students, and do not 
feel as dismayed when they state that they would prefer something to be different. 
The students who were part of the study also benefited. As stated earlier in this 
chapter, most believed that they were learning better, and found learning mathematics 
to be easier and more enjoyable than they had previously realised. They had more 
opportunities for making choices about how they learnt. The students were given 
voice in this class: they were involved in planning what occurred; and they were able 
to state what they preferred and how they responded to the different strategies. 
Because of the explicit focus on enhancing their learning, they felt that they were 
valued and cared for. Overall, there was a sense that the approach worked for them. 
Ellen said: 
I wish that some of the other teachers were exploring new teaching 
techniques in their subjects, maybe then our results would be as good 
all around, rather than just in maths! [Journal, Cycle 3} 
This study will also benefit future students of mine. I am using what I have learnt to 
enhance learning with my current senior mathematics classes. 
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4.3.2 Reflection on the Study as an Action Research Study 
Key characteristics of action research are its cyclic processes, its reflexive or 
recursive nature, and practical, participatory, collaborative, emancipatory, and critical 
aspects (Kemmis & Wilkinson, 1998). The first three aspects have been discussed. I 
now reflect on the extent to which this study was participatory, collaborative, 
emancipatory and critical. 
4.3.2.1 Participatory aspects 
To consider the extent to which this study was participatory, I have considered 
both my role and that of the students. Tandon (1988) claimed that the determinants of 
authentic participation in research included the participants' role in setting the agenda 
of inquiry, participation in data collection and analysis, and control over the use of 
outcomes and the whole process ( p. 13). 
As stated in 4.3.1.1, the study design was based on my concerns, identified 
through previous experiences and reading of the literature. I contributed data through 
my field notes and reflections. As I set the parameters for their reflections, I had a 
major influence on data collected from the students' journals and interviews. I have 
carried out the analysis, and I am controlling the use of the outcomes. The dual roles 
of teacher and researcher have involved me in all aspects of this research. My 
thoughts and feelings from both roles are incorporated into the interpretation of the 
study. This results in knowledge that is very sensitive to this context. Had I been a 
non-participant researcher, I would have observed more about the class, and would 
have been able to provide a more dispassionate account of the effects of the different 
strategies. But it was my practice that was being researched, and so my subjective 
perceptions were valuable. 
The students were involved in the study, but more as contributors than 
participants. While I set the agenda of the study, their contributions were used to 
organise concerns. The students did not determine what data were collected nor 
analyse the outcomes. They did give feedback about the approach. I responded to this, 
and where necessary, modified my approach in future cycles. There were a number of 
reasons why the students did not play a more participatory role as measured by 
Tandon' s (1988) criteria. The issues being researched were my issues. The students 
did not have the experience with research or the understanding of the complexity of 
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the issues for a greater role. To have enabled such participation, I would have needed 
to work with them to develop their awareness about and knowledge of research 
aspects. This would have been very time-consuming. The students' main concern was 
their achievement in mathematics. I was always conscious of wanting more time to 
allow the development of their mathematical strategies. I could not have afforded to 
use lesson time to develop the students' research skills. I am certain that the whole 
class would not have wished to spend their free time being involved in this or the 
analysis of outcomes. Similarly, the control over the use of the outcomes was not of 
importance to the students. They knew that these would be the basis of my thesis and 
papers, so this was generally of interest to them, but only that. Their focus was on 
their own learning outcomes. Had the students participated to the extent of meeting 
Tandon's criteria, it would have been a very different study, and its focus would have 
been much less on enhanced learning in mathematics. 
All the students were involved to some extent because I was implementing the 
approach with the whole class. However, they were free to determine their extent of 
self-disclosure and their degree of involvement and commitment. Table 4.9 provides 
an indication of the students' sense of participating in the teaching and learning 
approach giving their responses to the shared control scale of the CLES (Taylor et al., 
1997). 3 is the midway position. 5 indicates that they almost always did these things. 
Table 4.9 
Shared control 
Item X s p 
I help the teacher to plan what I'm going to learn. 2.46 1.39 0.19 
I help the teacher to decide how well I'm learning. 2.92 1.44 0.85 
I help the teacher to decide which activities are best for me. 2.83 1.34 0.67 
I help the teacher to decide how much time I spent on activities. 2.83 1.59 0.72 
I help the teacher to decide which activities I do. 2.50 1.31 0.21 
Although the means for all these items indicate that the students did not share control, 
the responses were mixed, ranging from "almost always" to "almost never". There 
were three students in the later category. Of these, Simon and Paul stated that this was 
also their preferred situation, while the other student, Clarissa, would have preferred 
2s ("seldom"). Andrea wrote that she "couldn't care" about this. Ellen wrote, "we do 
all these ourselves". The largest difference between the actual and preferred situation 
was Rosanne's response to "I help the teacher to plan what I'm going to learn." She 
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indicated that it was currently 2, but she would have preferred it to be 5. Thus, some 
students believed that they shared control to a large degree; some believed that it was 
almost never but also did not want to share control; some would have preferred to 
have greater control; and others did not care. While I sought to let the students make 
some of these decisions, I believe that I could not share control on all of these, 
especially on what we were going to learn, the timing to some extent, and the 
exercises which l asked the students to complete. 
Thus, this study was participatory because I was both the teacher 
implementing the change and the researcher investigating the effects of the change. 
The students contributed much to the research and seemed to appreciate this 
opportunity. For example, Heather stated: 
Finally the students are allowed to voice their opinions maturely 
(instead of complaining about work behind teachers' backs). [Journal, 
Cycle 3} 
However, given this specific context and the aims of the research, I do not think that 
they could have played a greater role in the research than occurred. 
4.3.2.2 Collaborative aspects 
This aspect of action research is described by Kemmis and Wilkinson (1998) 
as the process in which "people explore their acts of communication, production and 
social organisation, and try to explore how to improve their interactions by changing 
the acts that constitute them" (p. 23). They added that it is research done with others. 
This study was not collaborative, as I was the only one "doing" the research. I 
could discuss what I was doing with my supervisor, but this was an occasional 
process. I tried to use critical friends as a way of interacting with others to a greater 
extent. At different times, I asked both the College Counsellor and Learning Support 
Teacher to act as critical friends. They were aware of my aims and interested in the 
outcomes. This enabled me to discuss the study with them. The Learning Support 
Teacher managed to sit in on one lesson. The Counsellor attended the finai evaluation 
sessions. He also interviewed the students who were acting as key informants about 
their impressions of the learning process that year. However, while they were 
supportive, they were not involved in the research process. 
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This study would have been very different if it had been a collaborative project 
involving a number of teachers implementing similar strategies to help their students 
become more autonomous. We would have been able to compare ideas, the responses 
of students and ourselves, and plan together. It would have been easier to stay focused 
on the study if I had been working with others doing similar things. Because there was 
only the one Year 12 Mathematics B class, there were no ethical concerns about using 
the approach with only one class and not the others. Had there been another class, a 
more collaborative approach would have been required so that one class was not 
disadvantaged. However, I believe that this would have been very difficult to organise 
in my particular situation. The approach represented a considerable change in my 
approach to teaching. It had come about after several years of study and thinking 
about my teaching. Certainly, no one else in the Mathematics Department at St 
Hildegard's College was expressing similar views, so it would have been a major 
undertaking to persuade another teacher to use a similar approach and work with me. 
Given my position as head of the Mathematics Department, it also might have been 
difficult for another teacher to work on an equal basis with me, each supporting but 
also critiquing the performance of the other. 
Because this research was undertaken m the context of the Doctor of 
Education degree, collaboration would have been problematic. There would have 
been concerns about equity if other teachers or researchers had collaborated with me, 
and I then received the award. Had I not had the motivation of the degree, I do not 
think that I would have been able to maintain my commitment without some form of 
collaboration to provide support, allow the exploration of the problems and possible 
solutions, and then the sharing of the outcomes. School change is more effective when 
students realise that it is not only the ideas of one teacher being implemented. Thus, I 
would have appreciated collaborating with other teachers, but it was not possible in 
this situation. 
4.3.2.3 Emancipatory and critical aspects 
Emancipation enables people to gam more control over their own lives 
through examining their own practices and working out their own solutions. Critical 
aspects of action research involve the participants deliberately setting out to contest 
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and reconstitute irrational, unproductive and unsatisfying aspects of practice (Kemmis 
& Wilkinson, 1998, p. 24). 
While the emancipatory and critical aspects are considered central features of 
action research (Kemmis & Wilkinson, 1998), the focus of this study was practical. I 
wanted to understand and improve my practice and my teaching strategies; to 
understand and explore the students' expectations about and attitudes towards 
learning mathematics; and to enhance learning through providing an environment in 
which the students were encouraged to actively make sense of what they were doing, 
and in which they believed that they could succeed. Both the students and I examined 
our practices and implemented strategies aimed at enhancing them. Thus, the study 
was emancipatory. However, it was not critical in that it did not seek to contest the 
structures in which teaching and learning occuned. Instead, I was seeking to improve 
learning within those structures. Given the practical focus of the study, it would not 
have been productive seeking to contest and to reconstitute assumptions, beliefs and 
values. 
The study was in response to evidence that the common-sense understandings 
associated with teaching mathematics were not producing the desired outcomes. I had 
questioned many of my assumptions when planning the teaching approach for the 
study, and had continually to confront my long held assumption that it was my role to 
transmit the learning to the students. Through my reflections, I sought to determine 
which aspects of my practice were "inational, unproductive and unsatisfactory" 
(Kemmis & Wilkinson, 1998, p. 24). However, I found this difficult. It was easy to 
consider surface features, such as the amount of time allowed for a particular exercise, 
or why the students had not been as focused on some aspect as I might have wished. It 
was more difficult to determine whether I was acting out my values and beliefs about 
education. As I have stated, I tried to encourage a critical friend to query aspects of 
my practice so that I would think more deeply about these and perhaps change. 
However, my friends were supportive and interested than critical. 
I considered what I had previously found to be constraints m Year 12 
Mathematics B: the time and course demands. Time was a major issue during the 
1997 study. The students complained that I was moving through the work too quickly, 
and I found that everything seemed to take longer than planned. I tried to take this into 
account the next year, while still covering the required content. About one-third of the 
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way through the year, I was concerned that there did not seem to be sufficient time for 
the type of learning that I wanted to occur. However, I later realised that it is possible 
to cover the syllabus in the available time, by asking the students to do more work at 
home and to monitor their pace and use of time, and by covering different concepts to 
different depths. Through documenting the study with journal entries after every 
lesson, I realised how little teaching time is often available compared with the 
timetabled time,· becoming much more aware of interruptions to the teaching 
schedule. I believed that the other major constraint on my teaching was the syllabus 
requirements. However, as I read the Mathematics B syllabus (BSSSS, 1992) more 
closely, I discovered that I had continued to cover topics which were no longer 
mandatory aspects of the course. For example, I had previously taught the section 
about Logarithmic and Exponential Functions by focusing on laws and definitions as 
applied to algebraic manipulation. I now realised that the emphasis was on 
applications in life-related situations. The laws and definitions became the tools for 
problem solving, rather than a focus in themselves. The syllabus actually gave me 
greater freedom to implement my teaching approach than I had earlier realised. Thus, 
I learnt that time and syllabus demands were not the constraints to my practice that I 
had previously believed. 
I Mined to use the class evaluation sessions so that the students could critique 
our practice. The sessions focused on what had occurred and what might contribute to 
better learning. I tried an evaluation session with the 1997 students. It was not 
successful in eliciting students' responses, partly because of unfortunate timing and 
partly because the concept of reflecting on and critiquing practice was unfamiliar. The 
1998 students used the evaluation sessions as a forum in which to express their ideas. 
Although no actual critique occurred in the first evaluation session, as the students 
were so enthusiastic and positive about everything associated with the changed 
approach, this was the first time that they had been asked to critique the teaching and 
learning in their class. In subsequent sessions, the students did express both positive 
and negative reactions to different strategies. This meant that I had to learn to take the 
comments not as personal criticism but to use them to improve my practice. After my 
initial reaction to the second evaluation session, I reflected on the students' response: 
The concerns they raised were done in a thoughtful manner, as they 
thought on what might help them learn better; there was no negativity 
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in their attitude to what had occurred - or had not; and, if this was a 
real problem, they should also taken some steps to deal with it at the 
time - such as talking to me and asking if I could review some of these 
questions in the whole class format. The fact that there were things that 
they thought could have been done differently, and that they were able 
to discuss these - and feel comfortable doing so - is part of the action 
research process. I am not the only one reflecting on the teaching-
learning situation - they are participants in the situation. [Journal, 
22.4.98} 
The evaluation sessions encouraged the students to reflect on the class and their own 
learning. I often hoped for more penetrating comments and suggestions than occurred, 
but decided that this was unrealistic given their lack of exposure to this type of 
involvement in their learning. 
I wonder what I expected of them. It would be nice if there were a 
whole lot of pertinent comments that I could quote as evidence of the 
success (or otherwise) of my approach, but this is one of their seven 
subjects, and they are used to just doing what the teacher says, of 
adapting their behaviour to fit in with particular teachers. The 
journals also do provide an avenue for communication, and some 
might feel that they have said all they need to there. . . . They don't 
have sufficient experience with other approaches to come up with 
something different from what I'm doing - perhaps they don't meet this 
in other subjects, or if they do, they haven't thought about transferring 
that approach to maths. [Journal, 7. 7.98} 
The students found the evaluation sessions important ·in making them aware of their 
learning, as the following comments indicate: 
Judith: You come away from them, with "OK, now I'm going to do 
better", and that lasts the whole term. So by the time you've lost your 
motivation, you have another reflection thing. 
Joanne: Makes you focused, especially after the holidays. Gets you 
thinking: like there's not much time left for school and no one wants to 
concentrate. And the evaluation makes you realise about what you 
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have to do - there's just six weeks and then we're finished, so it makes 
you focus more. [Evaluation, Cycle 5} 
Although there was little critique, the students believed that they had the 
opportunity to be critical. This is supported by the students' responses to the critical 
voice scale on the CLES (Taylor et al., 1997), as discussed in 4.1.3, in which they 
indicated the extent to which they were willing to question the teacher's plans and 
methods and express concerns about impediments to learning. Half the students 
indicated that they could "almost always" question, complain, or express opinions. 
The remainder was mostly either "almost always" or "often" able to do this. 
Critiquing practice was an unfamiliar behaviour for my supportive friends, the 
students, and me. When working with others and discussing practice, we generally 
focus on the positive aspects. It is much harder to contest the unproductive or 
unsatisfying aspects. The relationships between my supportive friends, the students, 
and me were not equal, as I was in a position where I could act to affect them 
adversely. Thus, it was risky for them to critique my practice. There was probably the 
sense that, as I was a very experienced teacher, I knew better than they what I was 
doing. I also found it difficult to be objective and dispassionate about my practice. 
Certainly, I became more reflective and aware. However, my experiences support the 
belief that, for a study to be critical, it should involve peers working collaboratively 
and being prepared to challenge our cultural disinclination to be critical of each other. 
4.3.3 Summary 
This section concerned the use of action research as the research method. I 
focused on two themes that developed through the analysis of the research. 
Firstly, I considered the benefits of using action research rather than a more 
traditional methodology. I have discussed how it provided a way to combine the roles 
of teacher and researcher, with each role enhancing the other. I had the ownership of 
the research: designing, implementing and interpreting the outcomes of the study. By 
reflection on the action, I could integrate theory with my practice. I was able to take 
advantage of my knowledge of the context and my insider position at the College. 
Although I felt that I was a teacher first and researcher second, I found each role to 
enhance the other. I found that activities that I was undertaking for research purposes 
were becoming an integral part of my practice. These included evaluating teaching 
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and learning with the students, encouragmg students' journal reflections, and 
reflecting on the success or otherwise of my teaching strategies. The goal of the 
Doctor of Education degree provided me with sufficient motivation to continue to 
focus on my practice. The recursive action research process of understanding the 
situation, implementing change to bring about improvement, reflecting on the effect 
of such change, using this to implement further change, and so on, is an approach 
which seeks to benefit those involved. Although similar approaches to teaching were 
used in the different cycles, the use of self-reflective cycles allowed refinement and 
feedback. The results would have been very different had only one cycle been used. I 
argued that the research has benefited me and the students involved, and will benefit 
future students in my classroom. 
The second theme developed in this section concerns what I learnt about the 
use of action research from this study. Key features of action research are 
participation, collaboration, emancipation and critique. My role as teacher-researcher 
made the study participatory and the involvement of the students proved a valuable 
contribution. I have detailed reasons why it was not possible for the study to be 
collaborative. Finally, I considered emancipatory and critical aspects. To the extent 
that practice was examined and strategies implemented with the aim of enhancing 
practice, the study was emancipatory. However, although there was greater awareness 
of assumptions that might not contribute to effective practice, the structures of 
teaching and learning were not contested. The focus was instead on practical measures 
that could be undertaken in this particular situation. Although the students did not 
critique our practice in the evaluation sessions as I had hoped, these sessions proved 
valuable as they enabled the students to have a voice and provided feedback to me. I 
also was more reflective than critical. However, the process did involve both action 
and research, and did produce greater understanding and actions for improvement of 
practice. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION 
In this final chapter, I reflect on my changed approach to teaching and learning. In 
Chapter 1, I stated that the aims of the study were: 
1. To develop and implement teaching strategies to empower students to 
become autonomous learners. This involved: 
• focusing on the roles of student and teacher as learner and facilitator of 
learning respectively, and 
• developing awareness that learning requires the active involvement of the 
student to develop deep understanding and the acceptance of the 
responsibility for their own learning. 
2. To document the effect of these strategies on the students' degree of 
autonomy. 
3. To document the effect of the changes on my practice and the theorising of 
my practice. 
4. To reflect on the use of action research as a process for a teacher seeking to 
improve practice. 
To consider the extent to which this study has met these aims, I discuss what changed 
in my teaching practice. I had sought to develop teaching strategies that would 
empower students to become more autonomous learners, and accept greater 
responsibility for their learning. I review the effects of these strategies, and how they 
changed both the students' attitudes towards learning and my approach to teaching. I 
then reflect on the use of action research as a process for a teacher seeking to improve 
practice. The implications of what I have learned from the study are then discussed. I 
then review the significance of this study, and conclude by considering future 
directions. 
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5.1 Reflection on the changed approach 
This study was undertaken to better understand and hence improve my 
teaching practice. I was responding to concerns that had evolved about the learning in 
my own mathematics classes, and which were echoed in research papers and 
curriculum documents. From the literature, I came to understand that authentic 
learning required a different approach to both teaching on my part and learning on the 
part of the students. I needed to change from being the expert giving the students the 
knowledge to becoming a facilitator of their learning - someone who would provide 
the conditions and the encouragement so that they could become more autonomous. 
Particular teaching and learning strategies were detailed in Appendix 7, and how the 
students and I responded to this approach has been discussed in Chapter 4. 
5.1.1 Changes in Practice 
The Professional Standards (NCTM, 1991, p. 3) suggested five major shifts in the 
environment of the mathematics classroom to move to teaching for the empowerment 
of students. These shifts are toward: 
• classrooms as mathematical communities; 
• logic and mathematical evidence as verification; 
• mathematical reasoning; 
• conjecturing, inventing, and problem solving; and 
• connecting mathematics, its ideas, and its applications. 
I use these aspects as a framework to review the changes in teaching and learning 
approach made in this study. 
The first aspect is a shift toward classrooms becoming mathematical 
communities. Although this had not originally been a focus of the changes, the 
working together of the students and me as a mathematical community seeking 
greater understanding of mathematics, proved to be an essential feature of the changed 
practice. It also contributed to the success of the research approach as it produced a 
more democratic atmosphere, which supported the sharing of ideas and strategies. It 
contributed to empowerment through collective action (Smith, 1993). The focus on 
better teaching resulted in less teaching on my part, but much more on the part of the 
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students. The approach was that everyone was a teacher and everyone also a learner. 
Joanne commented at the end of the year about assuming a teaching role: 
I enjoy being the "teacher" and feel very happy when one of my 
"pupils" knows what I've explained and then can go and help other 
people. [You} get a real buzz out of seeing your students improve their 
marks and help others to understand the difficult parts. [Journal, Cycle 
5} 
A changed understanding of the roles of teacher and students developed. Most 
students realised that their learning was enhanced if they could work with others, and 
that explaining their understandings made them clearer to themselves. Ellen wrote: 
An effective teacher - someone who doesn't teach us everything. 
[Journal, Cycle 5} 
This differed markedly from the initial expectations of so many of the 1997 students. 
They had thought that it was the role of the teacher to explain everything until the 
student could finally do it, and the role of the student was to memorise that. Instead, 
my role became that of a facilitator who would help as required rather than an expert. 
When new concepts were introduced, I worked with the students so that they could 
suggest strategies and relate the concepts to previous knowledge, rather than telling 
them what to do and providing algorithms and procedures to use. The focus was on 
their learning and understanding. While the students mostly responded positively to 
this approach, there were some who would have preferred the traditional approach. 
The students saw themselves as a community working together, and sought to help 
each other. They became concerned when some class members were not working, and 
proposed solutions to help overcome this. Despite the relaxed atmosphere, there was 
the expectation that they would work in this class, as that was their responsibility. 
The second aspect is a focus on logic and mathematical evidence as 
verification. While a little of this occurred, with students arguing for their own 
approaches, finding errors in my work and the answers given by other students, 
generally they were not comfortable with this approach. It was difficult to change a 
culture in which they accepted the authority of the teacher or the text, to move toward 
justifying their own solutions and approaches. I continued to provide worked 
solutions to most exercises, although there was an emphasis on why students were 
doing certain things, using particular algorithms, and explaining their reasoning to 
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others. I would have preferred the students to have become more concerned about 
whether their solutions were reasonable rather than relying on my solutions. However, 
they did not feel confident that they could do this, and I did not want the students to 
feel that they were being disadvantaged through my changed practice. The students' 
discomfort suggests the importance of focusing on the reasonableness of solutions in 
earlier years. 
The third aspect is a shift is towards mathematical reasoning. This was a major 
thrust of the teaching approach. The students were required to make sense of what 
they were doing. They moved to this from the memorisation of procedures, which had 
been the initial approach of most of the students. They developed their own 
procedures and rules, written out using their own words. Self-regulatory learning 
strategies associated with planning, monitoring, and evaluating were used so that they 
had an approach to use with unfamiliar problems. This required their active 
participation in their learning. They were the ones responsible for ensuring that they 
understood what they were doing, although I provided scaffolding to assist. 
The fourth aspect is a focus on conjecturing, inventing and problem solving. In 
this study, this was closely related to the shift toward mathematical reasoning. An 
inquiry-oriented approach was used, with problems used to introduce topic areas. The 
collaborative approach to learning involved groups of students discussing problems to 
determine what they meant, what they needed to find, how they might go about this, 
and then whether they had managed to solve the problem. Students were asked to be 
aware of similarities and differences in problems, and to look for the deep structure of 
questions. This setting provided a supportive environment in which it was safe to 
make conjectures and to challenge other ideas. There was very little inventing. This 
might have been because insufficient opportunity was provided. I was still very aware 
of time constraints, and preferred to reach closure on a question that the class had 
been working on before the end of a lesson. Most of the students were not used to 
being creative and inventive in mathematics, and, although I stressed that many 
solutions paths were possible, still sought to find the correct one. Again, such an 
approach required a change in culture. Over the years, they had watched teachers 
show them how to do problems that had caused difficulty. This would usually have 
involved seeing one method that successfully produced the solution, as such problems 
are seldom problems to the teacher. The students would not have realised that it is to 
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be expected that some solution paths would be tried but not lead to solution, that a 
range of different approaches could be appropriate, and that one usually does not 
work neatly and efficiently towards the solution. This emphasises the importance of 
making mathematics problematic, and for teachers to verbalise their thinking when 
solving the problem for the students. 
The fifth aspect concerns connecting mathematics, its ideas and applications. 
This also relates to making sense of the mathematics. At the beginning of 1998, a 
number of students had expressed concerns about the lack of relevance of 
mathematics, stating that it seemed to be made up of discrete unrelated topics. They 
noted that lack of relevance was not an issue at the end of the year, and even that 
some students were finding connections with topics in other subjects. The inquiry-
oriented approach allowed concepts to be placed in context. I also sought to help the 
students make connections and relate new knowledge to their previous 
understandings. 
Thus, there was considerable change in the environment of the mathematics 
classroom as I sought to empower the students to become more autonomous. The 
changed approach allowed the students to become more autonomous through 
becoming more knowledgeable about themselves and how they learned, about 
learning strategies and their application, and about the content and the development of 
new understandings. There were opportunities for empowerment in Smith's (1993) 
three spheres. Both the students and I were able to change and grow. The emphasis on 
reflection and becoming aware of one's learning strategies enabled self-growth. There 
was greater consciousness of traditional approaches to teaching and learning and a 
realisation that these were not always the most effective. And, finally, we worked as 
partners to bring about change to enhance the learning for the whole class. 
5.1.2 The Students' Response 
The ways that the students responded to the changes has been detailed in 4.1 
Learners' Issues. Although it seemed to me that not all the students exhibited greater 
autonomy, the responses from the Autonomous Learning Questionnaire indicated that 
they all perceived themselves as being more autonomous. 
Autonomous learners are knowledgeable about themselves as learners, 
including about their strengths and weaknesses, their learning needs, and their goals. 
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Through individual and group reflection, the students became more aware of learning 
and whether they were learning as effectively as they could. They were asked to plan 
ways to enhance their learning, and some were able to put these into action. They 
were encouraged to exercise greater control over their own learning, and most 
indicated that they had done this. They became more confident concerning their 
ability to succeed, and a number raised their goals as they realised that they could 
achieve more highly than they had previously expected. They certainly became aware 
that they were the ones responsible for their own learning, and that their results 
depended on what they did themselves. I believe that this did not occur with the 1997 
students because we did not discuss learning much. The evaluation sessions provided 
a forum for the 1998 students to focus on learning, and to realise how other students 
were responding to the approach. However, some 1998 students, especially Michael, 
Andrew and Paul, did not appear to become more in control of their learning. Their 
goals were to achieve better marks, but they used few strategies to work toward this. 
Autonomous learners are knowledgeable about learning. For most, there was a 
changed understanding of what it means to learn and understand mathematics: making 
sense instead of memorising. There was an expectation that they would be able to 
work out what to do, instead of being dependent on the teacher to tell how it was 
done. While some ofthe 1997 cohort did not expect this, most of the 1998 cohort did. 
Even those students who often needed help responded well to being answered with 
questions designed to elicit their ideas. Some of the students transferred their 
knowledge of learning strategies to other subjects. 
Autonomous learners are also knowledgeable about content. There was a 
changed understanding of mathematics, as something that makes sense rather than as 
a set of abstract absolute truths. They found connections between the different topic 
areas, and some could recognise the structure of problems despite different contexts. 
The students became more confident about applying their knowledge in unfamiliar 
contexts, in contrast to previous approaches of giving up before even starting. This did 
not mean that they were all more successful with applications questions and the 
complex questions continued to cause difficulty for most, but they were prepared to 
try the question, at least to the extent to writing down what they had been given and 
what they wished to find. 
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Overall, the students liked the changed teaching and learning approach. They 
enjoyed working collaboratively, and discussing their learning. They liked the less 
formal approach to learning, with my acting more as a participant in learning instead 
of directing it. They found the evaluation sessions interesting and useful, and 
appreciated being able to express their thoughts about what was happening and make 
suggestions for the next cycle. They also believed that the approach worked, and that 
they understood more than previously, and were achieving better results. Again, this 
was not true for all the 1997 students. They had not been involved in discussions 
about why this approach would be used; they did not have a forum in which to 
question or suggest strategies; and I was not as confident about how I should behave, 
and so was less flexible concerning teaching strategies than in the following year. 
However, in 1998, there were also two students who were often off-task and not able 
to discipline themselves. There was one student who did not work collaboratively 
with any other students. And there were a number of students who still wanted lots of 
direction from me and felt insecure when asked to make sense of concepts for 
themselves. 
5.1.3 The effects on the teacher 
There was the sense that I was better enacting my beliefs about teaching and 
learning. I became more aware of my "vision for learning" (Somekh, 1995) as I 
explored metaphors for practice, as well as more aware of the students' learning. I 
found that it was possible to behave in some of the ways advocated by research and 
reform documents. Rather than just reading about these, and wondering how they 
were put into practice, I was doing it. This resulted in a greater sense of control over 
my own practice, and a belief that there was improvement in my practice. This was 
supported by the positive feedback from the students. There was intellectual challenge 
in exploring ways to improve practice, as well as meaningful curriculum development 
as I interpreted the syllabus and work program. I learned that I had greater freedom, 
and was not as constrained by time and syllabus as I had previously thought. 
Overall, I found the teaching approach to be rewarding because of the 
students' responses. There was a strong sense that we were working collaboratively 
to improve their learning, and that they were enjoying their mathematics lessons and 
learning mathematics. They became increasingly confident that they would be able to 
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make sense of what they were doing themselves, and they were detem1ined to do this. 
Their satisfaction when they worked things out for themselves without my 
intervention also delighted me. I appreciated being able to share some control and 
decision-making with the class. It became a pleasure working with the students, and 
being able to share my reactions to particular events. I sought to use as many ideas 
proposed by the students as possible so that they would realise that I was genuinely 
interested in working with them to enhance their leaming. 
Changing my teaching practice has involved risk. I moved from an approach 
that had met the expectations of students and their parents. I asked the students to 
comment on my teaching strategies and whether these were enhancing their leaming. 
Some of the comments made by the 1997 cohort made me concemed that my changed 
practice was not effective. By reflecting on my teaching both daily and after cycles, I 
became more aware of its shortcomings, but I have also been able to acknowledge 
successes. 
While it has mostly been a positive expenence teaching in this different 
manner, I have been aware that there are still aspects of a reform approach, which I 
have not implemented consistently in my classroom. There was sometimes a sense of 
guilt that I should have been doing more. Assessment remained a higher priority than 
I had initially hoped. Yet, the final results were still paramount to the students and 
their parents. They were keen on leaming better, but not if the emphasis on their 
understanding adversely affected their results. It was important to achieve a balance. 
It was not easy to find suitable problems, as these needed to challenge the students yet 
be manageable given some effort. I needed to decide how much time should be spent 
investigating a question. I wanted the students to be able to explore it thoroughly, and 
try different strategies, yet was aware of time constraints and also needed to determine 
when the leaming no longer seemed productive. Although I believe that the students 
must be responsible for their own leaming, I was still disappointed when they did not 
act in a responsible manner. I also found it difficult working by myself, and do not 
believe that I would have been as committed had I not the motivation of the degree. 
I also leamt that the changed approach did not suit all students, and that it was 
unrealistic of me to expect that all would embrace the changes. I became more 
flexible, and more prepared to use a direct teaching approach when this seemed 
appropriate. I also realised that it was not possible to introduce all my teaching 
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strategies at once: I had to allow the students time to assimilate the changes. I realised 
that it was my role to provide the conditions so that they could work autonomously, 
but also to ensure that those students who were not as autonomous were still catered 
for. 
5.1.4 Dealing with tensions associated with change 
I learnt about tensions that might arise from change and about their resolution. 
There were tensions associated with teacher change. First was the issue of 
covering the curriculum whilst using an inquiry-oriented approach to learning. I 
wanted the students to spend more time exploring problems and proposing different 
problem-solving strategies, yet needed to ensure that the curriculum was still covered. 
This was especially important as this was their final year of secondary school. The 
second issue involved achieving a balance between the support that I provided for the 
students and encouraging them to take greater control of their learning. As discussed 
in '4.2.2, I wanted the students to accept the responsibility for their own learning, but 
found it difficult to "let go" of this responsibility myself. I had to consider how 
directed I should be in my teaching, how much help I should give the students, and 
whose responsibility it was when they did not do as much work as they needed to if 
they were to be successful. 
I was able to resolve the tension between curriculum coverage and having 
sufficient time for discovery through reading the syllabus more closely and realising 
that there were areas that I had continued to teach although they were no longer 
mandatory. To maintain a balance between supporting the students and heiping them 
accept the responsibility for their own learning, I found that I had to be consciously 
aware that I was not contributing to their self-growth if I continually sought to make 
learning as effortless as possible for them. 
There were also tensions for the students in moving towards greater autonomy. 
While they might agree that it was important that they discover new concepts for 
themselves, participate actively in their learning, reflect on their successes and 
failures, and become more aware of themselves as learners, such an approach 
involved considerable change in the way they behaved as learners of mathematics. It 
was a more effortful approach to learning, and it was very easy to slip back into the 
old "comfortable" ways of learning. 
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To resolve the tensions between dependency and autonomy, I used class 
discussions and comments in the students' journals to make them more conscious of 
their growth as learners and the value of greater independence. The few students who 
wished to remain dependent did not experience any of this tension and were able to 
continue as they had, despite my encouragement to change. 
Tensions between the students and the teacher also arose in the initial study 
because of our differing expectations. By insisting on the students' taking 
responsibility of their own learning, and doing less direct teaching than I had 
previously, I was behaving as they thought a "good" teacher should. They wanted to 
know enough to get good assessment results. I wanted them to understand what they 
were doing and to determine their own solution strategies, rather than help them 
follow a "recipe" approach. 
The tensions resulting from the differing expectations concerning learning 
were mostly resolved through negotiation. Most of the students could see that the 
changed approach resulted in their increased confidence and success in, and greater 
enjoyment of, the work. This realisation did, however, require time. The students also 
had the opportunity to verbalise their concerns through classroom discussions and 
journal reflections. They knew that I valued their opinions and would be responsive to 
their concerns. This allowed the opportunity to seek to resolve such tensions, whereas 
in a traditional classroom, disaffected students would probably have disengaged 
silently. These tensions did not arise in the main study to the same extent as in the 
initial study, as the students had more opportunity to articulate their concerns and to 
contribute to solution strategies. In the two years, there were some students who were 
not convinced of the value of the changed approach to learning. Because of the variety 
of pedagogy used in the classroom, it was still possible for them to continue to learn 
in ways that more closely met their expectations. 
5.2 Reflection on the Research 
Action research methodology, with its emphasis on reflection through 
collaborative processes, provided the means for transformation of practice. The 
students liked the idea of being involved in, and contributing to, the research. They 
saw it as an effort to improve the learning of all students. Heather commented: 
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It feels good to be part of the research study. And it's great to know 
that there are finally teachers out there that care for teaching and 
students. [Journal, Cycle 3 J 
We were able to work together through the evaluation sessions: to review our aims, to 
discuss what was working or not, and to plan what should be done differently. By 
stopping at the end of a cycle and reflecting on it, a structure for evaluating goals, 
learning, and achievement was provided. The students became more aware of learning 
as they discussed what seemed to help and argued with each other about the value of 
different approaches. The sessions provided a forum in which the students could solve 
problems related to their learning by themselves as much as possible. I did not need to 
make all the decisions about their learning. Thus, the research process facilitated the 
students' voice in their learning. 
The research became part of my normal teaching practice, so that I could take 
on the dual roles of teacher and researcher. As I tried different approaches, I was able 
to assess their effects and feed this back into my practice immediately. There were no 
concerns about contaminating the research through introducing new ideas. The 
research provided time for me to try different approaches, to develop confidence 
about my changed approach, and to make mistakes and determine how to correct them 
or not make them again. I became much more aware of the effects of my approaches 
on the students, as they shared their ideas and reactions. I was able to be more open 
about my goals for their learning than I had ever previously been with a class. 
The limitations of the study have been discussed in 3.4.3 and 4.3.2. The 
following reviews that. As has been discussed, these students were not representative. 
I was fortunate that the strong personalities in the 1998 class were so positive about 
this study. They were interested, goal-oriented, and articulate, and managed to 
convince other students of the value of the changes. The students were able to 
determine how much they were prepared to self-disclose. Certainly, writing about 
one's goals and learning approaches was a novel experience. They sometimes lacked 
the language to express their thoughts. There is a danger that they might have 
provided the responses that they thought I was looking for, as it is risky to be too 
critical of one's teacher. In evaluation sessions and interviews, there were issues that 
were not explored. This was not deliberate, but usually occurred because of a lack of 
awareness that the students had moved to another issue or else from a sense on their 
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part that they had said all they needed to, and I failed to ask questions to elicit a 
deeper understanding. Although I have tried to incorporate the students' point of 
view, I am the one who chose the incidents to describe and determined which quotes 
to include. Thus, this is my story rather than theirs. 
There were difficulties associated with working alone. It would have been 
preferable to have been working with a group of like-minded teachers in the College 
or in schools in close contact. It is important that these teachers be equals so that each 
feels safe in critiquing the practice of the others. I also found that it was demanding 
finding the time for writing fieldnotes and transcriptions of interviews and lessons, 
reading the literature and making decisions about whether to incorporate other 
recommendations into my practice, and analysing the data. However, these should, to 
some extent, be incorporated into the practice of all reflective teachers. 
5.3 Implications 
In the first chapter, I listed the aims of the research. I sought to develop and 
implement teaching strategies to empower students to become autonomous learners. 
This involved focusing on the roles of student and teacher as learner and facilitator of 
learning respectively, and developing an awareness that learning required the active 
involvement of students to develop deep understanding and the acceptance of the 
responsibility for their own learning. The students agreed with the concept of being 
responsible for their own learning, and of developing understanding and being 
involved in what they were doing. As I have discussed, I was able to move towards a 
more facilitative role. In 4.1, Learners' Issues, I have documented the effects of these 
strategies, and showed how they contributed to most students' degree of autonomy. In 
4.2, Teacher's Issues, I have documented the effect on the changes on me as the 
practitioner. I considered my understanding of the role of the teacher, discussed 
tensions associated with changing my role, and how I felt about the changed practice. 
The final research aim was to investigate the use of action research as a process for a 
teacher seeking to improve practice. This was explored in 4.3, Research Issues. I 
focused on the benefits of using action research, and reflected on the study as an 
example of action research. 
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This study involved changing practice to implement an approach that would 
empower students to become autonomous learners. Both the students and I believed 
that it was possible for them to become more autonomous because of the approach 
used, even though not all the students did so. The outcomes of the study implied that 
it was important to involve the students, to work collaboratively, to encourage the 
students to focus on learning, and to allow time for the students' public and private 
reflections on their learning. 
The different responses of the students in 1997 compared with those in 1998 
taught me the importance of working with the students to change our joint practice 
compared with changing only my practice and expecting them to change as well. I had 
expected that the 1998 students would reject the emphasis on understanding as 
making it difficult to learn and wish to return to their old ways. I had also expected 
some negativity about their responsibilities and my role: that they might think that I 
was not doing my job as I was doing so much less direct teaching. However, this did 
not happen. I attribute this to their awareness of the purpose of the change, and their 
having a forum in which to discuss aspects of the change, and being able to influence 
the approach in future cycles. We had discussed our roles in the learning process and 
they realised the importance of accepting the responsibility for their learning. As Year 
12 students, they are young adults who have the capacity to reflect on issues of 
concern to them and to consider possible solutions to these. They responded 
enthusiastically to the opportunity to influence their learning. As much as I could, I 
tried to allow them to make their own decisions related to their learning. This 
contributed to their active participation and their development of autonomous 
behaviours. 
The second implication is the importance of working collaboratively. At the 
beginning of this chapter, I reflected on how we were developing as a community of 
learning, and how this changed practice. Working collaboratively meant the students 
working with each other, and the students working with me. We shared the goal of 
enhancing everyone's learning. Their understanding of their roles changed as they 
realised the advantages of being both teacher and learner. This also contributed to a 
positive atmosphere in the classroom, as the students were supportive of each other 
and keen to work together. 
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The third implication is the importance of focusing on learning. This initially 
involved reaching an understanding of what it meant to learn: in particular, that it did 
not mean memorising algorithms and set problems, but being able to make sense of 
what one was doing and being able to apply one's knowledge in unfamiliar contexts. 
There was a focus on learning strategies. This needed to be explicit, as I found that 
what I thought to be the obvious strategies of planning, monitoring and evaluating, 
were unfamiliar to most of the students. The inquiry-oriented approach and reflection 
about understanding and learning strategies added to students' confidence, as they 
realised that they often could achieve more than they had previously expected. It was 
also important that I made clear my expectations about their learning. These included 
how I expected them to work with each other in a collaborative setting; that each 
student needed to be able to justify answers or solution approaches; that they should 
take risks and try different strategies and not focus on the possibility of mistakes; and 
that each student had the right to feel safe and not in danger of ridicule when 
presenting solutions to others. I also expected that the students would use classtime 
productively. 
The fourth implication is the importance of reflection. The students found 
reflecting on their learning to be a novel experience. Both private and public 
reflection were important. In their private reflection, the students could admit their 
difficulties and concerns, set goals and later determine the extent to which these had 
been achieved, acknowledge to themselves their successes or failures, and consider 
why these had come about. Some students used their journals to maintain an on-going 
conversation with me, but mostly I had to encourage the students to reflect. In the 
public forum of the evaluation sessions, the students could focus on difficulties in 
learning mathematics. When these were shared, individual students realised that they 
were not alone with some of their problems. Through proposing and discussing 
strategies that they had found to help, the students became more aware of learning 
strategies. As the study was concerned with student autonomy, it was important that 
they were involved in the evaluation and decision making. From the evaluations, there 
developed awareness that different students responded in different ways to different 
teaching strategies, and that they were helping each other by acting as teacher and 
learner. They could voice their concerns and work together to suggest solutions. 
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As well as these implications, there were implications concerning how I 
worked towards encouraging the growth of students' autonomy. I found that it was 
important for me to be flexible in my approach. For example, while I might want the 
students to develop their own procedures without input from me, I might need to 
contribute if they were making no progress and becoming very frustrated. At times, 
directed teaching is more effective than using an inquiry-oriented approach. While I 
might allow a certain amount of time for a particular topic, I need to be willing to 
modify these based on the class's response. It is important to provide sufficient 
scaffolding for the students so that the challenge does not seem insurmountable. The 
amount of scaffolding differs with individual students, and it is important that I can 
respond to their individual needs. I realise that this approach represents considerable 
change in how the students go about learning mathematics, and that they need to be 
able to make these changes gradually. I should not expect that all students will 
embrace the change immediately, but I should provide opportunities to help them 
move towards greater autonomy. It is also important to realise that not all students 
wish to behave autonomously and instead prefer dependence on the teacher. In these 
cases, the class evaluation sessions can help as other students discuss how their 
increased independence is enhancing their learning. But, I should not become 
discouraged because of such students. I found that I need a bank of problems suitable 
for collaborative learning and problem-solving introductions, and to develop my own 
worksheets when the textbook does not provide these. Finally, it was important that 
there was a good relationship between the students and me for such a study. I needed 
to feel sufficiently confident to expose my teaching practice for evaluation by my 
students. This would have been difficult for a novice teacher or a teacher new to the 
College, as they would not have had the support of the College Administration and 
parents as I did. 
Thus, this study showed that students could behave more autonomously. 
However, there are aspects that need to be ensured in the approach with the class and 
in my own approach to teaching. 
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5.4 Significance of the Study 
Kemmis and Wilkinson (1998, p. 21) described a successful study as one in 
which the participants had a strong sense of the development and understandings of 
their practices. (See 3.4.) 
I personally now have this sense of development and understanding. My 
vision of my ideal practice has developed to focus on the importance of the autonomy 
of the students, with me playing a facilitating role in relation to their learning. I have 
learnt about my students, their attitudes towards learning, their reactions to different 
teaching strategies, and how they can become more active participants in their 
learning. I found that I feel empowered in my teaching as I have moved from being 
the focus of each lesson and the students have played more important roles. 
The students have also indicated increased understanding and development in 
their learning. Most developed a sense of being more in control of their learning, 
increased their learning skills, and had an improved attitude towards learning 
mathematics. They were involved in their learning: evaluating what worked, or did 
not work, for them. Ellen wrote the following comments after reading a paper I had 
written about our study (Nothdurft, 1998): 
Your study is so logical - well thought out with a realistic base - the 
ideas obviously hasn't been plucked from some theoretical cloud of 
"more appropriate approaches". Your approach is clearly founded on 
close observation over a number of years. I'm sure most students in the 
past have had trouble with maths and the learning strategies involved 
in the teaching of it, it's nice to know that a teacher out there actually 
cared enough about this problem to act on it and formulate other 
approaches. I'm sure that your study will be a success and highly 
effective - it has already has a great impact on our class Oust look at 
our marks!). the one thing that kept rolling through my mind when I 
read this report was "it makes sense" and, more importantly, it works I 
[Journal, Cycle 5} 
This attitude, that the changed approach worked, was common to the students who 
commented on the study. 
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I have an increased sense of professionalism, as I have learnt about my 
practice through implementing these strategies to improve learning. Despite the many 
recommendations to reform school mathematics education, there are few descriptions 
of how these reform approaches might be implemented in classrooms and how 
students respond. Often, these are described without relating them to real contexts. I 
have told the story of what I did as I implemented these reform measures in my 
classroom, described how they worked, and what was needed to adapt them to this 
particular context. This has been the viewpoint of a school-based teacher with daily 
access to the students, extensive expertise in the subject matter, and a stake in 
improving classroom practice. I have been able to observe the learners over a long 
period of time, in a variety of academic structures, and have insider knowledge of this 
community, school and classroom. 
As stated earlier, there is little information about practice involving senior 
mathematics students in Australia. There are difficulties working with these students 
because of the constraints of university entrance requirements. As much as possible, I 
needed to ensure that their results would not be any worse than the previous year so 
that I could not be blamed for lessening their chances of university entrance. This 
meant that assessment was a greater priority than I might have wished. However, their 
results were generally better than I would have expected when looking at their marks 
at the end of Year 11. Also, such students have had longer to develop their 
understanding of what teaching and learning means and may be less inclined to make 
changes. However, such students are more articulate and confident about putting 
forward their views than younger students are. As they were aiming at university 
study, they could see the advantages in becoming more autonomous in their learning. 
It was therefore important to them to be able to learn more effectively to achieve their 
future goals. 
Writing about the study has resulted in private knowledge becoming public. 
While all classes are different, my description of how ideas and strategies suggested 
by reform documents worked in my class, provides information that other teachers are 
able to extrapolate to their practice, and that I can apply with other classes. I have 
created a form of educational knowledge, which is "educational knowledge because 
it's constituted by what teachers have learnt - by the educative experience of 
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reflecting on their growing understanding of the educational processes going on in 
their own classrooms" (Eames, 1996). 
Thus, this study is significant because it improved my practice and that of the 
cohort of sample students. It provides data about the reforming of mathematics 
education for senior secondary students. It thus adds to educational knowledge. 
5.5 Future Directions 
This is a beginning. There is still a long way to go. I need to continue to move 
away from a developmental, sequential approach, with narrowly prescribed questions, 
and which involves applying recently taught procedures. In this study, I have made a 
start by emphasising meaning and making sense of what one is doing, working 
together, deciding which procedures to use, applying knowledge to problem 
situations, justifying solutions, communicating ideas, and encouraging greater 
autonomy in students' learning. I realise that I am still inclined to "spoon-fed" the 
students, but not to the extent that I did. I want my students' learning to be relatively 
painless and progressive, yet I realise that this is not the best approach if they are to 
become independent and effective learners. I need to be continually aware of whether 
my behaviours are contributing to students' autonomy. 
In the future, I plan to use this approach with other year levels, introducing the 
strategies to younger students. There are ideas from the Middle School initiatives that 
could work well with this approach. These include using a more integrated 
curriculum, longer projects, and negotiating aspects of the curriculum. Through 
working with younger students, it should be possible to make use of patterns of 
collaborative learning already established in primary school. However, with younger 
students, I expect to need to provide more scaffolding. Discipline could also be a 
greater issue, as these students may not be as motivated to learn as independently as 
the Year 12s. 
I also wish to work more with other teachers at the College, and encourage 
them to implement this approach. Stein, Silver and Smith (1998) have argued for the 
importance of communities of practice of teachers. They stated that this provides the 
motivation for change; that learning is an emergent property of participation in such a 
community of practice; and that multiple sources of learning are provided through 
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collaboration. By working together, teachers become more aware of what they value 
and practice. This enables a move towards fuller participation and increasing 
involvement. While I have worked as a sole practitioner, this is my desired direction. 
In terms of the content used, I plan to develop more self-paced units like the 
Networks unit. The students enjoyed this and found the work relatively easy. I also 
need to develop a bank of problems suitable for exploring. I need problems that the 
students can do initially, although with some effort, and which will lead them to the 
main concepts to be dealt with in the unit. The problems need to be such that they are 
relevant and interesting, offering success but challenge. Preferably they should be able 
to be completed during one class lesson, so that discussion on approaches can occur 
while the problem is still fresh in the students' minds. As there will be double periods 
next year at the College, there will be greater opportunity for the exploration of the 
problem and then class discussion. I also wish to seek ways to extend the content, 
having students investigate areas outside the normal content covered, and perhaps 
outside my areas of expertise. I need to allow the students to find topics that are 
interesting and problematic to them. 
Finally, I plan to continue using action research cycles with future classes. I 
want to commence the year by having the students reflect on concerns or difficulties 
associated with school mathematics. I then want us to plan teaching and learning 
approaches that could provide solutions to these concerns. After these are 
implemented, I will encourage the students to reflect on their learning: to 
acknowledge successes, and determine what are still problems and how these might 
be overcome. As in this study, these cycles will mostly correspond to school terms. As 
the focus of teaching is on students learning, I need to be prepared to spend time 
enabling the students to learn about how they learn. 
This final chapter has summarised the findings of this research. The changes in 
practice and the effects of this on the students and on me have been reviewed. The 
research approach was reflected on. I then considered the implications that arose from 
the study. The significance of the particular research was discussed, and I have 
concluded by considering future directions in my practice. 
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APPENDIX 1 
MATHEMATICS B OVERVIEW 
This appendix focuses on the objectives, subject matter, and assessment criteria 
of Mathematics B, and the process of developing a work program and moderating 
students' achievements. 
The Mathematics B syllabus (Board of Senior Secondary School Studies 
(BSSSS), 1992) was developed for Queensland schools in 1992 following trials in 
schools in 1990 and 1991. It became available for general implementation in 1993, 
and was introduced at St Hildegard's College in 1995. The syllabuses for 
Mathematics B and its companion subjects Mathematics A and C were significantly 
influenced by: 
• national and global emphases on problem solving; 
• technological advances in instruments used for calculation, measurement 
and drawing; 
• national and global thrust on language and communication; 
• the perceived need to include more real-life applications; and 
• Queensland's refinement of its criteria and standards base for assessment. 
(Butler, 1999) 
The Mathematics B syllabus differs from the earlier Senior Mathematics syllabus in 
its emphasis on applying mathematics in both life-related and purely mathematical 
contexts; on communicating and justifying results, and in using assessment other than 
traditional written techniques. The syllabus states that Mathematics B should encourage 
students to develop positive attitudes towards mathematics and to work systematically 
and logically through an approach involving problem solving and applications (BSSSS, 
p. 2). Global aims include recognising when problems are suitable for mathematical 
analysis and solution and being able to attempt this confidently, and having positive 
attitudes to the learning and practice of mathematics (p. 3). The syllabus has the 
objectives that students can: 
• identify the assumptions and variables, form a mathematical model of a life-
related situation, derive results, interpret results, and explore the strengths and 
limitations of a mathematical model in life-related situations; 
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• interpret, clarify and analyse the problem, use a range of problem solving 
skills, select the appropriate mathematical techniques, and provide a solution 
consistent with the problem posed in purely mathematical contexts; and 
• develop logical arguments to support conclusions and/or propositions, 
evaluate the validity of arguments, recognise improbable or unreasonable 
solutions, recognise the effect of assumptions, decide whether a generalisation 
is valid. (BSSSS, pp. 7-8) 
The subject matter of the two-year Mathematics B course includes: Applied 
geometry; Introduction to functions; Rates of change; Periodic functions and 
applications; Exponential and logarithmic functions and applications; Optimisation using 
derivatives; Operations research involving networks; Financial mathematics; 
Introduction to integration; and Applied statistical analysis. 
Students are required to reach specified standards in each of the three criteria in 
the syllabus: Communication, Mathematical Techniques, and Mathematical 
Applications. To achieve an A-standard in Communication, the student needs to have 
"communicated clearly and concisely using appropriate forms of presentation, while 
consistently adhering to the conventions of language and mathematics" (BSSSS, 1992, 
p. 41 ). In contrast, a D-stand student would have "communicated inappropriately and 
inadequatdy" (p. 41 ). The second criterion, Mathematical Techniques, incorporates 
Learned results and mathematical procedures and the Use of instruments in 
mathematics. A student who achieves an A-standard "has an extensive knowledge of 
Mathematical Techniques and is consistently accurate and proficient when applying 
them in familiar situations" (BSSSS, 1992, p. 42). A B-standard is indicative of 
"substantial" knowledge; a C-standard of "working" knowledge; a D-standard of "some" 
knowledge; and an E-standard of "little" knowledge of mathematical techniques. 
Assessment of this criterion involves the student performing a range of techniques, and 
applying these in familiar life-related and purely mathematical contexts (Butler, 1999). 
The third criterion, Mathematical Applications, assesses a student's ability to apply 
techniques and learned procedures in unfamiliar situations, with success measured by the 
extent to which the student can provide solutions in simple and complex unfamiliar 
situations (Butler, 1999). The syllabus describes an A-standard student as one who "has 
consistently provided solutions in simple, unfamiliar situations, and generally provided 
solutions in complex, unfamiliar situations. The student has, within the above situations, 
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consistently determined the appropriateness of results and consistently developed logical 
arguments. The student has consistently tested the validity of arguments which use 
mathematics" (BSSSS, 1992, p. 43). A B-standard student would "generally", a C-
standard student would "occasionally", and aD-standard student would "rarely" provide 
solutions in unfamiliar situations. Again, these situations include both life-related and 
purely mathematical contexts. 
Schools develop their own Work Programs as the formal expression of their 
interpretation of the syllabus. The work program outlines the course of study and the 
associated assessment. It includes the rationale for including the subject in the school 
curriculum, the global aims and general objectives of the subject, the course organisation 
giving an overview of the course and indicating the scope and depth of the subject 
matter, a description of planned learning experiences, and assessment details including 
the assessment plan, the standards used to record data, an example of an individual 
student profile, and the procedure for awarding exit Levels of Achievement. As teachers 
devise, develop and implement the assessment, it can be contextualised in the learning 
experiences of the students (O'Brien, 1999). 
Assessment of student achievement is school-based with classroom teachers 
determining the final achievement of the students. The teachers determine the 
assessment tasks, the time allocated, their frequency and timing, and the conditions 
under which they occur. Students' achievements are externally moderated by review 
panels of experienced practicing teachers from other schools in the district. These panels 
review a school's submission, and may give advice to schools if the assessment is not 
considered fair, valid, reliable, and including an appropriate range and balance of subject 
content, criteria, item difficulty and discrimination (O'Brien, 1999). Review panels also 
accredit work programs of schools. The aim of this school-based development of 
programs and assessment of achievement is to give teachers the 
freedom to develop learning and assessment experiences for students 
that are fundamentally and transparently related, relevant to the set and 
taught curricuium, have high instructional utility, and are authentic. A 
significant level of responsibility accompanies this freedom -
responsibility for the quality and equity of assessment. (O'Brien, 1999, 
p. 42) 
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As Mathematics Coordinator at St Hildegard's College, I wrote the work 
programs for both the old Senior Mathematics subjects as well as for Mathematics A, 
Band C. I have taught Mathematics Band C since 1996 and 1995 respectively, and 
have been a member of the BSSSS District Review panel since 1986, first for Senior 
Mathematics and more recently for Mathematics B. 
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APPENDIX 2 
THE SETTING OF ST HILDEGARD'S COLLEGE 
St Hildegard's College is a pseudonym for the College at which I teach and 
where the research took place. This appendix describes St Hildegard's College 
through a consideration of its history, mission statement, and clientele. The 
administrative structure of St Hildegard's College and characteristics of its staff are 
discussed. These give an indication of the degree of autonomy possessed by a teacher 
at St Hildegard's College. As well as St Hildegard's College, the provincial city of 
this study has two state high schools and two other religious secondary colleges. St 
Hildegard's College traces its origins through the Christian Brothers College for boys 
and the Sisters of Mercy High School for girls. These orders came to the city at the 
tum of the century to teach in schools already established by the Catholic community. 
In 1983, the two schools were amalgamated to form St Hildegard's Co-educational 
College for students from Years 8 to 12. St Hildegard's College is now staffed 
entirely by lay teachers, and operates as a Parish Secondary College under the 
authority of the Catholic Education Office, Brisbane. Approximately three hundred 
and twenty students attend St Hildegard's College. St Hildegard's College aims to 
educate students in the Catholic tradition, although students of other denominations 
are accepted if there are vacancies. 
St Hildegard's College seeks to provide a holistic education within the 
framework of the Catholic ethos, as is shown by its Mission Statement: 
St Hildegard's College aspires to be one based on the Gospel values of 
love, forgiveness, care, respect, sensitivity and justice, with an 
appreciation of the uniqueness and value of each member. 
We realise our shared obligation to: 
• witness to Christ in the School Community - our clergy, parents, 
student and staff- and to the wider community; 
• be aware of the talents and potential of each member of the school 
community and to promote his/her intellectual, spiritual, emotional, 
social and physical development to the full. 
Grounded on faith in Christ's teaching expressed through the Catholic 
tradition, the College aims in its curriculum, faith-development program 
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and all aspects of its organisation to foster a deepening personal 
commitment to God. (St Hildegard's College, 1983) 
St Hildegard's College has been considered to have an academic focus, with 
many of its students continuing to university study, although a Vocational Education 
strand is now available. Students taking this strand study nationally recognised 
vocational modules, and are in the workplace for one day each week. This has meant 
that students who were not planning university study are now better catered for by the 
College. St Hildegard's College has offered a wide variety of BSSSS subjects in the 
senior classes to meet students' subject choices. In a small school, this has necessitated 
most senior subjects being taught to composite classes of Year 11 and 12 students. 
English and Mathematics are taught to separate year levels. 
The students at St Hildegard's College mostly come from racially 
homogeneous English-speaking backgrounds. Although there is a high dependence on 
social security payments in the region, the majority of families who send their 
children to St Hildegard's College are middle-class families in which the two birth 
parents are still together and both in paid employment. The school fees are as low as 
any in the Brisbane archdiocese, which is very low compared with most independent 
schools. St Hildegard's College is very aware of being part of the Catholic 
community. The parents are generally very supportive of and interested in their 
children's education. Many parents and grandparents also attended the College. 
Students are involved in a range of ministries in the church, and the priests are 
welcome and frequent visitors to St Hildegard's College. 
There is currently twenty-four teaching staff at St Hildegard's College. A new 
principal was appointed three years ago. He is very supportive of and interested in 
educational change. The length of tenure of many staff is notable, with over one-third 
of the teachers having been there for more than ten years. Only six have taught at St 
Hildegard's College for between one and three years. Similarly, most of the teachers are 
very experienced, with only seven having taught for fewer than ten years. Thus, most of 
the staff is very familiar with the students and their families, and their subject area. 
Three teachers are currently working on masters' degrees and three others on religious 
education qualifications. Recent whole-staff inservice has focused on middle 
schooling and pedagogical approaches more appropriate for the twenty-first century. 
Unfortunately, not all teachers see the importance of continued professional 
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development, and some have made few changes to their approach to teaching and 
learning over the years. 
The Principal heads the College administrative structure. He is supported by a 
Deputy Principal who leads the Pastoral Team of Junior and Senior Pastoral 
Coordinators and Guidance Counsellor. The Assistant to the Principal (Administration) 
(A.P.A.) leads the Curriculum Team of English and Science Coordinators and Learning 
Support Teacl;ler. The Assistant to the Principal (Religious Education) has the 
responsibility for the religious dimension of the College and is involved with both 
pastoral and curriculum teams. Because of the size of St Hildegard's College, there are 
currently not sufficient points for Positions of Added Responsibility to have other 
subject coordinators or heads of departments. As well as being the A.P.A., I coordinate 
Mathematics. Teachers in other subject areas are responsible for their subject. In the 
Senior school, this includes writing and/or interpreting work programs, devising, 
delivering and grading the assessment, and determining the students' levels of 
achievement. In most cases, they are the only person teaching that subject and so are 
unable to confer with colleagues. Thus, teachers at St Hildegard's College have 
considerable autonomy and freedom, unless there are problems with standards and the 
quality of the assessment, or from student or parent concerns about how the subject is 
being taught. This would generally be discussed and resolved with either the Principal 
or me. 
Until the last two years, mathematics in St Hildegard's College has been 
taught by three male mathematics/science teachers and me. We generally have taught 
the same class over a number of years. For example, I have taught Year 12 
Mathematics B continuously since its introduction. There are now some non-specialist 
teachers teaching mathematics in the junior school, although still only mathematics 
specialists in the senior school. As the only teacher of Year 12 Mathematics B, I have 
a considerable degree of autonomy. I wrote the subject work program. Although this 
reflects the requirements of the syllabus, there is still considerable scope as to how I 
implement it. While the assessment tasks must meet syllabus requirements and are 
reviewed by my peers at District Panel Review Meetings, I again have considerable 
freedom in choosing the tasks and their conditions. How instruction occurs in my 
classroom is also my choice, unless concerns are raised by students or parents. Thus, 
the main constraints on my actions as a teacher at St Hildegard's College are meeting 
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the BSSSS requirements, meeting the expectations of my students and their parents, 
and teaching the way that I believe I should, within the framework of four fifty-
minute lessons per week for each subject. 
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APPENDIX3 
THE STUDENTS 
This appendix describes the students who participated in the study. They are 
referred to by pseudonyms. Greater details are provided about a group of six students 
who acted as key informants to the study. In recent years, there have been about fifty 
students in Year 12 at St Hildegard's College. They are involved in both specific and 
general leadership positions, and expected to take part in or be present at a range of 
activities including public speaking, debating, sporting competitions, the musical, and 
College liturgies. As well as these school activities, many students have part-time 
employment, non-school sporting and cultural involvement, and lead an active social 
life. In fact, at the Year 12 parents' night at the beginning of the year, parents and 
students are warne~ to ensure that their involvement does not make it difficult to meet 
their study commitments. 
In 1997, the Year 12 Mathematics B class comprised nineteen students, 
approximately half male and half female. Seven of the students were also in my 
Mathematics C class. The next year, the Mathematics B class consisted of fifteen 
students, ten girls and five boys. This unusual proportion of twice as many girls as 
boys was consistent throughout the whole year level. The Year 12 girls were a very 
articulate group, and dominated the leadership positions that year. Other than Sam 
who arrived at St Hildegard's College at the beginning of the year, all the students had 
been together for a long time. They formed a close-knit group, and most had mixed 
socially as a group throughout their secondary school years. In both years, I had 
taught about two-thirds of the class in Year 8. Otherwise, the students' previous 
contact with me was mostly in relation to extra-curricular mathematical activities, 
including the Australian Mathematics Competition, the Cooloola Mathematical Teams 
Event, the Mathematics Challenge, and the Queensland Association of Mathematics 
Teachers Problem Solving competition. As A.P.A., l had also been involved in 
providing information concerning senior subject choice and about Queensland Core 
Skills Test preparation. 
Students at St Hildegard's College who choose Mathematics B usually plan to 
attend university. Most study six BSSSS subjects as well as Religious Education. 
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During Year 11, two of the students had changed from Mathematics B to Mathematics 
A. The remaining students realised that Mathematics B would involve more effort 
both in class and at home. While some were aiming at courses requiring mathematics, 
the others sought to optimise their Overall Position rating. There is also a "pecking" 
order associated with the two mathematics classes: those in Mathematics B believe 
that Mathematics A students are not as interested in learning, or not as able to learn. 
Thus, transferring to Mathematics A is generally seen as moving down the academic 
ladder. They realised that I had high expectations of them as Mathematics B students. 
As Mayher (1990) stated, students are sensitive to expectations, and if we do not 
expect them to seek excellence, there is little likelihood that they will. The students 
did all expect to pass the subject, even though they realised that this would require 
considerable work from them. Even Christine and Sam, who had not succeeded the 
previous year, hoped that they would do so this year. At the end of the year, all the 
students did pass Mathematics B. Nine are now studying at University of Queensland, 
two at University of Southern Queensland, two at Sunshine Coast University, one at 
Griffith University, and Paul did not apply for any tertiary course. 
The previous mathematics learning experiences of most of the students were in 
traditional classrooms in which they had been provided with the knowledge and 
expected to learn and practise it. Mathematics was viewed as abstract, context-less, 
and as absolute truth. (The idea that there might be more than one correct solution to a 
problem was initially greeted with disbelief.) Most Mathematics B topics were 
considered irrelevant and uninteresting. The students were used to learning rules and 
procedures, although they admitted that they found it hard to recall these. While they 
could ask questions and some more outgoing students might explain how they had 
approached a question, generally the talking and explaining were done by the teacher. 
Most of the class disliked solving unfamiliar problems and lacked confidence in 
approaching these, as they did not have a set procedure to use. 
During Cycle 3 in Term 2 in 1998, my supervisor suggested that I focus on 
some individual students. I originally chose four students: a weaker one, one who 
showed the greatest change in her reaction to the teaching approach, one who lacked 
confidence despite good results, and one whose effort varied greatly. While I had 
thought these four students would provide a cross-section of the learners in the class, I 
later added two more. One was a very high achiever, and the other a hard worker who 
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achieved satisfactory results. Their comments and insights seemed too valuable not to 
include. 
These students provided data through journal writing, some individual 
interviews, and two focus group interviews. They were also interviewed by the 
College Counsellor at the end of the study. In discussing results, I refer to five Levels 
of Achievement from Very Limited Achievement (VLA) to Very High Achievement 
(VHA). Within each of these levels, ten rungs are used to describe a student's 
position. A student on VHA 1 is at the bottom of the VHAs, while one on VHA 10 is 
at the top. 
The following is an overview of these students, their attitudes towards 
mathematics, their results, and their response to the changed teaching approach. 
Christine was included as she found mathematics very difficult and generally 
did not perform well in assessment tasks. She was also very articulate concerning her 
dislike of mathematics. Christine was School Captain and very involved in the 
community. In Year 10, as Mayor of the Junior Shire Council, she had spoken about 
youth's aspirations and desire for harmony at a very emotionally charged rally about 
the government's gun-control policy introduced following the Port Arthur massacre. 
She was so impressive that she was then interviewed on national radio programs. 
During her senior school years, she became involved in the Reconciliation movement 
and attended a number of national conferences. She commenced Year 12 Mathematics 
B with results on the border of Limited Achievement (LA) and Sound Achievement 
(SA). Discussing her attitude towards mathematics later in the year, she said: 
Last year I was pretty much resigned to the fact I didn 't like maths and 
couldn 't do it and only really stayed in Maths B because I thought it 
was bad form to change and I kept telling myself I'd work harder but 
never did. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
Christine became more aware of her learning during the year, although she generally 
felt that she never made as much effort as she needed to. She thought that she worked 
slowly compared with the other students, and that she often did not understand why 
she was doing something and what its application to real life was. However, by 
halfway through the year, Christine wrote: 
I think getting a better result in Maths means more to me now. And I 
do enjoy maths. [Journal, Cycle 3} 
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When asked to reflect on her learning during the year, she noted the importance of 
understanding how she learnt, of accepting help from other students and me, and the 
value of making the effort to try to understand what she was doing. Yet she stated that 
making sense of what she learnt still was not a high priority, so long as she could 
reproduce it in exams. Christine exited Mathematics B with SA 9. Her results in 
Techniques, the routine questions, moved from 4 7% at the end of Year 11 to 83% at 
the end of Year 12. In the Year 12 semesters she achieved 67% and 63% of the 
Simple Applications, compared to 33% in Year 11. However, she continued to be 
unsuccessful with the Complex Applications. In her other subjects, all humanities, she 
achieved four Very High Achievements and one High Achievement (HA). She is now 
studying Arts at University of Queensland. 
Heather was selected because she had shown a big improvement in her results 
since the beginning of the year, and had moved from initially rejecting collaborative 
learning to being very committed to it. She lived some distance from the city, and so 
was not as involved in the class after-school social life. Heather commenced Year 12 
with SA 10 from Year 11. She had started Mathematics C in Year 11, but changed 
after one term because she found the work too hard. She was the most able person in 
her group, and thought that she was not able to put enough time into thinking about 
what she was doing because she was so busy explaining to the other students. But, by 
the end of the first cycle, she found that her understanding was improving because of 
the sharing of ideas and concepts. Heather responded well to deciding how much 
work to do; stating that it made her feel more mature and responsible. She used class 
time most effectively, and found that she needed to put in less time at home. From 
feeling neutral about mathematics at the beginning of the year, she moved to enjoying 
it and the learning. 
I do enjoy maths. I think it is because everyone works together and 
helps each other stay on track. I feel confident about succeeding. This 
year I have learnt how I learn. I don 't do an overload of maths as this 
only leads to stress. And talking about maths helps me become more 
aware of what I am doing. I believe that as long as you know the basics 
and have a set way to tackle a problem you are over 90% of the way 
there. [Journal, Cycle 3} 
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Heather exited Mathematics B with VHA 1. Her results in Techniques moved from 
63% at the end of Year 11 to 88% at the end ofYear 12. In the Year 12 semesters she 
achieved 89% and 75% of the Simple Applications, compared to 44% in Year 11. She 
achieved 67% and 20% in Complex Applications, compared with 50% in Year 11. 
However, major personal problems affected her results in Semester 4. She gained 2 
VHAs and 4 HAs in her subjects, a mix of humanities and sciences. She has deferred 
her place at Sunshine Coast University for a year. 
Bernadette was a House Convenor and involved in many aspects of College 
life. She was anxious to do well, and would question everything rather than just 
accept answers. Although she commenced Year 12 Mathematics B with HA 8 from 
Year 11, she was not confident of success. She stated that she learnt by receiving a 
detailed explanation from the teacher, and then practicing this. 
I find that for a process or particular technique to make an impact on 
me first I have to have been shown by the teacher thoroughly. If I don't 
understand it then I never do. I might learn it but I'll never really 
understand it. I am a writing person - meaning I learn what I write so 
I need examples to try and do myself. My study comprises of problems, 
problems and more problems. [Journal, Reconnaissance] 
At times, she felt insecure without having a teacher standing in front of the class 
telling her how to do the work, and commented that she would have liked more 
explanation from me and more time working with me. At the year progressed, and her 
marks continued to improve, she became more aware of what she could achieve by 
herself. Bernadette exited Mathematics B with VHA 3. Her results in Techniques 
moved from 78% at the end of Year 11 to 94% at the end of Year 12. In the Year 12 
semesters she achieved 89% and 88% of the Simple Applications, compared to 50% 
in Year 11. She achieved 50% and 80% in Complex Applications, compared with 
80% in Year 11. In her humanities-science mix of subjects, she gained 4 VHAs and 
2HAs. She now attends the University of Queensland. 
Simon was the only boy interviewed. The boys generally did not communicate 
as much as the girls about their responses to the changed approach. However, Simon 
contributed more about his thinking and working than the other boys in the class did. 
He was interesting because his effort oscillated between doing almost nothing to 
working very hard. He had been placed at SA 6 at the end of Year 11, a result of his 
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having made little effort that year. His learning approach was to work mindlessly 
through questions. At the beginning of the year, Simon formed a group with most of 
the boys. They did little work unless specifically directed. After this group was 
restructured, he started working harder, both in school and at home. At the end of the 
first term, his parents came to see me to say how pleased they were with the effort he 
was making and the results he was achieving. Simon said: 
I have done something differently called work. I've worked a lot harder 
last term and it's starting to pay off I also have more self motivation 
towards maths. I still don't feel I'm in full control of my learning but 
on a scale of 1 to 10, I'd say I'm a 7 and improving. I've been more 
aware of my knowledge and understanding as more I'm thinking why 
something happens, instead ofitjust does. [Journal, Cycle 2} 
However, this was not his long-term approach to learning. In second term, he did 
remarkably little work. He managed to focus on his work again in third term, but then 
stopped working in fourth term. Although I was disappointed with this stop-start 
approach to working, Simon summed up the year as having been helpful for his 
learning. 
Over this year I have pretty much worked out what I am capable of in 
Maths and I have done a lot of work to do this. I would have to say that 
I have learnt more than any other year. [Journal, Cycle 5} 
Simon exited Year 12 Mathematics B with HA 4. His techniques marks changed from 
51% in Year 11 to 84% in Year 12. The simple applications results were 13% in Year 
11, 67% in Semester J, and 50% in Semester 4. Complex Applications results went 
down, however, from 60% in Year 11 to 33% and 20% in Year 12. In his mostly 
Mathematics/Science subjects he gained 4 HAs and 2 SAs. He now attends University 
of Queensland. 
Ellen was a very high achiever in all her subjects. She had been the College 
Junior Dux in Year 10, and repeated this in Year 12, gaining the highest results in all 
her classes. Although she was involved in many activities at school, she regarded 
academic performance as her main objective. She was placed at VHA 6 at the end of 
Year 11 Mathematics B. She studied both Mathematics Band C, and was planning on 
continuing this study at university. 
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Maths. My favourite! I've always loved maths and I think that's why I 
do well. I've always considered it a challenge and when we begin new 
work I accept the challenge and set out to conquer it. I find maths in its 
entirety to be interesting and challenging. It is, for the most part, 
relevant - if not for its content, but for the discipline involved. 
[Journal, Reconnaissance} 
She found that m:ost of the changes I was introducing in the class corresponded with 
her approaches to study. She had always been an independent learner, actively 
involved in understanding the concepts, and accepting the responsibility for her own 
learning. While Ellen was a student who would have succeeded whatever the teaching 
approach, she responded well to the changes. Ellen exited Year 12 Mathematics B 
with VHA 9. Her techniques marks rose from 88% in Year 11 to 99% in Year 12. The 
simple applications results were 1 00% in all semesters. Complex Applications results 
went from 80% in Year 11 to 83% and 100% in Year 12. She gained VHAs in all her 
subjects. She is now studying Mathematics and Science at University of Queensland. 
At the beginning of Year 12, Joanne seemed to be a "good average" student. 
She worked diligently at her subjects, all mathematics and sciences, and gained 
satisfactory results. Mathematics B was one of her best subjects, with HA 5 at the end 
of Year 11. She was president of the Student Representative Council and an 
influential member of the College Band. Joanne responded well to the teaching 
approach. She felt that she was understanding what she was doing this year more than 
previously and so enjoyed the work much more. Joanne was used to the more 
independent approach in her Mathematics C class, and was able to work well with 
other students, trying out different ideas together before asking for help from me. She 
noted that she did not need to ask for help as much as she used to. 
I really enjoy maths as a subject. I love the challenge of the 
applications and the stimulating extent to which you can get involved 
in exactly what you are doing. I think I've changed considerably since 
the beginning of they year. I enjoy it a lot more and get more involved 
in class discussions. I think it's got something to do with classes being 
a lot more interesting and fun and you making us teach ourselves or 
allowing others to teach us and vice versa. [Journal, Cycle 3} 
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She became the resource person in her group, confident about what she was doing and 
was keen to explain it to the others. By the end of the study, she knew that she was 
capable of achieving good marks and felt in control of her learning. 
I realised this year, that although a lot of my learning is dependent on 
the teacher and my respect for that teacher, and also on my ability to 
set myself goals and go out to achieve them, a lot of school work is 
based on my ability to teach myself or get my learning under control, 
like ask lots of questions and ask others to help you. [Journal, Cycle 5] 
Joanne exited Year 12 Mathematics B with VHA 1. Her techniques marks increased 
from 78% in Year 11 to 91% in Year 12. The simple applications results were 50% in 
Year 11, 78% in Semester, 3 and 83% in Semester 4. Complex Applications results 
went from 40% in Year 11 to 50% and 67% in Year 12. She gained one VHA, 3 HAs 
and 2 SAs. She is now attending the University of Queensland. She had planned to 
study just science subjects, but visited me at school at the beginning of that year to tell 
me that she had ended up including some mathematics because "I enjoy it so much". 
Although there is no claim made that these students are representative of the 
whole class, they were selected to represent a wide cross-section of attitudes, 
opinions, and behaviours. 
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APPENDIX4 
THE TEACHER-RESEARCHER 
Like many teachers, my life has always revolved around schools. I was a 
student for whom school was a happy place. At least until the end of Year 10, I found 
the work both interesting and easy, and, aided by a good memory, was always one of 
the top students in the class of my small school. This academic success influenced my 
choice of senior subjects: two mathematics and two science subjects. However, my 
lack of effective learning strategies made these difficult. In the first Mathematics II 
lesson, the teacher mentioned mechanics. I knew that I knew nothing about 
mechanics: it was an interest of boys, and so I spent two years attending that class 
with the firm expectation of understanding nothing and failing. Physics was taught in 
a very theoretical manner with little reference to my real world. I passed it only by 
memorising the whole textbook. While Chemistry was taught with an emphasis on 
experimentation, I failed to make the connections between what occurred in the 
experiment and the theory. Thus my experiences as a student correspond to many of 
the concerns about learning which I have described. 
I went into teaching by default: in regional Queensland in the 1960s, there 
were few other careers considered for a girl. I had watched teachers standing in front 
of the class for twelve years. It did not seem difficult. One obviously needed some 
more knowledge about the subject to be taught, and then told the class what they 
needed to learn. I gained some subject knowledge at university for one year, and then 
attended Teachers' College for another year. There I spent the year learning how to 
teach "New Maths", which seemed to involve learning to do a Year 8 exercise in one 
page instead of three or four lines. Thirty years later, when I try to recall what I learnt 
about education, my memories are of "maxims of method": going from the simple to 
the difficult, and from the concrete to the abstract; and of finding means and standard 
deviations of class results; but nothing about how one learns, how one motivates 
students, or how one facilitates learning. 
The first two years of my teaching career were spent at the small country 
secondary department in my hometown. There were about eight teachers and one 
hundred students in Years 8 to 10. There was no mentoring or even supervision. There 
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was a textbook to be covered during the year and almost complete freedom 
concerning how one did this. I delivered the information, explained carefully and 
patiently what the students should do, and corrected their work and re-explained any 
problem areas. The Year 10 class was still following the traditional mathematics 
course, which included many geometry theorems and associated problems. I carefully 
worked all these problems in an exercise book, which I took to lessons so that I could 
not possibly be caught out not knowing how to do a question. I then moved to a large 
city high school with a Mathematics subject master and a number of teachers of 
mathematics. However, there were no subject area meetings or discussions of teaching 
and learning approaches. The next move was to a small regional Catholic College for 
Years 8 to 12 where I remained for ten years. I coordinated the mathematics, writing 
the Work Programs and developing assessment instruments which were reviewed by 
peers as part of Queensland's internal assessment - first the Radford, and then the 
Review of School Based Assessment (ROSBA), systems. I was a teacher of content 
rather than of students. I was well organised, planning what I wanted to cover, doing 
so, and then assessing it. Lessons were structured to commence with short review 
questions, then correction of homework, then the introduction of new work with rules 
and examples copied into students' rule books, and finally the setting of book work to 
be completed for homework. I would break up new concepts into smaller parts so that 
the students could digest them more easily. If students learnt the rules and practised 
the questions, I believed that they should succeed. I was considered to he a "good" 
mathematics teacher. I then moved to St Hildegard's College, where I have been for 
fifteen years. In the first year, I worked part-time teaching Year 9 Mathematics and 
composite Years 11 and 12 Alternative Mathematics classes. These students were not 
especially interested in learning mathematics, and caused me to rethink my approach 
to teaching so that I might keep them on task. It became much more important to 
make the work relevant so that they would want to do it. However, my general 
approach to teaching and learning remained unchanged. Again, I coordinated 
Mathematics. 
In 1988, I commenced a Bachelor of Applied Science degree. My initial 
motivation was to discover whether I was preparing my senior students sufficiently 
well for university mathematics. However, I enjoyed relearning topics that I had once 
known but had forgotten, as well as many new mathematical concepts. I was able to 
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discuss study habits and examination techniques with the students as someone who 
was experiencing similar pressures. On finishing this degree, I undertook a Master of 
Science in Mathematics Education. I discovered constructivism. I encouraged more 
student discussion, and emphasised the students' making sense of what they were 
learning. At this time, the new Mathematics A, B and C syllabuses were developed 
and the National Statement (AEC, 1991) published. Their emphasis on applying 
mathematics, using a range of assessment approaches, and on considering how one 
learns, resonated with my changed understandings. I felt that I needed to learn more to 
become a better teacher. With this in mind, I enrolled in this Doctor of Education 
degree. I was concerned that so many students were able to learn the familiar, routine 
work, but could not transfer this to unfamiliar contexts. I wanted my students to really 
understand what they were doing, for it to really make sense to them. My focus 
centred on how to provide an environment in which understanding and responsibility 
were valued and could be developed. 
This section concludes with statements about my beliefs about the factors that 
influence a mathematics teacher's practice, namely, beliefs about appropriate and 
worthwhile learning, about learners and learning, and about the role of the teacher 
(Ernest, 1989; Simon, 1997). I believe that appropriate and worthwhile learning 
occurs when the material is relevant, and so try to give the students some sense of 
why they are learning particular topics by embedding knowledge in a context. 
Students should feel confident making decisions involving mathematical contexts. 
Concepts should be connected to previous knowledge, rather than taught as isolated 
pieces of a jigsaw which might all fit together sometime in the future. Students need 
opportunities for higher order thinking and in-depth understanding. The work should 
offer challenge, but be manageable, so that the students can experience the 
satisfaction associated with meeting the challenge. I believe that schools should 
prepare students for life-long learning. This requires their active involvement in 
thinking about what is happening and what they are doing. It has to make sense to 
them, so that they are not mindlessly working through learned procedures, but are 
aware of what they are doing. They need to accept the responsibility for their learning. 
Learners should be motivated and interested in what they are doing, to be able to 
explore and try out ideas and approaches. They should feel comfortable taking risks 
and learning from mistakes. I believe that the role of the teacher is to facilitate 
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learning, rather than be the expert who delivers the information and does all the 
thinking for the students. Instead, I offer the challenges and the encouragement, 
provide the scaffolding and support, as I encourage the students to become part of a 
community working together to learn. I am a learner in my classroom: learning about 
my students' learning, what they are doing, and whether my strategies are proving 
effective. 
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APPENDIXS 
AUTONOMOUS LEARNING QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please use a tick (;/) to indicate where you would rate yourself on the following scales. 
Comment in the space if you wish. 
Your concept of yourself as an independent and self-directing learner, able to accept the 
responsibility for your own learning. 
Very high Not at all 
Your concept of yourself as an effective learner, able to work confidently and to your own 
satisfaction. 
Very high Not at all 
Your ability to plan ahead, setting goals and pursuing them with determination. 
Very high Not at all 
Your ability to select and use effective learning strategies; asking for justification for rules, 
procedures, principle and assumptions; developing sufficient understanding of a concept so 
as to be able to explain it in words and use it in different situations. 
Very high Not at all 
Your ability to work cooperatively with others, yet enjoy learning individually; to be willing and 
able to learn with others and share ideas; to know how and when to ask for help and 
direction; and to relate to teachers as facilitators of your learning. 
Very high Not at all 
Your awareness of your learning, being able to identify your needs when you encounter a 
problem to be solved or skills to be acquired; your understanding of your own learning style, 
and of your strengths and weaknesses; and your ability to diagnose, prescribe and evaluate 
your own progress. 
Very high Not at all 
Now, please indicate where you would have placed yourself at this time last year using a 
cross (X). If there has been no change, place the cross above the tick. 
Again comment if you wish. 
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APPENDIX 6 
TIME LINE 
The timeline on the following page provides an overview of the research activities. An 
initial study occurred in 1997. The following year, I carried out the main study with a 
different cohort of students. It consisted of a Reconnaissance phase, followed by five 
action research cycles. 
Activities related to the study are highlighted. In each term, I have indicated the subject 
content, the assessment tasks, and the particular data collection methods. 
Abbreviations are used for the following activities related to the study: 
1. Application (problem-solving) test 
2. Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (Pintrich & De Groot, 
1990) 
3. Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (Pintrich et al., 1991) 
4. Autonomous Learning Questionnaire 
5. Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (Pintrich et al., 1991) (re-
used) 
6. Constructivist Learning Environment Survey (Taylor et al., 1997) 
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Time Line 
Week 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1997 Initial St 
Term 1 Content Graphs I Optimisation 
Assess. App. Test1 Mid-sem. Test 
Data Interview Evaluation 
Term 2 Data MSLQ2 
Term 3 
Term 4 
1998 Main Study 
··---····-·---··-- - -·- . - -·--
Term 1 Content Graphs Optimisation Leos & Exponential 
Assess. Group App. Test App. Test Mid-sem. Test 
Data MSLQ 3 Evaluation 1 Interview 
"""---~--... '"" .... 
Term 2 Content Statistics Integration 
Assess. Group Assign. Sem. Test 
Data Evaluation 2 Interviews 
- -·- --..- - -·--
Term 3 Content Periodic functions Optimisation Networks Financial Maths 
Assess. lnvestiQation App. Test Mid-sem. Test 
Data Evaluation 3 Focus Group 1 Evaluation 4 ALQ4 Focus group 2 
Term 4 Data I Evaluation 5 MSLQ 5, CLES 6 - -~ 
Activities related to the study are high-lighted. 
APPENDIX7 
CONDUCTOFTHESTUDY 
This appendix details the implementation of the study. An initial study was 
carried out in 1997. This study made me aware of the importance of the students 
being participants in the study and the need to negotiate roles with them. The 
following year commenced with a Reconnaissance phase and was followed by five 
action research cycles. Each of the cycles is organised about the content and skills 
involved, the teaching approach, and an evaluation of the cycle. 
The timeline in Appendix 6 shows an overview of activities related to the 
study over the two years. It Involved the different Year 12 Mathematics B classes of 
1997 and 1998. The terms in which the research took place are highlighted, as are any 
related activities. Each term is divided into three parts. The top section shows the 
content area. The middle section shows the assessment tasks. The bottom section 
shows activities specific to the research, including evaluation sessions, interviews and 
questionnaires. Data from the students' and my journals, and the video- and audio-
taping of lessons were collected continually. 
In the first term of 1997, I commenced the changed teaching approach. The 
results of this initial study informed the 1998 main study, especially in relation to 
involving the students in the changes. It commenced with a Reconnaissance to 
determine the students' difficulties in learning mathematics, the strategies that they 
were using, and to plan strategies for the rest of the year. Five action research cycles 
were then implemented over three school terms, from the beginning of February until 
early September. I did not collect data in Term 4 because it is such a short term for 
Year 12 students, and involves many disruptions. Cycle lengths varied, as they were 
chosen to fit in with different content areas and assessment tasks. A number of 
teaching strategies was focused on in each cycle. The specific strategies used in the 
study were collaborative learning, making sense of what was being learned, and 
reflection on learning. There is considerable overlap between these. For example, a 
collaborative setting can be used to encourage students to discuss and reflect on the 
metacognitive strategies that they could use to solve an unfamiliar problem. At the 
end of each cycle, the class evaluated that cycle to decide how effective it had been 
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and what needed to change or stay the same for the next cycle. I was continually 
evaluating my approach through daily reflections and making small changes in 
response to this evaluation. Successive action research cycles are often described as 
following a spiral pattern, in which reflection on the action informs the action of the 
next cycle, and so on. This allowed the continual reflection on and modification of the 
teaching and learning strategies. 
The 1997 Study 
This initial study lasted for the eight weeks of Term 1, 1997. The subject 
matter included using calculus to sketch polynomial and rational graphs and to solve 
word optimisation problems; finding indefinite integrals of polynomial functions and 
using the trapezoidal rule to evaluate an integral numerically; and simplifying 
exponential and logarithmic functions. The students completed two assessment tasks: 
an Application test, and a mid-semester test. 
Teaching approach 
My aim was to enhance the students' control of their learning by emphasising 
their making sense of what they were doing, encouraging their use of self-regulatory 
strategies, a!ld having them reflect on their learning. Students were told that my aim 
was that they become less dependent on me, and more able to determine suitable 
strategies themselves, how much homework was necessary, and which areas needed 
reviewing. 
I explained to the students that I wanted them to be able to make sense of the 
concepts so that they could understand what they were doing and why, instead of just 
remembering rules and substituting in values. Although the teaching approach was 
less directed than previously, I still did a lot of teaching from the front of the 
classroom. While I asked the students to develop their own procedures and 
approaches, these were then reviewed for the whole class. I worked through problems 
on the board, asking the students to supply the answers to my questions at each step. 
At other times, I acted as a scribe for the class problem solving. The use of self-
regulatory strategies was discussed with the class. I modeled their use in solving 
problems at the board, as well as encouraging students to use metacognitive strategies 
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through guided questioning. Problem solving was approached by considering setting 
goals and planning approaches, then monitoring the work and strategies being used, 
and finally evaluating how successful the approach had been. When working with 
small groups or individual students, I tried to avoid directly answering their questions 
about how to do a problem, instead asking leading questions so that they could 
develop a solution themselves. To provide scaffolding for the less able students, I 
would review homework questions on the board, check the procedures written by 
individual students, and also organise separate groups for more direct tuition on 
concepts causing difficulty. 
The classroom furniture was reorganised, and the students encouraged to work 
together in groups to explore and discuss exercises. I asked them to explain their 
ideas, verbalising and sharing their understandings, and question those of the other 
students. 
Most reflection occurred through journal writing, generally in response to 
prompts given by me. Initially, students were asked to describe themselves as learners 
of mathematics, so that they would become more aware of their concerns, areas that 
they needed to improve, their strengths as a learner, and behaviours of good learners. 
They were also asked to reflect on their learning and effort to make them more aware 
of how much they were doing and how effective this was. 
Evaluation of the initial study 
Although I used a lesson at the end of the cycle to evaluate the changes, this 
was not successful. I asked the students to discuss their effort, use of metacognitive 
strategies, help seeking, attitudes towards mathematics, and the roles of the teacher 
and students for "good" learning. Unfortunately, few students wrote in response to 
these evaluative questions. While a few students regularly used their journals for 
reflection, most needed to be prompted. Also, a number of students did not use their 
journals, or, at least, did not make them available for me to read. 
The responses to the emphasis on student responsibility for understanding 
indicated that there were three different groups of students. The change resonated with 
the third of the class who did well at mathematics. They stated that they wanted to 
understand what they were doing, and preferred to investigate a concept to work it out 
for themselves. They appreciated the opportunity for independent learning. The 
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second group of three boys was not very interested in learning at all. They seldom did 
their homework, did not voluntarily contribute answers or ask questions, and usually 
tried to do as little as possible in class. This approach appeared to make no difference 
to this group. The third group resented the changes as they felt these lessened their 
chances of obtaining a good result for the subject. They wanted clear comprehensible 
information about procedures and then directed practice in using these procedures. 
While some agreed that it was important for them to understand what they were doing 
and why they were doing it, they still would have preferred to be told what to do, and 
to be given the solutions to learn instead of having to work these out by themselves. 
It became apparent that there was the need to negotiate roles with the students. 
This study showed that not all students felt comfortable with a teaching approach 
emphasising their responsibility for their own learning. A small number sought to 
attribute their lack of success to not having been "taught properly". There was little 
evidence of "lack of success": students' marks were either similar to, or better than, 
those that they had achieved the previous year. However, these students were used to 
being dependent on the teacher for mathematics lessons, and this change was too 
sudden for some of them. Thus, I needed to provide sufficient scaffolding to ensure 
that the students felt supported. 
Because the students had worked in groups in other subjects, I had assumed 
that they would be skilled in working together collaboratively. I was wrong. The 
groups did not work well. They were not structured, and students were allowed to 
form groups of any size based on friendship. Later in the year, I restricted the groups 
to no more than four students. This broke up some social groupings, and enabled 
better interaction. From this, I realised that I needed to discuss collaborative learning 
explicitly, including explaining the advantages of such an approach, and giving my 
expectations about students' roles and responsibilities when working together. 
While there were negative responses from some of the students, about one-
third of them always responded positively to the approach and considered it most 
worthwhile. After this term, I was absent on Long Service Leave for five weeks. A 
very traditional teacher took the class in my absence. All the students were much 
more positive on my return, and many commented on the advantages of an approach 
emphasising their understanding of, and responsibility for, their learning. It seems that 
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they had time to compare the different ways of teaching and learning, and realised the 
value of the changed approach. 
Probably the most important thing that I learnt was the need to involve the 
students: to make them participants in a process aimed at improving their learning. 
This meant that the students needed to be aware of problems and concerns associated 
with their learning, what they understood learning in mathematics to mean, and how 
they were currently going about learning. We needed to agree as a class about 
strategies that might improve their learning, so that they would be involved and 
committed to the action. 
Reconnaissance Phase 
Based on what I had learnt in 1997, I commenced the following year with a 
session to involve the new Year 12 students in the changes. This reconnaissance 
occurred during the first two lessons of the year. It enabled the students to become 
aware of their difficulties in learning mathematics, and the strategies that they were 
currently using. The changed teaching approach was proposed as a solution to these 
difficulties. 
The students were asked to brainstorm to develop answers to: 
What do you find difficult ahout learning maths? 
Initially they individually wrote down words or phrases. They shared these in small 
groups, and the groups then contributed to a class list that I wrote on the board. The 
students suggested ways of organising the comments. The eventual categories were: 
• Attitudes and effort 
• Difficulties in learning 
• Difficulties due to teaching 
• Mathematical content 
The same process was then used to develop a list of the strategies that they cmrently 
used to learn mathematics. The responses were focused on paying attention in class 
and asking for help from teachers, friends and tutors outside school; using the 
examples in textbook; memorising the rules; doing homework and going over 
problems many times; starting studying earlier than the night before the exams; and 
applying the question to a real life situation. This also provided an opportunity to 
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discuss what they understood learning mathematics to involve. As the lists were 
developed, the students were able to expand on their responses. 
I related their comments to what research had found to cause difficulties: 
beliefs that learning mathematics involves only memorisation and regurgitation of 
rules and procedures, and not creativity and intuition; expectations that it is not 
necessary to understand concepts or relate them to previous knowledge; a lack of 
strategies for solving unfamiliar problems; and the expectation that the students must 
be dependent on the teacher. I explained that my approach to teaching would be based 
on increasing their awareness of their learning and helping them take more control of 
their learning, and that I planned to do this through having them reflect on their 
learning, work together collaboratively, and seek to understand what they are doing 
and why. In small groups and then as a whole class, they suggested ways in which 
reflection on learning could overcome difficulties associated with their attitudes 
towards learning mathematics, and so on for each of the three strategies and the other 
areas of difficulty. Together, we developed a form listing the difficulties as 
categorised by the students, and particular strategies to use to help overcome these 
(Appendix 9). 
I told the students that I planned to research my teaching and their learning, 
explaining that I wanted to help them learn better, and planned to do so using the above 
approaches. I asked for their help in telling me what they found effective or otherwise 
about the learning environment through class discussion, journal writing, and 
interviews. They would be involved in the study through allowing me to use their 
comments, and any who did not wish to be involved not contribute to the data. 
As well as the class discussion about learning, the students wrote about "Maths 
and me" in their journals, commenting on how they learnt mathematics, the difficulties 
they had, and strategies they used to overcome these difficulties. To make them more 
aware of their attitude towards learning mathematics, their control over their learning, 
and the self-regulatory strategies they were using, I asked them to complete the 
Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) (Pintrich, et al., 1991). 
The students seemed to find these lessons interesting. They had been given an 
opportunity to discuss their concerns and share their learning strategies. The focus was 
on them and their learning in mathematics. Plans had been made incorporating their 
ideas, and the aim was to enhance their learning. 
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Cycle 1 (3 February to 12 March, 1998) 
This cycle corresponded to the content area of optimisation using derivatives. 
The focus was on developing an understanding of the use of differentiation as a tool in 
situations involving the optimisation of functions (BSSSS, 1992, p. 24). The subject 
matter included using calculus to sketch polynomial and rational graphs, and to solve 
word optimisation problems. 
The students completed two assessment tasks. The first required them to find an 
equation for a rational function given some features of its graph. The focus was on the 
processes used to find the equation and the justification of the outcomes. Students 
worked in groups for twenty minutes to try to find a suitable equation, and then 
individually wrote up their solutions over the next twenty minutes. The second task 
required them to solve individually four unfamiliar optimisation problems. 
Teaching approach 
From my experiences in 1997, I was very aware ofthe need to provide sufficient 
scaffolding and gradually encourage the students to take more responsibility for their 
learning, so that they did not become concerned that they were not being taught 
"properly" and would not be able to wcceed with this teaching-learning approach. 
Thus, there continued to be some teacher-directed instruction. After the students had 
tried to recall and use their previous knowledge, I reviewed and clarified the associated 
mathematical techniques and processes. I sought to ensure that the students had 
sufficient direction to feel confident about doing the work. When working with 
students in any of a whole class, group or individual format, I used leading questions 
to provide a framework for their solution process. Worked solutions, sometimes with 
detailed explanations, were given out at appropriate times. These were sometimes 
used in conjunction with worked explanations on board, and other times instead of 
these. I did this so that the students could focus on the solution process being 
developed without feeling the need to write everything down. This also gave them 
something to refer to when they could not think of how to continue to solve a 
problem. 
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To make the students more aware of the use of self-regulatory learning 
strategies, I modelled problem solving by talking through the solution process to make 
my metacognitive strategies explicit, acted as a scribe while the whole class 
orchestrated the solution process, and then had the students solve problems in groups 
and individually, a process advocated by Schoenfeld (1985). The students were 
provided with an overview of unit including the learning objectives, previous 
knowledge required, and the lessons planned. This was to help overcome their 
concern that mathematics topics were not related to anything else. I wanted them to 
see where the topic fitted in with their previous knowledge and where it was leading. 
Similarly, new concepts were introduced with a problem to be solved collaboratively 
so that they might access and expand on their previous knowledge. 
Specific strategies used to enhance learning were the emphasis on 
understanding, the development of problem-solving approaches, a collaborative 
approach to learning, the encouraging of students to take greater responsibility for 
their learning, and the use of reflection. 
This cycle was less teacher-directed that the students had been used to m 
mathematics. They were asked to decide how much homework they needed to do, and 
to choose the questions they thought they should do from the textbook. The students 
were asked to decide if they were working effectively and using class and home time 
well, instead of me telling them that they needed to do more work, or that they were 
wasting time. 
Evaluation of Cycle 1 
This section provides an overview of the effectiveness of the cycle. At the end 
of the cycle, the students were asked to comment on the teaching strategies, their 
learning strategies, what they wished to continue or otherwise in the next cycle, and 
whether they thought that they had become more independent. A full lesson was spent 
on this, and the students followed up with journal reflections. The main differences 
from previous years had been working collaboratively, developing their own 
procedures and approaches, focusing on problem-solving strategies, and reflecting on 
what they understood and whether their behaviours were contributing to good 
learning. 
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This was the "honeymoon" period of the study. The approach was new. It 
focused on the students and their learning. Their ideas were being solicited. It also 
seemed to them that they were being more successful with their learning. They were 
enjoying the less formal atmosphere in the class. The students also felt cared for 
because of the extra worksheet and solution sheets that had been prepared for them. 
This evaluation was a very positive experience, with the students' main 
recommendation being to continue with the current strategies for the next cycle. Being 
asked to comment on a teacher's strategies was a new experience, so, if there were 
concerns, the students might not have been comfortable expressing them at this stage. 
The students said that they enjoyed working collaboratively, and that 
discussing the work with each other was helping. They especially liked presenting 
their problem solutions to the rest of the class. However, they suggested a need to 
reform the groups, as one group was not working well and was seldom on task. The 
students' comments showed their awareness of the importance of understanding, as 
they were able to comment on mechanical behaviours, and express concern with just 
memorising the work. They stated that the emphasis on understanding had helped in 
the Application test as they had ideas of where to start. They also said that working on 
problems had been a way of practicing application questions. They indicated that they 
saw themselves as responsible for their own learning, and that I should be making 
them do the work themselves and not tell them how to do it. They were positive about 
the use of the journal for making them think about mathematics and how they learned. 
Thus, at the end of this cycle, I decided to continue the approach while 
reform1.ng the groups as suggested by the students. 
Cycle 2 (13 March to 9 April, 1998) 
The second cycle corresponded to the content area of exponential and 
logarithmic functions. The syllabus requires that students develop an understanding of 
exponential and logarithmic functions and the relationships between them, a working 
knowledge of simple applications, and that emphasis should not be placed on 
simplification of expressions involving indices or logarithms (BSSSS, 1992, p. 21). 
This cycle concluded with an examination that assessed the term's work. It included 
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both techniques and applications questions. Strategies to assist the students prepare for 
this are considered in this cycle. 
Teaching approach 
I focused on life-related aspects of exponential and logarithmic functions, 
including growth and decay, and logarithmic scales including Richter scales, pH and 
decibels. In previous years, I had concentrated much more on the algebraic 
manipulation of expressions involving exponentials and logarithms. But this year was 
different in that I provided the students with a sheet of the logarithmic rules that they 
were allowed to take into the examination. They needed to be able to use these to 
simplify an expression (generally to prepare it for differentiation), and to change an 
exponential equation into a logarithmic equation to find the value of the exponent. 
The main rules they used were this conversion and the change of base rule so that they 
could evaluate expressions using their calculators. Most concepts were introduced 
through solving problems. Because most of these involved real situations, it was 
easier for the students to decide whether their solution made sense. Problem solving 
was not emphasised as much as in the previous cycle. However, the students were 
encouraged to continue to use self-regulatory learning strategies. I sometimes 
reminded them of the "What have you been given?", "What do you want to find?" 
type of questions, so that they would not think such questions applied only to 
optimisation problems. 
I provided less scaffolding than in the first cycle. The students were expected 
to organise their time and work at their own pace. I found that they would either ask 
me to listen to their ideas for solving a problem to confirm whether their ideas were 
correct or reasonable, or have me ask questions to get them started. 
Again, most of the questions were on worksheets that I prepared. I did expect 
all the students to complete these questions, but they were able to work at their own 
rate. The students had the option of working together as groups or doing more 
individual work than they had done in the first cycle. They still sat in groups, and 
would ask other students for help even if they were not working on the same question 
at that time. Because they were working on different sections, I did very little 
reviewing solutions to problems on the board with the whole class as in the previous 
cycle. 
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I allowed a week before the term examination for revision of the work. As a 
class, we discussed revision strategies, and the students were asked to consider the 
objectives of the work covered and determine their level of understanding for each 
objective. I also provided a practice test of the same format as the actual examination 
so that they could focus on the aspects of the course that would be examined. There 
was a solution sheet for the practice test, on which I divided the pages into two, and 
gave the solution on the left-hand side and the explanation on the right-hand side. This 
was in response to a student's request in the evaluation session for explanations as 
well as answers. In preparation for the assessment task, the students were asked to 
write in their journals about their revision plans, and their understanding and 
knowledge of the objectives. They were also asked to write down what areas they 
considered to be the greatest concern to them, and then to take action to deal with this 
problem. After the examination, I asked them to reflect on their preparation and 
strategies, and what they would the next time. 
Evaluation of Cycle 2 
Again, a full lesson was set aside to evaluate the cycle. In class and later in 
their journals, the students reflected on the teaching strategies, their awareness of and 
control over their learning, and planning for the next cycle. 
This evaluation session was not as positive as the previous one. However, the 
students appeared comfortable in discussing strategies that did not work for them. 
They seemed to realise that I was genuine about implementing approaches to help 
with their learning, and wanted to know just how effective they really were. I felt that 
we were working together as partners in reviewing action and using this to inform 
future action. Their input was valuable, as I had not been aware of their need for more 
structure when I had reflected on the teaching and learning during the cycle. 
The students commented on the value of both collaborative and individual 
work, noting that they had done less collaborative work than in the previous cycle. 
While they liked the worked solution sheets because this allowed them to look up a 
question if they could not do it, some admitted that they looked at the solutions before 
they had really tried to work through the problem. The students commented that there 
was less homework being worked on the board, and some needed more to motivate 
them to do it. Some said that they had difficulty because the concepts were introduced 
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as ways of solving problems. These students would have preferred a more formal 
introduction, for example, a statement about what logs were, a definition, and an 
example showing how they were used. Despite this, they were still positive about my 
involvement with their learning: that it was "wanting to make us understand, not 
helping us too much". When I asked what they felt that had done differently to 
improve their learning, the comments included evaluating their learning, collaborative 
work, practice tests, answers on solution sheets, listening to understand the processes 
being used, and writing up their journals. They said that things that did not help were 
my not checking their homework as much, and their laziness, and wasting time in 
class. About half the class expressed these concerns. The remainder had responded 
well to the approach. 
I had given the students much more freedom to take control over their learning 
this cycle by asking them to work at their own pace and allowing them to determine 
how many questions they did. I had not checked homework nor had problems worked 
on the board, which would have required them to have tried to do these problems 
earlier. Most were not ready for this degree of freedom. They were quite willing to 
admit that they were the ones who had not made sufficient effort and not exercised 
control over their learning, but they felt that they needed me to impose more 
discipline on them. The students making the comments about the need for more 
direction from me and for a more formal approach to a topic were the less confident 
ones. Yet, this class still considered the whole teaching and learning approach to be a 
worthwhile way of improving their learning. 
Thus, from the evaluatio:!l reflection, I decided that I needed to provide more 
structure in the next cycle. 
Cycle 3 (23 April to 18 June 1998) 
This cycle involved all of second term. It focused on the content areas of 
Statistics and Integration. The Statistics unit involved a review of previous knowledge 
of probability, an introduction to the binomial and normal distributions, and defining 
and testing statistical hypotheses for life-related problems. The syllabus (BSSSS, 
1992, p. 33) states that the emphasis should be on description and interpretation from 
the point of the recipient rather than the presenter. The second unit was an 
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introduction to integration. This developed an understanding usmg purely 
mathematical contexts. Life-related applications were emphasised later in Term 4. 
St Hildegard's College musical took place during this unit. In a small school, 
most students are involved in some way. This meant that many students missed 
lessons because of rehearsals and performances. In anticipation of this, I designed the 
unit to allow as much work as possible to be done without requiring directed teaching. 
The students were given a long-term assignment on the statistics topic. In it, 
they were required to consider some real-life situation and investigate it statistically. 
They needed to be able to justify their choice of situation, collect appropriate data, 
present these data, formulate and test a hypothesis, draw conclusions, and report on 
their results. The semester examination assessed the statistics and integration 
knowledge. 
Teaching approach 
I continued trying to have the students develop as many relationships and rules 
as possible without my providing these directly. I wanted them to "make sense" of 
what they were doing, and relate new ideas to what they already knew. I was also 
conscious of the concerns of some who felt that they had received insufficient 
direction from me when encountering new concepts in the previous cycle. Thus, I 
asked the students to review probability themselves, and only orchestrated some 
solutions. The students developed most of the relationships and rules for the binomial 
distribution, although I reviewed these on the board to ensure that all felt comfortable 
with these. I used direct teaching to introduce the normal distribution, and the 
methods of hypothesis testing. The students developed their own rules for integrating 
polynomial, exponential and logarithmic functions, but with my providing the initial 
scenario and then guiding them to this. 
Instead of a very bare outline of the areas to be covered, I provided fairly 
detailed lesson plans to the students. These summarised my plans for what we would 
cover each lesson. I wanted the students to use these to help them review the lessons, 
especially if they missed any, and to realise where the particular aspects fitted. The 
pace of the lessons was more constrained than in the previous cycle. I was also more 
directive about how much homework I expected the students to do, and reviewed this 
on the board more often than in the previous cycle. The review of homework was 
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often carried out by individual students or groups, in an approach similar to the first 
cycle. 
The students generally worked collaboratively. I reviewed the roles of the 
students for effective collaborative learning. They were asked to take turns in 
documenting both the solutions and the processes used. All students had the 
responsibility to explain their thinking to the others, to communicate what they knew, 
and to question the thinking of the other group members. They also needed to keep 
each other on task. Although there was more structure and direction than in the 
previous cycle, I felt that I was facilitating learning. I was able to spend time with the 
different groups, sometimes asking questions, more often listening as they explained 
their reasoning to me, and generally self-corrected as doing this. 
The assignment provided a focus for the unit on statistics. Students were given 
the assignment during the first lesson, and told that they would be learning a range of 
techniques that they would be able to use in producing their assignment. They needed 
to form groups to work together, and determine an issue that they wished to test 
statistically as early as possible. They would then have time to collect data, and be 
able to relate what they were learning to their assignment. Some lessons were set 
aside for the groups to work on their assignments in class time. I emphasised the 
importance of their long-term planning for the assignment as a way of managing time 
effectively. I also directed the class to the criteria of assignment task sheet, and asked 
them to plan how they would meet these. 
Evaluation of Cycle 3 
As part of the evaluation of the cycle, I asked the students to review the sheet 
of problems and strategies developed at the beginning of the year, and to indicate 
what were still problems, and which strategies they were using, they should be using 
but were not, and any other strategies that they had found valuable. I also gave each 
student a copy of an extract from Making sense: Teaching and learning mathematics 
with understanding (Hiebert et al., 1997). It emphasised the importance of 
understanding, of connecting new ideas with pre,.rious knowledge, of reflection and 
communication, and of developing one's own procedures. The article argued that 
students need opportunities to explore mathematics, and that they should form a 
community of learners, who show respect for each other's ideas, view mistakes as 
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opportunities for learning, and require their solutions to make sense. I wanted to 
provide some background to the approaches that we were implementing. We 
discussed these issues as a class. 
I felt that this evaluation was not especially focused. It occurred after the lunch 
break on the first day back from the holidays. Nothing especially new or different 
came from the students' comments. They appeared to be positive about what was 
happening, and seemed able to make their wants known. For example, I suggested not 
providing solutions so that it would be more important for them to make sense of what 
they were doing and develop a sense of the reasonableness of their approach and 
solution. They rejected this very definitely. The lack of criticism of the current 
approaches may have resulted from insufficient expenence with other 
teaching/learning approaches. Thus, they could not suggest different strategies from 
the ones that I was using, and they were still not used to being asked how a teacher 
might act to help improve students' learning. They had no different suggestions for 
the next cycle. 
The students stated that they valued being able to call on any other students for 
help, the use of group work, and having students explain their solutions on the board. 
They indicated that they were listening and thinking in class more. There were 
indications that they were accepting some responsibility for their learning: that they 
doing the work so that they would learn, not just to make the tea<.:her happy. They said 
that, in some classes, they did homework because they were made to do it, but would 
also just copy the answers from the back of the book so that it appeared to have been 
done. However, they still wanted me t0 set required homework, because they said that 
I had more idea of how much needed to be done. 
I had planned for the time that would be lost because of the College musical, 
but this was but one of many disruptions. I was continually concerned about the time 
lost in this cycle. However, I felt that I made some progress in helping the students 
become more independent by sharing this concern and responsibility with them, 
instead of accepting it all myself. 
In this evaluation, I had sought to have the students focus on their learning and 
on the strategies that they had been using by revisiting the issues discussed at the 
beginning of the year. I wanted to recapture that initial enthusiasm after this term of 
so many disruptions. 
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Cycle 4 (9 July to 4 August 1998) 
This cycle covered the topics of Periodic Functions and Optimisation using 
calculus. The syllabus requirements for periodic functions include developing an 
understanding of their simple applications in life-related situations, including the 
application of their derivatives (BSSSS, 1992, p. 19). Calculus optimisation problems, 
which were more difficult that those encountered earlier in the year, were revisited. 
Many of these could have been solved using trigonometric relationships to develop 
their model. 
The assessment tasks included an application question requmng the 
development of equations for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation symbol. This 
was not a particularly demanding question, but did require students to be aware of the 
processes they used in arriving at their equations. There was also a one-period test of 
four application questions requiring optimisation. 
Teaching approach 
The students investigated periodic functions using graphics calculators. They 
were asked to draw the curves, y = Asin(Bx+c) and y=Acos(Bx+c) and determine the 
significance of the constants. I found that I needed to encourage their systematic 
working through different values of A, B and C. In a subsequent lesson, some students 
worked on the board to show the effect of different values of the constants. I tried to 
find questions involving periodic functions so that they could see their use in "real-
life" contexts. The differentiation of these functions was treated as an extension of 
already familiar techniques. Much of this was developed on the board by the students. 
I spent most of my time at the back of the room, sometimes guiding the students 
providing class explanations or solutions. A couple of times, I needed to ask the two 
most able students in the class not to contribute, so that the others could. 
The other main content area involved optimisation. The students were given a 
sheet of problems and asked to solve these either by themselves or with group 
members, and to consult with me as necessary. The students needed to recall and then 
extend their previous knowledge. I asked them to decide how many they should do. I 
explained that the questions were ranked in difficulty, so that students whose goal was 
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just to pass might not be as concerned about the most complex questions at the end of 
the worksheet. Graphics calculators were used to find the solutions of equations 
involving periodic functions and also to determine the nature of the stationary points, 
so that the students did not become overwhelmed by the more mechanical aspects of 
solving periodic equations or substituting in periodic functions. 
Evaluation of Cycle 4 
Many of the students did not do well in the Application test at the end of this 
cycle. Although I was disappointed with the results of some students, I was not 
surprised. There had not been the sense that all the students were as committed to 
their learning as they had been earlier in the year. This often happens with Year 12 
students at this time: the end of twelve years of school seems very close, and they 
become temporarily less focused on learning. Many times in this cycle I had reflected 
in my journal that too many were not working as hard as I thought they should have 
been. Students often arrived late for class, and if I were late to class, I would find 
many of them sitting and talking rather than working. A number missed school 
because of winter illnesses, and not all then caught up with the missed work. 
I commenced the evaluation session asking the students to write in their 
journals about the amount of control they had exercised over their learning. After this 
writing, the class and I reflected on the cycle. I said that I was concerned about the 
class result, and wondered whether I should have behaved differently. A number of 
students stated that they had found the topics difficult, and so may have needed more 
teacher input. They suggested that a lesson at the beginning reviewing their previous 
knowledge on optimisation would have helped because they had forgotten a lot. A 
few said that they would have liked more working of the solutions on the board to 
share methods. However, the class still felt that giving them control over what they 
were doing was "the way to go". 
Most students admitted that they should have managed their own learning 
better. Even those disappointed with their results said that they had become more 
aware that they did not always make sufficient effort or manage their time effectively. 
I was surprised that there was no attempt to make me responsible for their poor 
performance, as had been the case with the 1997 students. These students accepted 
that their results related to their efforts in learning. 
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Although, in this evaluation, the students were indicating the need for more 
structure, I did not respond by deciding to provide that. The next topic involved 
Networks, and I knew, from experience, that students generally found this relatively 
easy. The students had admitted that they had not managed their learning well in this 
cycle. I believed that, if they were prepared to try to do this, they would find that they 
could be very successful with this topic. 
Cycle 5 (5 August to 11 September 1998) 
This was the final cycle. It involved Optimisation using Networks and a short 
section on Financial Mathematics. Students were required to develop an 
understanding of the procedures involved in Networks, including shortest path and 
minimal spanning tree algorithms and critical path analysis, and apply these to life-
related problems (BSSSS, 1992, p. 26). The Financial Mathematics section included 
simple and compound interest and budgeting, and sought to provide students with the 
skills to make informed personal financial decisions (BSSSS, 1992, p. 29). 
This cycle was interrupted by the Queensland Core Skills Test and its 
associated preparation and a series of athletics carnivals. I was absent for one week 
attending an in-service and needed to provide worksheets so that the students could 
continue without my input. 
The work was assessed by the term examination. This was the final piece of 
assessment to contribute to the College submission for the October BSSSS 
Certification panel meetings. 
Teaching approach 
I gave the students a fairly detailed collection of notes concerning Networks. 
After providing a brief introduction to the concepts, I stated that I wanted them to 
work through these as independently as possible. They determined how they 
organised their time, how many exercises they did, and which algorithms they chose 
to use. As this had not been done well by many in the last cycle, this was an 
opportunity for them to show that they could be more autonomous. I said that I saw 
my role as a facilitator of their learning and should be considered as a resource to help 
them as necessary. I advised them to make use of their groups as much as possible. 
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They were also provided with handouts and text references to use to review the 
financial mathematics topics. 
In a couple of instances, I worked through an example of an algorithm on the 
board. For example, I had included two different ways of finding the shortest path in 
the notes, and there was another way explained in the textbook. As I had found 
students to have difficulty with these in the past, I decided to show them what I had 
found to be the easiest way. I emphasised that this was the easiest way for me, and 
might not be their preferred algorithm. 
I was able to spend prolonged periods with a few individuals or small groups, 
without demands on my time from other students. I found that some would put up 
their hand, see that I had noticed this, and then keep working, knowing that I would 
visit them soon. This meant that I was able to sit down with the students and listen to 
them explaining how they were dealing with particular problems. 
There was a cooperative atmosphere in the classroom. It was generally student 
choice whether they worked together or individually. Students were comfortable 
seeking help from other students as well as providing assistance when they could. 
Most students found the topics relatively easy, and so felt confident about what they 
were doing. This meant that they were more inclined to help each other as they were 
fairly sure that what they were saying was correct. 
Evaluation of Cycle 5 
The evaluation session was the final evaluation for the study, and occurred 
over two lessons. The College Counsellor sat in on both sessions and took notes about 
the students' responses. He also later interviewed the case study students. 
The students commented that the relaxed class atmosphere over the year had 
produced a positive learning environment, and that they tended to remain on task for 
longer. One student stated that because of the freedom allowed the onus was on them 
to do the work. They felt that they were learning better because they understood what 
they were doing. Most stated that their confidence in doing mathematics had 
increased, and that they had surprised themselves with their improvement. The value 
of the collaborative learning approach was yet again emphasised, with the support it 
provided and the knowledge that developed from listening to the explanations of other 
students. Many felt that they were able to exercise more control over their learning, 
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and through reflection had become more focused and aware of what they were doing. 
Some students stated that they still liked more direction and work on the board by me. 
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Chief Investigator: Lyn Nothdurft 
APPENDIX8 
CONSENT FORMS 
B.A., B.Ap.Sc.(Maths. & Comp.), M.Sc. (Sc. Ed.) 
Centre for Mathematics and Science Education 
Ph: 07 5482 3816 (W) 
07 5482 6993 (H) 
6 March 1998 
CONSENT FORM/ PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT 
Authentic Learning in Mathematics 
I am conducting a study into classroom teaching and learning experiences in mathematics 
education as part of the Doctor of Education degree that I am undertaking. This research aims 
to improve students' mathematics learning outcomes using approaches to help overcome 
learning difficulties. My teaching will emphasise the understanding of concepts, collaborative 
student work, and individual reflection on learning. This teaching approach will be used 
throughout 1998 with your Year 12 Mathematics B class. 
You will be participating in regular classroom activities that will include some changes to my 
teaching and your studying. Your permission is requested for the collection of data through your 
reflections on my teaching and its effect on your learning. These reflections would be in the form 
of journal entries, questionnaire responses, one or two interviews with myself, and comments 
made in the classroom. A pseudonym will be used when referring to your comments to maintain 
anonymity. Participation is voluntary and refusal to participate will involve no disadvantage to 
ycu. Participation may be discontinued at any time without comment or penalty. 
I believe that this project will help improve teaching and learning practices in the mathematics 
classroom. If you would like further information or have any concerns, please contact me. 
Should you have any concerns or complaints about the conduct of the research, you may 
contact the Secretary of the University Research Ethics Committee (Ph: 07 3864 2902). If you 
agree to be involved in this project, would you please complete this consent form. 
I agree to be involved in the Authentic Learning in Mathematics research project to be 
conducted by L Nothdurft. 
Signature: 
Participant Date 
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Chief Investigator: Lyn Nothdurft 
B.A., B.Ap.Sc.(Maths. & Comp.), M.Sc. (Sc. Ed.) 
Centre for Mathematics and Science Education 
Ph: 07 5482 3816 (W) 
07 5482 6993 (H) 
6 March 1998 
Dear Parents 
I am conducting a study into classroom teaching and learning experiences in mathematics 
education as part of the Doctor of Education degree that I am undertaking. This research aims 
to improve students' mathematics learning outcomes using approaches to help overcome 
learning difficulties. My teaching will emphasise the understanding of concepts, collaborative 
student work, and individual reflection on learning. This teaching approach will be used 
throughout 1998 with the Year 12 Mathematics B class. 
The students will be participating in regular classroom activities that will include some changes 
to my teaching and their studying. Their permission has been requested for the collection of 
data through their reflections on my teaching and its effect on their learning. These reflections 
would be in the form of journal entries, questionnaire responses, one or two interviews with 
myself, and comments made in the classroom. A pseudonym will be used when referring to 
their comments to maintain anonymity. Participation is voluntary and refusal to participate will 
involve no disadvantage to the student. Participation may be discontinued at any time without 
comment or penalty. 
I believe that this project will help improve teaching and learning practices in the mathematics 
classroom. If you would like further information or have any concerns, please contact me. 
Yours faithfully 
Lyn Nothdurft 
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APPENDIX 9- RECONNAISSANCE DIFFICULTIES AND STRATEGIES 
Problems How to learn Reflection on learning Working collaboratively Emphasis on 
understanding 
Attitude and effort Start studying early 
Not studying Try fun ways of learning 
Maintaining 
concentration 
Time needed 
Frustration 
Difficulties with learning Ask questions if don't 
Remembering rules understand 
Knowing why to use Do homework 
rules Practise problems 
Abstract concepts Listen in class 
How to logically Memorise rules 
sequence Study - read questions, do 
Creativity needed for problems over 
applications 
Teaching Ask for teacher input 
Provide example, not Get help from different 
why teachers, outside 
Lack of concern about tutors 
understanding 
Not related to anything 
else 
Maths Try to apply concept to a real· 
Only 1 correct answer life situation 
Language 
Seems pointless I 
How: How: How: 
--
--······----~---·····----··-····-
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Problems How to learn Reflection on learning Working collaboratively Emphasis on 
understanding 
Attitude and effort Start studying early Becom~ aware of attitude and Keep each other on task - help See mistakes as part of 
Not studying Try fun ways of learning whether it is a barrier to with concentration learning - take 
Maintaining learning More enjoyable to work together risks 
concentration Be aware of how effectively using Explain why frustrated - take steps Understanding becomes 
Time needed class and home time to overcome the purpose of 
Frustration Be aware of what don't learning 
understand, and so need 
to study 
Have goals 
Difficulties with learning Ask questions if don't Think about how approach a Explain reasoning to group, justify Maths means "doing", not 
Remembering rules understand problem - what questions solutions reproducing 
Knowing why to use Do homework to ask: Question other students, why they examples 
rules Practise problems Planning used particular rules or Approach new types of 
Abstract concepts Listen in class Monitoring approaches questions as 
How to logically Memorise rules Evaluating problems, use a 
sequence Study - read questions, creative approach 
Creativity needed for do problems Generate own rules and 
applications over procedures 
Teaching Ask for teacher input Reflect on each lesson: Role of students in teaching each Importance of process 
Provide example, not Get help from different What did I learn today other Students develop own 
why teachers, How does this fit with knowledge, not 
Lack of concern about outside tutors what I already know "sponges" 
understanding What don't I understand absorbing teacher 
Not related to anything What am I going to do information 
else about this Need to be able to use own 
knowledge in 
exam without 
teacher saying 
what to do 
Maths Try to apply concept to a Reflect on how new work fits in Students provide a range of Relate new knowledge to 
Only 1 correct answer real-life situation with what already know different approaches what you already 
Language Use math. language in discussing know 
Seems pointless problem 
How: How: How: 
Journals Group approach - discuss Own rule book 
Class time for review of lesson questions, recorders, Discussion in group 
Learning strategies responsibilities, present Reflection on 
to class understanding 
Rework question at home 
APPENDIX 10 
DOUBLE ENTRY JOURNAL 
By Judith 
(punctuation and expression as in original) 
WORKING THINKING 
Costs week-1 =$(50+ 1.50) • What I already know 
Cost of toy= $(4- 0.01x) 
x = number of toys produced per week 
Profit= x (4- 0.01x)- (50+ 1.50) • Want to find the MAX profit, and to do this I 
= 4x- 0.01x2 - 50+ 1.5x need to use an equation in terms of x. 
= 2.5 x- 0.01x2 - 50 
• So profit- no. of toys sold by the price of the 
toys take away the weekly costs 
P' = 2.5 - 0.02x 
• To find the MAX profit I must find P' and the 
SPs when P' = 0 SPs when P' = 0 
ie when 2.5 - 0.02x = 0 
ie when 0.02x = 2.5 
ie when x = 2.5/0.02 
ie when x = 175 
P" = -0.02 :. SP is a MAX asP" is -ve 
• To find if SP is now a max find P" 
Toys for MAX profit= 175 
• Have first answer (HOW many toys) 
Cost of toy= $(4- 0.01 x 175) g Have second answer (what price sold) by 
= $2.75 subing value into the appropriate equation 
• I have answered the question 
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APPENDIX 11 
PROBLEM SOLVING BEHAVIOURS 
OPTIMISATION PROBLEMS 
PROBLEM SOLVING BEHAVIOURS Questions you can ask yourself 
Set up the model 
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM What do I know? 
Problem is correctly interpreted What do I want to know, to find? 
Goals and givens established What variables will I use? 
Goals and givens represented symbolically Can I draw a diagram? 
All relevant information used Can I write equations using these 
variables? 
PLANNING 
Identification of goals and sub-goals Can I think of a related problem? 
Use of strategies to explore and understand problem Can I restate the problem? 
Selection of strategies to carry out plans Can I solve part of the problem? 
Solve the mathematical problem 
MONITORING Am I still solving the problem I set out to 
solve? 
Monitoring of progress through a problem What am I doing? 
Recognition of potentially fruitful solution pathways Why am I doing it? 
Recognition of solution pathways that will potentially lead How does it help me? 
to dead ends 
IMPLEMENTATION What am I trying to do? Will this do it? 
Comprehending problem statements Are the equations, etc. in a form that I 
can use? 
Organising information and data Is the equation in terms of one variable? 
Executing plans What should I differentiate? Do !find 
SPs? 
Planning solution attempts What type of SP? 
Checking results Did I get the required minimum or 
maximum? 
Interpret the solution What does my answer mean? 
Check Are there any mechanical errors? 
VERIFICATION 
Evaluation of approach Does the result answer the original 
question? 
Evaluation of execution Does the answer seem reasonable? 
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APPENDIX 12 
REVISION CHECKLIST 
Know 
Objectives - CALCULUS 
Differentiation techniques for: 
y=axn (n positive, negative, fraction) 
chain rule 
product rule 
quotient rule 
Solve equations (mainly quadratics - factorisation or 
quadratic formula) 
Know the meaning of +ve and -ve values of derivative in 
terms of the graph and stationary points 
Find SPs 
Determine the nature of SPs 
sampling 
second derivative 
Find the limit of a function as x -+±co 
represent this on a graph 
Know when a function is not defined 
how this is represented on its graph (asymptotes) 
Draw a graph using information from calculus 
Know basic measurement formula 
Express problems as math relationships to be optimised 
Interpret the math solution and relate to the real life 
problem 
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Understand Don't 
but need understand 
more 
practice 
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